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Introduction

Fifty men and one woman have held the post of Prime Minister (or, more
formally, First Lord of the Treasury) since Robert Walpole was appointed
by George I, in 1721. Twenty of them served during the twentieth
century. This book aims to provide a succinct account of their political
careers, assess their achievements and, where appropriate, draw conclu-
sions as to their relevance to the present day. It is conceived as part of a
larger study: two further volumes, by the same author, will be devoted
respectively to Prime Ministers of the nineteenth and eighteenth
centuries, so that eventually all 51 will have come under the spotlight.

Historians argue about whether it is great men and women or social
and economic forces which fashion events. No one studying the lives
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and careers of the 20 people who led Britain in the twentieth century
would doubt that it is a combination of the two. While many of the
most fundamental changes would no doubt have occurred in any
event, some at least were down to the judgement, force of character,
and sometimes, indeed, errors of particular Prime Ministers. Here are a
few of the more obvious examples:

● Salisbury’s legacy: the dominance of the Conservative Party, through
extending its appeal to new sections of the electorate.

● Asquith’s failure to broaden the base of the Liberal Party, which
allowed Labour to replace it as the main progressive party.

● Churchill’s defiance of his party and much ‘common-sense’ opinion
in continuing to fight a war which seemed lost.

● Attlee, overseeing the creation a uniquely universalist welfare state,
and ensuring that the end of the British Empire was achieved peace-
fully, at least as far as Britain was concerned.

● Heath, ensuring British entry into Europe – too late, but quite possi-
bly rather earlier than any other Prime Minister would have done.

● Thatcher, like Salisbury before her, changing the rules of British poli-
tics, and entrenching Conservative economic ideology, so much so
that Blair is still a prisoner of her legacy.

● Blair, overseeing a constitutional revolution, and perhaps reshaping
the electoral politics of the twenty-first century.

The 20 Prime Ministers discussed in this book came from a variety of
backgrounds. Five of them (Salisbury, Balfour, Churchill, Eden and
Douglas-Home) were aristocrats, while a sixth, Macmillan, was married
to a duke’s daughter. Apart from Macmillan, six others (Campbell-
Bannerman, Bonar Law, Baldwin, Chamberlain, Attlee and Blair) came
from comfortable middle class or professional families. The remaining
eight came from the working or lower-middle classes, though four of
them (Asquith, Wilson, Heath and Thatcher) effectively ‘reclassed’ them-
selves through graduating at Oxford University. Of those from ‘humble
homes’, only Lloyd George, MacDonald, Callaghan and Major succeeded
in climbing to the top of ‘the greasy pole’ without the benefit of a univer-
sity education. (It is remarkable that of the 13 Prime Ministers who were
university graduates, ten attended Oxford and three Cambridge. The
only other university represented was Glasgow, attended by Campbell-
Bannerman, who was also to graduate at Cambridge.)

It would be idle to maintain that the 20 people discussed in this
volume were the most able and distinguished British politicians of the
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century. The list includes a number of mediocrities and one or two rank
failures, as well as some of the highest competence and perhaps two or
three of outstanding quality. It would be easy enough to pick a dozen
names of other leading politicians who might well have made it to 10
Downing Street and who would quite probably have outperformed many
of those who actually did. On the Conservative side, the names of Joseph
and Austen Chamberlain, R.A. Butler, Iain Macleod, Michael Heseltine
and Kenneth Clarke spring to mind. A Labour list would include the
names of Ernest Bevin, Stafford Cripps, Aneurin Bevan, Hugh Gaitskell,
Roy Jenkins and Tony Crosland. The uneven performance of those actu-
ally chosen to fill the highest political position in the land is at least
partly explicable by the circumstances of their selection. In the early
years of the century, party leaders, and hence Prime Ministers, were cho-
sen (if not by the Monarch) by their leading parliamentary colleagues,
and their performances in the House of Commons were regarded as per-
haps the most important criterion. The Labour Party, however, insisted
from the outset in choosing its leader by a ballot of all its MPs, a practice
soon copied by the Liberals and, much later (after 1964) by the Tories.
Later still, all three parties gave their rank-and-file members a direct role
in electing the leader. Other qualities (sometimes conflicting) have
become more important in assessing the rival claims of potential leaders,
including their ideological position within the party, their support
among party activists, and – perhaps most important – their appeal to the
electorate as a whole. This has not precluded the choice of compromise
candidates who have been preferred to more dynamic but also more divi-
sive contenders, and the choice has sometimes gone – apparently fortu-
itously – to somebody who just happened to be in the right place at the
right time. It is the candidate who is the least offensive and is judged to
have the ‘safest pair of hands’ who usually emerges at the end of the day.
There are, of course, exceptions, and these are liable to occur in unusual
situations. Neither Churchill nor Attlee – perhaps the two most successful
of twentieth-century premiers – would have been likely to be chosen in
‘normal circumstances’: one was regarded as altogether too flamboyant,
and the other as not nearly flamboyant enough. Churchill became Prime
Minister, in extremis, in 1940, when the nation was staring military defeat
in the face. Attlee had become leader of the Labour Party five years ear-
lier, but only because all the more favoured candidates of his generation
had lost their parliamentary seats in the 1931 general election, which put
them temporarily out of the running.

The conditions under which the different Prime Ministers have
governed, and the extent of their responsibilities, have changed to a
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remarkable degree over the past 100 years, due largely to three factors –
the great increase in the scope of government activities, the much more
continuous involvement of heads of government in international
affairs, and latterly in those of the European Union, and the tremendous
development of the media and all forms of communication. All these
have contributed to a speeding up the rhythm of prime ministerial lives
and have made far greater demands on their stamina. Nevertheless, the
core functions of the Prime Minister have not changed all that much
over time. No job description was ever published, but one was effec-
tively drawn up by officials in the Cabinet Office in the late 1940s. It
was left to gather dust in their files, until a copy was exhumed from the
archives of the Public Record Office by Professor Peter Hennessy in the
1990s. He summarised and expanded on it in his magisterial work
The Prime Minister: The Office and its Holders since 1945, published in
2000 (Hennessy 2000, pp.53–101). Hennessy identified 12 main official
functions of the Prime Minister, which included handling the govern-
ment’s relations with the Monarch, as Head of State, appointing and
dismissing ministers, presiding over the Cabinet and its most important
committees, arranging the membership and agenda of other committees,
exercising overall control of the Civil Service, allocating functions
between government departments and deciding on their creation and
abolition, dealing with other heads of government and taking an espe-
cially close interest in foreign affairs and defence matters, and deciding
on a wide range of top appointments, not only in the Civil Service, but
in ‘many institutions of a national character’.

As Hennessy points out, this list refers only to the Prime Minister’s
official functions, and makes no mention of the considerable demands
made on him as leader of the largest political party. These, since Lloyd
George set the precedent in 1918, include deciding the date (subject to
the agreement of the Queen, which, in practice, is never now withheld)
on which general elections are held. Previously, it was a decision collec-
tively taken by the Cabinet as a whole. Nor does the list include the
Prime Minister’s role as the principal representative of the government
in the House of Commons. This function, however, has diminished
over the years. Prior to Lloyd George, the Prime Minister normally
doubled up his post with being Leader of the House (unless he was a
member of the House of Lords), which involved him spending many
hours seated on the government benches. Recent Prime Ministers,
notably Margaret Thatcher and Tony Blair, have, by contrast, spent
very little time in the Commons, except when they were themselves
making statements or answering Parliamentary Questions or – more
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rarely – participating in debates. By contrast, the amount of time and
effort that Prime Ministers have devoted to addressing the general
public, mainly of course through television, has grown enormously,
and it is arguable that recent premiers have suffered from overexposure,
and that this has accelerated their ‘sell by’ dates.

‘The office of the Prime Minister is what its holder chooses and is able
to make of it’, wrote Asquith in his memoirs, a sentiment with which
most of his fellow Prime Ministers would probably have agreed.
Nevertheless, some observers have seen it as an office which has grown
inexorably in power, so that from being primus inter pares (first among
equals) within his Cabinet, as the nineteenth-century Liberal politician
John Morley defined his position, he/she has come totally to dominate
it. Cabinet government in this view, which was argued strongly by John
Mackintosh (The British Cabinet, 1977) and Richard Crossman (Bagehot
1964, pp.37–57) in the 1960s, has given way to prime ministerial or
even presidential government. Others, notably Professor George Jones
(King 1985, pp.195–220) attempted to refute this argument, pointing
out the many constraints under which Prime Ministers still operate. My
own view is that there has been a considerable increase in Prime
Ministerial power, but that it has not been a linear one. Strong Prime
Ministers have been followed by weaker ones, and the strength of a
Prime Minister’s position depends upon many factors other than his/her
own will and innate abilities. These include the quality of his fellow
Cabinet ministers and the limits to their deference, whether he is lead-
ing a coalition or a single party administration, the size of his parliamen-
tary majority, his standing in his own political party, the state of the
opinion polls and the run of by-election results, the length of time he
has been in office and the effectiveness of the main Opposition party.
One evident constraint upon future would-be strongmen or women is
that two of the most domineering Prime Ministers of the twentieth
century – Lloyd George and Thatcher – were eventually unhorsed by
their own followers, who despaired of their imperious ways.

No attempt has been made in the body of this book to put the Prime
Ministers in any sort of rank order. At the very end of the century, a
BBC programme polled a small sample of historians, commentators and
politicians and asked them to produce such a list, excluding the incum-
bent, Tony Blair. The result, published in the Guardian on 27 December
1999, was as follows:

1. Winston Churchill (Con, 1940–45, 1951–55)
2. David Lloyd George (Lib, 1916–22)
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3. Clement Attlee (Lab, 1945–51)
4. Herbert Asquith (Lib, 1908–16)
5. Margaret Thatcher (Con, 1979–90)
6. Harold Macmillan (Con, 1957–63)
7. Marquess of Salisbury (Con, 1895–1902)
8. Stanley Baldwin (Con, 1923–24, 1924–29, 1935–37)
9. Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman (Lib, 1905–08)

10. Harold Wilson (Lab, 1964–70, 1974–76)
11. Edward Heath (Con, 1970–74)
12. James Callaghan (Lab, 1976–79)
13. Andrew Bonar Law (Con, 1922–23)
14. Ramsay MacDonald (Lab, 1924, 1929–35)
15. Sir Alec Douglas-Home (Con, 1963–64)
16. Arthur Balfour (Con, 1902–05)
17. John Major (Con, 1990–97)
18. Neville Chamberlain (Con, 1937–40)
19. Sir Anthony Eden (Con, 1955–57)

I myself would not strongly dissent from this overall assessment, but
would probably have put Lloyd George and Thatcher rather lower, and
Campbell-Bannerman and Heath somewhat higher. Where would I have
put Blair, if he had been included? Fairly near the top, if I had been
asked in late 1999, probably no higher than half-way down, writing in
2004, though his career probably still has several more years to run, and
it is too early to be sure. It is my hope that readers of this book may find
it some help in forming their own judgements of the achievements and
shortcomings of those who guided our destinies during the past century.

Note on sources

The present volume is not based on a large amount of original research.
So far as the first half of the book is concerned, my principal source has
been a close reading of relevant historical works as well as the main
biographies of the personalities involved. This is also true of the later
period, but it has been increasingly supplemented by my own observa-
tions of the political scene, during the course of a long career as a polit-
ical journalist, and a much shorter one as an active politician and
Member of Parliament. In these capacities, I have had some personal
contact with all the Prime Ministers since Macmillan, though I knew
only two of them – Wilson and Callaghan – at all well, and was not a
close associate of either of them.
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I may not, perhaps, have achieved the highest level of objectivity.
Even though I have striven to avoid conscious bias, I cannot avoid
unconscious ones, and it is right that the reader should be aware that
mine come from a centre-left position. What I have tried to do is to
judge the characters involved by the success or otherwise with which
they have pursued their own declared objectives, rather than whether I
personally approve of such objectives. I have also made a serious effort
not to apply twenty-first-century standards to the careers of the earlier
Prime Ministers who were operating according to the norms of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Short bibliographies are included at the end of each chapter. The fol-
lowing more general works have also been of assistance to the author:

Works consulted

Bagehot, Walter, The English Constitution, Introduction by Richard Crossman,
London, Watts, 1964.
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CHAPTER 1

Robert Cecil, 3rd Marquis 
of Salisbury – The Man

who Stayed too Long

The first twentieth-century Prime Minister was quintessentially a
nineteenth-century figure. Yet few people had more influence on the
subsequent turn of events, extending almost to the end of the new
century, than Robert Arthur Talbot Gascoyne-Cecil, 3rd Marquis of
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Robert Cecil, 3rd Marquis of Salisbury 9

Salisbury (1830–1903). Three developments, in particular, owe more to
him than any other single person. Firstly, the dominance during most
of the twentieth century of the Conservative Party, of which he – rather
than the more celebrated Disraeli – was the main architect. Secondly,
the persistence of the Irish problem until our own day, which may well
be traced back to his refusal to agree a bipartisan policy with Gladstone
over Home Rule. Thirdly – but more contentiously – his veto of an
Anglo-German alliance, as late as 1901, has been blamed, notably by
Julian Amery in his biography of Joseph Chamberlain, as leading to the
First World War and, by implication, to all the horrors which came after
(Amery 1969, p.158).

Salisbury was an improbable character to have made such a mark on
history. Superficially, he strongly resembled the long series of aristocrats
who led the majority of British governments throughout the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. Educated at Eton and Oxford, elected to a
‘family borough’ while still in his early twenties, inheriting a peerage
and large estates in his forties, his CV matched those of such predeces-
sors as the Earls of Derby and Aberdeen, Viscount Melbourne and Earl
Grey. Yet, temperamentally, he was far from falling into this mould. The
third son of the second Marquis of Salisbury – a direct descendant of
Lord Burghley and Robert Cecil, the chief ministers of Elizabeth I and
James I – he was a sickly and unsociable child who had no appetite for
the favoured pastimes of his class. He detested games, and throughout
his life abstained alike from hunting, shooting and fishing. Instead, he
spent long hours in the well-stocked library of Hatfield House, his
ancestral home, and developed marked intellectual tastes from an early
age. This did him no good at Eton, where he was so badly and inces-
santly bullied that his father agreed to take him away at the age of 15
and entrust him to a private tutor.

At 17, Lord Robert Cecil, as he was then known, went up to Christ
Church (Oxford), where he felt more at home than at Eton, and showed
a keen interest in politics, becoming successively secretary and treasurer
of the Union, where he made his mark as a stern and orthodox Tory.
But his health broke down after two years and he had to leave prema-
turely, being awarded an honorary Fourth Class degree in Mathematics.
In view of the sad fate of his elder brothers, one of whom had died in
infancy, while the other (Lord Cranborne) was a permanent invalid, his
father agreed in July 1855 to send him on a long voyage to recover from
what his doctor described as ‘the complete breakdown of his nervous
system’.



This voyage, which lasted 22 months and included lengthy stays in
South Africa, Australia and New Zealand, was the making of Cecil. Not
only did it permanently strengthen his health, but, according to his
biographer, A.L. Kennedy, it

broadened his mental outlook, afforded him close contact with types
of humanity he would not otherwise have met, and gave him one or
two of the permanent characteristics of his statesmanship, not the
least of which was a profound belief in the Empire, by no means
common among his contemporaries. (Kennedy 1953, pp.14–15)

Yet the man who returned from the voyage had little confidence that
he would make anything of his life. Writing to his father, he discussed
dismissively the prospects of a career in politics, the Church or the bar.

My chances of getting into the House of Commons are practically
nil … [Holy] Orders is the profession I should place next to it [poli-
tics] in usefulness: but from my uncertain health and my inaptitude
for gaining personal influence I am as little fitted to it as any man I
ever met.

He added that ‘I am as likely to attain eminence in it [the bar] as I am to
get into Parliament’ (Kennedy 1953, p.16).

Only three months elapsed, however, from his return from New
Zealand, in May 1853, before he was elected MP for Stamford.
Effectively a pocket borough, it was in the gift of his cousin, the
Marquis of Exeter. Cecil was unopposed in the by-election which
followed the death of the previous member, and he never had to fight a
contest during the 15 years that he represented the seat. His father, who
was himself later a Tory Cabinet minister in the second Derby govern-
ment, used his influence to secure him the candidacy, and must have
hoped that Cecil would now conform more closely to the accepted pat-
tern of life for a country gentleman of high birth. He was due for two
grievous disappointments. In April 1855 the colonelcy of the Middlesex
militia fell vacant. As Lord-Lieutenant of the county, the appointment
was in the Marquis’s hands, and he resolved to confer it on his son,
writing to offer it to him in the most enthusiastic terms. Cecil blankly
refused, saying ‘I detest all soldiering beyond measure’ and that his use-
lessness for the militia command was ‘ludicrously glaring’ (Kennedy
1953, pp.27–8).
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Worse was to follow. Cecil might not have been generally considered
a particularly eligible bachelor. ‘A tall, stooping, myopic intellectual
recluse, he was also an untidy unprepossessing man’ (Taylor 1953, p.4),
but it was taken for granted that he would eventually make an appro-
priate match with the daughter of another aristocratic house. When
Cecil announced in 1856 that he was to marry Georgina Alderson, the
dowerless daughter of a judge, his father promptly forbade the mar-
riage. Cecil was obdurate, and his father eventually relented, though
setting his allowance at so meagre a level that he was forced to seek a
supplementary source of income – journalism.

This proved a blessing in disguise. For the type of journalism to
which Salisbury devoted himself was at the highest intellectual level –
long articles (33 in all), each of 20,000 words or so, for the Quarterly
Review, supplemented by over 600 shorter pieces for the weekly Saturday
Review, edited by his brother-in-law, Alexander Beresford-Hope. Such
articles required a great deal of research, and Cecil expended much
energy in informing himself and thinking through his position on all
the major issues of the day. Although the majority of the articles dealt
with domestic politics, the most trenchant are undoubtedly on foreign
policy, including two brilliant historical studies of the Younger Pitt and
Castlereagh, whom Cecil clearly regarded as appropriate role models.
(several of these articles are reprinted in Smith (1972)).

Perhaps the most significant of all his articles, which appeared in
April 1864, was a critique of the policies carried out by the then Foreign
Secretary, Earl Russell, and the Prime Minister, Lord Palmerston. He was
especially scathing about their nonchalance in encouraging Denmark
to stand up to Prussian and Austrian demands over Schleswig-Holstein,
but then leaving the Danes in the lurch when it was clear that the two
Germanic powers were bent on war. ‘Peace without honour is not only
a disgrace, it is a chimera’, he wrote, in words which almost precisely
prefigured the Munich agreement of 74 years later.

In a survey covering the eight years between 1856 and 1864, Cecil
discerned a pattern of British bullying of weak countries (six examples),
while using only menacing language against more powerful countries
(first Russia, then Prussia, then the United States), followed by a hasty
retreat when it became clear that they were in earnest. The conclusion
he drew was that provocative words should only be used when there
was a firm intention to back them up with action. Theodore Roosevelt’s
later dictum – ‘Speak softly but carry a big stick’ – surely encapsulated
the lesson which Salisbury drew from his study of Russell and
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Palmerston, and it was one he faithfully applied on most occasions dur-
ing his subsequent conduct of foreign policy.

If his financial dependency had the beneficial effect of preparing
him intellectually much more thoroughly for ministerial office, its
cause – his ‘inappropriate marriage’ – had no less happy an effect. Lord
Blake describes it as

one of the wisest decisions in his life … [Georgina Alderson] was of
the same High Church persuasion as he was. Religion played a vital
part in both their lives. She also had a similar sense of humour. But
unlike Cecil she was sociable, gregarious and extrovert. She was
highly intelligent and ready to talk about all the topics of the day;
she suffered from none of the nervousness, the introspection, the
shyness which afflicted him from his youth, but which evaporated
to a great extent as their married life went by. She was his prop and
invaluable support for forty-two years till she died in 1899. (Blake
and Cecil 1987, p.3)

Although Cecil’s articles were contributed anonymously, the identity
of the author rapidly became known among political circles. He soon
gained renown as a sceptical, shrewd and informed commentator
whose views, though firmly based on Conservative principles, were not
bound by narrow party political considerations. It was his writing,
rather than his rather fitful and idiosyncratic parliamentary activity
which gradually built up Cecil’s political reputation during the 1850s
and early 1860s. He was, however, overlooked by Lord Derby when he
formed his short-lived Conservative administration of 1859–60, in
which Cecil’s father served as Lord President of the Council.

Still feeling under keen financial pressure, with a rapidly growing
family to support, Cecil resolved to give up politics and seek an office of
profit under the Crown. The most promising vacancy was for a Clerk to
the Privy Council, now in the gift of his father. The second Marquis was
willing to appoint him, but was overruled by the Cabinet who baulked
at this act of nepotism. So Cecil redoubled his journalistic efforts, but
his situation was transformed in June 1865, with the death of his elder
brother, Lord Cranborne. From being a mere younger son, he became
the heir to the marquisate and to one of the largest estates and fortunes
in the country. His father substantially increased his allowance, and his
days of relative penury were over.

Cranborne, as he now became, had strongly criticised Benjamin
Disraeli, whom he regarded as a mountebank, in several of his articles,
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but the Conservative leader in the Commons did not hold it against
him. When Lord Derby again became Prime Minister in 1866, Disraeli
readily agreed to the appointment of Cranborne as Secretary of State for
India, and went out of his way to be friendly to him.

Cranborne’s first Cabinet post lasted for less than nine months. In
March 1867 he resigned, with two other colleagues, in protest against
the terms of the second Reform Bill, which extended the vote to all
heads of households in urban constituencies. Cranborne made it clear
that his objection was as much to what he regarded as Disraeli’s unprin-
cipled manipulation as to the actual terms of the bill, which was duly
voted into law.

Cranborne’s resignation was no sudden fit of pique. No great believer
in democracy, he appeared to feel that the settlement reached under the
1832 Reform Bill had produced an almost perfect balance between the
different classes of society. The untrammelled power of the aristocracy
had been trimmed, and representatives of the middle classes had been
admitted into the decision-making process. Cranborne had no objec-
tion to working-class representatives also being involved, but he did not
wish them to be admitted in such numbers as to swamp the interests of
the propertied classes. His quasi-Marxist analysis led him to conclude
that giving power to the workers would inevitably lead to the despolia-
tion of the other classes. His favoured solution – which was incorpo-
rated in the original draft which Disraeli presented to the Cabinet – was
that the extension of the franchise should be balanced by plural voting
rights for the propertied and better educated.

On his own account, Cranborne was notably disinterested, but not
so on behalf of his class or of his party. He regarded the ownership of
property as an essential basis for political leadership, and his opposition
to the 1867 Reform Bill owed much to a study which he undertook of
its likely political consequences. These, he concluded, would be injuri-
ous to the Conservatives, particularly in the smaller boroughs (Clarke
1992, pp.48–9).

Cranborne’s resignation did little, if any, harm to his reputation.
Rather, it confirmed him, at least in Conservative circles, as a man pre-
pared to put principle before his own political career. Nor did Disraeli
take offence, inviting him to rejoin the Cabinet when he succeeded
Derby as Prime Minister in January 1868. Yet Cranborne was adamant,
writing at this time:

If I had a firm confidence in his principles or his honesty, or even if
he were identified by birth or property with the Conservative classes
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in the country – I might … work to maintain him in power. But he is
an adventurer and I have good cause to know he is without princi-
ples or honesty. (Taylor 1953, p.28)

At this stage, he once again thought of abandoning politics, writing
to a Liberal friend (John Coleridge): ‘my opinions belong to the past,
and it is better that the new principles in politics should be worked by
those who sympathise with them heartily’ (Kennedy 1953, p.64).

In April 1868 his father died, and he inherited his seat in the House
of Lords as well as the family estates. The new Marquis’s character and
beliefs had long been fully formed. At their root was a strong Christian
faith. Salisbury was no less committed a Christian than Gladstone –
indeed he had been strongly influenced by the teachings of the same
Bishop Butler, whose works Gladstone was to edit and annotate. Yet,
whereas Gladstone’s Christian faith tormented him, Salisbury’s brought
him calm and reassurance. It also made him a profound pessimist, with
few illusions about the perfectibility of man. Yet Salisbury was also a
utilitarian, influenced by Jeremy Bentham with his doctrine of the
greatest happiness of the greatest number. He was a very English charac-
ter, who took it for granted that English ways were best, though he was
sharply critical of signs of racial superiority exhibited by British
colonists and administrators in South Africa or India. No social snob, he
was more aware of the responsibilities than the privileges of the landed
class, and considered public service an inescapable duty. Painfully shy
in private, he never flinched from playing a public role. The natural
authority which he exhibited may have owed much to his social posi-
tion in an age of deference, but it was also due in part to his strength of
character and the unaffected candour of his speech. His conservatism
did not take the form of a blind resistance to change, indeed he
regarded change as inevitable and beneficial. What he was against was
sudden, revolutionary upheaval; change, he believed, should be some-
thing organic, as in nature. Nor did he believe in dying in the last ditch
even against changes which he considered objectionable; they should
instead be accepted as an accomplished fact, and energies should there-
after be directed to making them work out with the least undesirable
consequences. This was certainly the spirit in which he accepted the
1867 Reform Bill once it had been passed, and it greatly influenced his
attitude, as we shall see, to the subsequent bill of 1884.

His new position led to a considerable broadening of his interests: he
took his duties as a landowner and farmer extremely seriously, and
showed a benevolent and highly practical interest in the welfare of his
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many tenants. As a keen amateur scientist, he set up his own laboratory
at Hatfield House, which became the first private house in England to
be connected with electricity, and one of the first to have a telephone.
He became an accomplished photographer, and even contributed a
learned article on the subject to the Quarterly Review. In 1869 he became
Chancellor of Oxford University, while a year earlier he became chair-
man (and effective general manager) of the Great Eastern Railway – a
post which he successfully held for four years, and which gave him
invaluable experience of business and commerce.

And there was the House of Lords, a chamber not especially revered
by Salisbury, who once described it as ‘the dullest assembly in the
world’. Yet he played a considerable part in its proceedings during the
six years of Gladstone’s first government, which lasted until 1874. His
position was somewhat anomalous. Easily the most effective debater in
the House, he played no formal role in the Conservative opposition.
Though he usually sided with them in debate, he continued to show the
same independent streak that he had in the Commons. On one notable
occasion, he rounded on Tory peers who had sought to modify the trust
deeds of a charitable bequest intended to provide doles for old people.
They had argued that it was bad for the poor to receive money without
working for it. ‘Lord Salisbury, furious and sarcastic’, a biographer wrote
‘mocked the hypocrisy of a House, which, living for the most part on
inherited wealth, was denying the solace of an unearned pittance for
the poor’ (Kennedy 1953, p.76).

Salisbury continued to regard Disraeli with contempt, and it was
ironic that he owed the resurrection of his political career entirely to his
sustained patronage and support. Without this, he would only be
remembered now – if at all – as an eccentric grandee and intellectual
maverick.

When Disraeli unexpectedly won the 1874 election, and embarked
on his second ministry, one of his first concerns was to recruit Salisbury
to his Cabinet. Salisbury showed extreme reluctance, writing to his wife
that the prospect of having to serve again ‘with this man’ was ‘like a
nightmare’. The wily Disraeli used Salisbury’s stepmother, now married
to the 15th Earl of Derby (son of the former Prime Minister and himself
Foreign Secretary in the new government), as a go-between. Her urging
and that of Salisbury’s few intimate friends proved sufficient to over-
come his doubts, though he still spent three days making up his mind.
He returned to his previous post in the India Office, and from then
onwards his distrust of Disraeli gradually diminished and something
approaching friendship developed between the two men.
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The decisive moment in Salisbury’s political career came two years
later, in 1876. Uprisings in Herzogovina and Bulgaria against Turkish
rule, which had been suppressed with the utmost barbarity, had stirred
consciences throughout Europe, especially that of Gladstone, who
embarked on his missionary campaign to turn the Turks ‘bag and
baggage’ out of Europe. Disraeli, fearful that if no action was taken,
Russia – which had already vastly extended its territories by the virtual
annexation of Turkmenistan, Khiva and Bokhara – would undertake
this task for its own aggrandisement, proposed a conference of the great
powers of Europe (Austria, Britain, France, Germany, Italy and Russia)
to persuade the Turks to reform their administration. The Russian gov-
ernment was unexpectedly willing to go along with this proposal, and
itself convened a conclave at its embassy in Constantinople to which
the other powers were invited.

The obvious British representative was the Foreign Secretary, Lord
Derby. But he was increasingly at odds with Disraeli, who chose
Salisbury to go in his place. The consequence was to turn Salisbury from
a little-known British politician into a statesman of international
renown. He set off for Constantinople in November 1876, stopping off
on the way at the main European capitals to discuss the situation. In
Berlin he met Bismarck, the German Chancellor, and the Emperor,
William I, and in Paris, Vienna and Rome had long discussions with the
leading political figures. No British politician since the Congress of
Vienna 60 years earlier had had such extensive contact with his foreign
counterparts. Salisbury’s private views at this stage were not very differ-
ent from Gladstone’s; he was predisposed to a pro-Russian viewpoint,
unlike Disraeli (now Lord Beaconsfield) and a majority of his Tory
colleagues. At Constantinople he made common cause with the amiable
but artful Russian representative, General Ignatiev, though he subse-
quently realised that he had been manipulated by him. The conference
itself went remarkably smoothly, and an agreed list of demands was pre-
sented to the Sultan, Abdul Hamid II. These he promptly rejected, and
the plenipotentiaries returned home feeling that the venture had been a
failure. So, in substance, it had, but for Lord Salisbury it had been a tri-
umphant success, putting him on the map internationally, and he
returned home, to his amazement, to a hero’s welcome.

The subsequent war between Russia and Turkey, which broke out in
April 1887, led to Salisbury becoming more and more critical of Russia,
as the threat increased of its occupation of Constantinople and the
conversion of the whole of Turkey’s European possessions into virtual
Russian satellites. He repeatedly demanded a British show of 
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force – such as sending a fleet to the Dardanelles – to warn the Russians
off, but the majority of his Cabinet colleagues were reluctant, and only
finally agreed in February 1878 when the Russian troops were at the
gates of Constantinople. The following month the Turks were induced
to sign a peace treaty with Russia at San Stefano.

This treaty carved a large Bulgarian state out of Turkey’s European
territories, extending from the Danube to the shores of the Aegean,
from the Black Sea to the Albanian border. Nominally under Turkish
suzerainty, the terms of the treaty made it clear that it would, in fact, be
a Russian satellite. The British government’s reaction was that the treaty
breached the terms of the Treaty of Paris, which ended the Crimean
War, and that it should not be ratified unless its terms were approved by
all the signatories of the earlier treaty. When Russia sent an evasive
reply, the Cabinet decided to transport troops from India to the
Mediterranean to be in a position to intervene, if necessary, on behalf
of the Turks. This decision provoked the resignation of Derby, to the
relief of Beaconsfield, and Salisbury was the inevitable successor. He did
not wait until his formal appointment, on 2 April 1878, before taking
the most decisive step in his career. On the night of 29 March, returning
to Hatfield from a dinner party, he retired to his study, and without any
help or consultation with Foreign Office staff, composed a circular,
which a subsequent Prime Minister, Lord Rosebery, described as one of
the ‘historic State papers of the English language’. Approved by the
Cabinet the next day, it went out to the capitals of the other five
European powers – St Petersburg, Vienna, Berlin, Paris and Rome.

The circular made clear that each and every one of the provisions of
the San Stefano Treaty must be re-examined at a congress of the
European powers, and left little doubt in the minds of its readers that
British military intervention would follow if Russia did not agree to
this. Salisbury followed up the circular with secret negotiations with the
Turks for the transfer to Britain of Cyprus, to provide a suitable base for
such intervention either immediately or in the future. The circular had
the effect of stiffening the other powers, notably Austria-Hungary, and
Russia climbed down and agreed to the summoning of the Congress of
Berlin. Here Bismarck was able to pose as an ‘Honest Broker’, and
Beaconsfield basked in the limelight of what proved to be the twilight
of his premiership. Yet it was clear to all the participants, as
Beaconsfield generously conceded, that Salisbury was the real architect
of the Congress and its settlement (which greatly reduced the size of the
new Bulgaria, restored conquered territories to Turkey and confirmed
the British takeover of Cyprus), and that without his decisive initiative
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the Russian war gains would have remained intact. In the words of 
A.L. Kennedy, ‘The discomfiture of Russia at San Stefano was probably
the most single-handed achievement in the whole long history of
British diplomacy’ (Kennedy 1953, p.137).

In retrospect, it appears less of an unmitigated triumph. Salisbury
himself later came to question the wisdom of cutting Bulgaria down to
size, the collapse of the Ottoman Empire was deferred rather than
averted, and Britain was saddled with a new colony that proved less of a
strategic asset than it appeared and which stored up troubles for the
future. Less transitory were the benefits (primarily to his own party) of
his two great contentions in domestic politics with Gladstone during
the following decade.

After Beaconsfield’s death, in 1881, Salisbury led the Tories in the
Lords, but shared the party leadership with Sir Stafford Northcote, who
was the leader in the Commons. The determining event which resulted
in his supplanting Northcote as the most likely choice for a Tory Prime
Minister was the 1884 Reform Bill, which extended the principle of
household suffrage to the Tory heartland – the county constituencies.
Salisbury was not above threatening to veto the bill in the House of
Lords, and rather than provoking a Lords versus Commons showdown,
Gladstone invited the Tory leaders to a meeting with the objective of
negotiating a bipartisan compromise. At this meeting, Salisbury played
the dominant role, entirely putting the passive Northcote in the shade.
In exchange for letting the Reform Bill through, he insisted, there must
be a general redistribution of seats, in order to maintain the influence
of the rural and suburban areas against those of the larger towns, which
formed the core of Liberal support. This objective he achieved, and in
particular he secured the virtual ending of the long-established system
of two-member constituencies. Henceforward, the great majority of
seats would return only a single member, which turned out to be a sig-
nificant disadvantage to the Liberal Party. This party embraced a wide
range of interests, ranging from right-wing Whigs to left-wing radicals.
A great many local Liberal associations had followed the practice of
offering a ‘balanced ticket’ by nominating both a Whig and a Radical
candidate, and this option would no longer be open to them.

Ever since Disraeli had split the Conservative Party in 1846, and the
subsequent link-up of the Peelites with the Liberals, the Tories had been
very much the minority party, winning only one election (that of 1874)
in a 40-year period. It was Salisbury’s long-term objective to reverse this
situation by luring the Whigs away from the Liberals, to form a
‘moderate’ alliance with the Tories, embracing the centre and right of
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the political spectrum, confining a Radical-dominated Liberal Party to
the left. Salisbury’s handling of the 1884 Reform Bill was directed
towards this end, but it was the Irish Home Rule crisis of 1885–86
which provided the catalyst.

The crucial moment came towards the end of Salisbury’s first, minor-
ity, premiership, which lasted from June 1885 to January 1886.
Gladstone, who was already convinced of the necessity of Home Rule,
approached Salisbury, through his nephew, Arthur Balfour, with a pro-
posal that the Irish question should be settled on a non-partisan basis.
In practice, this could only take the form of some kind of all-Ireland
assembly, with guarantees for the Protestant minority, and reserve pow-
ers for the Westminster Parliament. Salisbury rejected the approach out
of hand. He was already on record as a convinced opponent of Home
Rule, but it must also have occurred to him that such a settlement
would divide his own party. The alternative – of leaving Gladstone him-
self to legislate for Home Rule – would be far more likely to lead to the
very split in the Liberal Party which he had long sought.

This is precisely what happened the following year when Gladstone
introduced his first Home Rule Bill and was abandoned – not only by
the Whigs under Lord Hartington, but by Joseph Chamberlain’s
Radicals as well. Salisbury’s tactful handling of the Liberal Unionists led
to their permanent detachment from the Liberal Party and their even-
tual absorption into the Conservative and Unionist Party.

Salisbury’s own recipe for Ireland was to combine firm government
(‘coercion’) with measures designed to remove the economic causes of
discontent. In 1887 he appointed his nephew, Arthur Balfour, as Chief
Secretary for Ireland with a mandate to carry out this policy, which he
accomplished with limited success, earning the sobriquet ‘Bloody
Balfour’ in the process.

Salisbury’s three terms as Prime Minister (1885–86, 1886–92, 1895–1902)
were hardly notable periods for domestic reform, though a number of
useful bills were passed. The two most significant were probably the
Education Act of 1891, which provided for free primary schooling, and
the Local Government Act 1888, which established elected county
councils. Other Local Government Acts provided for elected authorities
in Ireland, Scotland and London boroughs, while there were a number
of other legislative measures concerning Irish land tenure, safety in
coalmines, working-class housing and, in particular, improving the lot
of agricultural labourers.

In large part, however, Salisbury was more interested in providing
calm and efficient administration rather than in innovation. He proved
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himself a skilful cabinet-maker, promoting effective colleagues such as
Hicks-Beach, W.H. Smith and C.T. Ritchie to senior posts and then, on
the whole, leaving them to get on with their jobs with a minimum of
interference. His major personnel problem was in handling the popular,
energetic but disloyal Lord Randolph Churchill, whose burgeoning
ambitions clearly represented a threat to Salisbury’s own leadership. He
comprehensively outmanoeuvred Churchill, whose impetuous resigna-
tion as Chancellor of the Exchequer, in December 1886, effectively
ended his political career. Thereafter Salisbury’s domination over his
Cabinets was virtually complete until his final years in office when his
authority was visibly failing.

For 11 of the nearly 14 years of his premiership, Salisbury combined
the office with the Foreign Secretaryship, something no subsequent
Prime Minister has attempted, apart from Ramsay MacDonald in 1924.
It was the principal focus of his interest, and it has even been suggested
that Salisbury’s only, or at least main interest in being Prime Minister
was that it meant he could run his own foreign policy without having a
senior colleague looking over his shoulder and restricting his freedom
of action. Salisbury put the furtherance of the interests of the British
Empire at the head of his priorities, but his preferred method of settling
disputes was by international negotiation, actively seeking to revive the
Concert of Europe.

He was firmly against embroiling Britain in permanent alliances,
believing that national security depended, above all, on the strength of
the British Navy. He was the originator of the ‘Two Power Naval Standard’,
that is, that the British fleet should be equal in strength to that of the
combined forces of the next two biggest navies. He maintained particu-
larly good relations with Germany, especially until the fall of Bismarck in
1890, but he rebuffed approaches to turn them into a formal treaty of
alliance, either on a bilateral basis, or with the Triple Alliance of Germany,
Italy and Austria-Hungary. The last attempt to formalise a treaty with
Germany, strongly pressed by Joseph Chamberlain, was killed stone dead
by a magisterial memorandum composed by Salisbury in May 1901.

With France his relationship was more difficult because of a multi-
tude of conflicting interests in various parts of Africa, culminating in
the Fashoda incident in 1898, which brought the two countries to the
brink of war. Salisbury took an exceptionally firm line, insisting that
the French should back down, which they did, but then negotiated a
modus vivendi, leaving Britain a free hand in the Nile Valley, in
exchange for French expansion in West Africa.

Eight years earlier he had agreed a comparable quid pro quo with
Germany, ceding Heligoland (in spite of the reluctance of Queen
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Victoria) in exchange for British hegemony in Zanzibar, Uganda and
Kenya. Salisbury, who remained cool towards the aspirations of Joseph
Chamberlain and Cecil Rhodes to establish an unbroken British
north–south link between Cairo and the Cape, nevertheless was vigilant
to prevent any other colonial power, whether France, Germany,
Belgium or Portugal, establishing an east–west transcontinental link. He
was able to avert this possibility by a series of diplomatic negotiations,
and though the ‘scramble for Africa’, which substantially coincided
with Salisbury’s periods in office, resulted in many crimes and horrors,
these did not include any wars between the European colonial powers.
This was largely Salisbury’s achievement.

He has been pictured as a reluctant imperialist, averse to British
annexations, much preferring indirect to direct rule and hesitating for
years before approving the reconquest of the Sudan, culminating in the
Battle of Omdurman in September 1898. Yet the fact remains that
under his premiership, as A.L. Kennedy points out, the British Empire
expanded ‘by six million square miles, containing populations of about
a hundred million – a record which no other Prime Minister in British
history since the elder Pitt could approach’ (Kennedy 1953, pp.341–2).

Salisbury’s handling of the Fashoda incident was almost the last
occasion on which he was able to demonstrate his leadership abilities.
From then onwards it was downhill almost all the way. His physical and
mental powers were in decline – he failed to recognise Cabinet col-
leagues and on one occasion had a lengthy conversation with the
African explorer Sir Harry Johnson under the misapprehension that he
was the Commander-in-Chief of the British Army, Lord Roberts. There
was a major reshuffle of the government in 1900, when Salisbury relin-
quished the Foreign Office to Lord Lansdowne, but packed his ministry
with so many relatives that it was caricatured as the Hotel Cecil.

More serious still had been the general lassitude which had afflicted
him during the long-drawn-out illness and death of his wife, in 1899.
During this period Britain had drifted into the Boer War, much against
Salisbury’s instincts, but he had lacked the ability or the will to control
the actions of his bellicose Colonial Secretary, Joseph Chamberlain or of
Lord Milner, the British Commissioner in the Cape Colony. Had he still
been at the height of his powers, it is scarcely conceivable that the war
would have broken out or that it would have been prosecuted with
such little sense of purpose.

Yet, even when Queen Victoria died in 1901, Salisbury did not take
the obvious opportunity of standing down, but laboured on for nearly
two more years. His clinging to office was not the least paradox of his
career, for he had been genuinely unwilling to take office, seeking to
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excuse himself on each of the first two occasions when the Queen had
summoned him to take charge. By this time, however, his fine intellect
was blunted, his natural scepticism was suspended, and he allowed
himself to succumb, as do many long-serving leaders, to the illusion
that he was indispensable. Or, as his younger son, Lord Robert Cecil,
put it more charitably in an article contributed anonymously to the
Modern Review, shortly after his death:

Probably the greatest trial of his patriotism and courage was reserved
for the end of his career. Only those in his most intimate circle know
how distasteful office had become to him in his later years. He hated
war, and his hatred of it grew as he grew older. He was borne down
with domestic grief and physical weakness; and yet he felt himself
unable to lay down his burden lest the enemies of his country
should take courage from the ministerial and electoral difficulties
that might, and indeed did, follow his resignation. He remained at
his post … (Kennedy 1953, p.328)

By hanging on into the twentieth century, Salisbury severely dam-
aged his reputation. Had he died or resigned in 1898 or 1899, he might
well have been assessed as one of the most successful leaders ever to
have held the top office. As it is, although he is justly highly rated as a
Foreign Secretary, few people would now count him among Britain’s
great Prime Ministers. He is remembered, if at all, as one of the longest
servers in that office: his total of 13 years and nine months (in three
governments) being the longest since Lord Liverpool (1812–27), and
only otherwise exceeded by Robert Walpole and the Younger Pitt.
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CHAPTER 2

Arthur James Balfour – Bob’s 
your Uncle

The most civilised, and perhaps the most intelligent, of twentieth-century
Prime Ministers was Arthur Balfour. He was also, by common consent,
one of the least effective. Cynics may conclude that there was a direct
connection: that the rough-and-tumble of democratic politics is not
designed for finer spirits. Yet Balfour successfully held high ministerial
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office, both before and after his premiership, and left his mark in several
important areas of public policy. Indeed, it is a little known fact that
Balfour’s career as a Cabinet minister was the longest in British history.
He served under four very different Prime Ministers, a clear indication
that his contribution was highly valued. Balfour’s record, compared in
length of years with other long-serving statesmen, is listed by his most
recent biographer as follows: Balfour 27, Churchill 26, Liverpool 25,
Gladstone 24, Palmerston 23, the Younger Pitt 22 (Mackay 1985, p.354).

Arthur James Balfour, later 1st Earl of Balfour (1848–1930), was born
with a ‘silver spoon’ in his mouth – that was, in fact, the heading of the
first chapter in Kenneth Young’s biography (Young 1963, p.1). He was
the third child, and the eldest son, of James Maitland Balfour, a country
landowner and local Tory MP who had inherited a large fortune and
estate (Whittingehame in East Lothian) from his own father, who had
made a fortune as a contractor in India. James Maitland Balfour died at
the age of 36, when Arthur was only seven, and he was brought up by
his strong-minded mother, Lady Blanche Balfour, sister of Lord
Salisbury, who at the age of 31 was left with eight young children to
raise. Lady Blanche devoted herself entirely to the educational and
moral instruction of her children, widening their intellectual horizons,
fostering their curiosity and giving them a firm basis of religious belief.
Though a devoted evangelical Christian, she was no narrow sectarian,
and brought up her children as members of both the Church of
England and of Scotland, a membership which Balfour retained
throughout his life.

Lady Blanche’s declared intention, once she had completed the
tuition of her eight surviving children, was to move to London’s East
End and devote herself to the poor, but this ambition was thwarted by
her early death at 47. This left Arthur, whose education had continued
at Eton and Cambridge, though without his achieving any particular
distinction, as the head of the family. At 24, with a fortune probably
exceeding £1 million (equal to at least £75 million today), surrounded
by an adoring family circle of brothers, sisters and cousins (several of
them of high intelligence and intellectual distinction), he had the
world at his feet. Handsome, clever, charming, witty, he was also
immensely well connected (his Uncle Robert, the future Prime Minister,
was a trustee of his estate and seems to have felt more affinity with the
young Arthur than with any of his own large brood of children). His
own family was supplemented by the interlocking Lyttelton and
Gladstone families, with whom Balfour became associated through his
Cambridge friendship with Spencer Lyttelton and his younger brother,
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Alfred. There were eight Lyttelton brothers and four sisters in all, and
their Gladstone cousins, with whom they were on intimate terms, were
also numerous.

Both families were effectively co-opted to the Balfour circle. An
unending carousel of visits ensued between Balfour’s Whittingehame
estate, and the country houses of Hagley Hall (Lytteltons) and
Hawarden (Gladstones). The young Balfour much impressed William
Gladstone, who seems to have regarded him as a possible future Liberal
MP and a more than possible son-in-law, his daughter Mary being
clearly enamoured of him. She became a close friend of Balfour’s, but he
evinced no romantic interest and she eventually married a local parson.

Surrounded by this large and admiring circle of intelligent and dis-
criminating young people, who merged into a wider group of young
and mostly aristocratic people of both sexes, known as ‘the Souls’ on
account of their love of elevated conversation, and of playing both
physical and intellectual games, Balfour was the undoubted centre of
attention, being known variously as ‘Prince Arthur’ or ‘King Arthur’.
The absence of any struggle in his life, in contrast to his Uncle Robert
who had fierce disputes with his father and had to work hard as a
young man to earn his living, had a profound and not entirely positive
effect on his temperament. He grew up as a wonderfully tolerant man,
with an exceptionally open mind, a lively curiosity and a wide range of
interests, but also prone to self-indulgence and a marked inability or
unwillingness to commit himself.

This was very evident in his personal life. Balfour remained
unmarried, the only bachelor Prime Minister of the twentieth century
apart from Edward Heath. There is absolutely no evidence that he was
homosexual, despite his acquiring the nickname of ‘Pretty Fanny’ at
Cambridge, because of the alleged effeminacy of his artistic tastes.
Balfour was, in fact, exceptionally fond of female company, and had a
number of very close women friends, but few, if any, affairs.

The biggest tragedy in Balfour’s life appears to have been the sudden
death, aged 24, of May Lyttelton, the sister of his friends Spencer and
Alfred, in March 1875. There had been no previous indication that they
were romantically involved, but Balfour exhibited profound grief, send-
ing her brother Edward an emerald ring which had belonged to his
mother to put in May’s coffin, and claiming that they had talked of
marriage. If so, he had proved himself a hesitant and undemonstrative
wooer.

Thereafter, he never seems to have contemplated marriage, though
he had an intimate friendship over many years with a young married
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woman, Mary Wyndham, the wife of Lord Elcho, later Earl of Wemyss.
They corresponded with each other for over 30 years, but the exact
nature of their relationship is far from clear. One of Balfour’s biogra-
phers, Kenneth Young, states bluntly that Mary Elcho was his mistress,
and remained so for many years. This book caused great offence to the
Wemyss family, who withdrew the Balfour–Elcho correspondence from
the collection of Balfour papers in the British Museum, and later writers
have doubted whether there was an actual physical relationship. Much
later the correspondence was edited for publication by Jane Ridley and
Clayre Percy, whose judgement is worth recording:

Were they lovers? we wondered, as so many people have wondered
at the time and since. At first we thought not. To begin with, the let-
ters give little away. Then it became plain that something was going
on; this was not a platonic friendship. But lovers in the conventional
sense they were probably not. Which makes their relationship all the
odder. It was an amitié amoureuse that lasted for well over thirty
years. It never compromised Balfour’s political career; and it did not
threaten Mary Elcho’s marriage. Yet for both of them it was the most
important relationship in their lives. (Ridley and Percy 1992, p.viii)

Whatever the truth, Balfour was notably circumspect in his correspon-
dence. There is not one word of endearment in the several hundred let-
ters which have survived, nor does he once address Mary Elcho by her
Christian name.

This disinclination to commit himself is the key to both Balfour’s
strength and his weakness as a politician. On the one hand, he was excep-
tionally gifted as a drafter of memoranda setting out with crystal clarity
the pros and cons of any proposed line of action. This made him an
extremely useful member of a cabinet, a committee of inquiry or other
public body. Yet his lack of passion precluded him from giving a decisive
lead one way or the other, which was a fatal flaw in a Prime Minister, and
was one reason why his government of 1902–05 broke up around him.

As a young man in his mid-twenties, Balfour was widely seen as no
more than a gifted dilettante, as an anonymous poem preserved by
Mary Elcho well illustrates:

Playful little Arthur, he
Plays with things so prettily
To him everything’s a game
Win or lose it’s all the same
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Plays with politics or war
Trivial little games they are -
Plays with souls and plays at golf -
This must never be put off.
Plays with deep philosophies,
Faiths and minor things like these,
Plays with praise and plays with blame
Everything is but a game
Win or lose, it’s all the same.
Playful little Arthur, he
Cannot take things seriously. (Ridley and Percy 1992, p.20)

Yet at times, Balfour did want to take things seriously. At Cambridge
he had thought of giving up his inheritance to a younger brother, and
devoting himself to philosophy. He had been dissuaded by his mother,
who wrote to him: ‘You will have nothing to write about by the time
you are 40’ (Young 1963, p.10). When he was 26, his Uncle Robert came
to his rescue, suggesting a political career. He provided him with a
safe seat, close to his Hatfield estate, and Balfour was elected unopposed
for Hertford in the 1874 election, which led to the formation of
Disraeli’s government.

Balfour was in no hurry to make his mark, waiting for two years
before making his maiden speech, and remained a fairly obscure back-
bencher until 1878 when Salisbury again gave him a push up, taking
him with him to the Congress of Berlin as his private secretary, an
invaluable experience for a (much) later Foreign Secretary. In the short
term, however, it did little to stimulate his political ambition. Instead,
he resumed his earlier interest in philosophy, publishing in 1879,
A Defence of Philosophic Doubt.

When the Tories lost the 1880 election, Balfour belatedly began to
play an active role in the House of Commons, associating himself with
the so-called Fourth Party, a small group of freebooters who tried to
inject a more vigorous opposition to Gladstone’s first government than
was provided by the lacklustre leadership of Sir Stafford Northcote, the
Tory leader in the Commons. The dominant figure in the Fourth Party
was Lord Randolph Churchill, and the only other members were John
Gorst and Sir Drummond Wolff. Balfour was the most detached mem-
ber of the four – largely because he soon detected in Churchill a likely
rival to Uncle Robert as the future Conservative leader.

Yet his detachment probably owed as much to his regarding parlia-
mentary tactics as a fascinating game, rather than having a deeper
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purpose. As Mackay writes: ‘He was motivated partly by genuine
sympathy with the wish for a more lively opposition to the government
and partly by his constant desire to improve his debating skills, as an
end in itself rather than through ambition for ministerial office’
(Mackay 1985, p.29). This desire paid off: from being an uncertain and
hesitant speaker, Balfour progressed to being one of the most effective
debaters in the House.

His languorous appearance and apparent frivolity still meant that
few took him seriously, and his appointment as President of the Local
Government Board by Lord Salisbury, when he formed his first govern-
ment in June 1885, was uniformly attributed to family favouritism. The
term ‘Bob’s your Uncle’ entered the English language around this time,
almost certainly as an ironic explanation for Balfour’s preferment.
When Salisbury again became Prime Minister in July 1886, Balfour was
appointed to the newly created post of Secretary for Scotland, becoming
a member of the Cabinet a few months later. He did not serve for long:
in March 1887 Sir Michael Hicks Beach resigned because of ill health
from the far more important and controversial post of Chief Secretary
for Ireland. To the general amazement, the Prime Minister appointed
his nephew in his place.

Few appointments had appeared more outlandish since Caligula
made his horse a consul. That this dandyish, effete figure would match
up to the demands of the toughest job in the government, which had
broken the health of his predecessor, and only five years before had cost
the life of Lord Frederick Cavendish, assassinated in Dublin’s Phoenix
Park, strained the bounds of credulity. The immediate reaction was one
of hilarity, while the formidable Irish Party in the House of Commons,
smarting from their recent setback over Home Rule, sharpened their
sabres in the easy expectation of carving him up in parliamentary
debate.

Only his uncle seemed to believe that Balfour had it in him to rise to
the occasion, and he was not disappointed. Showing quite unexpected
vigour, and the ability to work for long hours and apply himself to
enervating detail, Balfour succeeded in calming down a potentially rev-
olutionary situation in Ireland, while gaining the upper hand over the
Irish parliamentary party in a series of blistering skirmishes. His twin
objectives in Ireland were to restore law and order through a ruthless
application of recently enacted coercive legislation, while seeking to
remove the economic causes of discontent by Land Reform Acts forced
through Parliament despite the opposition of Tory landowners. On the
first count, he was largely successful, but not before three rioters had
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been shot dead by police at a mass demonstration in Mitchelstown,
County Cork, which earned him the nickname of ‘Bloody Balfour’. His
attempts to pacify Irish land hunger also led to a falling away of agita-
tion, though the deceptive peace which descended on Ireland for 20 or
so years after his stewardship ended perhaps owed as much to the
decline and premature death of Charles Stewart Parnell. At best, he
secured a respite while doing nothing to prevent the eventual resur-
gence of nationalist demands.

In 1891 Salisbury rewarded Balfour by making him Leader of the
House of Commons, in succession to W.H. Smith, who had died.
Unusually, he was also First Lord of the Treasury, as the Prime Minister
did not need this title as he was already a secretary of state as Foreign
Secretary. He had also assigned 10 Downing Street, first to Smith and
then to Balfour, preferring to live in his own houses in Arlington Street
and at Hatfield. On this occasion, nobody laughed and nobody uttered
the word ‘nepotism’. Balfour was acknowledged to have been the most
capable and successful of the Tory ministers, and he was now widely
seen as a future Prime Minister on his own merits. Yet Balfour did not
shine – initially at least – in his new post. He lacked the patience to
spend long hours attending to the minutiae of parliamentary debates,
nor did he devote himself with conspicuous energy to the endless task
of reconciling the views and prejudices of the various personalities and
factions making up the House of Commons, in particular neglecting
too often currents of opinion within his own party. While he had been
Irish Secretary he had seen a clear purpose to his work, to which he felt
totally committed. Playing party games in the House of Commons was
a different matter, and he resented having to subordinate his other wide
interests to the daily drudgery of leading the House. It may have been
with some personal relief that he greeted the result of the election in
July 1892 which brought the Liberals back to power. Although he subse-
quently devoted himself to leading the Tory opposition in the
Commons, he also returned to his earlier love of philosophy, writing
perhaps his most significant book, The Foundations of Belief, which
appeared in 1895.

The collapse of Lord Rosebery’s Liberal government in the same year
saw his return as Leader of the House in Salisbury’s third and final gov-
ernment. He again made heavy weather of the post, but gradually buck-
led down and became the ageing Salisbury’s indispensable prop and
partner, substituting for him on numerous occasions when he was
indisposed. He was eventually seen as his uncle’s inevitable successor,
partly, it is true, because there was no obvious alternative. Lord Randolph
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Churchill had died in 1894, and neither Joseph Chamberlain nor the
Duke of Devonshire, both Liberal Unionists, would have been readily
acceptable at the head of a Tory government.

As Salisbury declined, Balfour took over more and more responsibil-
ity, providing much-needed leadership after the early disasters of the
Boer War and taking personal charge of the highly controversial
Education Bill which seemed doomed because of the strength and width
of opposition, led by the Nonconformist churches which did not want
public money to be spent on Anglican schools. It was finally enacted
shortly after he replaced his uncle as Prime Minister in July 1902.

Balfour’s inheritance in 1902 seemed to be full of promise. The
return of peace after the hard-won victory in South Africa, and the suc-
cession of Edward VII to the throne had created a new atmosphere of
optimism. Moreover, the ‘khaki’ election of October 1900 had given the
Tories a crushing parliamentary majority, while the Liberals, torn apart
by their differences over the Boer War, seemed hopelessly divided.

Yet there was one glaring gap. Balfour himself had no programme in
mind for the government he was about to lead. Always in the past he
had been guided by his uncle, and he had shown a high level of compe-
tence in carrying through the tasks which had been assigned to him.
Now the onus of steering the ship of state was upon him, and – apart
from completing the passage of the Education Bill – he had no particu-
lar destination in mind.

Others did know where they wanted to go – notably Chamberlain
who had surprised both Salisbury and Balfour in 1895, when he had
opted to become Colonial Secretary rather than Chancellor of the
Exchequer. He retained this post under Balfour, and his belief in the
importance of maintaining and expanding the British Empire was
stronger than ever. Following a conference in August 1902, at which all
the British colonies, notably Canada and South Africa, were repre-
sented, he became convinced that the best way of binding the empire
together was to give trade preferences to all its members. He therefore
demanded, as a first step, that import duties on corn, imposed as a tem-
porary measure under the last Salisbury government, should be
retained, but remitted in the case of empire suppliers. He saw this as the
beginning of a process of ‘tariff reform’, which would be based on a
generalised system of imperial preferences.

Chamberlain’s advocacy of tariff reform was resisted by a no less
determined group within the Cabinet, who strongly believed in the
virtues of free trade. They were led by the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
C.T. Ritchie, and the veteran Duke of Devonshire, who as Lord
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Hartington had defected from the Liberal Party with the great majority
of the Whig faction two decades earlier. Chamberlain had succeeded in
converting a large section of the Tory Party to his views, and neither
he – nor his free trade opponents – were in any mood to compromise.

In the circumstances, any Prime Minister would have had difficulty
in holding the Cabinet together, and it was fairly predictable that one
wing or the other would be driven to resignation. Balfour’s achieve-
ment was to lose both of them. Four free trade ministers (Ritchie,
Devonshire, Lord George Hamilton and his own cousin, Lord Balfour of
Burleigh) resigned because they believed he was leaning too far in
Chamberlain’s direction, while Chamberlain himself left because he did
not lean far enough.

In truth, Balfour had no strong views on the issue one way or the
other, a position which was neatly summed up by a piece of doggerel
composed by a Liberal MP, Sir Wilfred Lawson:

I’m not for Free Trade, and I’m not for Protection.
I approve of them both, and to both have objection.
In going through life I continually find
It’s a terrible business to make up one’s mind.
So in spite of all comments, reproach and predictions,
I firmly adhere to Unsettled Convictions.

(quoted by Young 1963, p.214)

Balfour’s attempt at compromise was to seek to commit the govern-
ment to a policy of ‘retaliation’; that is, that it should continue a gen-
eral policy of free trade, while reserving the right to impose import
duties against countries which pursued protectionist policies. Although
he recognised the strength of support within the Tory Party for
Chamberlain’s views, he believed that tariff reform, which implied a tax
on imported food, would be deeply unpopular in the country as a
whole. He therefore concluded that it was not ‘practical politics’,
at least in the short run. His rational approach was shared by few of
his party colleagues. In the grip of ideological fervour, both sides con-
tinuously fuelled the dispute – uncannily foreshadowing the contor-
tions over Europe of the Major government in the 1990s – and gravely
damaging party unity.

A more tactically aware politician would have sought to divert the
attention of his supporters by spectacular initiatives in other directions.
Yet Balfour appeared to have no shots in his locker. He did not believe
that social engineering was the business of government. Profoundly
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conservative in outlook, he would certainly have subscribed to the
tenet that ‘he who governs least governs best’. Despite his resourceful-
ness in pushing through the 1902 Education Act, and his backing for
several earlier bills designed to improve social conditions in Ireland, he
did not in general believe in the virtues of legislation. If an Act of
Parliament did no actual harm, that was a bonus in his view: most
attempts to legislate only made matters worse.

Although devoted to the Conservative Party, Balfour had little
understanding of its psyche and, unlike his Uncle Robert, was not pre-
pared to immerse himself in matters of party organisation and patron-
age. Nor did he have any respect for the views of the party rank and file.
‘I would as soon be guided by the views of my valet as by the
Conservative Party conference’, he said on a famous occasion. This
patrician indifference to the growing democratisation of British politics,
which was even affecting the Conservative Party under the influence of
Joe Chamberlain, made Balfour an inappropriate figure to lead a politi-
cal party in the twentieth century. Moreover, his own lack of raw ambi-
tion led him to underestimate the ambitions of others. He remained on
excellent personal terms with Chamberlain, and seemed never to have
suspected that the latter was at least partly motivated by his own desire
for the premiership, an aspiration which was only terminated by the
massive stroke which he suffered in July 1906 and which incapacitated
him for the remaining eight years of his life.

Balfour became increasingly exasperated by the disunity of his party,
but made only fitful attempts to overcome it, tending to withdraw ‘to
seek the solace of the golf course at North Berwick’, as Mackay puts it.
His government nevertheless lingered on for over two years after the
resignations, by which time Balfour conceded that he had had enough.
He was then guilty of a profound misjudgement. Instead of seeking a
dissolution from the King, he meekly resigned on 5 December 1905,
allowing a Liberal government, under Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman,
to take over in advance of a general election. This enabled the hitherto
divided Liberals to present themselves as a united government, and
combine the advantage of incumbency with the opportunity to blame
the retiring government for all the current discontents. Balfour’s private
secretary, J.S. Sanders, attributed the stunning Liberal victory in the
election which followed, in January 1906, to four causes: the swing
of the pendulum, accentuated by the large Tory gains in 1900, the scan-
dal over the importation of Chinese ‘slave labour’ into South Africa,
the organisation of Labour and the Socialist vote, and Nonconformist
campaigning against the 1902 Education Act (Mackay 1985, p.226).
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Yet more important than any of these was probably the appalling
picture of disunity presented by the Tories, and Balfour’s maladroit han-
dling of his own party. He himself was among the defeated candidates,
but managed to get back to the Commons within two months when
one of his supporters resigned a safe seat.

There was, however, more to Balfour’s premiership than his failure to
cope with the tariff reform issue. There were a number of achievements
to his credit, many of which were of considerable long-term signifi-
cance. Three, at least, stand out. The 1902 Education Act fell far short of
matching the educational reforms in Germany which enabled its scien-
tific and industrial development to exceed that of any of its European
rivals. It did, however, put secondary education on a firm financial
footing and opened up opportunities to a large number of (mostly
lower middle class) children.

Secondly, Balfour, acutely aware of military failings and poor co-
ordination between the services during the Boer War, was instrumental
in establishing, and presiding over, the Committee of Imperial Defence
(CID). For the first time, this enabled long-term military planning to
proceed and provided a forum for mediating between the designs of the
War Office and the Admiralty. Balfour was an extremely active chair-
man, and continued to take a keen interest in its work even after ceas-
ing to be Prime Minister, writing far-seeing memoranda at their request,
and unofficially rejoining the Committee in 1914 at the invitation of
the Prime Minister, Herbert Asquith.

Thirdly, Balfour took steps to ensure that Britain’s foreign and
defence policies were properly co-ordinated, which all too often they
had not been in the past. He also presided over the ending of Britain’s
long-standing tradition of ‘splendid isolation’, to use Salisbury’s phrase.
A treaty of alliance was signed with Japan, and the Anglo-French
Entente was concluded in April 1904. This was not initially intended as
a military alliance, but subsequent secret negotiations conducted by
Asquith’s Foreign Secretary, Sir Edward Grey, effectively converted it
into one, making British participation in the First World War almost
inevitable.

With the exception of Sir Alec Douglas-Home, who served as Foreign
Secretary, Balfour was the only twentieth-century Prime Minister who
continued to have a substantial political career after the end of his
premiership. He was Leader of the Opposition for six years after 1906,
acquiescing in, if not initiating, the use of the House of Lords
(‘Mr Balfour’s Poodle’, in Lloyd George’s words) to frustrate the passage
of the 1909 ‘People’s Budget’. After King George V had agreed, following
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the two general elections of 1910, to Asquith’s demand to create as
many Liberal peers as necessary to secure the passage of the 1911
Parliament Act, which clipped the wings of the upper house, Balfour
advised Tory peers to give up their die-hard opposition to the act. A
large number of them defied his advice, though not quite enough to
prevent the bill being passed. Balfour, in disgust, and already heartily
sick of party political manoeuvring, threw in his hand. Not many in his
party regretted his decision: they preferred a more partisan and less
rational figure to lead them against the forces of radicalism and social-
ism which they saw closing in on them.

At that stage, Balfour almost certainly saw this as the end of his life
in high politics, and joyfully returned to his study of philosophy,
undertaking to give two major courses of lectures at the University of
Glasgow. In the event, only one course had been given by August 1914,
when Balfour, although a member of the Opposition, was immediately
recruited to help the war effort. He was co-opted to the CID (henceforth
renamed the War Council), and became First Lord of the Admiralty, in
succession to Winston Churchill, when a coalition government was
formed in May 1915. In December 1916, when Lloyd George replaced
Asquith as Prime Minister, he was appointed as Foreign Secretary, pro-
voking the lasting hostility of Asquith who previously had been a per-
sonal friend. Balfour had not intrigued against Asquith, who, however,
was affronted by the alacrity with which Balfour had moved, in
Winston Churchill’s words: ‘from one cabinet to another, from the
Prime Minister who had been his Champion to the Prime Minister who
had been his most severe critic … like a powerful and graceful cat walk-
ing delicately and unsoiled across a rather muddy street’ (Churchill
1937, p.249).

As Foreign Secretary, Balfour showed a sureness of touch which had
eluded him as Prime Minister. His most significant contribution was in
leading a mission to Washington, immediately after America’s entry
into the war in April 1917. He created an immensely favourable impres-
sion, and did much to persuade a still reluctant Congress and adminis-
tration to devote themselves wholeheartedly to the war effort.

The Balfour Declaration of November 1917, expressing British sup-
port for ‘the establishment in Palestine of a national home for the
Jewish people’ has undoubtedly become Balfour’s greatest claim to
posthumous fame. Although it resulted from a decision of the whole
Cabinet (the one Jewish member, Edwin Montagu, being ironically the
sole dissenter), it is unlikely that it would have seen the light of day
without Balfour’s enthusiastic advocacy. As a student of history, he had
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been fascinated by the survival over two millennia of this small and
unimportant tribe, while great empires had perished. He had met with
Chaim Weizmann a dozen years earlier and had been deeply impressed
by his Zionist convictions. In his later years he often said that ‘looking
back on his life in politics, he felt that what he had been able to do for
the Jews was the thing most worth while’ (Young 1963, p.386).

In general, however, Balfour seldom took the lead in Cabinet, and
normally strongly supported the views of Lloyd George. Yet on one
occasion his influence was probably decisive, and may indeed have had
the unfortunate effect of helping to prolong the war. In September
1917, the Austrian Foreign Minister, Baron Von Kühlmann, had sent a
message through the Spanish government proposing peace talks. The
war was going badly for the allies, with the Russians on the brink of col-
lapse and mutinies in the French army, and Lloyd George and others
were tempted to follow up the Austrian approach and to see whether
Germany also would be interested in a negotiated peace. Balfour, how-
ever, after having first proposed unsuccessfully that the Austrian feelers
should be discussed with all the other allied powers, rallied the War
Cabinet into fighting on without responding to Von Kühlmann’s
approach.

Balfour’s last important task as Foreign Secretary was to attend the
Versailles Peace Conference as Lloyd George’s deputy. According to eye-
witness accounts, the business was despatched a great deal more expedi-
tiously when he was substituting for his chief. In 1922 he accepted an
earldom, but throughout most of the 1920s he continued as a Cabinet
minister, as Lord President of the Council, representing Britain at the
Washington Conference on naval limitation in 1921 and at the
Imperial Conference in 1926. He continued to take a close interest in
defence matters, being an assiduous attender of the CID, and took ener-
getic steps to foster scientific and industrial research, creating the
Committee of Civic Research (CCR) in 1925. Despite his age he
remained one of the most influential members of the Cabinet, and
Baldwin refused to allow him to resign, even when his health failed in
1928. He remained in office right up to the 1929 general election, when
Baldwin was defeated, dying in the following year at the age of 81.

A long and distinguished political career thus came to an end, which
contrasted sharply with his failure as Prime Minister. The simplest
explanation is that he was lacking in leadership qualities, and that in
particular he was deficient in man management. Despite his immense
charm, and exceptionally wide range of friends and acquaintances, he
did not find it easy to handle powerful and ambitious colleagues. His
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waspish wit was widely appreciated – except by its victims, who over
the course of time became more and more numerous. On one occasion,
for instance, he said of a Cabinet colleague, ‘if he had a little more
brains he would be a half-wit’ (Douglas-Home 1987, p.170). His own
lack of commitment not only prevented him from embracing political
causes with enthusiasm, but blinded him from appreciating the pas-
sions and ambitions which drove many of his colleagues.

In human terms, his detachment undoubtedly had its redeeming
features. In 1898, for example, when he was already number two in the
Tory Party and the probable next Prime Minister, he performed an
extraordinary act of friendship towards Herbert Asquith. At the bidding
of the latter’s wife, Margot, he wrote a letter to her wealthy father,
Sir Charles Tennant, asking him to settle a large income on Asquith so
that he could afford to give up his practice at the bar and assume the
leadership of the Liberal Party. Tennant refused, but it was remarkable
that Balfour had exerted himself to facilitate the choice by his political
opponents of a man who promised to be a most formidable rival.

Many politicians undoubtedly take politics and themselves too
seriously. With Arthur Balfour, the opposite was the case. The anony-
mous poet quoted above was writing about a carefree young man in his
mid-twenties. His perceptive analysis could equally apply to the 54-
year-old who became Prime Minister in 1902: ‘Playful little Arthur, he/
Cannot take things seriously’.
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CHAPTER 3

Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman –
‘A Good, Honest Scotchman’

In December 1898, Lord Tweedmouth, a former Liberal Chief Whip,
travelled to Scotland to meet Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman at his
residence at Belmont Castle. His mission: to offer him the leadership of
the Liberal Party. Tweedmouth was confident that C.B., as he was
universally known, would decline the offer, which was made as a courtesy
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to a popular and highly regarded but indolent colleague, already 62, who
was believed to be without any ambition beyond becoming Speaker of
the House of Commons. Once this formality was out of the way,
Tweedmouth and the party’s top brass, on whose behalf the offer was
made, could get down to the serious business of choosing the man who
was to lead their party into the next century. There appeared to be four
possibilities. Former Prime Minister Lord Rosebery and former Chancellor
of the Exchequer William Harcourt, both of whom had petulantly
resigned the leadership in the preceding three years, complaining of lack
of support by their colleagues. Could one, or the other, be tempted
back? Former Home Secretary Herbert Asquith had ruled himself out, on
the grounds that he could not afford to relinquish his prodigious earn-
ings at the bar. Could his arm be twisted? And there was John Morley,
the former deputy leader, who had somewhat hastily bracketed his own
resignation with that of Harcourt, and now showed signs of regretting it.
Any of these would cut a more impressive figure than the amiable but
dull C.B., it was thought, and there was general consternation when
Tweedmouth reported back that he had accepted the offer.

This is a plausible – but not necessarily accurate – account of how
C.B. became the leader of his party. It was recounted by Austen
Chamberlain 14 years later, on the authority of two Liberal Cabinet
ministers, and is accepted by C.B.’s biographer, John Wilson, as possibly
true (Wilson 1973, pp.287–8). Whether or not the offer to C.B. was gen-
uinely intended, it is apparent that his appointment was originally seen
only as a stopgap measure in the expectation that the 46-year-old
Asquith would inevitably succeed him within a very short period. It was
not to work out quite like that.

C.B., like Clement Attlee half a century later, was a prime example of
a politician with apparently modest attainments outdistancing far
flashier rivals. He was born plain Henry Campbell on 7 November 1836,
the second son of a wealthy and self-made Glasgow businessman and
local Tory leader, Sir James Campbell. His mother – Janet Bannerman –
was the daughter of an equally wealthy Manchester merchant. Her own
brother, Henry, was later to leave his nephew a life interest in his estate
on condition that he ‘assumed my surname of Bannerman either alone
or in addition to his usual surname, but so that the name of Bannerman
shall be the last and principal name’ (Wilson 1973, p.46).

The young Henry Campbell had a happy and stress-free childhood.
His parents, an earlier biographer, J.A. Spender, noted: ‘had all the
Scottish virtues: they were religious, dutiful, orderly and businesslike; in
spite of their wealth, they lived simply and applied themselves seriously
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to the education of their children’ (Spender 1923, Vol. I, p.7). At the age
of 11 he was enrolled at Glasgow High School, and just before his 14th
birthday was sent with his elder brother and a cousin on a ten-month
tour through Europe (an upper-middle-class version of the Grand Tour).
This left him with a lasting taste for continental travel, a good com-
mand of French, and a love of French life and literature. He subse-
quently studied at Glasgow University and at Trinity College,
Cambridge, from which he emerged with a Third Class Honours degree
in Classics. He was regarded as a pleasant and intelligent student, but
indolent and failed to make much of a mark.

On leaving Cambridge, aged 22, he joined the family firm of 
J. & W. Campbell, warehousemen and drapers, run by his father and
Uncle William, becoming a partner two years later without unduly
exerting himself. At about this time he surprised his father and elder
brother, both passionate Tories, by his conversion to liberalism, possi-
bly influenced by Uncle William who had quit both the Tory Party and
the Church of Scotland some years earlier to become a Free Churchman
and a Liberal, while remaining on excellent terms with his brother who
by then had become Lord Provost of Glasgow. C.B.’s own conversion
was also accepted good-naturedly within the family, though it puzzled
some of his later political colleagues. Augustine Birrell, for example,
who was to be President of the Board of Education in C.B.’s govern-
ment, wrote in his memoirs: ‘How C.B. became a Liberal I never knew.
Certainly not by prayer or fasting or by a course of hard reading’
(Wilson 1973, p.38).

C.B.’s earliest major biographer, J.A. Spender, suggests the credit
might belong to Daniel Lawson, one of the 200 clerks working in the
family firm,

a man of original character who read strange books and talked
Radical and Chartist politics. The two had long, earnest and stub-
born talks, and it was whispered that ‘old Daniel’ was getting great
influence over Mr Henry. In truth, he was rapidly becoming a Radical,
not a Whig or Palmerstonian, but a really advanced politician.
(Spender 1923, Vol. I, pp.20–1)

It was as a Radical that Henry Campbell contested a by-election in
Stirling Burghs in April 1868 at the age of 31. It was an unusual contest:
there was no Tory candidate and Campbell brashly offered himself in
competition to the official Liberal nominee, a Whig. The Whig was
victorious, but Campbell turned the tables later in the year in the general
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election, when the electorate was substantially enlarged as a result of
the 1867 Reform Act, which provided for household suffrage.

No sooner elected, Campbell set himself the task of healing the
divisions within the local Liberal Party, which he accomplished within
a very short time. ‘Praises of his tact, his geniality, his readiness to serve
the humblest of his constituents, were soon in all mouths’, Spender
reports (1923, Vol. I, p.30), and he represented the constituency for an
unbroken period of 40 years, an unusual achievement at a time when
even the longest-serving and most distinguished parliamentarians had
frequently to change their seats. It was these same qualities, together
with his evident disinterestedness and his strength of character, which
quickly commended him to his parliamentary colleagues so that, with-
out being regarded as in any way outstanding, he was soon accepted as
a ‘good House of Commons man’, popular both in his own party and
with his political opponents. Elected as a Radical, he moved impercepti-
bly within a few years to a position which could be described as slightly
to the left of centre of his party, and remained there for the rest of his life.
In personal terms, his loyalty was commanded, almost unquestioningly,
by Gladstone.

Henry Campbell was excused his very light duties in the family firm,
from which, however, he received a sufficient income to enable him to
devote himself full-time to his new vocation and to live in considerable
comfort. His elder brother, James Alexander Campbell, eventually took
over the business, and much later became a Tory MP for Glasgow and
Aberdeen universities. It was at James’s wedding, in 1860, where she
was a bridesmaid, that he met his own wife, Charlotte Bruce, the
daughter of a Scottish general. Three years older than him, it was, in
Spender’s words, ‘a case of love at first sight’ (1923, Vol. I, p.22), and
they were married within a few months.

Thus began a partnership which was to endure until her death nearly
46 years later. It was a childless marriage, but one characterised by an
unusual degree of mutual devotion. Shy, lacking in self-confidence,
physically unattractive and later to become excessively fat and a semi-
permanent invalid (probably due to diabetes, then an untreatable con-
dition), she was hardly a social asset to her husband. Yet he depended
on her judgement to a considerable extent, and her advice was almost
invariably shrewd and to the point.

Campbell was in no hurry to make his maiden speech in Parliament,
and indeed spoke rarely, but, Wilson notes, ‘when he did speak – largely
but not always on Scottish questions – he took trouble and was brief and
effective, with the cheerful iconoclasm of a reformer’ (Wilson 1973, p.45).
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At this early stage he seems to have made no impact on Gladstone, then
at the height of his power during his first ministry, but he did come to
the notice of Edward Cardwell. Cardwell was Secretary for War, and in
1871 requested his appointment to the new post of Financial Secretary
to the War Office. In the same year, he inherited the estate at Hunton,
near Maidstone, from his uncle, Henry Bannerman, and to his distaste,
and even more that of his wife, was forced to hyphenate his name. As
this was something of a mouthful, he encouraged his colleagues to refer
to him as ‘C.B.’, and the sobriquet stuck.

Edward Cardwell was a reforming War Secretary, the most notable
of the nineteenth century. His principal reform – carried through against
the unrelenting opposition of a large proportion of the officer corps
and the great majority of serving and retired generals – was the abolition
of the ancient practice of selling commissions and promotions, clearing
the way to promotion on merit. Equally significantly, he established the
principle of civilian control over the military by ensuring that the
Commander-in-Chief (an office held for 39 years by Queen Victoria’s
cousin, the Duke of Cambridge) should be subordinate to the Secretary
of State. He also instituted the system of short-term service for the
infantry, thus enabling an adequate reserve of trained men to be built
up, and established the linked-battalion system whereby one battalion
of a regiment remained at home while the other went abroad, while a
regular interchange between the officers and men of both was provided
for. He succeeded in providing Britain with a relatively small and eco-
nomical professional army, and avoiding mass conscription, to which
the continental powers were increasingly committed.

C.B.’s role as Financial Secretary was to prepare the estimates and super-
vise the funds of the War Office, which he succeeded in doing with a mini-
mum of fuss and bother, releasing his superior to concentrate on weightier
issues. Cardwell, with whom his personal relations were extremely cordial,
was more than satisfied with his performance, while C.B.’s appreciation of
Cardwell’s achievements knew no bounds, and he became a role model for
C.B. of how a reforming minister should be. As Wilson puts it,

C.B. learnt from Cardwell that courage and determination and the
will to do what seems right and to stand up to vilification and abuse
are the qualities needed by statesmen whose work is to last. It was an
experience he was never to forget. (Wilson 1973, p.54)

Disraeli’s victory in the 1874 general election brought C.B.’s ministerial
career to a temporary halt. The succeeding six years in opposition were
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relatively uneventful for him, and, as before, he took life easily, with
long periods spent travelling in Europe and remaining in Scotland for
several months of the year. Yet his weight in the House of Commons
significantly grew, partly because, with Cardwell elevated to the Lords,
he was the Liberal Party’s chief spokesman on military affairs. He also
gradually acquired the reputation of being the most influential MP
from north of the border and his voice on Scottish affairs was always
listened to with great respect.

When Gladstone formed his second government, in 1880, C.B.
might reasonably have expected to be promoted, but he made no
protest at being asked to resume his former post of Financial Secretary
to the War Office. The evidence suggests that he had a very limited esti-
mate of his own abilities, and did not, at that time at least, consider
that he was fitted for anything more than junior office. C.B. remained
for two years at the War Office, before transferring to an equivalent post
at the Admiralty.

In 1884 it fell to C.B., in the absence in Egypt of the First Lord of the
Admiralty, to advise the Cabinet on their response to a newspaper scare
that the Fleet was being starved of funds and risked being overtaken by
that of France. C.B. advocated a modest supplementary estimate which
he argued was necessary more for political than naval reasons. The
Cabinet responded by approving an increase three times greater than
he had suggested. This succeeded in neutralising their opponents.

This was almost C.B.’s last action at the Admiralty. In October 1884
he left for a month-long holiday in Scotland with his wife, only to be
summoned by telegram to meet Lord Spencer, the Viceroy of Ireland, in
Edinburgh. He was taken aback to be told that Gladstone wanted to
appoint him as Chief Secretary for Ireland, undoubtedly the toughest
and most unpleasant job in the government. C.B. declined to accept,
but being pressed, asked for a further day to consider. Within three hours,
however, he had written to Spencer, stating categorically: ‘I do not wish
to undertake duties which I have reason to fear I should insufficiently
discharge’ (Spender 1923, Vol. I, p.59).

In the evening, however, he consulted his wife, and then proceeded
to write a further letter setting out his reasons for refusal. What then
transpired he recounted many years later to Augustine Birrell:

I found a difficulty amounting almost to impossibility to get these
excellent reasons into a letter. Then arose my domestic adviser and
said ‘See you not why you cannot write the letter. Your conscience is
always telling you, as you write, that you ought to accept’. After a
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grand conseil de nuit, therefore, I telegraphed the next morning
recanting my refusal. And this little manoeuvre remained a mystery
to Spencer, and to a greater than he, Mr G. Thus is a woman ever a
man’s superior in intuition, and in self-sacrifice. (Wilson 1973, p.76)

C.B. remained as Irish Secretary for less than eight months. He was
not a member of the Cabinet and was clearly subordinate, in practice if
not in theory, to Lord Spencer, an old-fashioned Whig who was evi-
dently uncomfortable – though less so than C.B. – with the coercive
policies he was expected to carry out. C.B. himself continued very
much in the same way as he had as a junior minister – fulfilling his
duties with quiet efficiency, showing unremitting loyalty to his supe-
rior, but offering a flow of common-sense suggestions to meet the
almost daily crises which arose. In the Commons he was a distinct suc-
cess, largely deflating the spiked anger of Parnell’s formidable Irish
Party by his firm, unflustered but genial replies. At least one of the Irish
members – T.P. O’Connor – became a committed fan of C.B.’s, publish-
ing a eulogistic biography soon after his death. Neither Spencer nor
C.B. had started out as supporters of Irish Home Rule. Yet both inde-
pendently slowly became convinced of its necessity during their terms
of office. When, in 1886, the majority of both Whigs and Radicals
abandoned Gladstone, when he introduced the first Home Rule Bill,
both stayed firmly in the Liberal camp.

C.B.’s Irish appointment came to an end in June 1885, when the
Irish members joined with the Tories to defeat the Gladstone govern-
ment on a vote on the Budget. The Salisbury government which fol-
lowed did not last long, resigning soon after its disappointing result in
the November 1885 general election. In the new government formed by
Gladstone the following February, C.B. at last became – at the age of 49 –
a member of the Cabinet. He became Secretary for War, which might
seem to have been an obvious appointment following his two periods
as Financial Secretary in the same department. Yet C.B. did not owe his
promotion to Gladstone’s appreciation of his earlier services. It was due
rather to royal favour. Queen Victoria firmly resisted Gladstone’s first
choice of Hugh Childers, who was antipathetic to her cousin, the
Commander-in-Chief. She indicated to Gladstone that C.B. would be a
more acceptable alternative, and Gladstone reluctantly conceded. The
Queen noted in her journal, ‘Mr Campbell-Bannerman, a good honest
Scotchman, to the War Office’ (Wilson 1973, p.162). As for Gladstone,
he warmly greeted C.B. at his first Cabinet meeting, waving his hand
towards his colleagues, he said: ‘You will get on all right with them. You
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will be canny and you will be couthy.’ C.B later wrote: ‘That he should
address me in the patois of my own village put me at once at my ease,
and enhanced my sense of his general omniscience.’ J.A. Spender, in
quoting this passage from C.B.’s papers, commented that ‘ “Couthy”, as
Campbell-Bannerman used to explain, was something more than the
opposite of uncouth. It connoted affability, amiability, accessibility, and
much more’ (Spender 1923, Vol. I, p.100).

C.B. remained at the War Office for the whole of the 1892-95 Liberal
government, continuing under Lord Rosebery when Gladstone retired in
March 1894. He was not a great innovator, being mostly concerned to pre-
serve the reforms introduced by Cardwell 20 years earlier. He once again
impressed, however, by his steadiness, his good judgement and his ability
to get on well with practically all his associates. Not all his Cabinet col-
leagues, however, were impressed by the amount of time which he spent
away from London. Within two days of his appointment, he was off to
Marienbad, where he went every year with his wife to take the waters, and
he continued to insist on spending two months of the year abroad and at
least three months in Scotland. Sir William Harcourt, who combined
being Chancellor of the Exchequer with leading the House of Commons,
where the government’s majority was always precarious, bombarded him
with sarcastic notes, including one in December 1894, saying: ‘I really
hope you will awake to the fact that there is an institution called H.M.’s
Government, that there are such things as estimates, and that one day
there will be a House of Commons’ (Spender 1923, Vol. I, p.174).

His most notable achievement as War Secretary was, perhaps, finally
to dislodge the Duke of Cambridge from the post of Commander-in-
Chief. The latter, despite his 76 years, was most reluctant to go, having
taken literally the pretence that his appointment was for life. It took six
weeks, and the expenditure of a great deal of tact and resourcefulness,
for C.B. to bring this about, using the good offices of the Queen herself
to ease her relative out of his post. It was ironic that on the very day
that the old buffer agreed to go, C.B. himself was the victim of a parlia-
mentary ambush, the House of Commons voting by 132 votes to 125 to
reduce his ministerial salary. The occasion for the vote was the so-called
‘Cordite scandal’, an alleged shortage of ammunition which later
turned out to be a complete fabrication. C.B., however, insisted on
standing down, and this led to the resignation of the whole Rosebery
government, its chief having lost all stomach for continuing to govern
without a secure majority.

Just a few months earlier C.B. had wanted to withdraw when a
vacancy occurred for the Speakership of the House of Commons. The
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modest War Secretary, who had never thrust himself forward for any
ministerial post, made a spirited bid for the position, for which he was
eminently qualified as an experienced parliamentarian liked and
respected on all sides of the House. The fact that his ministerial career
would be ended after barely three years in the Cabinet appeared of no
consequence to him. ‘He was to his bones a House of Commons man,
and a House of Commons man could, in his view, have no higher ambi-
tion’ (Spender 1923, Vol. I, p.173). The Opposition would gladly have
supported him, and he was deeply disappointed when Rosebery and his
colleagues decided that he could not be spared from the government.
Neither they nor he had the faintest idea they were thereby preserving
him for a greater fate.

When the Rosebery government fell in 1895, Lord Salisbury formed
his third administration and lost no time in calling an election which
produced a large majority for the Tories and their Liberal Unionist
allies, who were now included in the government. C.B., who had been
knighted on Rosebery’s recommendation, was now recognised as one of
the senior figures in the Liberal Party, which, however, seemed weak,
divided and thoroughly demoralised. Its two leading personalities –
Lord Rosebery and Sir William Harcourt – found it almost impossible to
work with each other. After each of them had successively flounced out
of the leadership within three years, it must have come as a relief to
many Liberals to serve under a leader who had no inflated idea of his
own importance, who was genial, steady and imperturbable and had no
enemies within his own party and precious few outside.

Yet although C.B.’s elevation was unanimously approved at a meeting
of Liberal MPs in February 1899, his position was not strong. He was
already 62, had only limited experience as a Cabinet minister and was
almost universally seen as a transitional figure. Moreover, he was chosen
specifically as leader of the Liberal Party in the Commons (as Harcourt
had previously been) rather than leader of the party as a whole, and it
was by no means a foregone conclusion that he would have become
Prime Minister had the Liberals won the subsequent election.

Nevertheless, he made a solid start, shrewdly choosing Herbert
Gladstone (the youngest son of the Grand Old Man) as his Chief Whip,
and quickly smoothing over many of the differences between his col-
leagues. By the summer of 1899 a string of Liberal by-election victories
had made the prospect of a triumph in the general election seem possi-
ble, or even probable. Then the Salisbury government, and more espe-
cially the Colonial Secretary, Joseph Chamberlain, blundered into the
Boer War, which effectively removed this possibility. Instead, C.B. was
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placed in an almost impossible position, with his party split three ways,
and personal antagonisms rising to new heights.

C.B.’s view was that the war could and should have been avoided,
and he blamed Chamberlain for playing a dangerous game of bluff with
President Kruger, despatching sufficient extra troops to South Africa to
provoke the Boers but not sufficient to ensure victory in the event of
hostilities. Once the war broke out, he was in favour of prosecuting it to
a successful conclusion, but not in a vindictive manner, and of holding
out to the Boers the prospect of reconciliation and an early return to
self-government for the two Boer republics. On one flank of his party
were the so-called Liberal Imperialists, notably Sir Edward Grey,
H.H. Asquith and R.B. Haldane (with Lord Rosebery hovering in the
background), who expressed wholehearted support for the government.
They felt particularly committed to Lord Milner, the High Commissioner
in South Africa (and a former Radical) who was the leading advocate of
a fight to the finish with the Boers, with an insistence on unconditional
surrender.

On the left wing of the Liberal Party were the so-called pro-Boers.
These included Harcourt and Morley, and especially the young David
Lloyd George, who braved severe public hostility and press vilification
for their opposition to the war. Although C.B.’s own position was sup-
ported by the more thoughtful of his senior colleagues, and almost cer-
tainly by the bulk of Liberal activists, most of the more prominent and
colourful figures had allied themselves with the two more extremist
wings. He therefore appeared at times as a lonely and isolated figure,
and few thought he would survive long as leader. The nadir seemed to
have been reached when, on 25 July 1900, he recommended the party
to abstain on a critical amendment to a government motion tabled by
the pro-Boers. Only 35 Liberal MPs followed the leadership’s advice,
while 40 voted for the government and 31 supported the amendment.
By this time, the early military setbacks had been reversed, and the war
seemed to have been effectively won. Chamberlain seized the opportu-
nity to press for a ‘khaki’ election, two years before the parliamentary
term was up, and while the full force of jingoism in the country could
be tapped. In the contest which followed, in October 1900, Tory candi-
dates blatantly ran under the slogan ‘A Vote for the Liberals is a Vote for
the Boers’. The Liberal Imperialists fared no better than their pro-Boer
or centrist counterparts, and though the Liberal Party was not routed, it
failed to regain any of the ground it had lost in 1895.

Although their main centres had been overrun, the Boers stubbornly
refused to surrender and their guerrilla operations continued for almost
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another two years, until May 1902. This provoked an increasingly
ruthless response from the British forces, including the widespread
burning of farms and the herding of thousands of women and children
into ‘concentration camps’, where the death rate from disease was
appallingly high. C.B. campaigned unceasingly against the government’s
demands for unconditional surrender and in favour of promising
the Boers an early return to self-government. He was shocked to the core
when a charity worker who had visited the camps, Miss Emily Hobhouse,
gave him a first-hand account. In a forthright speech, in July 1901, he
denounced the ‘methods of barbarism’ by which the war was being
conducted. This speech caused outrage, and he was excoriated in the
popular press and, notably, in The Times, and for some time there was
concern about his personal safety. Among the torrent of abusive letters
he received was one from a clergyman who wrote: ‘You are a cad, a cow-
ard and a murderer, and I hope you will meet a traitor’s or a murderer’s
doom’ (Spender 1923, Vol. II, pp.9–10).

C.B. was apparently unfazed by this avalanche of abuse, kept steadily
to his course and, while striving manfully to keep his deeply divided
party together, made no attempt to trim his views which were now evi-
dently closer to those of the pro-Boer wing of the party. He resented the
activities of the Lib Imps, who formed an internal party pressure group,
the Liberal League, which made strenuous efforts to obtain parliamen-
tary candidatures for their own supporters. Wisely, however, he made
no attempt to excommunicate them, and even cautiously attempted to
reintegrate Lord Rosebery back into the party, while firmly resisting the
condition which he set of repudiating Irish Home Rule. Rosebery, how-
ever, was determined to ‘plough my furrow alone’, as he put it in a
speech in July 1901, and his once glittering political career sputtered
out in increasing irrelevance.

By the time that peace was finally negotiated, in May 1902, the wave
of jingoism had largely abated. More and more people concluded that if
C.B.’s views had prevailed, the war could probably have been satisfac-
torily concluded a couple of years earlier. By this time it was evident
that the great majority of Liberals outside Parliament had rallied to his
side. His strength of character had won them over, and it was now evident
that – so far from being a stopgap – he was the only conceivable leader
to take them into the next election. This still, however, seemed several
years ahead, and in the meantime his parliamentary colleagues were
concerned at his limited debating skills in the House of Commons,
where he was regularly worsted by Balfour, who, in August 1902,
succeeded his uncle as Prime Minister.
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Yet despite his parliamentary agility, Balfour proved an inept Prime
Minister, and rapidly dissipated the large fund of goodwill he had built
up as Salisbury’s chief lieutenant. Moreover, the early actions of his gov-
ernment could almost have been designed to reunite the deeply divided
Liberal Party. The introduction of a tax on corn was interpreted as a
frontal attack on the free trade principles sacred to all Liberals, while
the Education Bill, seen as forcing Nonconformist ratepayers to sub-
sidise Church of England schools without these being submitted to
public control, provoked the opposition of a large and influential sec-
tion of the population, rekindling its traditional support for the
Liberals. These two measures immediately brought C.B. and Asquith
back together, greatly reinforcing Liberal firepower in the Commons,
where Asquith was a formidable performer.

Moreover, the attempt by Joseph Chamberlain to follow up the corn
tax with a fully fledged programme of protectionism fatally split his
own party, leading to a series of ministerial resignations, including his
own, and the defection to the Liberals of a number of prominent
Unionists, notably the young Winston Churchill. Furthermore, it pro-
vided the Liberal Party with a potent electoral rallying cry in defence of
cheap food.

With C.B.’s warm support, Herbert Gladstone negotiated an electoral
pact with the nascent Labour Party, under which Labour candidates
were given a free run in 31 constituencies in exchange for not opposing
Liberals in many other sensitive seats. This act of opportunism probably
damaged the Liberals in the long run as it enabled Labour to obtain
a sizeable parliamentary bridgehead in 1906, thereby increasing its
prospects of eventually supplanting its temporary allies. Yet there is lit-
tle doubt that C.B., unlike some of his colleagues, was genuinely well
disposed to Labour and positively welcomed the prospect of their
increased representation at Westminster.

Despite C.B.’s reconciliation with the Lib Imps, they still distrusted
him and as hopes for a Liberal government rose, they made a deter-
mined bid to circumscribe his influence should he become Prime
Minister. In September 1905 a plot was hatched between Sir Edward Grey,
Asquith and Haldane during a fishing holiday at Relugas in north-east
Scotland. There, in Haldane’s words,

we agreed ... that if Campbell-Bannerman became Prime Minister
he should take a peerage, and that Asquith should lead in the
Commons as Chancellor of the Exchequer. Unless our scheme were
in substance carried out we resolved that we could not join
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Campbell-Bannerman’s Government. What we thus resolved on we
used afterwards ... to speak of among ourselves as ‘the Relugas
Compact’. (Wilson 1973, p.427)

The three conspirators even, quite improperly, involved King Edward VII
in their plot, persuading him personally to urge C.B. to go to the Lords
on the grounds of his age and uncertain health.

It did not need a general election to put the Relugas Compact to the
test. Balfour unwisely resigned in December 1905 rather than asking for
a dissolution of Parliament. King Edward duly invited C.B. to form a
government, coupling this with a plea to him to go to the House of
Lords, which he firmly resisted. Within a few days the Compact had
crumbled. Asquith, after unsuccessfully attempting to persuade C.B. to
become a peer, succumbed to the offer of the Chancellorship and lead-
ership of the House of Commons, which would make him the
undoubted heir apparent. Haldane and Grey were more adamant, but
in the end they too gave way – Haldane accepting the War Office and
Grey becoming Foreign Secretary. This was a fateful decision, which
may well have led to British involvement in the First World War. The
probable alternative to Grey was John Morley, who became instead
Secretary for India and who would have been highly unlikely to embark
on the secret agreements which Grey made with the French which
effectively committed Britain to ally itself with France in the event of
war with Germany.

Campbell-Bannerman was the first person to be officially appointed
as Prime Minister, all his predecessors being merely designated as First
Lord of the Treasury. The government he formed contained the whole
gamut of Liberal opinion, from Grey on the right to Lloyd George (who
became President of the Board of Trade) on the left. This enabled the
Liberal Party to go into the election, in January 1906, as a united force,
whereas the Tories were bitterly divided. The result was the most dra-
matic turnaround since the 1832 Reform Act, the Liberals returning 379
MPs against only 157 for the Tories and their Unionist allies. In addi-
tion, there were 83 Irish Nationalists and 51 Labour members (21 of
them ‘Lib-Labs’), nearly all of whom would, on most occasions, vote
with the government.

The reasons for the Liberal landslide and Tory debacle were enumerated
by Balfour’s secretary J.S. Sanders, in a letter written shortly afterwards
(Mackay 1985, pp.226–7). In his view they were, as cited in the pre-
ceding chapter on Balfour: the swing of the pendulum, accentuated by
the large Tory gains in 1900, the scandal over the importation of
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Chinese ‘slave labour’ into South Africa, the organisation of Labour and
the Socialist vote, and the Nonconformist campaigning against the
1902 Education Act. In fact, the Tory gains dated more from the 1895
election, and in retrospect, one would probably somewhat downgrade
the importance of the Chinese labour issue and emphasise the effect of
the Tory disunity which Sanders was loath to admit.

The Liberal victory led to a dramatic transformation in C.B.’s standing
in the House of Commons. Previously, he had been a hesitant and
inconsistent performer, now he succeeded in imposing himself on the
House with great authority. On a notable occasion, he worsted Balfour
in a parliamentary debate held shortly after the latter’s return in a
by-election in February 1906, having lost his former seat in the general
election. With the cutting phrase ‘enough of this foolishness’, he suc-
ceeded in deflating the Leader of the Opposition who had made a clever-
clever speech which totally failed to catch the mood of the new House.

In Cabinet, C.B. was equally dominant, though he allowed his ministers
a very free rein, rarely intervening in their departmental concerns. His
short period as Prime Minister did not, however, lead to a large volume of
reforming legislation, although the King’s Speech in 1906 foreshadowed a
near record number of bills. This was, undoubtedly, due in part to his own
lack of energy. Already 69 years old and in indifferent health when he
became Premier, he exhausted himself in nursing his wife day and night
for several months before her death in August 1906, which left him devas-
tated. In June 1907 he suffered the second of several heart attacks, and
though this did not prevent him making an effective speech the following
day proposing that the House of Lords’ powers should be trimmed, he was
clearly weakened, and from then onwards Asquith increasingly assumed
the day-to-day direction of government business.

The second reason was Balfour’s cynical decision, taken early in the
Parliament, to use the House of Lords (‘Mr Balfour’s poodle’, in Lloyd
George’s words) to frustrate the will of the Commons. This tactic was
first used, to devastating effect, to destroy the 1906 Education Bill,
which sought to modify some of the provisions of the 1902 Bill which
had so outraged Nonconformist voters. C.B. wondered later if he ought
not to have used the occasion to provoke an immediate Peers versus
People election, but the showdown did not come until after his death,
when Lloyd George’s People’s Budget was thrown out. Until then the
constant threat from the Lords undoubtedly inhibited the government’s
reforming zeal.

It could not, however, prevent Campbell-Bannerman’s greatest
achievement – reconciliation with the Boers in South Africa. Consistent
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with the position he had taken ever since the beginning of the
Boer War, he insisted on granting immediate self-government to the
Transvaal and Orange River colonies, overturning not only a provi-
sional constitution introduced under Balfour, which gave only limited
representational rights, but also a proposal from a committee of
his own Cabinet which went only a little further. In what several of
those present, notably Lloyd George, described as a masterly perform-
ance, he almost single-handedly persuaded the Cabinet to drop the
proposals and to send out a commission to South Africa to prepare the
way for full self-government. Asquith, who was also present, later
questioned whether the Prime Minister’s role had been all that great
(Wilson 1973, p.482), but the weight of evidence points to his interven-
tion being decisive. This was certainly the view taken by the Boer
leaders, Generals Botha and Smuts, who became totally reconciled and
who brought South Africa into both the world wars on the British
side. Unfortunately, the settlement did not lead to the enfranchisement
of non-European voters, which the government was advised was
precluded by the terms of the Peace Treaty signed at Vereeniging four
years earlier, and provisions written into the new constitution to
prevent racial discrimination were subsequently violated by successive
South African governments both before and increasingly after the
Nationalist Party came to power in 1948. This casts a serious retrospec-
tive shadow over C.B.’s achievement, but it remained an outstanding
act of magnanimity.

On several occasions, C.B. revealed himself to have more radical
sympathies than most of his ministerial colleagues, and he showed par-
ticular sympathy with the new group of Labour MPs elected in 1906.
This twice led him, on the floor of the House, to scrap government pro-
posals, approved by the Cabinet, in favour of more radical measures
proposed by Labour members. The first occasion – which caused great
offence to Asquith and the government law officers, concerned the
1906 Trade Disputes Bill, which sought to restore trade union rights
rescinded by the Taff Vale judgment of 1900. Then, in December 1906,
having heard persuasive speeches from Keir Hardie and others, he
accepted on the spot a Labour amendment to include domestic workers
in the Workmen’s Compensation Bill, after the Cabinet had resolved
on their exclusion. Had C.B. lived a few years longer, it is quite conceiv-
able that the fatal split between Liberals and Labour – which led to the
Conservatives becoming the dominant governing party for most of the
century – might have been averted, and that a broad left-centre party
would have evolved. Such a possibility was effectively excluded by the
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attitude of Asquith, who did not share C.B.’s warm sympathy with
working-class aspirations.

It is also possible that women’s suffrage would have come sooner if
C.B. had survived. As Prime Minister, he spoke – at the height of the
Suffragette agitation – in favour of a Private Member’s Bill to give
women the vote, greatly to the irritation of King Edward. Another sign
of his radical sympathies came when he addressed a conference of the
Inter-Parliamentary Union, when news came in that the Tsar had dis-
solved the Russian Duma. C.B., who was speaking in French, added the
words ‘La Douma est morte – Vive la Douma’ to his speech, to the evident
embarrassment of his Foreign Office advisors.

C.B.’s health began to deteriorate rapidly in November 1907, and by
early April it was clear that he was a dying man. Bedridden at 10
Downing Street, he tendered his resignation on 5 April, and died 17 days
later, still in Downing Street – the last Prime Minister to die ‘on the
premises’. He held the premiership for a mere two years and 122 days,
and the balance sheet of his government’s achievements – apart from
the South African reconciliation – may appear slender. Yet his overall
achievement was remarkable.

By holding together his fissiparous party, during the dark days of the
Boer War, while continuing to give a principled lead to his party and his
country, he, and almost he alone, made possible the great election vic-
tory of 1906, which paved the way for the foundations of the welfare
state to be laid by his successors, Asquith and Lloyd George. He himself
devised the strategy which led to the eventual curbing of the powers of
the House of Lords by the Parliament Act of 1911. Not a bad legacy for
a man who had been affectionately but patronisingly dismissed by a
backbench colleague (Sir Alfred Pease), writing in his diary in 1886, as
‘a jolly, lazy sort of man with a good dose of sense’ (Wilson 1973, p.67).
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CHAPTER 4

Herbert Henry Asquith – Not 
Quite in the Gladstone Mould

Gladstone without the passion, and without the religiosity. That would
be an inadequate but not altogether misleading description of the last
person to head a Liberal government. A complex personality, he him-
self attempted a somewhat tongue-in-cheek assessment of his own
qualities in an idle moment at 10 Downing Street during a critical
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period of the First World War, in March 1915:

You were ... almost a classical example of Luck. You were endowed at
birth with brains above the average. You had, further, some qualities
of temperament which are exceptionally useful for mundane success –
energy under the guise of lethargy; a faculty for working quickly,
which is more effective in the long run than plodding perseverance;
patience (which is one of the rarest of human qualities); a temperate
but persistent ambition; a clear mind, a certain quality and lucidity
of speech; intellectual but not moral irritability; a natural tendency
to understand & appreciate the opponent’s point of view; and, as
time went on, & your nature matured, a growing sense of propor-
tion, which had its effect both upon friends and foes, and which,
coupled with detachment from any temptation to intrigue, and, in
regard to material interests & profits, an unaffected indifference,
secured for you the substantial advantage of personality and author-
ity. The really great men of the world are the geniuses & the saints.
You belonged to neither category. Your intellectual equipment (well
cultivated and trained) still left you far short of the one; your spiri-
tual limitations, and your endowment of the ‘Old Adam’, left you
still shorter of the other. (Jenkins 1978, pp.334–5)

Though more than a little smug, this reveals a considerable degree of
self-knowledge and it illuminates the reasons both for his many suc-
cesses and his ultimate failure. Herbert Henry Asquith was a man uncer-
tain of his own identity. This was superficially reflected in his inability
to settle upon his own nomenclature. Publicly known as ‘H.H. Asquith’,
which is how he signed his name, for the first 40 or so years of his life
he was known to his family and his few intimate friends as Herbert.
After his second marriage, to the fashionable Miss Margot Tennant, in
1894, and following her lead, Henry was substituted.

Born 12 September 1852, his family background was more modest
than that of any earlier Prime Minister. His father, Joseph Dixon
Asquith, was a weaver working in the woollen trade in the Yorkshire
town of Morley. A cultivated man, he lacked ambition and, in the
words of his son, was ‘of a retiring and unadventurous disposition’. He
was, however, a keen and active member of the Congregationalist
church, as was his wife, Emily Willans, and Asquith’s earliest years were
strictly bounded by the activities of the Rehoboth Chapel in Morley.

Tragedy struck when Asquith was eight years old. His father died
suddenly, at the age of 34, leaving a widow, two sons (of whom Herbert
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was the younger) and two daughters, one of them a month-old baby
who died within five years. Emily, a semi-invalid who seldom rose from
her couch, was nevertheless a strong character who had a considerable
influence on her son’s development. Her devotion to the Congrega-
tional Church was as strong as her husband’s, but her puritanism was
less rigid, and Asquith was eventually permitted to add card-playing to
the voracious reading which had previously been the only permitted
diversion in the household.

Emily’s family, who were well entrenched in local Liberal politics
and the Nonconformist churches, were more affluent than the
Asquiths, and her father, William Willans, took responsibility for the
education of the two young brothers. They were enrolled as day schol-
ars at Huddersfield College, but were subsequently transferred to a
Moravian boarding school in Leeds. Willans, however, died within a
couple of years which led to a further family upheaval. Emily moved
south with her two daughters to St Leonards-on-Sea, and the two boys
were sent to live with their Uncle John in London, where they were
enrolled (at his expense, though Asquith later insisted on reimbursing
him) in the City of London School. Even this arrangement did not last
long: John Willans returned to Yorkshire within a year, and the brothers
were boarded out successively to families in Pimlico and Islington.

His arrival at the City of London School set Asquith firmly on the
road to fame and fortune. The school did not then have much of a repu-
tation, but it had dedicated teachers, in particular the new headmaster,
Edwin Abbott. He quickly recognised great potential in Herbert Asquith
and gave him every encouragement to develop his strengths, which lay
particularly in English and the Classics. The young Asquith spent much
of his leisure hours listening to sermons by Nonconformist divines and
to trials in the Law Courts, as well as – a possibility denied him when he
lived in the family home – theatre-going.

His interest in the sermons seems to have lain more in their rhetorical
qualities than in the Christian message which they sought to convey.
Asquith was quick to learn, becoming a star performer in the school
debating society and declaiming a notable oration – far in advance of
his years – in honour of the original founder of the school. Abbott him-
self disclaimed the credit for Asquith’s brilliant progress at the school,
which was crowned by his winning a classical scholarship to Balliol
College, Oxford, one of only two awarded for the whole country. All he
had done, he said, was ‘to place before him the opportunities of self-
education and self-improvement ... simply to put the ladder before him,
and up he went’ (Jenkins 1978, p.17).
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At Balliol, between 1870 and 1874, Asquith continued his ascent,
achieving a double First in Classics, and becoming President of the
Union, where his outstanding debating achievements were remem-
bered for many years after. He also acquired, to a marked degree, that
aura of effortless superiority which was supposed to characterise a
Balliol man. In 1874 he was elected to a fellowship, but he saw his
future not in academic life but in the law, which, however, he regarded
chiefly as a stepping stone to a political career. He obtained a pupillage
in Lincoln’s Inn, and was called to the bar in 1876.

His legal practice, however, was slow to develop. Briefs were few and
far between, and he had to supplement his meagre income by lecturing,
correcting examination papers and contributing to the Spectator and
The Economist. This did not inhibit Asquith from getting married the
following year, at the age of 26, to Helen Melland, the daughter of a
Manchester doctor, whom he had known since he was 18 and she 15.
She came from a higher social stratum and brought with her a small pri-
vate income of a few hundred pounds a year. Yet it was undeniably a
love match, and Asquith settled down to a calm family life in
Hampstead, where five children were born over the following dozen
years. Writing of this period, Roy Jenkins remarked on ‘a surprising but
strong streak of recklessness’ in his character.

It made him go to the bar instead of seeking a safer occupation. It
made him marry before he had an assured income. It was later to
make him enter Parliament before he had an established practice.
And it made him, in the early eighties, when his briefs were still
rare, spend nearly £300 (equivalent to at least £2,000 today) on a
diamond necklace for his wife. ( Jenkins 1978, p.39)

Asquith became active in Liberal politics, becoming in particular a
member of the Eighty Club (so named to celebrate Gladstone’s victory
in the 1880 general election), a dining club and debating society which
supplied speakers to Liberal branches throughout the country. The sec-
retary was R.B. Haldane, a Scottish barrister four years younger than
Asquith who became his most intimate friend. In 1883 Asquith’s
prospects at the bar suddenly improved when R.S. Wright, a fellow
Balliol man, became Junior Counsel to the Treasury and invited Asquith
to ‘devil’ for him. This work included preparing a detailed memoran-
dum for the Attorney-General, Sir Henry James, on the Parliamentary
Oath, which was at the centre of the prolonged and vexatious dispute
concerning the right of Charles Bradlaugh, the Radical and atheist MP
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for Northampton, to take his seat in the Commons. This memorandum
was sent on to Gladstone, who warmly commended it, and Asquith
subsequently helped to draft the Corrupt Practices Act of 1883, and also
wrote a guide to the Act which was distributed to Liberal election
agents.

His friend Haldane, who belonged to a landowning family in East
Lothian, was elected to Parliament for that constituency in December
1885. Six months later another general election followed the defeat of
Gladstone’s first Home Rule Bill. The Liberal MP for the neighbouring
seat of East Fife had voted against the bill and was disowned by his local
association. Haldane used his influence to secure the nomination for
Asquith with only one week to go until polling day. The Tories with-
drew in favour of the renegade Liberal, and Asquith squeezed home
with a majority of 374. He was to hold the seat for the next 32 years.

Unlike most of his predecessors as Prime Minister, Asquith made an
immediate impact in the House of Commons, and was soon marked
out as a rising star. As J.A. Spender noted in his entry on Asquith in
The Dictionary of National Biography, ‘His speeches were brief, pointed,
trenchant and admirably timed; it was said that from the beginning he
spoke with the authority of a leader and not as a backbencher’ (Spender
1937, p.29). He concentrated, initially, on the Irish question, becoming
a vehement critic of Balfour’s coercive policies as Chief Secretary.

Yet it was outside the House that Asquith first achieved fame and
fortune. The occasion was the Statutory Commission set up in 1888 by
the Salisbury government to investigate the case against Charles
Stewart Parnell, the leader of the Irish Party, who, according to letters
allegedly written by him and published in The Times, had approved the
1882 Phoenix Park murders of Lord Frederick Cavendish, the Irish Chief
Secretary, and of Frederick Bourke, the Permanent Under-Secretary of
the Dublin administration. The Commission was established in 1886,
and Parnell, who was being defended by Sir Charles Russell, one of the
most brilliant lawyers of the day, chose Asquith as his junior counsel. In
two days of relentless cross-examination, Russell totally destroyed
Richard Pigott, who had forged the letters and who promptly decamped
to Madrid, where he shot himself in a hotel.

There remained the responsibility of The Times, which had published
the letters without taking the most elementary steps to verify their
authenticity. Russell was due to cross-examine C.J. MacDonald, the
newspaper’s manager, but at the last minute turned to Asquith and said:
‘I am tired: you must take charge of this fellow’ (Koss 1976, p.29).
Totally unprepared, Asquith rose to the occasion, and in the course of
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two hours completely demolished the witness. This single event
transformed Asquith’s previously lacklustre legal career. He was soon
overwhelmed by the number of briefs pouring in, decided to take silk,
and within a year was admitted as a Queen’s Counsel at the age of 37.
He was soon enjoying an income of £5000 a year, not much less than
the top barristers of the day.

Nor did this success do him any political harm. On the contrary, his
role in the vindication of Parnell, and the discomforting of the
Conservative government which had sought to blacken his reputation,
greatly increased Asquith’s popularity within Liberal ranks.

Asquith suffered a tragic loss in September 1891, when his gentle,
unambitious, home-loving wife Helen died of typhoid fever while they
were on holiday together on the Isle of Arran. He was left with five
young children (four sons and a daughter), who had to wait a mere two
and a half years before the arrival of a stepmother, in the form of
Margot Tennant. By all accounts, she performed her duties in this
regard admirably, though she was a very different character from
Asquith’s first wife. A brilliant society figure, known equally for her wit
and her indiscretion, she was the younger daughter of a wealthy
Scottish baronet, Sir Charles Tennant. Asquith was devoted to her,
though their marriage undoubtedly had a negative effect on his politi-
cal career. Her extravagant lifestyle (she once said: ‘I hope to leave noth-
ing but debts’) meant that he had to maximise his earnings at the bar
and this precluded him from seeking the leadership of the Liberal Party
in 1898 – ten years before he eventually took over. She was also, in part
at least, responsible for Asquith succumbing to the ‘aristocratic
embrace’, which alienated him from some of his Nonconformist
supporters and blunted his radical instincts.

By the time of his second marriage Asquith was already Home
Secretary. When the Liberals won the 1892 general election, the 
83-year-old Gladstone departed from his normal rule of appointing to
his Cabinet only those who had previously served as junior ministers,
and gave Asquith, at 39, one of the plum jobs in his administration,
though one which has all too frequently proved an elephant trap for its
holders. The government, as a whole, left few achievements to its credit.
The centrepiece of its legislative programme – the second Home Rule
Bill – was overwhelmingly rejected by the House of Lords in September
1893, and a disconsolate Gladstone finally retired six months later. His
successor, Lord Rosebery, who had been a forceful Foreign Secretary,
proved a languid and remote head of government and conducted a per-
manent feud with his Chancellor of the Exchequer and Leader of the
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House of Commons, Sir William Harcourt. The government’s unhappy
life was perhaps mercifully concluded by a parliamentary ambush over
the ‘Cordite scandal’ (see page 44), after which it resigned and lost the
ensuing general election of 1895.

Asquith was one of few ministers to emerge with his reputation
significantly enhanced. He was held to have handled a number of tricky
Home Office issues, such as the demand for the release of convicted
Irish terrorists and the right to hold meetings in Trafalgar Square, with
firmness and good sense, and had established himself as a master of
parliamentary debate. Less to his credit was his dispatch of troops to the
Featherstone colliery in Yorkshire, where striking miners were rioting,
and two of them were shot dead. This incident did some lasting damage
to Asquith’s standing with the working class. Many years later someone
shouted at him at a meeting: ‘Why did you murder the miners at
Featherstone in ’92?’ Jenkins relates that his ‘characteristic reply’ was ‘It
was not ’92, it was ’93’ (Jenkins 1978, p.69). Asquith had also been
responsible for introducing two complex and important bills – the
Employers’ Liability Bill, which came to grief in the House of Lords, and
the Factory Bill, which greatly extended protection for the workforce.
As Spender noted, ‘When Parliament was dissolved in 1895, he was gen-
erally seen as a future Prime Minister’ (Spender 1937, p.30). He was also
recorded as being ‘the only man in the cabinet who had not quarrelled
with anyone’ (Iremonger 1970, p.228).

Thrust into Opposition, Asquith promptly broke a long-standing
convention which prevented ex-Cabinet ministers from practising at
the bar. For him it was a matter of economic necessity. There were no
parliamentary salaries in those days (they were eventually introduced
under his own premiership in 1911), and – unlike most prominent
politicians of the day – he did not enjoy substantial private means. His
wife Margot received an income of £5000 a year from her father, but
this was by no means sufficient to maintain the Asquiths’ lifestyle.
Their home in Mayfair’s fashionable Cavendish Square, for example,
had a domestic staff of 14, plus a coachman and stable boy.

His professional labours, and the social whirl into which he was led,
by no means reluctantly, by Margot, left him relatively little time for
politics and he was often absent from the House of Commons.
When Sir William Harcourt resigned the Liberal leadership in the
Commons in 1898, only two years after the departure of Lord Rosebery,
Asquith would probably have been the overwhelming choice as succes-
sor if he had not become virtually a part-time politician. In
the event, he was not disposed to challenge the nomination of
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Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman (see page 38), partly it seems because
he regarded him as a mere locum tenens and doubted whether he would
in fact become Prime Minister if the Liberals were returned to power.

In any case, Asquith felt a peculiar personal loyalty to Rosebery and
he was among those who clung most tenaciously to the hope that he
might be lured back to the Liberal leadership. When, in the following
year, the Boer War broke out, he – like Rosebery – strongly supported
the Tory government and, together with his close allies, R.B. Haldane
and Sir Edward Grey, became a leading figure in the Liberal Imperialist
faction, on the right wing of the party. They were fratricidally opposed
by the pro-Boers, led by Harcourt and the young Lloyd George, and
Campbell-Bannerman – unhappily poised between the two camps – had
the greatest difficulty in holding the party together. Had Asquith
become the leader in 1898 it is highly probable that the party would
have been split in two by the war.

Within the Liberal Imperialist camp, Asquith was one of the more
moderate leaders and he quietly discouraged the schismatic activities of
his more rabid followers. Nevertheless, his personal relations with
Campbell-Bannerman became distinctly strained, especially after he
had publicly criticised his leader for his use of the phrase ‘methods of
barbarism’ to characterise the farm-burning activities of British troops
in South Africa.

The coming of peace, and the provocative actions of the new Balfour
government, restored harmony to the Liberal Party much sooner than
anyone expected. The 1902 Education Act, which horrified Liberal
Nonconformists, and Joe Chamberlain’s passionate advocacy of protec-
tionism, quickly put an end to Liberal divisions, with only Rosebery
remaining disaffected. Asquith threw himself wholeheartedly into oppos-
ing the Tory initiatives, and rapidly emerged as Campbell-Bannerman’s
most effective lieutenant, both in the country and in Parliament.

On the surface, at least, his relations with C.B. were excellent, but
Asquith’s doubts about his chief’s capacity, coupled no doubt with his
own ambition, led him to plot with Haldane and Grey to deprive C.B.
of the premiership, or at least to relegate him to the House of Lords, in
the event of a Liberal election victory. The ‘Relugas Compact’, as
recounted on pages 48–9 above, quickly collapsed in the face of C.B.’s
firm resistance, but it was Asquith who proved the weak link in the con-
spiracy and who shied away from a trial of strength. It is clear that C.B.
could fairly easily have formed a government without either Grey or
Haldane: if Asquith had held out it would have been difficult, if not
impossible.
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Instead, he settled for the role of C.B.’s heir apparent, as Chancellor
of the Exchequer and the dominant debating force on the government
benches, and Haldane and Grey fell in line behind him. From that
moment on, there was no real doubt that he would be C.B.’s successor,
and he increasingly took over the load from his boss during the final
year when C.B.’s health was visibly declining.

In the meantime, his record as Chancellor of the Exchequer had
done nothing to diminish his claims to the succession. He was, in 
J.A. Spender’s words, ‘orthodox, thrifty and progressive’ – reducing food
taxes, overhauling local government finance, establishing a differential
between earned and unearned incomes for income tax and, in his final
budget, making the first provisions for old age pensions.

When C.B. finally resigned, 17 days before his death on 22 April
1908, there was so little doubt about who should succeed him that King
Edward VII, holidaying in Biarritz, did not even return to London for
consultations. Instead, he summoned Asquith to Biarritz to ‘kiss hands’
on 6 April. He returned the next day with his list of Cabinet ministers
already approved.

Asquith revealed himself as shrewd and decisive in his choice of
colleagues. He inherited a strong team from Campbell-Bannerman, but
took immediate steps to shed its weaker members and was not afraid to
promote his most able colleagues to the most influential posts where their
talents could shine most brightly. He was, nonetheless, careful to achieve
a good political balance in his Cabinet, making it clear that he intended to
run it from the centre rather than from either wing of the party. This
effectively meant that space had to be found for the more radical elements
to offset what otherwise might have been seen as a government domi-
nated by the former Liberal Imperialists. This was most spectacularly
achieved by the promotion of Lloyd George to be Chancellor of the
Exchequer, with Winston Churchill becoming, at the age of 33, President
of the Board of Trade, and Reginald McKenna First Lord of the Admiralty.

Three ineffective peers – Lords Elgin, Tweedmouth and Portsmouth -
were either ejected or demoted, without a word of warning or explana-
tion. Elgin, who was replaced as Colonial Secretary by Lord Crewe,
a close associate of Asquith, bitterly complained about his treatment in
a letter to Lord Tweedmouth. ‘I venture to think’, he wrote, ‘that even a
Prime Minister may have some regard for the usages common among
gentlemen ... I feel that even a housemaid gets a better warning’
(Hazelhurst 1977, p.81).

Asquith’s brutal treatment of these former Cabinet colleagues
contrasted strongly with his subsequent dealings with his own ministers,
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whom he treated almost invariably with the utmost courtesy and
consideration and to whom he showed great loyalty when they got into
difficulty. Nevertheless, it accorded with Asquith’s public reputation as
a ‘cold fish’, lacking in human feelings and showing none of the spon-
taneous warmth of C.B. Asquith was widely admired for his intellectual
qualities and his political judgement, but he was never regarded with
great affection, even in his own party.

Like Campbell-Bannerman, Asquith left his ministers a pretty free
run in their own departments, seldom interfering with their decisions.
Neither did he play a dominant role in the Cabinet, preferring to act as
a ‘mediator rather than initiator’ (Hazelhurst 1977, p.82). He seldom
steered the course of discussion at Cabinet meetings, preferring to sum
up after others had had their say. On most issues he seemed more con-
cerned to reach decisions which would cause the least dissension rather
than those which accorded most closely with his own preferences
(Cassar 1994, p.32).

Where Asquith did show his leadership qualities was in the House of
Commons, where he retained his eminence as a debater, with his
Chancellor, Lloyd George, whose style was very different, his only seri-
ous rival. Asquith presented and defended government policies with
polished skill, depending on his prodigious memory, his forensic train-
ing as a barrister and his ability to master the details of a brief with
seemingly little effort to carry him triumphantly through many a
dangerous encounter.

Outside the Commons, Asquith’s routine as Prime Minister must
appear astonishingly relaxed to modern readers, though perhaps no
more so than that of most of his predecessors. A voracious reader of
novels, and what Jenkins describes as a ‘highly heterogeneous collec-
tion of books’ (Jenkins 1978, p.262), he and Margot gave several lunch-
eon parties each week, more often than not attended primarily by
non-political personalities or society figures from Margot’s own circle.
The evenings were devoted to bridge, the theatre and smaller dinner
parties often in the company of two or three of the more favoured of
his younger ministers, notably Edwin Montagu and Winston Churchill.
The guests usually included attractive and clever young women, with
whom Asquith loved to gossip and chaff. The weekends were spent
either at the Wharf, the Asquiths’ country house near Abingdon, or at
country house parties given mostly by Margot’s aristocratic friends. In
the midst of this social whirl, Asquith became rather too well
acquainted with the demon drink, and he acquired the nickname of
‘Squiffy’ in political circles, though this was unknown to the general
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public. This occasionally led to embarrassment in the Commons where,
during the Committee stage of the Parliament Bill, he was ‘so drunk
that he was barely able to speak and only the traditional discretion of the
House averted a scandal’ (Cassar 1994, p.34).

Although he was probably never unfaithful to Margot, Asquith
acquired a reputation for enjoying the company of young women, with
one of whom, Venetia Stanley, he became completely infatuated. The
beautiful daughter of the Liberal peer, Lord Sheffield, she was less than
half his age and was a close friend of his daughter Violet. Because of this
her frequent visits to 10 Downing Street caused little comment. Asquith
got into the habit of taking long drives in the country with her on Friday
afternoons, and over several years wrote to her virtually every day.

Too buttoned up to confide to any extent with his male friends,
Asquith undoubtedly found it a relief to be able to express himself can-
didly to a whole series of women correspondents, who subsequently
included Venetia’s elder sister, Lady Henley. Yet from around March
1914 his attachment to Venetia became something of a mania, and he
increased the flow of his letters to two or even three a day, often writing
during the course of Cabinet meetings. A large number of these letters
were published in 1982, and according to the editors, 

Although Asquith knew that the letters were being kept, he filled
them with personal, political and military secrets of every kind;
and they include constant appeals for Venetia’s counsel. They consti-
tute the most remarkable self-revelation ever given by a British Prime
Minister. (Brock and Brock 1982, p.13)

Asquith was Prime Minister for 8 years and 244 days, the longest
consecutive period in this office since Lord Liverpool’s 15-year stretch
from 1812 to 1827, and only since surpassed by Margaret Thatcher’s 
11-year reign. The conventional verdict on Asquith was that as a peace-
time premier he showed great sureness of touch, but that as a wartime
leader he was seriously out of his depth. The reality was rather more
complex.

The dominant events during Asquith’s peacetime premiership were
the laying of the first foundations of the welfare state, the struggle over
House of Lords reform and the final unsuccessful attempt to implement
the Gladstonian policy of Home Rule for Ireland. The main impetus for
the welfare state reforms – which included old age pensions, National
Insurance for unemployment and invalidity, wages boards and labour
exchanges and the beginnings of town and country planning – came
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not from Asquith himself, but from ministerial colleagues, notably
Lloyd George and Churchill. Yet Asquith strongly backed their initia-
tives, and the partnership which he formed with Lloyd George provided
the essential equilibrium of his peacetime government, just as their
mutual loss of confidence undermined his wartime administration.

The determining pre-war event was Lloyd George’s so-called ‘People’s
Budget’ of 1909. This had been necessitated by the Cabinet’s decision
greatly to expand naval expenditure in the face of Germany’s large
ship-building programme, at the same time as it was committed to a
major programme of social reforms. Lloyd George’s response was to pro-
pose an extra £14 million in taxation, including new taxes on land
which enraged the property-owning classes. Although it had been
accepted for at least 250 years that the power of the purse belonged to
the House of Commons, the House of Lords rejected the Budget,
immediately creating a constitutional crisis of the first order.

It was clear to Asquith that an immediate general election must be
held to achieve a popular mandate to override the peers’ decision. He
also realised that his party’s patience with the upper house was at an
end and a mandate should equally be sought to curb or remove the veto
which the Lords had repeatedly applied to other Liberal measures. He
therefore approached King Edward VII for an assurance that, should
the election produce a majority in favour of the government, he would
be prepared, if necessary, to create sufficient new peers to override the
Tory majority if it refused to pass the necessary legislation. The King
refused, saying that he would not ‘feel justified in creating new peers
until after a second general election’ in which the veto would be the
sole issue. (See Roy Jenkins, Mr Balfour’s Poodle, 1964, which remains
the definitive account of the struggle to reform the Lords.)

Asquith supinely accepted the King’s decision, recoiling from the
prospect of a People versus Monarch election. It is, however, arguable that
he had the constitutional right as Prime Minister formally to advise the
King to create the necessary number of peers, and he undoubtedly treated
the King with greater deference than had been shown by his Tory prede-
cessor, Arthur Balfour, some years previously, when he had resolutely
refused to let the monarch see confidential Cabinet documents. The
Prime Minister also blandly ignored the views of other senior ministers,
including Grey, that a more thoroughgoing reform of the membership
and powers of the upper chamber should be attempted.

The election which followed, in January 1910, produced a parliamen-
tary majority of 124 in favour of overriding the Lords’ veto. The Liberals,
however, lost their overall majority and henceforth were dependent on
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the support of the Labour and Irish Nationalist parties to remain in power.
This had far-reaching and largely unforeseen consequences.

After the election, the Lords let the Budget through without opposi-
tion, but adamantly refused to contemplate any trimming of their pow-
ers. The sudden death of Edward VII in May 1910 again led Asquith to
hesitate and, rather than hold the new King, George V, to his father’s
undertaking concerning a second election, he attempted to arrive at a
compromise through a conference of the leaders of both main parties.
It was only after this proved abortive that he finally cornered George V,
who reluctantly conceded in November 1910 that he would create suffi-
cient peers if the situation arose, but did not wish this to become public
unless it proved necessary to give effect to it in a new Parliament.
Asquith immediately sought a new dissolution and a further general
election was held in December 1910, which produced an almost identical
result to the previous January.

The Lords did not give way even then, and it was only after the King’s
undertaking was revealed that a dissident group of Tory peers, led by Lord
Curzon, decided to abstain, which just allowed the Parliament Act of
1911 to pass the Lords with a bare majority without the creation of addi-
tional peers. Asquith’s role in this dispute was at best equivocal. While
exerting himself sufficiently to ensure the passage of the Budget and
the removal of the Lords’ absolute veto, he missed the opportunity of
more far-reaching reform and wasted the better part of two years, while
putting the electoral survival of his government at unnecessary risk by
acquiescing in the King’s insistence on the holding of two elections.

During the course of the conflict over the Lords, Asquith had on sev-
eral occasions appeared on the verge of exhaustion, and there is little
doubt that the wear and tear of his long period in office was beginning
to tell. While still capable of decisive action on occasion, his premier-
ship was increasingly characterised by long periods of indecision, exem-
plified by the reply ‘Wait and See’, which he repeatedly gave when
questioned about the government’s intentions.

This was even more evident in his handling of the Irish Home Rule
issue which dominated the last two years of peace. Never a passionate
believer in the cause, Asquith had successfully avoided any action to
give effect to the long-standing Liberal commitment until after the
January 1910 election, which left him in hock to the Irish Nationalists
for his parliamentary majority. The passage of the Parliament Act in
1911 removed the possibility of a permanent Lords’ veto, and in April
1912 the government duly introduced a bill to transfer power over Irish
affairs to an elected Parliament in Dublin. This was duly rejected by the
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Lords in 1912 and 1913, and was due to be passed for the third and
final time by the Commons in the summer of 1914. Well before then it
had become apparent that the Protestant majority in Northern Ireland
was adamantly opposed to being governed from Dublin. Whipped up
by the lawyer and Tory politician Sir Edward Carson (with the tacit
approval of the Tory leader, Andrew Bonar Law), armed groups prepared
to resist the transfer of power.

As the situation deteriorated, it became increasingly clear that only
two alternatives were open to the government: firm action against
those advocating and organising violent resistance or amending the
Home Rule Bill to exclude, either permanently or temporarily,
Protestant majority areas from the aegis of the projected Dublin
Parliament. Yet Asquith temporised for month after month until March
1914 when, on the eve of the Third Reading of the Bill, he introduced
an amendment which would allow the Ulster counties to opt out of
Home Rule for a period of six years. This failed to appease the
Protestants and was seen as too great a concession by the Nationalists.
At the same time, Asquith decided on a show of force against the illegal
arming of Protestant militias, only to be confronted by the so-called
Curragh mutiny, when 60 British Army officers at a barracks near
Dublin declared that they would resign their commissions rather than
act against Protestant loyalists.

In the face of incipient civil war in Northern Ireland, Asquith initiated
a series of inter-party discussions, culminating in a formal conference at
Buckingham Palace. It opened on 21 July, but broke up three days later
without any agreement. Asquith was at the end of his tether, and was
only rescued from his dilemma by the greater crisis precipitated by the
assassination in Sarajevo of the Austrian Archduke Franz Ferdinand.
Writing to Venetia Stanley in March 1915, he admitted that ‘the sudden
outbreak of the Great War’ had been the greatest stroke of luck in his
political career (Brock and Brock 1982, p.111).

Asquith bore little direct responsibility for the outbreak of the war,
though he was certainly instrumental in ensuring British entry. This
was not a development which he welcomed, and his correspondence
with Venetia suggested that he would have been happy for Britain to
remain a neutral spectator (Brock and Brock 1982, p.123). His hands
were forced, however, partly no doubt by the speedy build-up of jingo-
istic sentiment after the German ultimatum to Belgium, but more
directly by pressure within his own Cabinet. This was, effectively, split
three ways. A ‘war party’, led by Grey and Churchill, was adamant
that Britain should enter the war on the French side. Grey, in particular,
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felt that this was the only honourable course, no doubt influenced by
the strength and consistency of the undertakings (albeit only implicit)
which he had given to the French leadership over the years, and which
he and Asquith had long conspired to keep secret from the bulk of their
Cabinet colleagues (Coogan and Coogan 1985). On the other side was
the ‘peace party’, led by John Morley and John Simon, who declared
themselves opposed to British involvement ‘in any circumstances’.
Only a few months earlier they had rallied half the Cabinet, including
Lloyd George, to resist Admiralty proposals for increased naval expendi-
ture, and they probably represented a majority of Liberal MPs.

In the middle was a solid group of non-committed ministers, includ-
ing Lord Crewe, Reginald McKenna and Herbert Samuel, who were
ready to rally to any lead given by Asquith. He, however, was in no
hurry to commit himself and, as usual, played a waiting game, carefully
assessing the number and weight of potential resignations on either
side before making a move. His overriding impulsion seemed to be to
keep his Cabinet as united as possible. The intentions of two senior
ministers, in particular, weighed heavily with him. One was Grey, to
whom he felt a personal link of complicity; the other was Lloyd George,
his only conceivable rival for the premiership. Grey had made it quite
clear that he would leave the government if Britain remained neutral,
but Lloyd George was desperately anxious not to resign and was
furtively seeking a ‘respectable’ pretext to detach himself from the
peace party. He seized on the German threat to Belgium, and as soon as
it was clear that Lloyd George would not resign Asquith came down
decisively on Grey’s side. While four Cabinet ministers proffered their
resignations, Asquith persuaded two (Simon and Lord Beauchamp) to
change their minds, so only Morley and John Burns, the Lib-Lab President
of the Board of Local Government, actually quit the government.

The British entry into the war went smoothly enough: the
Expeditionary Force of six divisions was rapidly dispatched to France,
and under the enthusiastic eye of Winston Churchill, the First Lord of
the Admiralty, the Fleet assumed its battle stations. The appointment
by Asquith of Lord Kitchener as War Secretary was a masterful stroke of
public relations; it was only later that his military shortcomings became
painfully evident. The immediate consequence was that Asquith’s pop-
ularity soared and he was spoken of as a great war leader in the tradi-
tion of the Elder Pitt. This impression quickly faded. The deadlock on
the Western Front and the failure of the Dardanelles campaign in the
spring of 1915 led to growing disillusionment, which Asquith did little
to dispel.
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It should have been evident to him that, lacking a parliamentary
majority, it was not practicable to conduct the war effort on the basis of
a single-party government. Instead of actively seeking to form an all-
party coalition in which the Tories – with virtually the same number of
MPs as the Liberals – would certainly play a major role, he firmly resis-
ted the idea, and it was only after the Dardanelles disaster, in May 1915,
that he was forced to accept the inevitable. Unfortunately, this came at
the very moment when his judgement was clouded by a crisis in his
personal life. To his utter consternation, Venetia Stanley announced her
engagement to one of Asquith’s favourite younger Cabinet ministers,
Edwin Montagu, and that she was converting to Judaism in anticipa-
tion of the marriage. He took the news very hard, and broke off all
communication with her.

What effect this blow had on his handling of the coalition negotia-
tions can only be speculated, but it is undeniable that he conducted
them in a stubborn, ungracious and ultimately self-defeating manner.
His crucial error lay in his determination to deny the Tory leader,
Andrew Bonar Law, one of the principal ministerial posts. Instead, he
was fobbed off with the Colonial Secretaryship, one of a series of snubs
he received at Asquith’s hands. It seemed as if the Prime Minister was
refusing to accept the fact that Law was the leader of his party, and that
he was perversely determined to treat Balfour (who became First Lord of
the Admiralty) as if he was still in command. It has been suggested that
this arose from Asquith’s intellectual snobbery (Hazelhurst 1977, pp.93–4).
Bonar Law was a businessman, and not an intellectual or a member of
the professional classes. Asquith had already shown a marked reluc-
tance to include many of the large number of Liberal MPs with a busi-
ness background in his peacetime government, which was made up
almost exclusively of professional men together with a fair sprinkling of
aristocrats. Whatever his motives, Asquith’s disdainful treatment of
Bonar Law cost him dear. As the American historian George Cassar
shrewdly commented: ‘in the long run ... Asquith’s best chance of
remaining Prime Minister would have been to turn the Unionist leader
into a specially-trusted lieutenant and to have headed a genuine
national ministry’ (Cassar 1994, p.109). Instead, the Tory leader became
deeply disgruntled and needed little encouragement to throw in his lot
with Lloyd George in the crisis in December 1916, which led to his
replacing Asquith as Prime Minister.

During the 18 months of the Asquith-led coalition, his reputation
steadily declined. The progress of the war went from bad to worse, and
the ill-fated Somme offensive, where the British casualties totalled
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420,000, including Asquith’s brilliant elder son, Raymond, killed off
any lingering illusions of a cheap and easy victory. Yet it was not the
military reverses or the terrible carnage which destroyed Asquith’s
standing as a war leader. It was the growing conviction that his heart
was not in it. From the beginning he had given the impression that the
conduct of the struggle should impinge as little as possible on the famil-
iar routines of peacetime life, and he was far too rational and civilised a
man to indulge in the hyperbole of war. His apparent lethargy was al-
together too sharp a contrast with Lloyd George, whose dynamic energy
as Minister for Munitions made him the inevitable candidate for War
Secretary when Kitchener was drowned in June 1916. If Asquith was
temperamentally incapable of waging war wholeheartedly, he showed
very little inclination to work for a peace settlement. He consistently
cold-shouldered mediation attempts by President Woodrow Wilson,
and when his (Tory) Minister without Portfolio, Lord Lansdowne, circu-
lated a Cabinet memorandum, in November 1916, urging the case for a
negotiated peace, Asquith offered him no support.

The precise circumstances of Asquith’s fall, in December 1916, have
been the subject of great controversy, and need not concern us here,
though they are discussed in broad outline in the next chapter, on
Lloyd George. (For long the most authoritative account was believed to
be that of Lord Beaverbrook, who was virtually a participant, being an
intimate confidant of both Bonar Law and Carson. This appeared in the
second volume of his Politicians and the War, published in 1932. It is
challenged on several points by Jenkins (1978, pp.422–61). The most
judicious summing up is probably that of Cassar (1994, pp.210–32).)

The situation was brought to a head by a memorandum compiled by
Lloyd George and the former Tory Attorney-General, Sir Edward
Carson, with the backing of Bonar Law. It did not seek Asquith’s
replacement as Prime Minister, but argued that the executive conduct
of the war should effectively be removed from the Cabinet and
entrusted to a small War Council of three or four, with Lloyd George as
chairman. Asquith was not unsympathetic to this proposal, but was
adamant that he himself should chair the new body, believing that other-
wise he would be reduced to a mere figurehead. He met with Lloyd
George and reached a partial compromise, which fell through, amid
mutual recriminations, after a biased account had been leaked to
The Times, probably by Carson. Lloyd George then raised the stakes by
submitting his resignation, and the Tory ministers pulled the rug from
under Asquith’s feet by insisting that they would not remain in the gov-
ernment in the absence of Lloyd George. Asquith saw no alternative to
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submitting his own resignation, perhaps hoping against hope that
neither Bonar Law nor Lloyd George could form an alternative govern-
ment and that he would then be summoned back. In the event, the
King first summoned Bonar Law, who declined, and then turned to
Lloyd George, who had no difficulty in forming a government within
24 hours, despite the refusal of almost all the former Liberal ministers,
as well as Asquith himself, to serve under him.

Asquith believed that he was the victim of a sordid intrigue between
Lloyd George and the Tory ministers, and of an unscrupulous campaign
by the Tory press, with Lord Northcliffe’s papers, including The Times,
to the fore. The reality was that his days were numbered, and it is hard
to disagree with Cassar’s verdict: ‘It was Asquith’s perceived inadequa-
cies that ended his premiership. Simply put, he no longer possessed the
requisite confidence of the nation and parliament to beat back a major
challenge to his leadership.’

Asquith’s pride was deeply hurt, though he characteristically made
no public attempt to justify his wartime record. He became a sulky
Leader of the Opposition, offering lukewarm support to the new gov-
ernment’s conduct of the war, only challenging them on one ill-fated
occasion. This was the so-called Maurice debate, in May 1918, when
Asquith – to the fury of Lloyd George and Bonar Law – proposed a select
committee to inquire into the preparedness of the British Army to meet
the German spring offensive. In the ensuing vote he was supported by
100 Liberal MPs, while 71 voted with the government. The following
November, when, immediately after the Armistice, a general election
was called, Lloyd George wreaked his vengeance by refusing a coalition
‘ticket’ to virtually all the Liberals who had voted with Asquith in the
Maurice debate.

The election result was a shattering defeat for the Liberals, from
which they never fully recovered. Asquith himself lost his seat, and
only 26 of his followers were elected, against 59 for the Labour Party
(which became the official Opposition) and 474 for the coalition (338
Tories and 136 coalition Liberals).

Asquith continued as Leader of the Liberal Party until 1926, including
a period in which Lloyd George uneasily served under him, following the
eventual reunion of the two wings of the party. There were ups and
downs during these years – Asquith got back into the Commons through
a by-election at Paisley in 1920, only to lose the seat again in 1924, after
which he accepted an earldom. In the interim, he had, as leader of the
third party in the Commons, backed the appointment of a minority
Labour government, under Ramsay MacDonald, in January 1924 – only
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to withdraw support eight months later, precipitating the 1924 election
which effectively reduced the Liberals to minor party status.

Asquith died four years later, leaving a mixed legacy to his country.
On the one hand, he has been remembered as a pioneer, whose
achievements have reverberated down the years, paving the way for the
welfare state legislation of the Attlee government in 1945–51, as well as
Blair’s constitutional reforms (especially concerning the House of Lords)
after 1997. But he is also remembered as the last of the nineteenth-
century Liberals, and certainly bears some responsibility for the eclipse
of the once mighty Liberal Party. It is arguable, though far from certain,
that it would have been replaced, in any event, by the nascent Labour
Party. What is undeniable is that this process was greatly hastened by
the vendetta between Asquith and Lloyd George, and their respective
followers. The opportunistic Lloyd George may have been the more cul-
pable, but this gifted, fastidious, proud yet ultimately indecisive man
must also bear his share of the blame.
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CHAPTER 5

David Lloyd George – ‘A 
Dynamic Force’

The child is father to the man, and in no case was this more true than
with David Lloyd George – or Dafydd George, as he was first known.
Brought up by an adoring uncle – Richard Lloyd – who persuaded him
from an early age that he was an exceptional person, with no limits to
what he could achieve, he unquestioningly accepted his destiny, and
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lived his whole life as if normal rules did not apply to himself, and that
anything – or any person – that he desired was within his grasp.

Lloyd George was born in a dismal terrace house in Chorlton-upon-
Medlock, Manchester, on 17 January 1863. His father, William George,
was a dreamy, unsuccessful schoolmaster, who shortly afterwards
resigned his post and returned to his native Pembrokeshire to rent a
smallholding, but when Dafydd was only 18 months old caught pneu-
monia and died, aged 44. As well as Dafydd, he left a daughter, Mary
Ellen, who was not yet three, while his widow, Elizabeth Lloyd, was
expecting a second son, William, who was born seven months after his
father’s death.

Left penniless, and with no one else to depend on, Elizabeth sought
help from her brother Richard, a village cobbler and unpaid Baptist pas-
tor, who was living in Llanystumdwy, near Criccieth in North Wales.
Without a moment’s hesitation, Richard took his sister and her children
into his household and devoted himself to their upbringing. All three
children were bright and intelligent, but it was soon evident that he
was absolutely enchanted by Dafydd, whose charm, amiability, vitality
and vivid imagination knew no bounds. The others were relatively, if
not absolutely, neglected. William, who lived to be 102, and when he
was 92 published a memoir entitled My Brother and I, recalled somewhat
caustically:

He was the apple of Uncle Lloyd’s eye, the king of the castle, and like
the other king, could do no wrong ... Whether this unrestrained
admiration was wholly good for the lad upon whom it was lavished,
and indeed for the man who evolved out of him, is a matter upon
which opinions may differ. (George 1958, p.33)

The extraordinary extent to which William was discriminated
against was personified by the fact that only Dafydd was permitted by
his uncle to add ‘Lloyd’ to his name. When the two brothers qualified
as solicitors and set up their own firm it was known as Lloyd George &
George. It was William who devoted himself to the running of the firm,
working long hours while Dafydd was freed to pursue his political
career, which was heavily subsidised by his brother’s toil.

That – coming from a modest but not impoverished background –
they were able to become lawyers at all was due to the determination of
Uncle Lloyd, as he became known. A self-educated Welsh moralist, he
taught Dafydd everything he knew and made sure that he made the
most out of the best education then available in rural Wales. When
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Dafydd left school at 13, he was articled to a local firm of solicitors in
Portmadoc. William, who largely made his own way in Dafydd’s slip-
stream, actually proved the more apt pupil, gaining First Class Honours
in his law examination, while his brother only achieved Third Class.

The North Wales in which Lloyd George grew up had a distinctive
political culture. An overwhelmingly agricultural society, it was deeply
polarised. The upper and middle classes were dominated by English
landowners, the Anglican Church and the Tory Party. Ranged against
them were the rural poor, farm workers and small tenant farmers, pre-
dominantly Welsh-speaking, ardent chapel-goers and – at least since the
Ballot Act of 1872, which protected them from the prying eyes of their
Tory landlords – predisposed to vote Liberal. A further cause of dissen-
sion was the high level of drunkenness, which pitched a strong popular
temperance movement against Tory publicans and brewers.

The main grievances of the mass of the population concerned the
misdeeds of landowners and the privileges of the Church of England
and especially its right to levy a tithe on Nonconformists. Lloyd George
needed no special prompting from his uncle to determine whose side
he was on, and already in his teens was taking an active part in the
Portmadoc debating society and in local Liberal politics. Yet it was as a
radical lawyer that he first made his name, as ‘the People’s David’, by
winning a series of local court cases, where his forensic brilliance won
the day against the more pedestrian and often blundering advocates
representing the establishment side. The most famous of these was the
Llanfrothen burial case in 1885, when Lloyd George, having lost in a
lower court, overturned the verdict on appeal and established the right
of Nonconformists to be buried in parish churchyards.

Some years before this Lloyd George had already set his sights on a
parliamentary career, recording in his diary following his first visit to
the House of Commons, aged 17: ‘I will not say but that I eyed the
assembly in a spirit similar to that in which William the Conqueror
eyed England on his visit to Edward the Confessor, as the region of his
future domain. Oh, vanity!’

Lloyd George was brought up as a strict Baptist, though he lost his
religious faith at the age of 12. Outwardly, however, he conformed to
the prevailing Nonconformist culture, and he retained his enthusiasm
for hymn-singing and Welsh preachers for the whole of his life. His
uncle hoped that he would marry one or other of the girls from the
Baptist community, but Lloyd George set his sights on Margaret Owen,
the daughter of a prosperous Methodist farmer, who regarded the
radical young lawyer as a far from appropriate suitor.
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It was a long and difficult courtship, which was hardly helped by the
brutal frankness with which he made it clear that their relationship
would have to take second place to his political ambitions. ‘I am pre-
pared to thrust even love itself under the wheels of my Juggernaut’, he
wrote to her, adding: ‘I must not forget that I have a purpose in life.
And however painful the sacrifice I may have to make to attain this
ambition I must not flinch.’

Yet whatever her misgivings, which were certainly augmented by
early indications that he would not be the most faithful of husbands,
Maggie Owen – like nearly every one else – succumbed to his charm and
they were duly married in January 1888, when he was 25 and she 21. By
the end of the same year, Lloyd George was selected as prospective
Liberal candidate for the local constituency of Caernarvon Boroughs,
which had been a Tory gain in 1886. Two months later he became an
alderman on the Caernarvonshire County Council.

He did not have to wait long before getting into Parliament. In
March 1890 the Conservative MP died, and in April, in a desperately
close contest, he defeated the local squire, Ellis Nanney, by a mere
18 votes. He was 27, but had come within a hair’s breadth of disaster a
few weeks earlier when some leading Liberal supporters discovered that
he had fathered a child on a widow in Caernarvon. Given the moral cli-
mate of the time – just before the Parnell divorce case – this could well
have aborted his parliamentary career once and for all. Wealthy back-
ers, however, succeeded in hushing up the affair, by settling an annuity
on the widow on condition that not a word was to be revealed. So suc-
cessful was the cover-up that nothing was ever known about it until
many years later when Lloyd George’s elder son Richard, already middle-
aged, stumbled upon the truth through a chance meeting with a
Caernarvon resident in South America (Lloyd George 1960, pp.41–4).

This was the first of a long series of extramarital scrapes in which
Lloyd George, described by his son as ‘probably the greatest natural Don
Juan in the history of British politics’, became involved, yet despite the
incredible risks that he ran he never actually came a cropper. Although
his predatory attitude to women later became notorious in political cir-
cles, where he was known as ‘the Goat’, the naturally discreet press of the
time, coerced by draconian libel laws, seldom permitted itself more than
the most oblique reference to his amatory activities. Nor did his 30-year-
long relationship with his secretary, Frances Stevenson, which began in
1913 and eventually led to their marriage in 1943, following Margaret’s
death, ever make the public prints. In 1927, she bore him a daughter,
Jennifer, who was successfully passed off as her adopted child.
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L.G.’s waywardness as a husband was not entirely due to his uncon-
trolled libido. At least some of the blame should be attributed to his
wife who, despite repeating urging, refused to come with their children
to live with him in London, but chose to remain in Criccieth running
the family home. The effect that this had on him can be inferred from a
poignant letter which he wrote to her in August 1897: 

I have scores of times come home in the dead of night to a cold, dark
and comfortless flat without a soul to greet me, when you were sur-
rounded by your pets [that is, children] ... You have been a good
mother. You have not – and I say this now not in anger – not always
been a good wife. (Grigg 1973, pp.241–3)

Lloyd George’s election for Caernarvon Boroughs began an un-
broken term of nearly 54 years in the House of Commons. Re-elected in
both the 1892 and 1895 elections, his parliamentary activities prior to
1899 were almost exclusively confined to Welsh issues. These included,
notably, the campaign for disestablishment of the Church in Wales,
demands for land reform, temperance legislation and opposition to sub-
sidies for Church schools. These were subsumed in a general aspiration
for Welsh Home Rule.

In pursuing these issues, Lloyd George showed scant respect for
Liberal Party discipline, at one time putting the precarious Rosebery
government at risk by threatening to withdraw support if priority was
not given to a Disestablishment Bill. Lloyd George’s aim was to achieve
an autonomous existence for Welsh Liberal MPs comparable to that
enjoyed by the Irish Party, an ambition which was largely frustrated by
the divergent interests of North and South Wales. After ten years in the
House, while he had undoubtedly established himself as the best
known of the Welsh MPs, he was by no means universally accepted as
their leader.

It was the Boer War, starting in 1899, which turned Lloyd George
from a purely Welsh politician into a national figure. Without hesita-
tion, he condemned it from the outset as an unjust war against a poor,
brave, rural and God-fearing community, with which, as a Welshman,
he instinctively empathised. Moreover, he did not flinch from accusing
Joseph Chamberlain, the Colonial Secretary and chief architect of the
war, of making personal profits through War Office contracts with a
firm with which he had family connections He was the most promi-
nent and most daring of the small group of Liberal MPs who took a
‘pro-Boer’ stance, and was the object of vitriolic attacks by the jingoistic
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press. He was physically assaulted on more than one occasion and
barely escaped with his life when a mob broke up a meeting that he was
addressing in Birmingham Town Hall. His popularity in Wales and even
in his own constituency slumped, as did his standing in the Liberal
Party, where the Liberal Imperialists, led by Rosebery, Asquith and
Haldane, enthusiastically backed the Salisbury government, while the
party leader, Campbell-Bannerman, struggled with great difficulty to
maintain a middle position.

It was only after the war was over, and tempers had cooled, that
Lloyd George was accorded respect for the courage he had shown and
came increasingly to be recognised as the effective leader of the radical
wing of the party. His attitude to the war, however, was widely misun-
derstood. It was not based on pacifism, nor on opposition to the main-
tenance, or even the expansion, of the British Empire. His essential
objection was to the bullying of small nations by larger ones, and his
attitude to the German invasion of Belgium in 1914 could therefore be
seen as consistent with his position in 1899 rather than in conflict with
it, as it has appeared to many.

In the years following the war, Lloyd George’s parliamentary reputation
grew steadily. He proved a resourceful opponent of Balfour’s 1902
Education Act and – together with Asquith – led the Liberal attack
against Chamberlain’s tariff reform proposals which were the prime
cause of the disintegration of the Balfour government. It was therefore
no surprise that Campbell Bannerman chose him as a member of his
Cabinet when a Liberal government was formed in December 1905.
Most of the senior posts went to Liberal Imperialists, and C.B. sought to
balance this by appointing Lloyd George, then aged 43, as President of
the Board of Trade.

L.G. took to ministerial life like a duck to water. Within his depart-
ment he proved a firm and decisive administrator, he carried a shoal of
bills through Parliament at a time when other ministers had precious
little to show for their labours, and he revealed remarkable powers as a
conciliator in a series of industrial disputes, notably succeeding in
averting a national rail strike in October 1907. He was clearly one of the
success stories in C.B.’s government, and when Asquith succeeded to
the premiership in April 1908 it was inevitable that he should follow
him at the Treasury.

With this appointment, L.G. came to occupy the second place in the
government. The partnership between him and Asquith – two funda-
mentally different but complementary talents – was to dominate British
politics for most of the next decade. Given their subsequent hostility, it
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is remarkable how harmonious their relationship remained, and the
depth of loyalty they showed to each other. Only the strains of war
were to set them asunder.

The first big challenge facing L.G. as Chancellor was to prepare the
1909 Budget. He was confronted with the prospect of the – for the time –
enormous deficit of £16 million. This was caused by the necessity to
finance a large naval rearmament programme (which L.G. had opposed
in Cabinet) and the first old age pensions, of 5s. a week, which had
been promised by the previous Budget, introduced by Asquith. Lloyd
George was determined to show that he could close the gap without
resorting to the tariff reform measures advocated by the Opposition and
that the main burden would fall on the shoulders of the Tory landown-
ers, who were using their domination of the House of Lords to frustrate
the government’s legislative programme.

Lloyd George was the outstanding parliamentary orator of his time –
perhaps of all time – but by common consent his delivery of the speech
presenting his ‘People’s Budget’ on 29 April 1909 was the worst of his
long career. Yet the impact of this speech surpassed all others. It pro-
voked Balfour – the Leader of the Opposition – into denouncing it as
‘vindictive, inequitable, based on no principles and injurious to the
productive capacity of the country’, and led to the most serious consti-
tutional crisis in modern British history.

The actual Budget proposals must appear surprisingly mild to the
modern reader. They involved increases in death duties (rising to 25 per
cent for fortunes of over £1 million) and of income tax (6 per cent on
unearned incomes) and the introduction of surtax, at 2.5 per cent, on
incomes over £5000. What really stuck in the craw of the Tories, how-
ever, were three new land taxes, of which the most prominent was a 20
per cent levy on the ‘unearned increment’ on development land. (By a
strange irony, these taxes raised very little by way of revenue, and two
of them were actually repealed, on these grounds, when L.G. was Prime
Minister in 1921.)

Opinions differ as to whether L.G. had deliberately set out to ensure
that the House of Lords – which had not challenged a financial measure
since 1678 – would fall into the trap of voting down his budget, but, if
so, his plans could not have worked out better. The Lords rose to the
bait with extraordinary insouciance, thus ensuring that the main politi-
cal battleline over the next few years would be ‘Peers versus People’. In
this atmosphere nobody revelled more than Lloyd George who, in a
series of ferocious speeches, notably at Limehouse and Newcastle, tore
into the dukes ‘who cost as much to keep up as two Dreadnoughts – and
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they are just as great a terror’, and damningly characterised the House
of Lords as ‘five hundred men, ordinary men chosen accidentally from
among the unemployed’.

These attacks horrified Edward VII, who vainly attempted to
persuade Asquith to rein in his over-bellicose Chancellor, but they
made Lloyd George a popular hero and the darling of the Liberal rank
and file. They also made it impossible for the Liberal leadership to settle
for any compromise which did not ensure the predominance of the
Commons over the unelected upper chamber.

Strangely enough, however, it was Lloyd George who, when in June
1910 the new King, George V, proposed an inter-party conference to try to
settle the dispute over the Lords, was prepared to go further than any
other politician in seeking all-party agreement. The formal conference,
consisting of four Liberals led by Asquith and Lloyd George and four
Conservatives by Balfour and Lord Lansdowne got nowhere despite meet-
ing over a dozen times. Lloyd George then composed a remarkable mem-
orandum proposing the formation of a coalition government which
would seek national consensus and, where it could not agree, would sub-
mit issues such as free trade, Irish Home Rule, Lords reform and Welsh dis-
establishment to non-partisan commissions. L.G. first showed the
memorandum to his closest ministerial colleague and political friend,
Winston Churchill, who responded enthusiastically and then approached
opposition figures including F.E. Smith (later Lord Birkenhead) and Tory
leader Balfour, both of whom expressed initial interest before subse-
quently backing off. Asquith was amused by the proposal which he did
not think would get any Liberal backing, and was then disconcerted when
both Foreign Secretary Edward Gray and Lord Crewe, the Lord Privy Seal,
were favourably impressed. Writing in his Memoirs, 20 years later, L.G.
claimed that several senior Tories, including Lansdowne, Curzon, Walter
Long and Austen Chamberlain were also in favour. That nothing came of
the proposal, which was not public knowledge at the time, was largely
due to the fact that neither Asquith nor Balfour – no doubt with their own
personal interests firmly in view – were prepared to take it any further. Its
basic interest lies in showing that, not for the first time, L.G. attached rel-
atively little weight to party political considerations.

So the Lords dispute followed its course, culminating in the passage
of the Parliament Act in 1911, after two general elections and the reluc-
tant agreement of George V to create sufficient new Liberal peers to
carry the bill through the Lords if this proved necessary – as recounted
in the previous chapter on Asquith. (The full story is most entertain-
ingly told in Roy Jenkins, Mr Balfour’s Poodle, first published in 1954.)
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Despite its momentous aftermath, the ‘People’s Budget’ was not
central to Lloyd George’s role as a social reformer. This owed much more
to the National Insurance Act of 1911. It was the eventual fruit of the
early discussions he had had with Churchill, shortly after the formation
of the Asquith government, when they jointly agreed that, within the
government, they should spearhead a great crusade against poverty and
deprivation. In the summer of 1908 L.G. went on a visit to Germany
where he was immensely impressed by the social security schemes and
labour exchanges introduced by Bismarck two decades earlier. He
resolved to introduce contributory insurance schemes against both sick-
ness and unemployment as soon as the parliamentary timetable allowed.

In framing his legislation, Lloyd George had to overcome determined
resistance from vested interests – the big insurance companies, the med-
ical profession, and – in the first stages at least – the friendly societies
and trade unions. Using the same mixture of coercion and charm which
his fellow Welshman, Aneurin Bevan, was to employ 40 years later in
introducing the National Health Service, L.G. managed to carry the day,
though not without compromising on some of his original objectives.
The most eye-catching feature of his bill was that lower-paid workers
should pay 4d. a week for sickness benefit, which would be augmented
by further payments of 3d. by the employer and 2d. by the state. This
was successfully presented to the public with the slogan ‘Ninepence for
fourpence’, and popular support was so strong that the Bill passed
through all its parliamentary stages with virtually no opposition. The
structures which it produced provided a firm basis for the much more
comprehensive ‘welfare state’ provisions of the Attlee government of
1945–51. The passage of the bill, which came fully into effect in January
1913, marked the high-water mark of Lloyd George’s pre-war reputation.

This suffered a heavy setback with the Marconi scandal of 1912–13
which, if it had not been for the firm support of Asquith, could well
have ended his political career. In April 1912, at the suggestion of his
friend and colleague, Sir Rufus Isaacs, the Attorney-General, who had
himself made a larger investment, he bought shares on very favourable
conditions in the American Marconi Company, in the hope of making a
quick profit. This was at a time when the English Marconi Company
was negotiating a profitable contract with the Postmaster-General Sir
Herbert Samuel. Suggestions in the press, by, among others the xeno-
phobic Daily Mail, which described them as ‘the Welsh solicitor and the
Jew barrister’, that they had used private knowledge of the impending
deal to enrich themselves was met by a disingenuous denial by Rufus,
who said that neither he nor Lloyd George had any prior knowledge of
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the English Marconi Company deal, and that neither of them had had
‘one single transaction in the shares of the company’, making no men-
tion at all of their investment in the associated American company.

After threats of libel action, the affair was referred to a select commit-
tee of the House of Commons, which revealed the whole story and from
whose inquiries neither Isaacs nor Lloyd George emerged with much
credit. The committee, however, split along party lines in drawing up its
report, and the majority finding, supported only by the Liberal members
of the committee, whitewashed the two ministers. Lloyd George felt
constrained to offer his resignation to Asquith, who refused to accept it,
and the majority report was adopted by the House of Commons in June
1913 after a tense two-day debate. Lloyd George’s career was saved, but
the distinct impression remained that, while he had not broken the law,
he had been none too scrupulous in his business affairs. For those associ-
ated with him in his earlier unsuccessful and little publicised attempts to
‘get rich quick’, notably a gold-mining venture in Patagonia in the
1890s, this could hardly have come as a surprise

When war loomed in July–August 1914, L.G. probably believed until
late in the day that Britain would, and should, keep out of the struggle.
Yet he made no attempt to line up with the anti-war faction in the
Cabinet, although he was assumed to be sympathetic to them, given his
consistent opposition to naval rearmament and the construction of
more and more Dreadnoughts, over which he had threatened to resign
as recently as 1913. If L.G. had chosen to lead the ‘peace party’ – and
only if he had done so – they might well have succeeded in keeping
Britain neutral. Yet, given the rising jingoistic mood in the country, and
to a lesser extent in Parliament, their stand could instead have led to
the fall of the government, and its replacement by a Conservative-
dominated coalition bent on war.

This was not something that L.G. was prepared to risk, nor it seems
did he relish the prospect of resuming his lonely Boer War role as an anti-
war militant. In fact, he was desperately anxious to avoid resignation
and, in the words of one biographer, ‘throwing away, in twenty-five
seconds, a position which it had taken him twenty-five years to reach –
perhaps surrendering it to Churchill’ (Rowland 1976, p.282). Frances
Stevenson, who some 18 months earlier had become both his secretary
and mistress, gave the game away when she wrote in her memoirs
40 years later: ‘the invasion of Belgium was, to be cynical, a heaven-sent
excuse for supporting a declaration of war’ (Lloyd George 1967, pp.73–4).

This was seized on by Lloyd George, and indeed by the majority of
Asquith’s Cabinet, as reason enough to stay on board, and the number
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of anti-war resignations was kept down to two – John Burns and John
Morley. Lloyd George was nevertheless seen as a reluctant convert to
British participation, and few could have foreseen the enthusiasm with
which he would embrace the struggle.

His initial contribution was to take firm steps to steady the money
markets and prevent the onset of a short-term financial crisis. His
actions met general approbation, not least in the City of London which
had previously entertained distinctly mixed feelings about the radical
Chancellor. Yet nothing prepared them, or either Lloyd George’s previ-
ous admirers or his critics, for the tremendous impact of the first major
speech which he made after the outbreak of the war.

This was at a recruiting meeting at Queen’s Hall, in London, on
19 September 1914, when L.G. pulled out all the stops in an emotional
appeal to British youth to give their all in defence of national honour,
freedom and the defence of small nations. The speech, of which 2.5 mil-
lion copies were subsequently printed and distributed at government
expense, was a mixture of deeply moving passages and of others of the
sheerest demagogy appealing to the very jingoistic spirit which he had
earlier opposed. Its reception changed L.G.’s persona overnight.
Previously seen as a highly controversial and partisan figure, he now
emerged as the voice of a united national determination to see the war
through to its end, whatever the cost. Recruitment soared, and Lloyd
George received an avalanche of admiring letters, many from previous
Conservative opponents.

John Grigg neatly summed up the transformation in Lloyd George’s
standing: ‘After the Queen’s Hall meeting ... Lloyd George was Britain’s
war premier in waiting ... Unfortunately for the country, he had more
than two years to wait’ (Grigg 1985, p.174). During this time L.G. com-
bined two roles: he was one of the government’s leading actors, and its
principal critic.

One persistent theme of L.G.’s criticism – expressed through a
constant stream of memoranda addressed to his ministerial colleagues –
was what he regarded as the over-concentration by the allies on the
Western Front, in France and Flanders, where they were bogged down
in a seemingly endless but bloody stalemate. He was repeatedly urging
action on what most of his colleagues regarded as ‘side-shows’ against
Germany’s allies, Austria-Hungary and Turkey. He enthusiastically sup-
ported the ill-fated Dardanelles (Gallipoli) campaign launched in
February 1915, though it was Churchill, as First Lord of the Admiralty,
who initiated the venture and who took the blame for its failure. Lloyd
George was also a vocal critic of the failure to mobilise the production and
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procurement of war material, which led to an allegedly serious shortage
of shells for the British Expeditionary Force.

It was this, no doubt, that prompted Asquith to offer Lloyd George
the post of Minister of Munitions, when the disappointing conduct of
the war led to the formation of the first coalition government, in May
1915. He was reluctant to give up the Chancellorship, which went, not
to one of the new Tory ministers, but to Reginald McKenna, his most
bitter rival in the Liberal ranks. He was, however, promised sweeping
powers, retained the use of 11 Downing Street, and relished the oppor-
tunity to make a direct contribution to the war effort.

It was his dynamic conduct of his new ministry, combined with the
growing dissatisfaction at Asquith’s apparent lethargy and ineffective-
ness as a war leader, which paved the way for his assumption of the pre-
miership 18 months later. The extent of his achievement is summed up
in two sentences in Rowland’s biography: 

The monthly output of shells ... increased from 70,000 in May to
120,000 in September and 238,000 in January 1916. By July 1916,
when the time came for Lloyd George to leave the Ministry it had
reached 1,125,660. (Rowland 1976, p.320)

Lloyd George left the Ministry of Munitions to become Secretary of
State for War, when the impressive-looking but disastrously ineffective
Lord Kitchener drowned when the ship on which he was sailing to
Russia hit a mine off the Orkneys. His five months at the War Office
were too brief for him to have a noticeable effect on the conduct of
British military operations. Yet all the time his impatience was growing
at the impasse which had been reached, as was his conviction that he
alone had the vision and demoniac energy to carry the war through to a
victorious conclusion. Despite this conviction, however, he did not at
this time aspire to replace Asquith as Prime Minister. His objective was
to replace the unwieldy War Council – made up of a large, fluctuating
and quarrelsome group of ministers and officials which, under the
meandering chairmanship of Asquith, had become a byword for indeci-
sion, with a small executive group of top ministers, shorn of depart-
mental responsibilities, who would direct the war on a day-to-day basis,
subject only to the right of the Prime Minister, at his own discretion, to
refer particular decisions to the Cabinet as a whole. In L.G.’s view, he
himself should be the chairman and chief executive of this committee.

L.G.’s dissatisfaction was shared by Bonar Law and by other leading
Tories, notably Sir Edward Carson, who had become the leader of the
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Tory backbenchers. Together with Max Aitken (later Lord Beaverbrook),
the Canadian newspaper owner and Tory MP for Ashton-under-Lyne,
they joined with him in drafting a memorandum, which was sent to
Asquith on 1 December 1916, proposing a reorganisation along the
lines desired by Lloyd George. Asquith was not averse to the proposed
arrangement, but insisted that he should have not just the right to
attend the committee, but should preside over it, sensing that other-
wise he would be reduced to a mere figurehead. Within two days, how-
ever, under strong pressure from Bonar Law, he climbed down and
accepted a revised proposal of a supreme War Committee of three men,
but then again changed his mind when press leaks convinced him –
wrongly it appears – that the whole scheme resulted from a plot
between Lloyd George and the newspaper proprietor Lord Northcliffe,
owner of The Times and the Daily Mail.

Lloyd George then threw down a direct challenge by resigning and
Bonar Law followed suit. Asquith, finding himself abandoned also by
the other Conservative ministers, submitted the resignation of the
whole government on 5 December, perhaps still hoping that his refusal
to serve under a successor would prevent an alternative government
from being formed.

In fact, the Conservative leaders, notably lacking in self-confidence,
were far from eager to seize the reins of office for themselves, and nei-
ther Bonar Law nor Balfour – a possible compromise choice – was pre-
pared to govern without Asquith’s support. George V, having first
approached Bonar Law, then invited Lloyd George, on 7 December, to
form a government, which he succeeded in doing within 48 hours,
despite the refusal of all of Asquith’s Liberal ministers to serve under
him. In practice, the coalition government which he formed consisted
of the leading figures in the Conservative Party (with the exception of
Lord Lansdowne), two Labour Party ministers and a ‘second eleven’ of
Liberals, who commanded the support of fewer than half of their fellow
Liberal MPs.

Asquith remained leader of the party. In the event, his downfall had
been due, not to intrigues by Lloyd George, as his supporters and family
continued to claim for many years, but to his own indecision and mis-
calculation. His greatest mistake had been to lose the confidence of
Bonar Law, who played the decisive role in making L.G. Prime Minister,
just as he was to be the key figure in his downfall six years later.
Already, in February 1916, he had written a warning letter to Asquith,
saying: ‘In war it is necessary not only to be active, but to seem active’
(Packer 1998, p. 48). For L.G., his personal regard had had to struggle
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against the deepest suspicions of his motivations. He had told the news-
paper proprietor, Sir George (later Lord) Riddell, in 1911: ‘I like Lloyd
George. He is a nice man, but the most dangerous little man that ever
lived’ (Rowland 1976, p.249).

What tipped the balance decisively for him was that he had become
convinced that only L.G. could win the war, a conviction which was
shared by Balfour, previously a friend and admirer of Asquith, who
regarded it as an act of personal betrayal when he accepted the Foreign
Office from Lloyd George. His niece reported him as saying:

As you can imagine, I have no prejudice in favour of Lloyd George.
I have opposed every political principle he holds – but I think he is
the only one who can at the moment break down that wall of mili-
tary red tape and see that the brains of the country are made use of.
(Dugdale 1936, p.128)

L.G.’s accession to the premiership, at the age of 54, ensured his
objective of creating a small executive body, with himself at the head,
to prosecute the war effort. A War Cabinet of five, which met daily, was
established, consisting of himself, Bonar Law – who became Chancellor
of the Exchequer and effectively Deputy Premier – and three Ministers
without Portfolio, Lords Curzon and Milner and Arthur Henderson, the
leader of the Labour Party. A Cabinet Secretariat, headed by Lord
Hankey, was set up, which for the first time ensured that minutes were
kept and a note made of whose responsibility it was to carry out particular
decisions.

The new arrangements certainly created the impression of a much
more focused and effective concentration on the task in hand and
Lloyd George himself continued to impress by his energy and passion-
ate commitment, but one expert at least (George Cassar, author of
Asquith as War Leader (1994)), doubts whether the change of leader
made much difference to the actual conduct of operations. These
remained largely in the hands of the generals – Sir Douglas Haig, the
Commander-in-Chief in France, and Sir William Robertson, the Chief
of the Imperial General Staff. L.G.’s wartime premiership was domi-
nated by an increasingly bitter and frustrating struggle between the
Prime Minister and the two leading commanders. He was unable to
replace them because of the support they received from the King and
from the Tory leaders, while they successfully blocked his efforts to
divert men and resources from France to other theatres of operations –
variously in Serbia, Greece, Italy, Romania, Russia and the Near East – where
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he was continually seeking, in vain, the ‘knockout blow’ which he
believed would bring Germany and its allies to their knees.

Lloyd George had been determined to avoid a repeat of the appalling
bloodletting of the 1916 Somme offensive, but, with deep reluctance,
agreed to Haig’s confident proposal for a heavy offensive in July 1917
whose purpose was to overrun the German U-boat bases on the
Channel coast. This attack, which developed into the third battle of
Ypres, ended at Paaschendaele in November 1917. In the words of his
private secretary, Thomas Jones, it ‘entailed terrible casualties, having
gained no strategic advantage’ (Jones 1959, p.521).

The Western Front then degenerated into a war of attrition with no
likelihood of any resolution until the slow build-up of American forces
(which followed the US entry into the war in April 1917) gave the allies
a decisive numerical advantage. Before this could happen, however, the
collapse of Russia and the acceptance of humiliating peace terms by the
Bolshevik government gave the Germans the opportunity – which they
took to only a limited extent – of a massive reinforcement of their own
forces. The result was Ludendorff’s last-fling offensive of March 1918,
which only narrowly failed to achieve a decisive breakthrough. He
could not capture Paris, but he almost brought down Lloyd George.

By April 1918, L.G. had at last succeeded in curbing the authority of
Robertson and Haig. The former had been outmanoeuvred into resign-
ing as Chief of the Imperial General Staff, and was replaced by the more
amenable Sir Henry Wilson, while the latter was subordinated to the
French Marshal Ferdinand Foch, who became Commander-in-Chief of
all the allied forces in France.

Yet L.G. now faced charges that he had deliberately starved Haig of
reinforcements after Paaschendaele, and that this had increased the
danger from Ludendorff’s attack, leading to heavy British casualties. A
parliamentary challenge – led by Asquith – was mounted on the basis of
accusations made in the press by General Sir Frederick Maurice, former
head of Military Intelligence. Lloyd George dominated the debate with
a rumbustious speech in which, with the add of a barrage of statistics
(which were later shown to be dubious, though it is uncertain whether
L.G. was aware of this), he comprehensively refuted Maurice’s accusa-
tions and swept the floor with the Opposition. Asquith, however,
unwisely maintained his demand for a select committee and divided
the House. In the division, which the government won by 293 votes to
106, 98 Liberals voted against the government, while only 71 supported
Lloyd George. This was to have dire consequences for the future of the
Liberal Party.
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The war ended six months later, and L.G. came to be known, with
no show of reluctance on his part, as ‘The Man Who Won the War’. It
would, perhaps, be more accurate to describe him as the man who
ensured that there would be no negotiated peace – either before or after
America’s entry into the war. It was his determination to go on to the
bitter end – whatever the cost – that carried the greater part of the
nation with him. As we have seen, he was unable to have much direct
influence on the conduct of military operations. His main contribution
was in mobilising the economy to meet the demands of total war, and it
is certainly arguable that he had, in fact, already achieved this during
his period as Minister for Munitions, and that this feat actually
exceeded anything he did as Prime Minister.

During the last summer of the war, L.G. was much exercised about
how he could continue his premiership into peacetime, and ensure vic-
tory at the general election which could not be long delayed. One possi-
bility was to reunite the Liberal Party and resume his partnership with
Asquith, though with himself in the senior position. This plan was
stymied by Asquith’s firm refusal to go to the upper house as Lord
Chancellor. After toying with the idea, to which he was to return some
years later, of creating his own ‘centre party’, L.G. concluded that his
best bet would be to do a deal with Bonar Law under which the
Conservatives and his own Liberal coalition supporters would fight the
election together. Under an agreement negotiated by his Chief Whip,
the Tories agreed to give a free run to 150 coalition Liberals, as well as a
few Labour dissidents, in exchange for an endorsement from Lloyd
George for their candidates in the remaining seats. The problem for
L.G. was how to select the 150 individuals to whom the coalition
‘coupon’ would be sent, and he resolved this by denying the coupon to
all the Liberals, including Asquith, who had voted against the govern-
ment in the Maurice debate.

The plan worked out well – much too well for L.G.’s long-term inter-
est. In the December 1918 election the government won 478 seats out of
an effective House of 634 (73 Sinn Fein MPs declining to take their seats).
Yet of the 478, only 133 were Liberals, and 10 coalition Labour. The rest
were all Tories, who by themselves commanded an absolute majority in
the Commons and to whom Lloyd George was now effectively a prisoner.
It was, in reality, only a matter of time for the Tories to gain the self-
confidence to ditch him and seize undiluted power for themselves.

Privately, L.G. realised that he had overdone it, and was distressed
when the results showed that the independent Liberals were decimated,
holding on to a mere 28 seats, with Asquith himself among the list of
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prominent losers. The Labour Party, with 63 seats, became the official
Opposition for the first time. ‘This is not what I intended at all’, he said
to Frances Stevenson (Lloyd George 1967). Publicly, however, he gloried
in the sweeping electoral victory, and his national prestige was at his
apex as he left for the Versailles Peace Conference.

Here he was part of the dominant trio made up of himself, Woodrow
Wilson and Georges Clemenceau, and his approach was pitched mid-
way between the high-minded idealism of the former and the chauvin-
istic vindictiveness of the latter. While determined to secure what he
regarded as British interests, such as the acquisition of former German
colonies in Africa and mandates for Palestine and Transjordan, he
attempted, with little success, to moderate the harsh conditions
imposed on the defeated Germans. He must share the responsibility for
the terms finally agreed, including the quite unrealistic demands for
punitive reparations which left Germany humiliated and bitterly
resentful, undoubtedly playing a part in paving the way for Hitler’s rise
to power. L.G. himself was uneasily aware of what he had done, and felt
chastened by the accusations made by J.M. Keynes, who resigned from
the British delegation and subsequently wrote the Cassandra-like tirade,
The Economic Consequences of the Peace.

If, at Versailles, he too often allowed his good intentions to be over-
ridden by Clemenceau, a similar pattern soon appeared in domestic
affairs, where he had to give more and more ground to the dominant
Tory element in his coalition. This was seen most evidently in industrial
policy, where his formerly good relations with the trade union move-
ment were subjected to constant erosion, as the government consis-
tently sided with the employers in a rash of disputes, while
unemployment steadily mounted. Nor did the government live up to
the high hopes raised by Lloyd George’s election speech at Wolver-
hampton in November 1918 when he promised ‘to make Britain a fit
country for heroes to live in’. Its legislative programme did contain a
number of important social measures, notably Christopher Addison’s
Housing Act of 1919. This enabled local councils to build good quality
housing at low, controlled rents, the government making up the short-
fall with subsidies. In the long term, this was a highly beneficial meas-
ure, leading to a substantial improvement, on a very large scale, of
working-class housing standards, but Lloyd George took fright when
the cost of the measure looked like getting out of hand, and – in the
face of insistent Tory demands – forced Addison’s resignation. Like
many other left-wing Liberals at the time, the latter soon found a new
home in the Labour Party. The housing programme, as well as other
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social reform measures, including notably the projected raising of the
school-leaving age, was a casualty of the swingeing cuts in public
expenditure, known as ‘the Geddes axe’, which were implemented in
1922. Perhaps not entirely fairly, L.G.’s peacetime government has been
widely judged as among the most reactionary of the twentieth century.
What was undeniable was that the Prime Minister, who pre-war had
been the great hope of the left, was now regarded as being on the right.

The one big achievement of Lloyd George as a peacetime Prime
Minister was the (partial and temporary) solution of the Irish problem,
resulting in partition and the creation of the Irish Free State. This was the
outcome of a masterly negotiation which L.G. concluded with the Sinn
Fein leaders, Michael Collins and Arthur Griffiths when, against all expec-
tation, he cajoled them into accepting self rule for only a part of their
country. It was a bold move, but it brought little credit to Lloyd George.
Most of his Tory ministers, and even more of their MPs, were highly reluc-
tant to see independence ceded to southern Ireland, while he had already
disgusted most Labour and Liberal opinion by his earlier repressive
policies in Ireland and his tolerance of ‘Black and Tan’ atrocities.

In late 1919, L.G. returned to his earlier project of creating a new
‘centre party’ which he hoped would embrace all but the extreme left and
the reactionary right. He found few serious takers, and instead proposed a
fusion between the two coalition partners. With great reluctance, Bonar
Law and his colleagues agreed to a merger with the coalition Liberals, who
then – with a rare show of independence and to L.G.’s surprise and cha-
grin – turned the proposal down in March 1920. They were unwilling to
surrender their principles on free trade and wanted to leave the door open
for an eventual reunion with the Asquithians. Only Churchill, who was in
any event to defect to the Tories within a couple of years, showed any
enthusiasm for the proposed merger.

Lloyd George’s position was now more vulnerable than ever, and it
was further undermined, in March 1921, when Bonar Law resigned
through ill health. His successor as Tory leader, Austen Chamberlain,
was at least equally in awe of Lloyd George and loyal to him, but he had
a far weaker control over his own party, which was becoming increas-
ingly restless. L.G., however, comforted himself with the thought that
he still held one trump card. This was the Lloyd George Fund, a treasure
chest of perhaps as much as £3 million, built up through the sale of
honours. Such methods had been used by both Tory and Liberal gov-
ernments in the past to augment their party funds, and they continued
subsequently at least until the Thatcher–Major era. Where Lloyd George
differed was in the scale of the operation and the brazen way in which
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it was conducted, and because the money did not go directly to a political
party but to a private fund entirely controlled by himself.

In the end the fund did him no good. It was the source of constant
innuendo, and when – after 1923 – the Liberal reunion did in fact take
place it was a major source of dissension. L.G. refused to transfer the
fund to the Liberal Party, only doling out occasional contributions for
projects which he personally approved and refusing to release a sub-
stantial amount for the 1924 election campaign, which would have
enabled the Liberals to put up many more candidates. At the same time,
the party was inhibited from making strenuous fundraising efforts on
its own account by the widespread knowledge that its most famous
figure was sitting on so large a nest egg.

Despite his growing isolation, Lloyd George made little effort to
ingratiate himself with his Cabinet colleagues. He became more and
more dictatorial, seldom consulting the full Cabinet about important
decisions and being gratuitously rude to such senior figures as
Churchill, Curzon and Milner. The extraordinary charm, which had
become a byword, was now in distinctly short supply. Below Cabinet
level, his credit with the Tories was now dangerously low, and it only
required a casus belli and an alternative leader to trigger a revolt.

This eventually came, not over a domestic issue, but foreign affairs,
which had remained L.G.’s main preoccupation long after the Versailles
Treaty had been concluded. Both of his fellow triumvirs – Wilson and
Clemenceau – had fallen from power, and Lloyd George was able to
monopolise the international limelight. He was feted wherever he went –
perhaps blinding him to his loss of popularity in his own country.
Much of his time was spent preparing and participating in a series of
international gatherings, some of which were intended – though with
little success – to undo the worst consequences of Versailles.

L.G. was especially interested in the welfare of Greece, another small
nation which attracted his instinctive sympathy. He unwisely skewed
British foreign policy in favour of the Greeks in their post-war dispute
with Turkey, encouraging their army to invade the Turkish mainland in
the hope of seizing as much territory as possible in the wake of the dis-
integration of the Ottoman Empire. All went well for them initially, but
in August 1922 Mustafa Kemal (later known as Atatürk) rallied the
Turkish troops, who broke through the Greek lines, captured and sacked
Smyrna and drove the Greek remnant into the sea. There was now noth-
ing to stop the Turks from advancing on Constantinople, apart from a
tiny British garrison guarding the Dardanelles, at Chanak. Lloyd George –
backed by an ever-belligerent Churchill – telegraphed the British
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commander, General Harington, to deliver an ultimatum to the Turks to
withdraw their forces or his own troops would attack. At the same time
he appealed to France and Italy, and the British dominions, for military
support, an appeal which met with no response.

A military disaster was averted by Harington, who ignored L.G.’s
telegram and quietly negotiated a ceasefire with the Turks. Lloyd
George’s rash action was unanimously condemned by the press, and
ominously for him, The Times published a letter from Bonar Law, now
apparently restored to full health, adding his own weighty criticism.
This was widely interpreted as a signal that he was ready and willing to
take over the premiership if the opportunity arose.

He did not have to wait long. On 17 September, at a meeting in
Chequers, the leading members of the government had agreed that a
general election should be held, which the coalition parties would fight
in tandem. There were immediate ructions within the Conservative
Party, led by the party chairman, Sir George Younger, who wanted the
Tories to conduct their own campaign. In an attempt to squash this
challenge to his own authority, the Tory leader, Austen Chamberlain,
summoned a meeting of all Tory MPs at the Carlton Club on
19 October.

At this meeting, despite the fact that most of the leading
Conservative ministers – apart from Curzon, whose patience in the face
of L.G.’s repeated snubs had finally cracked – wanted the coalition to
continue, it was decided by 187 votes to 87 that the Conservative Party
should fight the election with its own leaders and its own programme.
In the debate, the most dramatic intervention had come from the previ-
ously little known Stanley Baldwin, who had recently been promoted to
President of the Board of Trade. ‘He is a dynamic force’, he said of L.G.,

and it is from this very fact that our troubles, in our opinion, arose ... It
is owing to that dynamic force and that remarkable personality, that
the Liberal Party, to which he formerly belonged, has been smashed to
pieces; and it is my firm conviction that, in time, the same thing will
happen to our own party. (Middlemas and Barnes 1969, p.123)

Yet it was Bonar Law’s speech, hesitant and fumbling as it was, which
swayed the greater number of votes, as he eventually made it clear that
he believed that the coalition should come to an end.

Within hours the Conservative ministers had resigned, and at five
o’clock L.G. drove to Buckingham Palace to tender his own resignation
to George V, who immediately summoned Bonar Law to take his place.
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L.G. and his Liberal and Conservative supporters were not unduly
downcast, being confident that Bonar Law would be unable to win an
independent Conservative majority at the general election and that
they themselves would soon be back in office – an outcome which
Bonar Law himself half anticipated. In the event, it was not to be – the
general election on 15 November 1922 produced a Tory majority of 75.
Lloyd George’s supporters, known as National Liberals, were reduced to
62 seats; the Asquithians won 54, while the Labour Party shot up to 142
and was now clearly the second party in the land.

At the age of 59 – still at the height of his powers – L.G.’s political
career was effectively over, though a sad coda was to continue for
another two decades, during which he repeatedly attempted, with
much ingenuity but little consistency, to lever himself back into power.
That he failed was mainly due to his lack of a firm party base, for which
he himself was primarily responsible, but also because he had lost that
essential basis of trust upon which all successful politicians must
depend.

Lloyd George was probably the most gifted of all the Prime Ministers
of the twentieth century, and he perhaps had a greater influence on
people’s lives than any other politician. His introduction of old age
pensions and of National Insurance paved the way for the more com-
prehensive welfare state measures of the Attlee government, his
‘People’s Budget’ led to the curbing of the powers of the House of Lords,
while his institution of a Cabinet Secretariat brought order to govern-
ment decision-making. His determination in the First World War to
seek victory at whatever cost had incalculable consequences not only
for his own country but for the whole world. With the benefit of hind-
sight, one may assert with confidence that it would have been far better
if he had applied his energy and ingenuity to seeking a negotiated
peace, as was urged by President Wilson and by Lord Lansdowne in the
stalemate which had been reached in 1916–17, instead of pursuing the
struggle to the bitter end. Had he done so he would have been more
worthy of the gratitude of succeeding generations, though he would
not have achieved the enormous – if short-lived – popularity that he
enjoyed as ‘The Man Who Won the War’.

Great as were L.G.’s achievements, the abiding impression which
one gains from a study of his life is the potential which remained unful-
filled. For he was brought down – or perhaps self-destroyed – at the
height of his powers. This could be attributed to his crass underestimate
of the importance of retaining a sound base of party support, but over
and above this was the accumulated effect which his opportunism,
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demagogy, duplicity and cutting of corners – his failure to follow the
rules – had on colleagues whose support he needed. In the end – as his
brother William hinted – the inflated self-confidence which he imbibed
from ‘Uncle Lloyd’ proved to be the source of his own destruction.
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CHAPTER 6

Andrew Bonar Law – 
Tory Puritan

Andrew Bonar Law has had the misfortune to be remembered – if at all –
as ‘the Unknown Prime Minister’. This was partly due to the brevity of
his premiership – a mere 209 days – the shortest in modern times, but
rather more to a bon mot attributed to Asquith, who attended his
funeral in Westminster Abbey. The former Liberal Prime Minister, who
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had treated Law with disdain throughout his lifetime, was heard to
remark how fitting it was ‘that we should have buried the Unknown
Prime Minister by the side of the Unknown Soldier’. This misfortune
was compounded by Lord Blake, who chose it as the title of his highly
praised biography (Robert Blake, The Unknown Prime Minister, 1955).

Law was a much more considerable figure than this epithet would
suggest, leading the Conservative Party for ten years, playing a major
role in the First World War and being responsible, as we saw in the pre-
vious chapter, for both the rise and fall of Lloyd George’s premiership.
He might, just as appropriately, be recalled as the only Prime Minister
to have been born abroad, as the first Presbyterian to hold the office,
the first businessman, or even, as Roy Jenkins has suggested, the first
‘ordinary man’.

Bonar Law was born on 16 September 1858 in Kingston, New Brunswick,
a small town later renamed Rexton. His father, the Rev. James Law, was a
Northern Irish Presbyterian Minister, who spent 32 years ministering to
his small, mainly Scottish immigrant, flock in what his son seems to
have regarded in retrospect as a benighted Canadian backwater, before
retiring to spend his last five years back in his native Ulster. The Rev. Law
was a loving father, but was a manic depressive given to long periods of
gloomy introspection punctuated by bursts of religious mania, and his
household could hardly have been more austere. This was compounded
by the death, at the age of 36, of his wife Elizabeth Kidston, leaving five
small children, of whom the youngest, Andrew, was only two. It was she
who had chosen Bonar as his second name, it having been the surname
of another Presbyterian minister who had written a book about an emi-
nent divine whom she much admired.

Throughout his life he was known as Bonar Law, and his family and
few intimates addressed him as Bonar, but unlike Lloyd George he made
no attempt to turn this into a hybrid surname for his family, and all his
children were called plain Law. On the death of his mother, her spinster
sister, Janet Kidston, came out to Canada from Glasgow to keep house
for her brother-in-law and help bring up the children, four boys and a
girl. This arrangement lasted for nine years, but – following the remar-
riage of the Rev. Law and his starting a new family – Janet returned to
Scotland, taking the now 12-year-old with her to live near her wealthy
cousins in Helensburgh, a prosperous town on the Clyde, 20 miles from
Glasgow. James Law appears to have concluded that his youngest son
would have better prospects in life in Scotland, and agreed to let him go.

The milieu that Bonar entered in Helensburgh resembled his father’s
in several respects, notably strict Presbyterian beliefs and austere
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personal habits and tastes. Yet it differed in one important detail, that it
was underpinned by very substantial wealth, which must have been an
eye-opener to a penurious pastor’s son. Bonar lived in his Aunt Janet’s
house, but nearby were two much grander mansions where four of his
cousins – all well into middle age – lived. There were three brothers –
Charles, Richard and William Kidston – who were partners in a firm of
merchant bankers, and their sister Catherine. Only Charles was
married, and he had no children, and it was not long before Bonar
came to be seen as the heir that none of them had been able, or had
bothered, to produce. Apart from material prosperity, Bonar owed
another legacy to his cousins. Unlike the majority of the Scottish upper
middle class at that time, they were staunch supporters of the
Conservative and Unionist cause.

The Kidstons were kind to Bonar, but this was an inadequate substi-
tute for the loving relationship with parents and siblings which he had
been denied. He early learnt to be self-sufficient, and somewhat intro-
verted, and appeared to have inherited a certain melancholy streak
from his father. He got very little joy out of the normal pleasures of life,
either then or later. A lifetime teetotaller, he had no interest in food, no
appreciation of landscape or physical beauty, nor in music or the the-
atre, and a horror of social entertaining. He became, however, a vora-
cious smoker, especially of cigars, a life-destroying habit which almost
certainly contributed to his death from cancer at the age of 65. His
enjoyment came mainly from indoor games – chess, at which he
became a strong amateur player, bridge and billiards, and from tennis
and golf which he played throughout his adult life.

He was sent to a boarding school at Hamilton, but at 14 was enrolled
at Glasgow High School, where Campbell-Bannerman had been edu-
cated a generation earlier. He was a good, but not outstanding pupil,
who was chiefly remembered for his extraordinarily good memory. No
thought seems to have been given to his receiving a university educa-
tion, though this could easily have been afforded, and at the age of
16 Bonar left school to join the family firm, travelling every day by
commuter train from Helensburgh to Glasgow.

The Kidstons’ merchant bank was mainly concerned with providing
finance for the iron and steel industry. Joining the firm as a clerk, Law’s
work did little to expand his intellectual horizons, but he applied him-
self with assiduity, working long hours and quickly mastering all the
details of his trade. After a few years, however, the work became less
demanding, leaving him more leisure time in which to develop his own
interests. He attended extramural lectures at Glasgow University, but
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most significantly became an extremely active member of the Glasgow
Parliamentary Association, which ran a ‘mock parliament’ on a very
elaborate scale. The experience, which continued for several years, was
invaluable to Law in teaching him the elements of public speaking as
well as the essentials of parliamentary procedure. Law was far from
being an eloquent speaker, either then or later, but he impressed by his
mastery of detail, and by the fact that his prodigious memory and care-
ful preparation allowed him to speak without notes. This gave an enor-
mous boost to his self-confidence, and implanted in him an ambition
which was nevertheless to lie dormant for a great number of years.

This was because Law, extremely cautious by nature, was determined
not to embark upon a political career until such time that he had estab-
lished a firm, and independent, financial base. He continued to work for
the Kidstons for 11 years, to their complete satisfaction, and in the nor-
mal course of events could have looked forward to eventually succeed-
ing them in the direction of the bank. By 1885, however, their energies
were waning fast, and they responded favourably to an approach from
the much larger Clydeside Bank, proposing a merger. This might well
have blocked Law’s progress in the firm, but a lucky chance gave him an
autonomous opportunity to advance in the business world.

In the 50-minute train journeys between Helensburgh and Glasgow,
Law almost invariably passed the time by playing chess with fellow pas-
sengers, one of whom was a Helensburgh neighbour, William Jacks, a
Glasgow iron trader who was anxious to cut down his business commit-
ments upon his election as Liberal MP for Leith. He offered Law a junior
partnership in his firm, for which he would have to contribute a capital
sum of £7500, perhaps equivalent to £400,000 today. Very tentatively,
he approached his cousins to enquire whether they would be willing to
advance the money, which they were more than happy to do.

Law then effectively took over the management of William Jacks &
Co., and became a leading trader on the Glasgow Royal Exchange, par-
ticipating ‘in two hectic daily sessions of two hours each which wit-
nessed the exchange of millions of pounds weekly’ (Adams 1999, p.13).
With his quick reactions, mathematical abilities and cool judgement,
Law became one of the most effective operators on the Exchange, while
simultaneously acquiring a reputation for straight dealing. The firm’s
profits, and his own income, soared, and he was offered a clutch of
non-executive directorships of other firms, including eventually the
Clydeside Bank.

By the age of 30, Law felt able to establish his own bachelor house-
hold, inviting his unmarried sister Mary to keep house for him.



Three years later, in March 1891, he married Annie Pitcairn Robley,
aged 25, the daughter of a prosperous Glasgow merchant. It was
undoubtedly a love match, and they went on to have six children over
the next 14 years, four sons and two daughters.

Law subsequently received two legacies, worth in total £60,000 (over
£3 million in current values) from the Kidston family, but it was not until
he was 42 that he finally embarked on his political career. He was elected
as Conservative MP for Glasgow, Blackfriars and Hutchesontown in the
1900 general election. It had been a Liberal seat, and when he was
adopted as the prospective candidate two years earlier it had not seemed
a likely prospect, but a split in the Liberal vote, following the sitting
Member’s rejection of Home Rule, together with the jingoistic sentiments
unleashed by the Boer War, combined to give the seat to Bonar Law.

Law’s first appearance in Parliament failed to cause a great stir. His
maiden speech was totally overshadowed by that of Winston Churchill,
made on the same day. Yet before very long he had secured a niche for
himself as one of the very few Tory MPs with a practical knowledge of
business and economics, at a time when the great majority of his
colleagues were country squires or professional men. He was regarded
as a pedestrian but knowledgeable speaker, who was able to discuss
business affairs in a common-sense fashion, backed up with a wealth of
detail. He did not have to wait long for his first appointment. Eighteen
months after his election, in July 1902, Lord Salisbury resigned as
Prime Minister to be succeeded by his nephew, Arthur Balfour, who
immediately offered Law the post of Parliamentary Secretary to the
Board of Trade.

Law proved to be an extremely competent if unflashy junior minister
and, in particular, impressed the Colonial Secretary, Joe Chamberlain,
who, following him in a debate, described his contribution as ‘one of
the most admirable speeches, short though it was, to which I have ever
listened in the House of Commons’. This must have been especially
encouraging to Law, who regarded Chamberlain as his political hero.
When Chamberlain launched his campaign for tariff reform a year later,
Law was among his most outspoken supporters, though unlike him he
remained in the government, as did Chamberlain’s own son Austen,
with his father’s approval.

Law continued as Parliamentary Secretary until the resignation of
the Balfour government in November 1905, but both before and after
this date became much in demand as a speaker in the country on tariff
reform, the advantages of imperial preference and the fallacies of free
trade. Indeed, following Chamberlain’s debilitating stroke in July 1906,
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which terminated his active political career, Law was seen, together
with Austen, as the number one advocate of tariff reform.

Before then Law had suffered a setback, through the loss of his seat –
together with those of Balfour and 175 other Tory MPs – in the general
election of January 1906. He did not, however, have to wait long to get
back into the House. A vacancy was created for him at Dulwich, and he
was duly returned in a by-election in May 1906.

In May 1909 calamity struck Bonar Law, with the death of his wife,
aged 43, following a gall bladder operation. Law was devastated, and a
large part of the little joy that he had allowed to enter into his life was
extinguished, never to return. Subsequently, there was no record of Law
showing any interest whatever in any other woman, and he certainly
never contemplated remarriage. Instead, in an echo of his Aunt Janet
taking over his father’s household in the aftermath of his mother’s early
death, his elder sister, Mary, moved in, taking charge of his six children
and becoming his own closest confidante and advisor.

The void in his life was partly filled by an extraordinary friendship
which he formed with a young Canadian businessman and self-made
millionaire, Maxwell Aitken. He had first presented himself to Law, as a
fellow migrant from New Brunswick and the son of a Presbyterian minis-
ter, with an investment proposition, from which Law was able to profit,
but the relationship soon took on a far broader dimension. Twenty years
his junior, Aitken (later the press magnate, Lord Beaverbrook) was every-
thing which Bonar Law was not: brash, indiscreet, self-indulgent,
mischief-making, witty and full of vitality. In a very short period of time,
he became Law’s principal counsellor, cheerleader and companion, a
development not to the liking of Mary Law, who, confronting her
brother, declared: ‘I don’t like the growing influence of Max Aitken
here.’ The lonely Bonar Law plaintively replied: ‘Do let me like him’,
which melted her Calvinist heart and stilled for ever the resentment she
felt against the threatened intruder (Beaverbrook 1928, Vol. I, p.59).

Aitken soon benefited from the relationship, as Bonar Law used his
influence to secure him a Tory seat in the December 1910 election, but he
more than repaid the debt by the generous and consistent support which
he unceasingly gave to Law throughout the rest of his life. The December
1910 election proved to be a hiccup in Bonar Law’s own career as,
responding to an appeal from tariff reform supporters in Lancashire, he
abandoned his Dulwich seat to contest the marginal Liberal constituency
of North-West Manchester. He was unsuccessful, but this did him no
harm, as he was compensated with the then safe Tory seat of Bootle, for
which he was returned in a by-election in March 1911.
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Eight months later, Balfour, exhausted by the prolonged struggle
over the House of Lords and discouraged by the severe criticism to
which he had been subjected by die-hard Tory peers and MPs over his
eventual acquiescence in the passage of the Parliament Act, resigned as
party leader. The Tories, for the first time ever, were faced with an open
contest for the succession, which, moreover, threatened to be a bloody
one. The two leading candidates – Austen Chamberlain, a former
Chancellor of the Exchequer, and Walter Long, former Irish Secretary,
appealed to different sections of the party. Chamberlain, son and heir
to the famous Joseph, represented the more urban and liberal elements,
was a strong tariff reformer and, perhaps surprisingly, was a die-hard
over Lords reform. Long, a country squire par excellence, was a more tra-
ditional Tory, of limited intelligence but regarded as a great character,
was lukewarm on tariff reform and an opponent of the die-hards. The
personal relations between the two men were far from good, and those
between their supporters positively hostile.

Nevertheless, it was believed that getting on for 90 per cent of Tory
MPs were committed to one or other of them, and the prospects for a
third candidate appeared bleak. This did not deter Aitken, who vigor-
ously began canvassing on behalf of Law, who only finally decided to
stand five days before the expected ballot. He had no great expectation
of success, and his motivation appeared to be to put a marker down for
the future.

He reckoned without the characters of Chamberlain and Long, nei-
ther of whom possessed the single-minded ambition which is often
necessary to get to the top of what Disraeli described as ‘the greasy
pole’. In reality, each was more determined to deprive his rival of the
crown rather than to claim it for himself, and when Chamberlain, fear-
ing defeat, offered to withdraw in favour of Law if his opponent would
do the same, Long, who harboured personal doubts as to his fitness for
the leadership, readily agreed. So it was that when the scheduled meet-
ing took place at the Carlton Club on 13 November 1911, Walter Long
duly proposed Bonar Law’s candidature, which was seconded by Austen
Chamberlain. He was unanimously elected, and was astonished at the
warmth and extent of the applause, so relieved were the mass of Tory
MPs to have avoided a divisive contest.

Law had no illusions, however, that – with his relative lack of senior-
ity and experience – he would not face severe difficulties in leading his
party, and he felt genuine diffidence about the challenge which lay
ahead. When Aitken sought to boost him by saying: ‘You are a great
man now. You must talk like a great man, behave like a great man’, his
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response was: ‘If I am a great man, then a good many great men must
have been frauds.’ He resolved to consolidate his leadership by giving
his parliamentary supporters what they most wanted: bitter and unre-
lenting opposition to the Asquith government and all its works. He was
as good as his word, and by most standards the Opposition which he
led over the next three years was as partisan and uncompromising as at
any period in British parliamentary history.

Law gave due notice to Asquith of what to expect. Walking back with
him to the Commons after listening to the King’s Speech in the Lords,
opening the 1911–12 session, he said: ‘I’m afraid I shall have to show
myself very vicious this session, Mr Asquith, I hope you will under-
stand.’ To a large extent, Bonar Law’s excessive partisanship was out of
character. A man of little imagination, his approach to most issues was
careful, calculating and commonsensical and he seldom allowed him-
self to get hot under the collar. Much later he told Austen Chamberlain
that the only issues he cared intensely about were ‘Tariff reform and
Ulster; all the rest was only part of the game’ (Blake 1955, p.96).

Unfortunately, it was Ulster which became the most hotly contested
political issue in the three years leading up to the outbreak of war. The
Asquith government, at the behest of its Irish nationalist allies to whom
it now owed its parliamentary majority, introduced the third Home
Rule Bill, and determined to force it through under the Parliament Act
over the opposition of Tory peers. Bonar Law was less hostile in princi-
ple to Home Rule than many other Tories, notably Lord Lansdowne, the
Tory leader in the Lords, who owned extensive estates in southern
Ireland. On Ulster, however, he was adamant: it must be excluded from
‘the imposition of a tyranny’, that is, rule by a Dublin Parliament.

His feeling towards the Protestants of Northern Ireland can only be
described as ‘tribal’. He had never lived there, but knew the province
well, as he had travelled there from Scotland almost every weekend for
the last five years of his father’s life, to visit him in his retirement. He
identified completely with the Ulster cause, and went well beyond the
constitutional duty of a Leader of the Opposition in encouraging armed
resistance by the Ulster Volunteer Force organised by Sir Edward
Carson. In July 1913, he sent a message to an Orange demonstration
saying: ‘Whatever steps they might feel compelled to take, whether
they were constitutional, or whether in the long run they were uncon-
stitutional, they had the whole of the Unionist Party under his leader-
ship behind them.’ He seriously contemplated using the Tory majority
in the Lords to reject the annual Army Act and thus, in Roy Jenkins’s
words, ‘deprive the government (and the state) for two years of the use
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of any military power’ (Jenkins 1998, p. 218). Dining with George V at
Buckingham Palace, he tried to persuade the King to refuse the royal
assent to the Home Rule Bill if it was passed under the Parliament Act,
and thus attempt to apply a royal veto for the first time in 200 years.
‘I think I have given the King the worst five minutes that he has had for
a long time’, he told Austen Chamberlain afterwards.

As the crisis deepened, Bonar Law somewhat reluctantly met with
Asquith to seek a compromise solution, but he refused to contemplate
the only formula which had a real prospect of being accepted by the
Liberals, and more crucially, the Irish National Party. This was the so-
called ‘Home Rule within Home Rule’ scenario, under which Ulster
would have its own Parliament, which would, however, be subordinate
to that in Dublin. Law was adamant that the total exclusion of Ulster –
or at least the predominantly Protestant counties – was the only out-
come that he would accept. By July 1914 total deadlock was reached,
with the imminent threat of civil war. Both Asquith and Bonar Law
were saved from the immediate consequences of their intransigence by
the onset of a much wider war following the assassination in Sarajevo.

The outbreak of the war transformed Law from being a narrowly
partisan leader to a statesman who put what he perceived to be the
national interest before anything else. In a trice, his Ulster particularism
was transmuted into a larger patriotism embracing the whole country
and indeed the entire British Empire. Convinced that Britain should
intervene on the French side, even before the German invasion of
Belgium, he at once offered unconditional support to the Asquith gov-
ernment, and over the next nine months soft-pedalled any parliamen-
tary opposition, despite growing Conservative concern at the conduct
of the war effort. When the first wartime coalition government was
formed in May 1915, he meekly acquiesced in his appointment as
Colonial Secretary, even though he could and should have demanded a
more major post, such as Chancellor of the Exchequer.

It is possible that his modesty on this occasion was affected by his
acute embarrassment at the projected prosecution of his old firm,
William Jacks & Co., for trading with the enemy. He had severed any
executive connection with the firm when he was first elected to the
House of Commons, but his brother John was still a partner, and Bonar
Law resolved to withdraw altogether from public life if his brother was
convicted. In the event, John Law was not implicated in the case –
which was concerned with the failure of the firm to take sufficiently
energetic steps to prevent a shipment of iron ore, already in transit
from Canada to Amsterdam in early August 1914, from reaching its
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final destination in Germany. Two of the other partners in the firm
were charged for what was, in reality, only a technical offence, and
received short terms of imprisonment.

Although largely marginalised as Colonial Secretary, Law gradually
emerged as one of the most influential members of the Cabinet. He was
slow to make up his mind, and – initially at least – diffident in express-
ing his opinions, but once he had convinced himself about a particular
issue was able to argue his case forcefully and consistently. This was
most clearly seen over the endless discussions on whether, and when,
to bring the costly and abortive Dardanelles expedition to an end. Law
eventually forced the issue by threatening to resign if the troops were
not withdrawn – an operation which was then carried out without a
hitch and with hardly any casualties, despite the harrowing predictions
of his senior Tory colleague, Lord Curzon. A comment made at the time
by a Liberal minister helps to explain the respect in which he was held
by his cabinet colleagues: ‘Lloyd George is always threatening to resign
and we don’t believe him. Bonar Law said he would resign and we knew
he would’ (Beaverbrook 1928, Vol. I, p.171).

One colleague who did not share this respect was Asquith, whose
Balliol-bred snobbery prevented him from assessing this relatively
poorly educated Glasgow iron trader at his true worth. He repeatedly
snubbed him, and once complained to Lloyd George: ‘He has not the
brains of a Glasgow baillie.’ By contrast, Law had perhaps exaggerated
respect for Asquith, whom he regarded with awe. He had no greater
desire than to serve him loyally, and his eventual disillusionment came
only slowly and reluctantly. One turning point came in June 1916,
when Law needed to see Asquith to discuss a matter of the highest
urgency, and learning that he intended to extend his customary week-
end in the country into Monday or beyond, motored down the 50 miles
from London to Berkshire early on the Monday morning. He was
shocked to find the Prime Minister playing a game of bridge with three
ladies, and in no hurry to break off to discuss matters of state. (The
veracity of this story, which appeared in Blake’s biography in 1955,
was challenged by Asquith’s loyal daughter, Lady Violet Bonham Carter,
in an angry letter to The Times. Blake’s source, however, was Lord
Beaverbrook, who said to his secretary: ‘You can tell Blake that Bonar
Law told me, and he always told the truth’ (Adams 1999, p.214).)

Despite such episodes, it was no part of Bonar Law’s plan to dislodge
Asquith from the premiership during the government crisis of December
1916, described in the preceding chapter. Indeed, he regarded Asquith’s
continuation as essential, and he only submitted his resignation when
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Asquith had gone back on his earlier agreement to appoint a small war
committee under Lloyd George’s chairmanship. Law certainly erred by
failing to hand over to Asquith a document which made clear that the
other Conservative Cabinet ministers were also intending to resign
unless Asquith yielded. It is possible that had he done so, Asquith would
have again reconsidered his position, but Bonar Law, who was invariably
straightforward in his dealings, can be acquitted of any Machiavellian
intent. It was sheer inadvertence that during an unpleasant and tense
interview, he forgot to produce the document from his suit pocket.

Bonar Law was invited by the King to form a new government, but
he declined to do so unless Asquith was prepared to serve under him,
which the Liberal leader refused to do. Lloyd George then took over the
relay, and it was clear from the outset that he regarded Law as the key
member of his new team. Law became Chancellor of the Exchequer,
Leader of the House of Commons (the first time ever that this post had
been held by anybody but the Prime Minister, except when the Premier
was in the Lords), and the only departmental minister included in the
small War Cabinet. As Conservative leader, he was consulted on all
appointments, and effectively acted as party manager on behalf of
the government. Nor was Lloyd George’s deference to him purely on
account of his party position. He evidently valued his counsel on a per-
sonal basis, and virtually every day the Prime Minister started his work-
ing day by going through the interconnecting door into 11 Downing
Street and embarking on a wide-ranging discussion with his deputy on
virtually every issue on the pending agenda (a practice he continued
during his peacetime coalition after 1918).

This strange partnership between two very dissimilar personalities
was the bedrock on which the Lloyd George premiership rested. Bonar
Law was the workhorse of the government, devoting himself without
stint to his manifold tasks, a devotion which even increased following
the death in action of his two eldest sons in April and September 1917.
As with the loss of his wife, eight years earlier, Bonar Law was incon-
solable, and his only recourse was to bury himself deeper and deeper in
his work. Religion was no help to him; indeed, he seems to have got the
worst possible bargain from his Presbyterian upbringing. It had
deprived him of most normal sources of enjoyment, but failed to bring
him any consolation. Law did not believe in the after-life, and after the
death of the sons, succumbed to a bleak pessimism which almost totally
extinguished the flame of his once burning ambition.

Bonar Law readily agreed with Lloyd George that the wartime coali-
tion should be continued after the Armistice, and the ‘coupon’ election
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of December 1918 delivered an overwhelming majority, of which the
Conservatives formed by far the larger part. Bonar Law relinquished
the Chancellorship, but retained the leadership of the House, and was
effectively Deputy Prime Minister, substituting for much of the time for
Lloyd George, who was abroad for long periods, both during the
Versailles negotiations and afterwards. He continued to be a bulwark of
strength for Lloyd George until March 1921, when his health collapsed
under the strain, and he resigned from office, seeking rest in the south
of France.

In retrospect, this can be seen as the beginning of the end for Lloyd
George, as Law’s successor, Austen Chamberlain, though equally
loyal to the Prime Minister, had far less control over Conservative
MPs, whose frustration was reaching a dangerous level. Law’s health
improved and he returned from France in the autumn in time to give
his backing to the Irish treaty negotiated by Lloyd George.

It looked as though Law’s career was over, but in October 1922 when
Tory MPs rebelled against their leadership’s decision to fight another
general election under Lloyd George’s leadership, they looked to Bonar
Law as an alternative party leader. He reluctantly made himself avail-
able, having convinced himself that the Tories would be fatally split if
they continued their alliance with the Lloyd George Liberals. This event
was described in the previous chapter, and the sequel does not require
lengthy retelling.

The government which Law formed on 23 October 1922 was singu-
larly devoid of talent. Apart from Curzon and Baldwin, hardly any of
the former Cabinet was willing to serve, and he had to make do with an
evident second eleven, including an abnormally high number of peers.
Nevertheless, on a programme of ‘tranquillity and stability’, he suc-
ceeded in obtaining a very comfortable majority of 75 in the election of
November 1922. Subsequently, it was distinguished by only one event,
and that was a stinging humiliation for the Prime Minister. Baldwin,
who became Chancellor of the Exchequer, was sent to Washington to
negotiate on British war debts, and finding a much more hostile recep-
tion than he had anticipated, came back with far less generous terms
than Britain had been seeking, but nevertheless recommending accept-
ance on the grounds that this was the best settlement obtainable. When
the Cabinet met, Bonar Law made it clear that he would resign if the
terms were accepted, but only one of his colleagues supported his view.
The meeting was hastily adjourned overnight, and on the following
morning a letter, over the pseudonym ‘Colonial’, appeared in The
Times, setting out the same arguments that Law had used in the
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Cabinet meeting – it subsequently emerged that Law himself had
written the letter. Later in the day, in the face of entreaties from all his
closest associates, Law climbed down, and at a five-minute meeting of
the Cabinet withdrew both his opposition and his resignation threat.

It was, however, virtually the end of his brief premiership. Feeling
utterly weary, and suffering from recurrent throat pains, he left on 1 May
for a cruise to the Mediterranean and ‘a complete rest’. The cruise did not
last long: he left the ship at Genoa, and – joined by Beaverbrook –
proceeded to Paris, where he was examined by an eminent doctor, Sir
Thomas Horder. Diagnosing cancer of the throat, without actually telling
the Prime Minister, Horder advised immediate resignation. Beaverbrook
concurred, and later recalled that Law ‘was almost light-hearted in his
relief at the idea of laying down a burden which had been crushing his
failing vitality’. Bonar Law resigned on 20 May, dying five months later
on 30 October 1923. He declined to advise the King on who should
be his successor, believing that it would be Lord Curzon, though he
probably had a slight preference for Stanley Baldwin (see p.115).

Bonar Law was a man of considerable, if narrow abilities. At the end
of his rather sad life, he could certainly claim, with Othello, to ‘have
done the state some service’, though rather more to the Conservative
Party, whose fortunes he did much to restore.
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CHAPTER 7

Stanley Baldwin – ‘A Man of 
the Most Utter Insignificance’?

In June 1883 a Harrow schoolboy was flogged by his headmaster,
and his adored father was summoned to the school to be warned of his
son’s moral wickedness. His offence? He had composed a piece of juve-
nile pornography and, apparently far worse, had injured the school’s
reputation by posting a copy to his cousin at Eton.
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Fortunately, Stanley Baldwin’s father, Alfred, took an indulgent view
of his son’s peccadillo, despite his own fervent High Church views. The
effect on Stanley, however, was unfortunate. Previously, he had stood
out as one of the school’s brightest pupils, winning a string of prizes,
but from that moment on he became demotivated, ceased to strive for
academic excellence, and cruised through the remainder of his school
career – and much of his subsequent three years at Cambridge – without
bothering to exert himself unduly.

He emerged with a Third Class degree, occasioning the uncharacter-
istically sharp remark from Alfred: ‘I hope you won’t get a third in life.’
In fact, the young Stanley’s failure to live up to his earlier promise had a
determining effect on his subsequent career, effectively forcing him to
seek to follow in the footsteps of his remarkable father, a businessman
and politician, rather than those of his more artistic mother, Louisa,
which would have been more in tune with his own inclinations.

Alfred Baldwin came from a long line of Shropshire yeomen who
gravitated to the iron trade in the mid-eighteenth century, later setting
up a foundry at Stourport-on-Severn. Alfred was the youngest of 12 chil-
dren of George Baldwin, who died eight months before he was born in
1841. It was George who had raised the family fortunes to a high level
of affluence, but this was largely dissipated by Alfred’s elder brothers
who, by 1864, had brought the firm, then known as E.P. and W. Baldwin,
to the brink of bankruptcy. In this year, Alfred asserted himself, took
over control of the business and within six years succeeded in paying
off all the debts and buying out his brothers’ interest.

He moved into the ironmaster’s house at Wilden, a mile away from
Stourport and next door to the company’s forge, and gained a reputa-
tion as a model employer who treated his workforce effectively as mem-
bers of an extended family, Stanley, born on 3 August 1867, being his
only child. His interests extended well beyond the family firm, and in
1892 he was elected as Conservative MP for the Worcestershire con-
stituency of Bewdley. He became a highly respected if largely silent
backbencher. He also became chairman of the Great Western Railway,
one of the four large railway companies before nationalisation.

Alfred Baldwin, high-minded and a largely self-taught scholar as well
as practical man of business, was to marry Louisa, one of the five gifted
and artistic daughters of a Methodist minister, the Rev. George Browne
MacDonald. Three of her sisters were to marry painters – Edward Burne-
Jones, Edward Poynter and Lockwood Kipling. The undoubted high-
lights of Stanley Baldwin’s childhood and youth were the times he was
able to spend in the company of his lively young cousins on his
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mother’s side, notably the poet, Rudyard Kipling. Louisa herself
enjoyed some success as a novelist, ghost story writer and poet, but for
15 years of her life was confined to a couch suffering from a possibly
psychosomatic illness which dated from the time of Stanley’s birth.

Alfred and Louisa were affectionate parents, but with a busy father
and a semi-invalid mother, the young Stanley was often left to his own
devices. His was not, however, an unhappy childhood. A bookish boy,
he immersed himself in the novels of Scott, in Malory’s Morte d’Arthur
and The Pilgrim’s Progress, and he early fell in love with the Worcestershire
countryside, taking long walks, the memory of which left a warm glow
feeding the over-romantic view of England as a pastoral paradise which
characterised many of his later speeches and writings.

Stanley’s dreamy, artistic leanings might have led him into a very dif-
ferent career from the one he followed. While at Cambridge, he seri-
ously considered going into the Church, and he had visions of
becoming a writer and academic. Yet his poor examination results pre-
cluded this, leaving him with no practical alternative to following his
father in the family business. Already when leaving Harrow, he had told
his headmaster: ‘I am going first into the family business and then to
the House of Commons’ (Middlemas and Barnes 1969, p.16). And so it
was to be – after a long apprenticeship.

An imposing patriarchal figure with a long black beard, Alfred was
nevertheless of a highly nervous disposition. A God-fearing man, whose
conscience never gave him an easy time, he had a pronounced facial
tic. He was worshipped by his son, who remained in awe of him, con-
stantly measuring himself against his father and constantly finding
himself wanting.

At the time he left Cambridge, in 1888, his personality remained
largely unformed. Outwardly, he appeared relaxed and indolent, univer-
sally liked, but not regarded by his fellows as a man of any great conse-
quence. In reality, he was a far more complex and sensitive young man
than was apparent on the surface. With no enthusiasm, but with no
great show of reluctance, he entered the family business and set himself
conscientiously to master the secrets of the trade. Over the course of the
next 20 years, he established himself as a thoroughly reliable but far
from dynamic number two to his father, who undoubtedly derived great
pleasure from their association. Meanwhile the firm steadily expanded,
largely through amalgamations with other steel firms, eventually
becoming part of the giant enterprise, Richard Thomas & Baldwins.

For the first four years, Baldwin stayed in the family home, but in
1892, on his marriage at the age of 25 to Lucy Ridsdale, he rented a
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Georgian house two miles away and cycled each day to the forge. Some
years later he moved to a much grander house, Astley Hall, near
Stourport, where he lived for the rest of his life. Baldwin had met his
wife while staying with his Burne-Jones cousins. The daughter of the
Deputy Master of the Royal Mint, she was an extrovert girl, fond of play-
ing games; particularly cricket, of which she was notable exponent. She
proved a loyal and supportive wife, though sharing none of his aesthetic
or intellectual tastes nor his love of country walks. Yet she provided
companionship and good advice, and bore him four daughters and two
sons, the elder of whom later became a rather eccentric Labour MP.

During the 20 years that he worked alongside his father, Baldwin
gradually extended his interests, becoming a Justice of the Peace and
securing election successively to the parish, rural district and county
councils. He early established the custom of taking long holidays, one
month each year on winter sports in Switzerland and at least another
month touring the continent in the summer. With his growing family,
he appeared a thoroughly contented paterfamilias, taking part in coun-
try pursuits and basking in his reputation as a benevolent employer,
more approachable because less formidable in appearance than his
equally benevolent father.

If Baldwin was ever dissatisfied at having to play second fiddle to
Alfred, he never showed it, and their relations remained excellent,
though still somewhat hindered by shyness on both sides. When
Baldwin contemplated heavy expenditure on Astley Hall, which he could
ill afford, Alfred readily agreed to bear the cost, and then promptly forgot
about it, and Stanley was too inhibited to remind him of it. In 1904
Alfred was delighted when Stanley became the prospective Conservative
candidate for the neighbouring constituency of Kidderminster, regarded
as being a totally safe Tory seat. Yet he was not fated to join his father in
the Commons. In the 1906 general election, he was swept away by the
Liberal landslide, though his father held on at Bewdley.

Baldwin had not much enjoyed the election campaign, but eagerly
accepted an approach from Joseph Chamberlain, who was looking for a
replacement for the Tory candidate who had been unseated at the City
of Worcester because of corrupt practices. He later wrote:

I thought I was certain to be chosen at once, and I went before the
selection committee holding my head high. And they chose an
Irishman who I then thought, and still think, to be vastly my inferior.
So I was turned down in my own county town in favour of a stranger
and bang went all my hopes. (Middlemas and Barnes 1969, p.40)
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It seemed unlikely that Baldwin, after these two rebuffs, would ever
stir himself again to seek a candidature, but within two years his father
died very suddenly, which proved, in his biographers’ words, to be ‘the
greatest turning point in Baldwin’s life’ (Middlemas and Barnes 1969,
p.41). Two days after the funeral, Baldwin was unanimously selected to
replace his father and, as the Liberals decided not to contest the by-
election, he was returned unopposed as MP for Bewdley on 29 February
1908, only 16 days after Alfred’s death.

Baldwin was now 40 and for the next half-dozen years was content
to remain an obscure and largely silent backbencher, speaking only five
times in his first six years in the House. He was a wealthy man, vice-
chairman of Baldwins Ltd and a director, like his father before him, of
the Great Western Railway, and seemed entirely to lack political ambi-
tion. He was popular with his fellow MPs, was thoroughly ‘clubbable’
and was regarded as a ‘good House of Commons man’, content to
spend many hours relaxing in the chamber, listening to the speeches of
other members.

His attitude changed perceptibly at the beginning of the First World
War. Thoroughly patriotic, he was too old to fight, but was acutely con-
scious that his almost entirely passive parliamentary service was mak-
ing no contribution whatever to the war effort. He stirred himself to
serve on several government committees of inquiry, and joined a ginger
group of backbenchers critical of the Asquith government’s conduct of
the war. Yet by 1916 he was seriously thinking of relinquishing his par-
liamentary seat and concentrating on his local government responsibil-
ities in Worcestershire. His wife, Lucy, dissuaded him, saying ‘give it
another two years’ (Williams 1965, p.5).

It was in December 1916 that the second decisive turning point
occurred in Baldwin’s political life, when Andrew Bonar Law, newly
appointed as Chancellor of the Exchequer in the Lloyd George govern-
ment, invited him to become his Parliamentary Private Secretary (PPS).
Perhaps he ought not to have felt flattered; he had apparently been rec-
ommended to Law as somebody who, in the opinion of the Conservative
Chief Whip, Lord Edmund Talbot, was ‘discreet enough to be safe and
stupid enough not to intrigue’ (Williams 1965, p.13).

Baldwin then had an extraordinary stroke of luck. A PPS is normally
a silent, confidential advisor and general bag-carrier to his minister, but
in this case it led to Baldwin’s almost immediate translation to the front
bench. The number two minister at the Treasury, Sir Hardman Lever,
was unable initially to secure a parliamentary seat and was absent for
long periods in the United States. With nobody else available to speak
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as his deputy in the Commons, Law asked Baldwin to substitute and for
six months from February 1917 he regularly spoke from the front
bench, creating a very good impression on MPs by his courtesy and the
assiduity with which he replied to their questions. By July his position
was regularised and he was appointed a junior minister with the title of
Joint Financial Secretary.

In the December 1918 general election, Baldwin was returned unop-
posed, and was reappointed as Financial Secretary to the Treasury, now
under Austen Chamberlain who took over from Bonar Law as Chancellor.
Both of them regarded him as an adequate and agreeable colleague, with-
out any great expectation that he would progress any higher in the
ministerial hierarchy. He was, in fact, sounded out about becoming
Governor-General, first of South Africa and then of Australia – basically
consolation prizes for well-regarded politicians not expected to rise to the
top – but he declined to be considered, and a suggestion that he might
become Speaker of the House of Commons was not followed up.

In June 1919 a remarkable letter appeared in The Times, signed
‘F.S.T.’, though the significance of these initials, which referred
obliquely to his ministerial post, was not recognised at the time. The
writer appealed to the wealthy classes to tax themselves voluntarily to
help reduce the burden of the war debts. ‘I have made as accurate an
estimate as I am able of the value of my own estate,’ he wrote, ‘and I
have arrived at a total of about £580,000. I have decided to realise 20%
of that amount or say £120,000 which will purchase £150,000 of the
new War Loan, and present it to the Government for cancellation.’

Baldwin’s self-esteem presumably benefited from his generous ges-
ture, but its effect on the public finances was minimal. His hope that it
would lead to a mass of similar donations by, amongst others, ‘the
hard-faced men who looked as though they had done very well out of
the war’ (his own description of the new Tory MPs elected in 1918), was
to be sorely disappointed. Only about £500,000, including his own gift,
was received by the Treasury (Jenkins 1987, pp.44–5).

In April 1921 Bonar Law resigned from the government due to ill
health, and in the consequent reshuffle Baldwin was promoted to the
Cabinet, on Law’s recommendation, as President of the Board of Trade.
He held this post for 19 months during which he continued to prove
himself a competent administrator, but took few initiatives and seldom
intervened in Cabinet discussions. Yet behind his silence lurked a grow-
ing sense of unease concerning Lloyd George’s premiership. He viewed
‘the Goat’, as he habitually referred to him, with increasing distaste,
feeling that he was continually undercutting the authority of his fellow
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ministers, was having a corrupting effect on public life and destroying
the morale of Tory MPs, more and more of whom feared the conse-
quences of fighting another general election under his leadership.

In September 1922, as the Chanak crisis (see Chapter 5) was building
up, Baldwin and his wife left for their customary long holiday at 
Aix-les-Bains. It was here, while his wife took the waters, that during
the course of several long and solitary hill walks, he came to the con-
clusion that it was his God-given duty to sacrifice his own political
career to end that of the ‘Welsh wizard’. He was summoned back by
telegram to attend a Cabinet meeting on 1 October, and eight days later
Chamberlain convened a meeting of all the Conservative Cabinet min-
isters to endorse his view that they should fight the forthcoming gen-
eral election in alliance with the coalition Liberals and under the
leadership of Lloyd George. Baldwin alone (though he was later sup-
ported by the Agriculture Minister, Sir Arthur Griffith-Boscawen), stood
out, saying that he could not and would not fight the election as a
coalitionist, would not serve again under Lloyd George and would
shortly resign as a minister. When his wife returned from holiday a few
days later, he met her at Victoria station and told her, as she reported in
a letter to her mother:

I have done something dreadful without consulting you. I have been
fearfully worried, but I felt that it had to come. I am resigning from
the Cabinet. I shall never get a job again. I do hope you won’t mind
fearfully, but I’ve said I cannot continue to serve under the G [‘Goat’]
any longer.’ (Middlemas and Barnes 1969, pp.115–16)

So Baldwin prepared to go into the wilderness, but he was by no
means as isolated as he feared. Both the Chairman of the Conservative
Party, Sir George Younger, and the Chief Whip, Sir Leslie Wilson,
wanted the Tories to fight the election as an independent force, a view
that was fast gathering strength among Tory backbenchers and junior
ministers, though all the Cabinet ministers except Baldwin and
Boscawen continued to back Chamberlain (Lord Curzon was to defect
at the last minute). Chamberlain summoned a meeting of all Tory MPs
and ministers in the House of Lords at the Carlton Club on 19 October,
and was supremely confident that he would crush any opposition.

Baldwin took the view that Chamberlain could only be defeated if an
alternative candidate for the party leadership could be found. Ruling
himself out as too junior and lacking in authority, he concluded that
Bonar Law was the only feasible person to play this role. Together with
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Lord Beaverbrook (Law’s most trusted and closest political friend), he
began to apply pressure on the former party leader to attend the Carlton
Club meeting and to make himself available. Law, worried about his
health and feeling that he owed some loyalty to Chamberlain, was
highly reluctant, but eventually persuaded himself (partly at the urging
of his sister, Mary) that the future welfare of the Conservative Party
depended on its being unhitched from the coalition.

This effectively sealed Chamberlain and Lloyd George’s fate. As
described in the earlier chapter on Lloyd George, the meeting voted by
187 votes to 87 to fight the election independently of Lloyd George,
after a devastating eight-minute speech by Baldwin referring to Lloyd
George as ‘a dynamic force [which is] a very terrible thing; it may crush
you but is not necessarily right’ (Middlemas and Barnes 1969, p.123),
and a more lumbering effort by Law, which nevertheless clinched the
argument. Within hours, Chamberlain and the other Tory ministers
resigned, followed by Lloyd George, and George V summoned Bonar
Law to the Palace.

It was only after he had been formally elected as Tory leader that Law
agreed to form a government, and his first act was to offer Baldwin the
Chancellorship of the Exchequer. This was the one post which Baldwin
coveted – he had been mildly disappointed not to have been appointed
19 months earlier – but now he declined, not wishing to seem to have
profited from his part in unhorsing Lloyd George. He proposed instead
that Law should appoint Reginald McKenna, who had been Chancellor
under Asquith and was now a respected banker. Law duly approached
McKenna, who was tempted, but foresaw difficulties as he was not then
an MP. After three days mulling it over, he turned down the offer. Law
again approached Baldwin who, having satisfied his conscience, gladly
accepted and, as recounted by Roy Jenkins, ‘went upstairs to his wife
and said: “Treat me with respect; I am Chancellor of the Exchequer” ’
(Jenkins 1987, p.54).

The most notable event in Baldwin’s brief chancellorship was his
handling of the American debt settlement. The British position, firmly
held by Bonar Law and most of his Cabinet, was that all inter-allied
debts should be cancelled, but that in any event Britain should not be
required to repay its debt to America until comparable arrangements
were in place for the repayment of its own loans to its European allies,
notably France and Italy, and the achievement of a realistic deal on
German reparations. The Republican-dominated US Congress was, how-
ever, demanding cash on the nail, and on 27 December 1922 Baldwin
left for Washington, accompanied by Montagu Norman, the Governor
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of the Bank of England, with a firm mandate not to agree a settlement
involving payments in excess of £25 million a year.

The best that Baldwin could achieve was a funding agreement provid-
ing for annual payments of £34 million for the first ten years, increasing to
£40 million for the remaining 52 years of the agreement. This was unani-
mously rejected by the British Cabinet in his absence, and on 27 January
1923 Baldwin returned, ostensibly to seek a new mandate from his col-
leagues. On his arrival at Southampton, he gave a series of interviews to
American journalists in which he revealed the details of the American
offer, made it clear that he thought that they were the best available and
should be accepted, and made disparaging remarks about the small-
mindedness of the American senators who would have to approve the deal.

Baldwin’s remarks were widely considered to be ill-judged and naive,
and were attributed to his inexperience. This view was magisterially
refuted by Harold Wilson in his book on British Prime Ministers.
Wilson argued that Baldwin knew exactly what he was doing, and that
his purpose was to cut the ground under Bonar Law’s opposition to the
projected deal. It was in connection with this episode that Wilson
recalled Winston Churchill’s judgement in his Memorial Address in
1947, that ‘He was the most formidable politician I have ever known in
public life’ (Wilson 1977, p.9).

In any event, as recounted in the preceding chapter, Baldwin suc-
ceeded in undermining Law’s opposition, and the consequence was not
only a weakening of the Prime Minister’s authority but an increase in
that of his Chancellor, particularly among his Cabinet colleagues. This
may have been a factor, though probably not the decisive one, influ-
encing the choice of Baldwin, rather than the Foreign Secretary, Lord
Curzon, as Bonar Law’s successor four months later, in May 1923.

The general expectation, shared by Law, was that the choice would fall
on Curzon. Law stubbornly refused to advise the King, but probably had
a marginal preference for Baldwin. This was greatly magnified in a mem-
orandum drawn up by his PPS, John Davidson, which was surreptitiously
passed to Lord Stamfordham, the King’s private secretary, by Ronald
Waterhouse, an official in Law’s office, with the evident implication that
it faithfully represented the retiring Prime Minister’s views. (This extraor-
dinary episode is described in detail in Blake 1955, pp.516–27.) In the
absence of direct advice from Law, the King chose to consult Balfour, as
the only living former Conservative Prime Minister, which was bad luck
for Curzon, whom Balfour keenly distrusted.

Balfour came down decisively against Curzon, whom the King had
earlier favoured. Of the two contenders, Curzon had by far the longer
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experience of high office and was regarded as much the more distin-
guished figure, but suffered, probably decisively, from his membership
of the House of Lords and from his reputation for arrogance and being a
difficult colleague. It is hard not to believe that Baldwin was chosen less
on his own merits than on his rival’s defects.

It was a cruel disappointment for Curzon, who had received a
telegram summoning him for a meeting with Stamfordham, which he
not unreasonably assumed would be the preamble to an audience with
the King. In fact, the intention was to break the news gently to him
before the King saw Baldwin. Curzon was mortified, describing his suc-
cessful rival as ‘a man of the utmost insignificance’. Nevertheless, to
Baldwin’s relieved surprise, he swallowed his pride sufficiently to accept
his invitation to continue as Foreign Secretary, and even to propose his
rival as party leader at a meeting of all Conservative MPs and peers.

Baldwin was to remain leader of the Conservative Party for 14 years,
during most of which time he was the dominant figure in British poli-
tics, serving three times as Prime Minister for a total length of seven
years and 82 days. This was a sufficient length of time for all of
Baldwin’s qualities as well as his defects to be amply displayed. The first
thing that should be said about Baldwin was that he was a thoroughly
decent man, probably the nicest – apart from Campbell-Bannerman – of
the 20 leaders discussed in this book. He genuinely wanted to do good,
was considerate to his colleagues and modest in his assessment of his
own abilities, except that – like Gladstone, otherwise a very different
character – he was convinced that he had been chosen by God for a
special purpose.

He had a simple Christian faith in God, and after God he believed
in England, and the English character and the essential goodness of
Englishmen of all classes. After England, he believed in the Conservative
Party, which he held to be the repository of national virtue, not the rep-
resentative of any class interest. A natural conciliator, he hated violence
and conflict, and wished for nothing better than that the world, and
industrial relations in particular, should be run on the same benevolent
lines as in his father’s steel firm. Baldwin was often seen as a lazy
man, which is not quite true. He had infinite patience, never seemed in
a hurry and knew the value of waiting on events. He was capable of
decisive action during a crisis, but it took a lot out of him, and he
would then lapse into a period of passivity while he recovered his natu-
ral equilibrium. He took a close interest in the character and foibles of
his colleagues, spending long hours in the Commons conversing with
a surprisingly wide range of members, leading Attlee to remark: ‘He
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always seemed more at home with our people, particularly the older
trade union people, than his own lot’ (Williams 1965, p.31).

He was not without guile in his dealings with other politicians,
knowing how to exploit their vanity and ambitions in order to win
their support. Because of his near universal benevolence, his disinterest-
edness and his apparent lack of ambition, Baldwin was liked and
trusted by nearly everybody he met, and the aura of reassurance he con-
veyed became a potent electoral asset for the Conservatives.

Yet Baldwin himself was living in a dream world which bore little
resemblance to reality, and this bred a dangerous complacency which
in the end was to be his undoing and that of many who put their trust
in him. The England in which he believed, and evoked so warmly in his
speeches and writings, no longer existed, if in fact it ever had. A
famous, but not untypical example, was the following:

The sounds of England, the tinkle of the hammer on the anvil in the
country smithy, the corn-crake on a dewy morning, the sound of the
scythe against the whetstone, and the sight of a plough team coming
over the brow of a hill, the sight that has been seen in England since
England was a land and may be seen in England long after the
Empire has perished and every works in England has ceased to func-
tion, for centuries the one eternal sight of England. (cited in
Williams 1965, p.46)

Few of the mine-owners and employers with whom he had to deal
during the industrial troubles leading up to the General Strike shared
the qualities of Baldwin’s much admired father, nor was the
Conservative Party quite the body of philanthropists that Baldwin
believed it to be. Yet the biggest difference between reality and
Baldwin’s perception lay in foreign affairs, a field in which he took little
interest; never flying in a plane, only once as Prime Minister meeting a
foreign leader (French Premier Raymond Poincaré in 1923) and virtu-
ally confining his foreign visits to Aix-les-Bains. As late as 1936, when
the barbaric nature of the Nazi regime in Germany was already abun-
dantly evident, he was able to say in a speech that he had never come
across a really ‘malevolent’ government – ‘most governments seem to
me to be not much better or worse than the people they govern’. So
long as the dichotomy between Baldwin’s beliefs and the real world
remained unrevealed, he commanded a remarkable degree of trust and
popularity. All this turned to dust at the very end of his career when he
became the object of unparalleled loathing and contempt.
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All this was far into the future when he became premier for the first
time. His first term was extremely brief – a mere eight months – from
22 May 1923 to 22 January 1924. He was entirely responsible for bring-
ing it to an end, in an ill-considered decision to call a premature general
election. If the Conservative Party had not still been deeply divided and
unable to agree on an alternative leader, this could well have been the
end of Baldwin’s political career. But luck, and his previously unsus-
pected survival skills, dictated otherwise.

On becoming Prime Minister, Baldwin became deeply worried by the
high level of unemployment, which at 1.5 million amounted to more
than 10 per cent of the insured working population. He saw no hope of
reducing this figure except by adopting the Chamberlainite policy of
tariff protection, which had split the Conservative Party 20 years earlier,
but had since almost become party orthodoxy. Unfortunately, he was
inhibited by a pledge which Bonar Law had given a year earlier that
there would be no major change in fiscal policy in advance of a further
general election.

Baldwin felt it would be dishonourable to disregard this pledge, but – as
he explained some years later to his private secretary, Thomas Jones –
he had an additional reason to act fast. He received reports, probably
erroneous, that Lloyd George, currently on a lecture tour in the US, was
about to declare for protection, and he feared that if he did so, he
would scoop up the Tory coalitionists into a new centre party – and
that, said Baldwin, ‘would have been an end to the Tory Party as we
know it’ (Middlemas and Barnes 1969, p.212).

In the short run, Baldwin’s electoral gamble proved a disaster. He
threw away a comfortable Tory majority of 74, and finished up with a
deficit of 50. The new House of Commons was split three ways, with
the Conservatives on 258 seats, Labour with 191 and the Liberals
(newly reunited under Asquith, with Lloyd George as his deputy) with
158. The formation of a minority Labour government, under Ramsay
MacDonald, with passive Liberal support (see next chapter) was the
optimum outcome for Baldwin of a distinctively messy situation. The
alternatives, of a government led by another Tory (Stamfordham sug-
gested Austen Chamberlain) or the inclusion of the Liberals in either a
Tory- or Labour-led coalition, would have been far less acceptable to
him. A Labour government in office, but not in effective power, would,
he believed, help to ‘house train’ Labour without any risk of extreme
Socialist policies being implemented. In the longer term, he much
preferred the prospect of Labour being the main rivals of the Tories to
any revival of the Liberal Party.
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In the remaining nine months of the 1924 Parliament, Baldwin was,
in Roy Jenkins’s words, ‘a gentle opponent to a weak government’
(Jenkins 1987, p.80). He played little part in its downfall, which was
occasioned by the withdrawal of Liberal support in a confidence
motion in October 1924 on the Campbell affair (see next chapter). This
was a hara-kiri operation by the Liberals, who, in the subsequent gen-
eral election on 29 October 1924, were virtually destroyed as a major
political force. The result was Conservatives 412 seats, Labour 151,
Liberals 40, others 12. The total Labour vote actually increased, but the
collapse in Liberal support was almost entirely to the Tories’ benefit.

Baldwin waged an effective campaign, the highlight of which was
that, for the first time, the party leaders were invited to make election
broadcasts on the BBC. MacDonald, a powerful platform orator, chose
to broadcast live from a mass meeting in Glasgow. The quality of recep-
tion was very poor, and he came over as an inconsequential tub-
thumper. Baldwin settled himself comfortably into a chair in the
BBC Director-General’s office, and spoke softly and reassuringly, imme-
diately establishing a rapport with his listeners. It was the beginning of
the extraordinary reputation which he acquired as ‘Honest Stan’,
the man who understood and was deeply involved in the concerns
of the man in the street. Baldwin was a natural broadcaster, and used
the new medium more effectively than any other democratic politician
in the 1920s and 1930s, with the probable exception of Franklin
Roosevelt.

His striking election victory put Baldwin in an exceptionally strong
position. It enabled him to restore unity to the Conservative Party by
bringing the main Conservative coalitionists back into the fold. Austen
Chamberlain became Foreign Secretary, shattering the expectations of
an almost choleric Curzon, who nevertheless agreed to become Lord
President of the Council, while Birkenhead (F.E. Smith) went to the India
Office. Curzon was to die within a year, and Baldwin then completed
the work of reconciliation by bringing Balfour into the government in
his place. A surprise appointment was that of Winston Churchill, who
had only just rejoined the Conservative Party 20 years after his defec-
tion to the Liberals, as Chancellor of the Exchequer.

Despite his many gifts, Churchill was out of his depth as Chancellor.
One of his first decisions was to bring Britain back on to the gold stan-
dard, which by greatly strengthening the pound had a disastrous effect
on exports, and especially on the already deeply troubled coal industry.
This was, in effect, the beginning of the countdown to the General
Strike of 1926, the dominating event of Baldwin’s second premiership.
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He emerged with his reputation greatly enhanced, the general
impression being that he had done everything possible to prevent the
strike from happening, while taking prudent steps to ensure that if it
nevertheless occurred it would be unsuccessful, that he acted firmly
during the nine days that it lasted and then exerted himself to ensure
that it would not leave a heritage of bitterness and recrimination. The
truth was somewhat more complicated and less flattering. During
the year before the strike the government had failed to take any deci-
sive initiatives to secure a reorganisation of the notoriously inefficient
industry, and while Baldwin had certainly exerted himself to try to
secure a compromise acceptable to the TUC in the final days before the
strike, and actually negotiated an agreement with them, he failed to
carry a majority of the Cabinet with him. The government then seized
on the unofficial action of Daily Mail printers, who refused to set a
provocative article criticising the strikers, as a pretext for going back on
the agreement, even though this action was condemned by the TUC
and by the printers’ own union.

The strike then went ahead, despite the deep reluctance of the TUC
leadership. During the strike itself, Baldwin suffering from nervous
exhaustion, played little part, and subsequently his genuine attempts at
reconciliation were largely frustrated by harder men in his own
Cabinet, who forced through the vindictive Trade Disputes Act of 1927,
and stood by imperviously while the miners were starved into submis-
sion at the end of their own strike which continued for a further seven
months.

Baldwin, who campaigned on a platform of ‘Safety First’, confi-
dently expected to win the 1929 general election, despite the continu-
ing economic difficulties and the high level of unemployment. His
government could claim a number of achievements, most of them
due to Neville Chamberlain, Austen’s younger half-brother, who had
surprisingly chosen to be Health Secretary rather than Chancellor of
the Exchequer and had proved the major success story of the adminis-
tration.

Like that of 1923, the election produced an indeterminate result, but
this time Labour was the largest party (Labour 287, Conservatives 260,
Liberals 59), and there was no serious doubt that MacDonald would
again become Prime Minister of a minority government. Baldwin’s
party took the result very hard, and there was a determined attempt
during the following two years to drive him out of the leadership. For
many Tories his moderate views on social policy and on India were
anathema, as was his kid-glove treatment of the Labour government
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and his refusal to revive the tariff reform issue after his earlier rebuff by
the electors in 1923.

Leading the campaign against Baldwin were the press lords,
Rothermere and Beaverbrook, who not only used their newspapers con-
stantly to snipe against him, but put up by-election candidates, under
the label ‘Empire Free Trade’, against the official Tory standard-bearers.
They had thought that the meek and mild Baldwin would be easy
quarry, but like others before them they underestimated their man. Cet
animal est très méchant; quand on L’attaque, il se défend, and in March
1931 Baldwin struck back at his persecutors in a memorable phrase,
drafted by his cousin, Rudyard Kipling. ‘What the proprietorship of these
newspapers is aiming at is power, and power without responsibility – the
prerogative of the harlot throughout the ages’, he said of Rothermere and
Beaverbrook, and went on to rub salt into their wounds by comprehen-
sively routing their candidate in a by-election in the ultra-smart
Westminster St George’s constituency, which they had generally been
expected to win. This marked the end of the campaign against Baldwin,
and of efforts to replace him by the seemingly more dynamic Neville
Chamberlain.

By then the Labour government was in deep trouble, with no idea of
how to tackle the steeply rising unemployment, and suffering serious
defeats in by-elections. It seemed only a matter of a few months before
it would be forced out of office, leading to Baldwin’s inevitable appoint-
ment as Prime Minister, followed by a general election which would
produce a large Conservative majority. That this did not happen, and
that he had to wait another four years before regaining Downing Street,
was largely Baldwin’s own fault.

In July Baldwin was informed of an indirect approach from
MacDonald to discuss the formation of a National Government, but
turned down the suggestion out of hand. Having destroyed one coali-
tion government under Lloyd George, he had no desire to help in the
formation of another one. His colleague, and effective number two,
Neville Chamberlain, was, however, clearly attracted by the idea. He
then made the decisive mistake of hurrying off to his customary
lengthy holiday in Aix-les-Bains, leaving Chamberlain to deputise in his
absence.

Though twice summoned back for urgent consultations, Baldwin
played little part in the ongoing discussions provoked by the Labour
government’s inability to agree on the cuts necessary to achieve a loan
sufficient to ride out the mounting financial crisis (see next chapter).
The idea of a coalition, encouraged by Chamberlain, gained ground,
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particularly with George V, and when the King saw Baldwin on his 
second return to London and asked him outright if he would be
prepared to serve under MacDonald in a National Government, he had
little choice but to agree. The probability must be that, had he
not insisted on going to Aix-les-Bains, the idea would have been nipped
in the bud.

The National Government was meant to last just a few weeks to see
out the crisis, but – after a snap election in November 1931 which saw
the Labour Party almost wiped out – it continued under MacDonald’s
premiership for nearly another four years until June 1935, when
Baldwin finally replaced him in 10 Downing Street.

Until then, he held the post of Lord President of the Council, leading
the House of Commons. In the eyes of the Labour Party, and of many
other observers, MacDonald was a mere puppet and front-man, with
Baldwin pulling the strings. Yet it is questionable whether Baldwin was
the dominant influence in the government. Neville Chamberlain, who
became Chancellor of the Exchequer after the 1931 election, arguably car-
ried greater weight and was perhaps unlucky not to succeed MacDonald
as premier. According to Roy Jenkins, he would have been the majority
choice of the Cabinet and of Tory MPS, but George V took it upon him-
self to appoint Baldwin without consulting them.

It might have been better if he had. Baldwin’s third and last premier-
ship did little good either to himself or his country. It was dominated
by the defence issue, with which Baldwin had already been intimately
concerned, as it came within his responsibilities as Lord President of the
Council. The most deadly critic of Baldwin’s premiership was Winston
Churchill, who included the famous entry in the index of his Second
World War memoirs: ‘BALDWIN, Rt. Hon. Stanley ... confesses putting
party before country’. The reference was to Baldwin’s conviction that –
though he had become convinced by 1934 that a major rearmament
programme was necessary to combat the Nazi threat – it would be
impolitic to mention this in advance of the 1935 general election, in
view of the strong pacifist sentiments which he attributed to a large
number of his fellow countrymen. Baldwin later admitted, in what he
himself described as ‘a speech of appalling frankness’:

Supposing I had gone to the country and said that Germany was rearm-
ing and we must rearm, does anybody think that this pacific democracy
would have rallied to that cry at that moment? I cannot think of any-
thing that would have made the loss of the election from my point of
view more certain. (Hansard, vol. 317, col. 1144, 12 Nov. 1936)
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Baldwin has since had his defenders, who argue that he did indeed
initiate a rearmament programme, though he hardly pursued it with
great energy. The most discreditable episode of Baldwin’s last premier-
ship was, without doubt, the Hoare-Laval Pact. It occurred only a
month after the 1935 general election, in which he had proclaimed that
‘The League of Nations is the keystone of British foreign policy’, and
that sanctions would be continued against Italy for her aggression
against Abyssinia (Ethiopia). The Foreign Secretary, Sir Samuel Hoare,
visited Paris for discussions with Pierre Laval, who was then doubling
up as France’s Prime and Foreign Minister. Without having any man-
date to negotiate, Hoare agreed a plan to partition Abyssinia, permitting
Mussolini to annex half the country. Baldwin, who had been quite
unaware of Hoare’s initiative, strongly defended it in the House of
Commons, only to abandon both his minister and the pact within a
week, in the face of a storm of public and parliamentary protest. Hoare
was forced to resign, and his place was taken by his junior minister,
Anthony Eden.

Baldwin’s reputation was badly damaged, but both it and his popu-
larity were redeemed by the mixture of decisiveness and discretion with
which he handled the Abdication crisis in 1937. He retired shortly after-
wards, amid the plaudits of the nation, collecting an earldom and the
Garter on the way.

His retirement to Worcestershire was not the happy epilogue to his
career that he had imagined. As the clouds darkened, and the early dis-
asters of the war developed, he became the almost universal scapegoat
for the country’s unpreparedness, receiving masses of hate mail and suf-
fering the indignity of having the beautiful wrought-iron gates of Astley
Hall forcibly removed as scrap metal for the war effort.

For a man who had bathed for long years in the warm glow of popu-
lar acclaim this was almost too much to bear, and he became more and
more of a recluse. He survived the war, and died a largely forgotten man
in December 1947. A public appeal to raise a simple roadside memorial
to him near his home raised a pathetic amount, and was only saved by
a large donation from Churchill. I do not know what epitaph it bears.
‘Good intentions are not enough’ might be the most appropriate.
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CHAPTER 8

James Ramsay MacDonald – An
‘Aristocrat’ among Plain Men?

No person ever did more to help build up a new political party than
James Ramsay MacDonald. Few subsequently did more to damage their
own creation. That was the essential tragedy of his life.

It began in the most obscure and discouraging of circumstances. He
was born on 12 October 1866, the illegitimate son of a young servant
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girl, Annie Ramsay. She had been working on a farm near the fishing
village of Lossiemouth on the Moray Firth. His father, John MacDonald,
was a ploughman on the farm, who soon afterwards disappeared from
the area and from all subsequent trace, though not before he and Annie
had together confessed their sin before the local Kirk and been granted
absolution. They had been engaged to be married, and it is probable
that it was Annie herself who broke off the engagement, though
whether this was of her own volition or because her formidable mother,
Bella Ramsay, regarded him as an unworthy suitor is far from clear and
will presumably never be known.

MacDonald grew up to be an exceptionally handsome and attractive
man, which led to a great deal of speculation – particularly among the
aristocratic women who took him up after he became Prime Minister –
that his ‘real’ father must have been a Highland laird, or even, it was
suggested, the Duke of Argyll. There was never the slightest justification
for such a belief.

He was raised in a tiny cottage in Lossiemouth by his mother and
grandmother, both of whom scratched a living as seamstresses. The
centre of their lives was young Jamie, who was lavished with care and
attention, neither woman doubting for one moment that he was a
superior being destined for higher things. Apart from them, the greatest
influence on his young life was James MacDonald (no relation), the
remarkable teacher, or dominie, of Drainie village school, four miles’
walk from his home.

During the ten years that he attended the school, whose 70 pupils
shared a single teacher, assisted by a student teacher and a sewing mis-
tress, Jamie acquired a remarkably wide education. He became adept at
Latin and Greek, devoured the works of Scott, Carlyle, Ruskin and
Hazlitt and acquired a passion for science, which he fostered by reading
university textbooks which he picked up at a second-hand bookshop.
At 15 he left to work in the fields, but was rescued from manual labour,
after a month or two, by the dominie, who eagerly recruited his prize
student to replace the pupil teacher who had left for Edinburgh.

He brought to his new duties a lively intelligence, a soaring imagina-
tion and a burning ambition to succeed. He had a commanding physi-
cal presence and an appealing personality, though this concealed a
darker side – he was suspicious, secretive and quick to take offence, a
sensitivity perhaps related to his illegitimacy. As a child the only time
he had been in any trouble was when he seriously injured a fellow pupil
who had referred to him as a ‘bastard’, and as an adult he took pains to
conceal his origins. When during the First World War he was viciously
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attacked as a ‘traitor’ and ‘coward’ by the right-wing jingoist Horatio
Bottomley, he appeared unconcerned. Yet when Bottomley followed
this up by publishing a facsimile of his birth certificate in the magazine
John Bull, he was devastated, saying repeatedly: ‘Thank God my mother
is dead for this would have killed her’ (Williams 1965, p.62).

MacDonald remained at the school for a further four years, deepen-
ing his own education and playing a full part in the social and intellec-
tual life of the local community. Yet the wider world beckoned, and at
18 he began to scour the situations vacant columns of The Scotsman,
and to apply for posts all over Britain. Eventually, he was successful and
left in the summer of 1885 to take up a position in Bristol, assisting a
clergyman to set up a Boys’ and Young Men’s Guild. Within six months
he was back in Lossiemouth, though it is unclear whether he had left
the job of his own accord or had been found wanting by his employer.
While at Bristol, however, he had become a Socialist, joining the
Marxist Social Democratic Federation (SDF) and playing a very active
part in its local branch.

After a few frustrating months he left Lossiemouth again, this time
for good. He headed for London, after hearing from a Bristol friend of a
suitable post that might be available. On arrival he found that it had
been filled only the day before, and he embarked on a dispiriting and
increasingly desperate search for work, living in cheap lodgings in Kentish
Town and surviving on a diet of oatmeal and hot water. Eventually he
found a temporary job addressing envelopes for the National Cyclists’
Union, at 10s. a week, and subsequently a more permanent post in the
City as an invoice clerk, starting at 12s. 6d. a week.

His spare time was divided between Socialist activities – he aban-
doned the SDF in favour of the Socialist Union, a short-lived movement
which adopted a much more moderate approach – and serious scientific
studies at the Birkbeck Institute. These he hoped would lead to a schol-
arship at the South Kensington Museum. But his health broke down
through over-work, before he was able to take the examination, and he
abandoned his hopes of a scientific career. Instead, in 1888, he was for-
tunate to obtain a post as private secretary to Thomas Lough, a tea mer-
chant and aspiring radical Liberal politician, who was to be elected as
MP for West Islington in 1892.

This appointment substantially changed MacDonald’s life. His
income rose sharply, to £75 a year rising to £100, and the work was
much more congenial, bringing him into contact with a wide range of
radical Liberal circles, and introducing him into prosperous middle-
class society. He joined the Fabian Society, the East London Ethical
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Society and even the Fellowship of the New Life, a Utopian Socialist
group, from which the more down-to-earth Fabians had split off some
years before. If the Fabians appealed to his practical sense, the
Fellowship gave full rein to the high moral aspirations which were to
characterise his speeches and writings throughout most of his political
career. He became active in the Fabians, spending some time in 1892 as
a paid lecturer touring the provinces on their behalf. By then he had
resigned his post with Thomas Lough and was eking out a precarious
existence as a freelance journalist.

Through his Liberal contacts, he had come into touch with the
Labour Electoral Association, a body devoted to securing the election to
Parliament of working men. Its favoured tactic was to obtain their selec-
tion by local Liberal associations as Lib-Lab candidates, particularly in
two-member constituencies where they could balance the ticket by run-
ning in harness with more traditional middle-class candidates. Had the
Liberals been more open to such arrangements it is possible that the
movement towards founding an independent Labour Party might never
have got off the ground. Yet time and time again, aspirant Lib-Lab can-
didates were turned down, and this was MacDonald’s fate in 1894,
when he responded to an invitation to offer himself as the second
Liberal candidate in Southampton, then represented by one Liberal and
one Conservative MP. He was rejected, and this prompted him to join
the Independent Labour Party (ILP), which had been founded the previ-
ous year by Keir Hardie and others. He fought the 1895 general election
in Southampton as an ILP candidate, coming bottom of the poll by a
wide margin. His intervention, however, almost certainly led to the
defeat of the sitting Liberal MP, the Tories capturing both seats.

His candidature had a momentous consequence for MacDonald. He
received a cheque for £1 towards his election fund from an unknown
sympathiser, signed ‘M.E. Gladstone’. This turned out to be a 25-year-
old social worker, Margaret Gladstone, who came from a distinguished
and prosperous academic family. She had fallen at least half in love
with MacDonald before she had even met him, and their courtship
proceeded rapidly. They became engaged on the steps of the British
Museum in July 1896, and married the following November.

It was an ideal partnership – Margaret, while sharing his basic values
and commitment, was a much more outgoing personality, which did a
lot to mitigate the aloofness which tended to surround her brooding
Scottish husband. As well as bearing him six children, one of whom
died in infancy from diphtheria, she threw herself wholeheartedly into
all his activities, and their apartment in Lincoln’s Inn, as well as their
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Buckinghamshire cottage, became an ever-welcoming meeting place for
his growing number of political associates.

As well as her personal qualities, Margaret brought, for the first time,
financial security to MacDonald. Though not conspicuously wealthy,
she had a sufficiently large private income to enable him to devote
himself full time to his political work. They were also in a position to
undertake a series of lengthy overseas tours – to the United States, Canada,
India, Australia and New Zealand, which stimulated MacDonald’s inter-
est and left him far better informed on foreign affairs than any of his
Labour colleagues. Among European Socialist leaders whom he met and
befriended was the notable German ‘revisionist’ Eduard Bernstein. He
had a sure touch for international relations, and it is significant that
when – in 1924 – he chose to combine the Foreign Secretaryship with
being Prime Minister he was widely adjudged as a notable success in the
former post, though hardly in the latter.

More immediately – and crucially for MacDonald’s nascent political
career – when, in February 1900, the Labour Representation Committee
(LRC) (later the Labour Party) was set up by the trade unions, in con-
junction with a number of Socialist organisations, principally the ILP
and the Fabian Society, it was able to turn to MacDonald as its secretary.
Not only was he in a position to accept the post without a salary (at
least for the first few years), but until 1904 the offices of the LRC and
practically all its meetings were located in the back room of the
MacDonalds’ flat.

Together with Keir Hardie, MacDonald had been one of the prime
movers in creating the LRC. During the later 1890s, he had become
increasingly prominent in the ranks of both the ILP and the Fabians.
Paradoxically, in the ILP, of which by 1900 he had become one of the
four leading figures, he was valued for his Fabian quality of being a first-
class committeeman. In the Fabians, by contrast, where he fell foul of
the Webbs, he was widely regarded as a woolly idealist, and was one of
the minority of members who fiercely opposed the Boer War, which
later led him to resign from the Society.

The green light for the creation of the LRC was a resolution from the
Railway Servants’ Union at the 1899 TUC calling for the convening of a
‘conference of all the co-operative, socialistic and other working organi-
sations ... to devise ways and means for securing the return of an
increased number of labour members to the next Parliament’. It was
only narrowly carried on a card vote, and it is improbable that it would
have led to any permanent result had it not been for the skill of Hardie
and MacDonald, both of whom were ILP delegates to the conference
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which took place in London at the Memorial Hall in Farringdon Street
in February 1900. It was they who drafted the main resolutions to be
put to the conference, which traced a careful middle way between the
views of cautious trade unionists, most of whom were not Socialists,
and the class-war objectives of the SDF. The outcome of the conference
was the creation of a federal-style party, which harnessed the weight of
numbers and the financial resources of the trade unions (or at least the
most advanced of them) to the campaigning vigour and idealism of the
ILP and the pragmatic programme-making of the Fabians. The object of
the party was defined as the establishment of ‘a distinct Labour group
in Parliament, who shall have their own Whips and agree upon their
own policy’.

The new party put up 15 candidates in the 1900 general election,
two of whom were elected – Hardie at Merthyr Tydfil and Richard Bell
at Derby. MacDonald stood at Leicester – a two-member seat – where he
substantially improved on his 1895 vote at Southampton, but again
probably cost the Liberals the second seat, which was narrowly held by
the Conservatives.

MacDonald was to continue as Secretary of the LRC, and subse-
quently of the Labour Party, until 1912, and then served a dozen years
as Treasurer until he became Prime Minister for the first time in 1924.
Even more than Keir Hardie, he could claim to be the dominant force in
the rise of the new party. The first six years were the most crucial. In
Marquand’s words, ‘Between 1900 and 1906 most of MacDonald’s ener-
gies were absorbed by the wearing, repetitive and time-consuming tasks
of party management’ (Marquand 1977). He had to deal with a series of
awkward and argumentative colleagues, soothing the inevitable differ-
ences between trade unionists and Socialists (particularly the wilder spirits
of the ILP) and to keep every one united behind limited but practical
objectives without dimming their messianic hopes for the future.

He also had his own private agenda. While he was determined that
the Labour Party should remain independent of the Liberals, his own
electoral experiences in Southampton and Leicester had convinced him
that only through an agreement that would prevent Liberals standing in
Labour’s most promising constituencies could the infant party hope to
gain a significant foothold in the House of Commons. This was the rea-
soning behind the secret Lib-Lab pact, which he negotiated with Herbert
Gladstone, the Liberal Chief Whip, in 1903, behind the backs of the
LRC’s executive committee, though he took Hardie into his confidence.

The result was that the Liberal Party agreed to give Labour a free run
in a significant number of seats. In the event, of 27 LRC candidates
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chosen to fight single-member constituencies, 17 had no Liberal
opponents, and of 11 chosen in two-member constituencies only one
faced two Liberal candidates. In return, MacDonald gave no specific
guarantees, but used his influence to prevent Labour candidates being
chosen in seats where they had no realistic prospect of success. The
short-term results of the agreement were a brilliant success. In the rout
of the Tories in the 1906 election, Labour representation went up to 30,
only five of whom had faced Liberal opposition. As the Liberals them-
selves won 400 seats, they too felt they had done well out of the deal. In
the long run, however, they may have sown the seeds of their own
destruction in helping to put a new and thrustful rival on its feet.

One of the new Labour MPs was MacDonald, who again contested
Leicester, for which the Liberals nominated only one candidate. In the
new Parliamentary Labour Party (PLP), MacDonald stood out as much
the most impressive figure. By this time, he had evolved a most impres-
sive speaking style, with a marvellously mellifluous voice, and he soon
developed a mastery of parliamentary tactics. Hardie was chosen as the
first Chairman of the PLP, but – though highly respected for his per-
sonal qualities and his pioneering role – he soon proved himself to be
an unsatisfactory choice. He often neglected his parliamentary duties
and tended to follow his own political interests rather than those of the
party as a whole. MacDonald preferred to concentrate on his role as
party secretary, and did not contest the chairmanship when Hardie
resigned in 1908, to be succeeded first by Arthur Henderson and then
by George Barnes. Only in 1911 did MacDonald take over, but after that
it became clear for the first time that the Labour Party had effectively
elected a leader, rather than a mere chairman of the party meeting.

By then, MacDonald through his writings had attempted to provide
the Labour Party with its own ideology which, while respectful of Karl
Marx, fundamentally rejected his conclusions. In three books – Socialism
and Society (1905), Socialism and Government (1909) and The Socialist
Movement (1911) – he set out a programme which, while collectivist
in its approach, was essentially moderate in tone and rejected any belief
in the class war. In place of Marx, he chose Darwin as his lodestar. As
summarised by Marquand, he argued that

Marx, in spite of his great achievements, had not absorbed the full
implications of Darwinian biology; trapped as he was in Hegel’s
dialectic, he failed to realise that social evolution, like biological evo-
lution, resulted from the slow emergence of higher forms of life out
of lower forms, not from the clash of opposing forces ... In the 1840s,
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when Marx began his economic studies, it looked as though Britain
was on the verge of revolution. No revolution had come, and ‘The
Marxian today still wonders why England fell from grace. England
did not fall from grace. Neither Marx nor Engels saw deep enough to
discover the possibilities of peaceful advance which lay hidden
beneath the surface.’ (Marquand 1977, p.89)

Six months after he was elected leader, MacDonald suffered a devas-
tating blow, one from which he never really recovered. His wife,
Margaret, still grieving from the death of their six-year-old son David,
fell ill with blood poisoning and died on 8 September 1911. MacDonald
was inconsolable, burying himself in his work, but appearing to derive
little pleasure from it. He poured his sense of loss into an intensely
moving memoir, which was first published privately, and then as a 
full-length book, Margaret Ethel MacDonald, in 1912. In later years,
MacDonald turned to a number of women friends for emotional support
at different times, one of whom – Mary Agnes Hamilton, later a Labour
MP – his children thought he might marry, though nothing came of the
relationship. Of close male friends, he had none – and his relations with
his political and ministerial colleagues were notoriously distant.

In the two general elections of 1910, the Liberals lost their overall
majority, and henceforth were dependent on the Irish Nationalists and
on Labour to maintain themselves in power. MacDonald was convinced
that the Labour Party should offer consistent support to the Liberal
government, which as a quid pro quo pushed through a series of reforms –
including the payment of MPs and the legalisation of trade union politi-
cal funds – to which Labour was strongly committed. These tactics cost
MacDonald much of his popularity with the ILP, many of whose mem-
bers wanted him to show equal hostility to ‘both capitalist parties’, while
his fellow Labour MPs resented what they regarded as his standoffish atti-
tude. Marquand quotes a letter from W.C. Anderson, one of his strongest
supporters, warning him that his followers found him ‘too stern and
intellectually cold’, and urging him to ‘rope some of your men nearer to
you by a kind word and, when possible, by a confidential chat about
their difficulties and misunderstandings’ (Marquand 1977, p.151).

In government circles, MacDonald was by now held in the highest
esteem and was twice sounded out – once by Lloyd George and once by
the Liberal Chief Whip – on the possibility of joining the Cabinet in a
senior post. MacDonald was evidently tempted, but felt that it would be
difficult to persuade his own party, and replied that the time was not
yet ripe. Despite his internal critics, there was by August 1914 a virtually
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universal acceptance that MacDonald, who towered over his parliamentary
colleagues, was the only possible leader.

There was therefore general consternation within the party when, on
5 August 1914, he submitted his resignation. The cause was, of course,
the British declaration of war on Germany, the previous day. MacDonald,
who thought that Britain should have remained neutral, did not accept
that German militarism was exclusively to blame for the outbreak of
war. The real cause he believed was the policy of balance of power
through the creation of two hostile alliances, and part of the responsi-
bility lay with the secretive diplomacy of Foreign Secretary Sir Edward
Grey, who had encouraged the French and Russian governments to
believe that Britain was committed to intervene on their side, even
though there was no formal agreement to this effect.

The majority of Labour MPs, carried away by public fervour for the
war, resolved to support the government’s request for war credits, and
when MacDonald refused to reconsider his position, Henderson reluc-
tantly took over as leader. Together with a group of radical Liberals,
MacDonald set up a new organisation – the Union for Democratic
Control (UDC) – which campaigned for a negotiated peace, with no
annexations by either side, an international body to prevent future
wars, general disarmament, and democratic control, through the British
Parliament, of foreign policy. As the war progressed, the gap between
MacDonald and the Labour leadership, which joined the coalition
governments formed in April 1915 and December 1916, grew steadily
wider. By contrast, he strengthened his links with the ILP, many of
whose branches were militantly pacifist and who (especially after
Hardie’s death in 1915) increasingly looked to him for inspiration.

MacDonald unflinchingly maintained his position throughout the
war, despite an avalanche of denigration from government supporters
and the popular press. He maintained a correspondence with Bernstein,
and placed his hopes on securing peace by contacts between the
Socialist movements in the belligerent countries. This seemed a realistic
possibility after the February 1917 Russian Revolution, when the Dutch
Socialist Party proposed to convene a conference of the Socialist
International in the neutral venue of Stockholm, a proposal strongly
supported by Kerensky and the Petrograd Soviet. This effected a recon-
ciliation between MacDonald and Henderson, and the two men trav-
elled together to Paris, where they reached agreement with the French
Socialist Party on attendance at Stockholm, which Henderson later suc-
cessfully recommended to a special Labour Party conference. Stockholm
was abruptly aborted, however, by the British government, which
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refused to issue passports to any British delegates, precipitating the
resignation of Henderson from the War Cabinet.

So the war continued its bloody course until November 1918, when
Lloyd George finally achieved his long-sought ‘knockout blow’, and
went on to his overwhelming victory in the ‘coupon’ election the fol-
lowing month. This all but wiped out the Liberal Party as an independ-
ent force, and Labour, whose representation went up to 63 MPs, became
the largest Opposition party, though the result fell far short of its hopes.
Every one of its ‘anti-war’ MPs was defeated, including MacDonald who
was resoundingly beaten at Leicester, and even Arthur Henderson lost
his seat, leaving the Parliamentary Labour Party with no effective leader.

MacDonald made little effort to conceal his contempt for the feeble
performance of Labour MPs during the 1918–22 Parliament, and devoted
most of his energies to trying to restore the Socialist International and,
in particular, to preventing the ILP from drifting off into the rival ‘Third
International’ launched by the Russian Bolsheviks. He unsuccessfully
fought a by-election at Woolwich East in March 1921, but did not get
back into the Commons until November 1922, when he was returned
for Aberavon in the general election won by Bonar Law’s newly formed
Conservative government.

Labour representation shot up to 142, including a large contingent
of ILP members from what became known as the ‘Red Clyde’, the
Glasgow region of Scotland. Wrongly assuming from his anti-war
record that MacDonald shared their left-wing views, the Clydesiders,
led by Emanuel Shinwell, enthusiastically pushed his claim to the 
leadership, against J.R. Clynes, a somewhat colourless trade unionist
and former minister in the Lloyd George coalition, who had been
elected Chairman of the PLP the previous year.

In a closely fought contest, MacDonald prevailed by 61 votes to 56.
Shinwell later wrote that only two men in the room were aware of the
implications of the choice that was being made – himself and MacDonald.
‘I was confident that we were not only electing the leader of one section
of the Opposition for the duration of the new Parliament but also a
future Prime Minister’ (Shinwell 1973, p.25). What neither Shinwell nor
MacDonald could have foreseen was that this distant prospect would
become reality in little over a year, thanks to Baldwin’s folly in calling a
further general election in December 1923, resulting in a three-way split
in the new Parliament (see previous chapter). The Conservatives won
258 seats, Labour 191, the Liberals 159.

In the post-electoral manoeuvring, the decisive element was the
decision of the Liberal Party, briefly reunited under Asquith and Lloyd
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George, to put Labour into office, but without any guarantee of future
support in the division lobbies. So on 22 January 1924, at the age of 57,
MacDonald became the only Prime Minister of modern times to be
appointed without any previous ministerial experience (until Tony
Blair, 73 years later, in very different circumstances). He rose to the
challenge with very little self-doubt, though he was only too aware of
the paucity of talent from which to choose his ministerial team. He
took the Foreign Ministry himself, Philip Snowden became an ultra-
orthodox Chancellor of the Exchequer and Arthur Henderson, who had
lost his seat in the election and had to be found another in an early by-
election, was somewhat grudgingly made Home Secretary, after having
turned down other less senior posts. Most of the other important port-
folios went to ex-Liberals or even ex-Tories, such as Lord Parmoor (the
father of Stafford Cripps), who became Leader of the Lords and, effec-
tively, Deputy Foreign Secretary. This caused some resentment in the
Labour Party, and particularly in the ILP, which was, however, thrown a
sop by the appointment of the Clydesider John Wheatley as Health
Minister and, incidentally, one of the few undoubted successes of the
government.

Initially at least, MacDonald’s reputation soared, both in Parliament
and in the country, to which he appeared to offer commanding leader-
ship. To his colleagues, however, he appeared less satisfactory. Most of
them found him remote and uncommunicative; only with the affable
but ineffectual railwaymen’s leader J.H. Thomas, who became Colonial
Secretary, did he enjoy anything approaching normal friendly relations.
Nor did he attempt to ingratiate himself with the Liberal leaders, on
whom he was dependent to remain in office. He greatly resented the
patronising tone adopted by Asquith, and deeply distrusted Lloyd
George. So far from viewing them as allies, he saw them as deadly rivals
for the support of progressive voters, a perception which clearly also
influenced their attitude to him.

MacDonald’s most important work was undoubtedly done as Foreign
Secretary, where he enjoyed a rare triumph at the London conference
which he convened and chaired in August 1924. Successfully reconciling
bitter French and German divisions over the punitive reparations clauses
of the Versailles Treaty, he paved the way for the withdrawal of the French
occupation of the Ruhr. He followed this up by a visit to the League of
Nations in Geneva, where – together with the new French Prime Minister
Edouard Herriot – he secured the adoption amidst great enthusiasm of the
so-called Geneva Protocol, providing for international arbitration of
disputes and general disarmament, which unfortunately was never ratified.
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Despite his continuing anti-communism, MacDonald also opened
diplomatic relations with the Bolshevik government, and began negoti-
ations with them on two treaties concerning trade and compensation
for British holders of Russian bonds, together with a possible loan
agreement. Not only the Tories, but also Asquith and his fellow Liberals
were opposed to the loan, and both Opposition parties determined to
defeat the government if the treaties were offered for ratification, but
before the opportunity arose the government fell because of the
Campbell affair.

John Campbell had published an article in the Communist Party’s
Workers’ Weekly calling on British soldiers not to turn their guns on
their ‘fellow workers’. The Attorney-General, Sir Patrick Hastings, initi-
ated charges against Campbell for sedition, but these were later with-
drawn when it was discovered that Campbell had an excellent war
record and had been severely wounded.

Both the Tories and the Liberals put down motions challenging
MacDonald’s handling of the affair and alleging that he had overruled
Hastings for political reasons. MacDonald declared that if either of
them was passed he would call for a general election. In the event, the
Tories rejected their own motion but voted for the Liberal amendment,
and the die was cast.

The election campaign was notable for the extensive and exhausting
speaking tour undertaken by MacDonald, who was hailed as ‘the
Gladstone of Labour’, where he addressed vast and adoring crowds. The
Tory campaign largely consisted of depicting MacDonald and his party
as front-men for the Communists, in which endeavour they were
assisted by the notorious Zinoviev letter. This purported to come from
Grigori Zinoviev, the President of the Communist International and
called for the ‘revolutionising’ of the British proletariat. The letter, later
shown to be a crude forgery, concocted by Russian émigrés, but circu-
lated with assistance from Conservative Central Office and blazoned
across the columns of the Daily Mail, totally dominated the closing
stages of the campaign. Whether or not it caused the government’s
defeat, it certainly provided MacDonald with an excellent alibi, and
saved him from any serious recriminations in Labour’s ranks. (See Lewis
Chester, Stephen Fay and Hugo Young, The Zinoviev Letter, 1967.)

Apart from its foreign successes, the 1924 Labour government had
little to show for its nine months in office. Yet it was an important mile-
stone in Labour’s onward march. It established it as the alternative
party of government to the Tories, and – by its essential moderation
(which even extended to its ministers, including MacDonald, donning
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court dress for their meetings with King George V, a subject for much
mockery amidst the party’s own ranks) – it went a long way to remove
the irrational fears of many middle-class voters that it was unfit to gov-
ern. In fact, Labour substantially increased its vote at the 1924 election,
though its parliamentary representation fell to 151 seats. The real losers
were the Liberals, who returned only 40 members and were never again
able to offer an effective challenge to Labour. The decline in Liberal
votes disproportionately helped the Tories who, with 419 seats, domi-
nated the new House of Commons.

As Leader of the Opposition for the next five years, MacDonald had a
difficult time. No salary was attached to the post, and he incurred sub-
stantial expenses in carrying out his duties as party leader. The declin-
ing income from the Margaret Gladstone trust fund was barely
sufficient to support his large family, and he was forced to undertake a
great deal of hack journalism to make ends meet. He passed his 60th
birthday in 1926, and the constant wear and tear began to tell. He was
still an impressive speaker, but he had passed his prime, and no longer
had the energy, or perhaps even the commitment, of earlier years.
A severe illness in 1927 put him out of action for five months, and the
strain on him was increased by constant struggles with the ILP, which
became increasingly critical of his moderate stance.

The 1929 election again produced an indecisive result, though
Labour emerged as the largest party, with 288 seats, against 260 for the
Tories, with the Liberals on 59. This time, there was no question that
MacDonald would become Prime Minister, though he again encoun-
tered difficulties in selecting his ministerial team. ‘Indeed, I should
rather fight half a dozen elections than make one cabinet’, he confided
to his diary. He havered between choosing J.H. Thomas as Foreign
Secretary and again appointing himself, but finally yielded to an ulti-
matum from Arthur Henderson that he would not join the government
unless he could have this post. This episode did not improve the
already poor relations between the two men, and their mutual suspi-
cion and rivalry steadily increased during the ensuing two years. Philip
Snowden again became Chancellor, but there was no post for John
Wheatley, despite his success in 1924. Wheatley, who was to die of a
cerebral haemorrhage in May 1930, had been a consistent and virulent
critic of MacDonald, and his place as the ‘statutory left-winger’ in the
Cabinet went instead to George Lansbury.

Despite having ceded the Foreign Secretaryship to Henderson, much of
MacDonald’s energies were again expended in international relations. He
made a highly successful visit to the United States in October 1929 – the
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first by a serving British Prime Minister – where he managed with difficulty
to bridge Anglo-American differences over naval disarmament, paving the
way for the five-nation London conference, over which he presided in
January–April 1930. This produced only partial agreement, with Britain,
Japan and the US agreeing parities for reduced naval strength over the fol-
lowing six years, but France and Italy refusing to comply.

In domestic policy, MacDonald was again handicapped by his lack of
a parliamentary majority and the necessity of getting Liberal support –
which did not come cheaply – for any legislative proposals. From the
outset, the dominating issue was unemployment, which, following the
Wall Street crash in October 1929, rose inexorably, from 1.53 million in
January 1930 to 2.73 million in June 1931. Few of MacDonald’s minis-
ters had any grasp of economics, and they had no idea of how to cope
with the ‘economic blizzard’ (MacDonald’s term) which had struck
them. The government’s response was to increase rates of unemploy-
ment benefit (which stored up trouble for them later on) and to
appoint a Cabinet Committee led by J.H. Thomas to consider solutions.

One of the members of the Thomas Committee was the Chancellor of
the Duchy of Lancaster, Sir Oswald Mosley. In January 1930 he sent a
memorandum to MacDonald, advocating a major public works pro-
gramme along the lines suggested by Keynes and by Lloyd George.
MacDonald referred the Mosley memorandum to another committee
headed by his ultra-orthodox Chancellor, Philip Snowden. Snowden’s
hostility ensured that Mosley’s proposals disappeared without trace, and
with them any hope of Labour finding a solution to the unemployment
problem. Mosley resigned in disgust, and though his stand was backed by
some left-wing MPs, he was already so distrusted that he was unable to
muster much support. Soon he had left the Labour Party altogether, and
had plunged into the gutter politics, which culminated in his creation of
the British Union of Fascists. A reluctant admirer of Mosley, at that time,
was Beatrice Webb, who in her diaries compared him favourably to
MacDonald, who, she wrote, owed his ‘pre-eminence largely to the fact
that he is the only artist, the only aristocrat by temperament and talent
in a party of plebeians and plain men’ (Cole 1956, p.243).

The final crisis which destroyed the Labour government was sparked
by the failure of the famous Austrian bank, the Kreditanstalt, in May
1931. This immediately led to a run on German banks, and by July the
pressure moved to Britain, where the Bank of England suffered heavy
losses in defending sterling. At this time, MacDonald received a report
from a committee of ‘experts’, the May Committee, predicting a budget
deficit of £120 million (Snowden thought it would be £170 million),
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and insisting on heavy expenditure cuts, including £66 million on
unemployment benefit, in order to balance the budget. MacDonald
showed the report to Keynes, who advocated going off the gold standard,
with an effective devaluation of 25 per cent. But neither MacDonald
nor any of his Cabinet was prepared to contemplate going off gold,
which Snowden told them would result in a ‘ruinous fall’ in the stan-
dard of living of the workers. Instead there followed a long series of tor-
tured Cabinet meetings at which they attempted to balance the budget
through a mixture of tax increases and spending cuts, in which unem-
ployment benefits (which had sharply escalated as a proportion of total
government expenditure) figured largely.

In the end, they were advised that bankers in New York and Paris
would be prepared to bail them out if total economies of £76 million,
including a 10 per cent cut in unemployment pay, were implemented,
and if the two Opposition parties backed the deal. By this time nearly half
the Cabinet, including Henderson (who was much influenced by the
opposition of the TUC), was threatening to resign if the cuts were agreed.
Finally, on 23 August, the Cabinet voted in favour by the bare majority of
11 to 9, but it was immediately clear that the government could not con-
tinue on that basis. The Cabinet agreed that MacDonald should see the
King and inform him that all its members had placed their resignations in
his hands. Their assumption, which MacDonald shared, was that the King
would probably ask Baldwin to form an alternative government. Instead,
George V asked Baldwin and Herbert Samuel, the acting Liberal leader in
the absence of Lloyd George who was ill, whether they would be prepared
to serve in a National Government under MacDonald, and then put
heavy pressure on him to continue, saying that ‘he was the only man to
lead the country through the crisis’. MacDonald was taken aback, and
there is little doubt that his first instinct was to decline, but to support
what he was convinced were necessary if deeply painful cuts from the
Opposition benches. He met Baldwin, Samuel and Neville Chamberlain,
the deputy Tory leader, the following day to discuss the situation, and,
according to Chamberlain’s diary, told them that he would help them

to get these proposals through, though it meant his death warrant,
but it would be no use for him to join a Government. He would be a
ridiculous figure unable to command support and would bring
odium on us as well as himself.

It would have been far better for MacDonald’s posthumous reputa-
tion, and for his own subsequent peace of mind, if he had kept to this
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resolve, but – flattered by the King’s confidence in him and following
what he persuaded himself was his patriotic duty – he allowed himself
to be convinced. He formed a new government, which included only
three other former Labour Cabinet ministers – Snowden, Thomas and
Lord Sankey the Lord Chancellor – and attracted the support of a mere
13 Labour MPs. The new Cabinet also contained two Liberals and four
Conservatives, though the Tories dominated the ranks of the junior
ministers.

The government proceeded to implement the cuts which the Labour
government had baulked at, but this did not prevent a further run on
the pound within a few weeks, which led to the hurried decision – taken
at an emergency Cabinet meeting held on Sunday 20 September – to go
off the gold standard, an event which passed without any of the disas-
trous consequences against which the Labour government had been
warned. ‘Nobody told us we could do this’, complained an aggrieved
Sidney Webb, one of the nine Labour Cabinet ministers who had stood
out against the cuts in unemployment benefit only a month earlier.

Within a few days of the formation of the National Government,
MacDonald and his associates were unceremoniously expelled from the
Labour Party, which elected Arthur Henderson as its leader. MacDonald
had initially regarded the National Government as purely a temporary
affair to see out the immediate financial crisis, and had assumed that
normal party alignments would then be reconstituted, much as he and
other anti-war MPs had been reunited with the Labour mainstream after
1918. He was, however, unable to resist overwhelming pressure from his
new Tory allies to seek a popular mandate for the measures that the new
government had taken, and the general election held on 27 October
1931 ensured that his break with Labour would be permanent.

During the course of the campaign he was bitterly attacked by the
Labour leadership, and he and the sharp-tongued Philip Snowden retal-
iated in kind, which made any subsequent reconciliation impossible.
On the Labour side the myth grew up – and was almost universally
believed – that MacDonald had plotted from almost the outset of the
1929 government to betray his colleagues and link up with the Tories. It
was spelled out with great conviction by his former Parliamentary
Private Secretary L. Macneill Weir in The Tragedy of Ramsay MacDonald
(1938), and, in fictional form, by Howard Spring in his novel Fame is
the Spur (1940). Only the publication in 1977 of David Marquand’s
biography, with its very careful examination of the sources, notably
MacDonald’s own extensive diaries, showed this belief to have been
erroneous.
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MacDonald himself also believed in betrayal – but felt that the
culprits were his former Labour colleagues. They had abandoned their
Socialist principles, in his view, by becoming spokesmen for a sectional
interest, that of the TUC. He fought the election hard, and held his
north-eastern mining constituency of Seaham against a vigorous chal-
lenge from his former agent. What he had not anticipated – and did not
at all welcome – was the staggering defeat inflicted on the Labour Party
as a whole. It was reduced to 52 seats, against 554 for the National
Government (including 473 Tories). Only one former Cabinet minister –
George Lansbury – managed to hold his seat, and he subsequently took
over the leadership from Henderson.

The new government was overwhelmingly Tory in its complexion,
and MacDonald was increasingly seen as being a mere fig leaf, particu-
larly after September 1932, when Snowden and the Free Trade Liberals
resigned from the government. As during his previous governments, he
played an active international role, heading the British delegation to
the Geneva disarmament talks, and presiding over the Lausanne confer-
ence on phasing out German reparation payments. At least until early
1933, he remained the major influence on British foreign policy,
though subsequently Baldwin, whose responsibilities as Lord President
of the Council included defence, became more prominent. The Foreign
Secretary, Sir John Simon, was little more than a bag-carrier.

On domestic policy, it was a different story. The leading Conservatives
almost invariably got their way, and MacDonald found himself taken
for granted. He bitterly resented this, and endlessly complained about
his Tory colleagues in his diary, hinting in the entry for 27 December
1932 that he felt he had made a mistake in forming the National
Government: ‘Was I wise? Perhaps not, but it seemed as though any-
thing else was impossible.’

Meanwhile, his physical and mental powers began an embarrassing
decline. He suffered from glaucoma, necessitating debilitating eye oper-
ations, and his lapses in concentration became more and more fre-
quent, which had a disastrous effect on his speeches, both inside and
outside the Commons. Churchill woundingly said that his speeches
‘compressed the largest number of words into the smallest amount of
thought’, while Francis Williams commented that ‘he retreated into
incoherency because incoherency had become less painful than lucid-
ity’ (Williams 1965, p.130). By 1933 MacDonald had become a standing
embarrassment to the government, and there can be no doubt that if he
had been a Conservative he would have been pushed into resignation.
Instead, in order to maintain the fiction that it was still a National
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rather than a Tory government, he was pressed to stay on for at least
two years after he had ceased to play an effective role.

It was only in June 1935 that, with a general election approaching,
Baldwin at last took over the reins, though MacDonald lingered on, tak-
ing over Baldwin’s post as Lord President of the Council. There were more
humiliations to come. In the general election, which the government
won with a large if inevitably reduced majority (Conservatives 432 seats,
Labour 154, Liberals 21), MacDonald was heavily defeated at Seaham by
his old sponsor for the Labour leadership, Emanuel Shinwell. There fol-
lowed a desperate search to find him another seat in a by-election, and he
was eventually returned for the Scottish Universities, despite his having
been a passionate opponent of university representation. He continued
to sit in the Cabinet – devoid of any influence – until Baldwin himself
made way for Neville Chamberlain in May 1937. In November of the
same year he died at sea, aged 71, during a voyage to South America
which he had hoped would restore his health.

By any reckoning, MacDonald was a major historical figure, though
he hardly rates as one of the more successful Prime Ministers. His essen-
tial achievement was in creating a new political party and leading it with
exceptional skill and judgement so that, from small beginnings, it
became one of the two great contending parties of state. This judgement
failed him in 1931, and his character flaws – his vanity and inability to
take others into his confidence – no doubt contributed to that failure.

The hard knocks he then inflicted on the Labour Party might, some
feared, have proved mortal, but the construct he had built proved
strong enough to survive. As Marquand suggested at the end of his
biography, the Labour Party which triumphed in 1945 and transformed
the face of British society was his true ‘monument’, though few Labour
MPs at the time ‘would have acknowledged a debt to MacDonald’
(Marquand 1977, p.794).
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CHAPTER 9

Neville Chamberlain – A 
Family Affair

Many leading politicians come from political families which largely
shape the course of their own political careers. Yet few have been so
dominated, first by the presence, and then by the memory, of his
remarkable father as Neville Chamberlain.
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Joe Chamberlain was an epic figure. Sent from London at the age of
18 to run his family’s screw manufacturing business in Birmingham, he
became within a very few years one of the rapidly growing city’s leading
businessmen, and then the dominant force on the city council, serving
as Lord Mayor in 1873–75, and building up a formidable Liberal politi-
cal machine in the city. Elected an MP in 1876, he entered Gladstone’s
second Cabinet four years later as President of the Board of Trade and
effective leader of the Radical faction of the party, but broke with
Gladstone over Irish Home Rule in 1886, leading his ‘Liberal Unionists’
into a close alliance with Lord Salisbury’s Conservatives, and subse-
quently serving as Colonial Secretary in two Conservative Cabinets.
Having split the Liberal Party in 1886, he repeated the trick with the
Conservatives in 1903, when his resignation from Balfour’s Cabinet,
over tariff reform, led to its premature demise.

Joe’s marital career was no less remarkable than his political progres-
sion. Brought up a Unitarian, he married (twice) into one of Birmingham’s
main Unitarian families – the Kenricks. In 1861, aged 25, he married
Harriet Kenrick, who gave birth to a daughter, Beatrice, the following
year, but died in 1863, giving birth to his elder son, Austen. Five years
later, he married her cousin, Florence Kenrick, and Neville was born the
following year, followed by three younger sisters until, in 1875
Florence, too, died in childbirth. In 1888, after unsuccessfully wooing
the young Beatrice Potter (later Webb), who was unwilling to accept his
views on male dominance, Joe wed for the third time, a young
American woman, Mary Endicott, who was actually a year younger
than Austen and only five years older than Neville.

The young Neville grew up in the two successive houses which Joe
acquired in the Birmingham suburbs – first at Edgbaston, and then, far-
ther out, towards Moseley. Here he built a rather grand but frightfully
ugly house which he called Highbury, recalling his own youth in
Islington. Neville’s mother died when he was six, and the household
was then presided over, in turn, by two of Joe’s sisters, Caroline and
Clara. Neville found his Aunt Clara cold and unresponsive, and was
delighted that, when he was 16, her role was taken over by Austen’s
elder sister Beatrice, then aged 22. She herself gave way to Joe’s third
wife, Mary, three years later, who proved a devoted stepmother to
Neville and, in particular, to his three younger sisters.

Joe frequently entertained at Highbury, where there was a constant
flow of guests, many of them visiting politicians and important
national figures, as well as local Birmingham dignitaries. Yet for long
periods he was away in London, and never really got on intimate terms



with his younger son. As Neville recalled much later in a letter to one of
his sisters, ‘For a good many years I respected and feared him more than
I loved him ... the piercing eye ... few could face it with comfort.’ Nor
was he close to his half-brother – ‘a certain deference’, he wrote, entered
into his relationship with Austen.

Nevertheless, Neville was supremely happy in the bosom of his
family. He was devoted to his three younger sisters, Ida, Hilda and
Ethel. The first two never married, and he unfailingly wrote to them,
alternately, long, detailed letters almost every week from 1916, when
he left Birmingham for London, until his death in 1940. These letters
formed the principal source for his official biography, written by
Keith Feiling. In addition to them, he had large numbers of mostly
female cousins living nearby, who were always in and out of the house,
and they became a close and loving family clan, of which Neville
became the natural leader. Outside the clan, however, he was shy and
withdrawn, and was bitterly unhappy at Rugby, despite being an above-
average pupil. It was during the school holidays that he came into his
own, romping with his younger kin in the spacious grounds of
Highbury, and cultivating his passions for music, bird watching
and botany, which in later life were supplemented by an equal devotion
to fly fishing.

Austen had preceded Neville at Rugby, where he had achieved every
distinction, but thereafter their paths were to diverge. The elder son was
destined by his father for a political career; he was educated at
Cambridge, Berlin and Paris, and was elected to the House of Commons,
as a Liberal Unionist, before his 30th birthday. Neville, his father
decided, should go into business and the question of a university educa-
tion did not arise. Instead, he was sent as a day student to Mason
College, Birmingham, where for two years he studied mathematics,
engineering and metallurgy, and was subsequently apprenticed to a
Birmingham firm of chartered accountants.

Joe Chamberlain had disposed of his interest in the firm of
Nettlefold & Chamberlain in 1874, but was on the lookout for invest-
ment opportunities and in 1891, when Neville was 22, he bought part
of the island of Andros, in the Bahamas, and sent his younger son out to
establish a sisal plantation with a view to producing fibre for rope mak-
ing. It was a singularly ill-considered venture. The soil on the island was
poor and the local strain of the plant proved incapable of producing a
commercial yield. Nevertheless, the young Neville threw himself into
the enterprise with a fierce determination to succeed, not least to
impress his father and his gilded half-brother.
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He was desperately lonely, with only a white overseer, whom he did
not consider his social or intellectual equal, and some 800 natives to
supervise. He drugged himself with unceasing toil, and within four
years had cleared 6000 acres of bush, planted it, built roads, houses,
stores and shop and a wharf, imported machinery from Cuba and
begun to lay a railway line to transport the fibre to the wharf. It was all
in vain; the quality of the finished fibre was so poor it was impossible to
find any customers to buy it. Yet Neville refused to face the facts, perse-
vering long after there was any realistic hope of turning the venture
round, and it was only after six years – in 1897 – that he returned to
Birmingham and confessed that the operation was a total failure. By
then, it had cost Joe more than a third of his fortune.

‘It is not difficult to find in the young man on the island of Andros
some of the virtues and defects that were later to be seen in the Prime
Minister’, was the perceptive comment of Francis Williams.

The virtues of tenacity and courage, the defects of obstinacy and
refusal to recognise any fact that did not fit in with his own
hopes ... [his] increasingly exasperated contempt for the general
incompetence of humanity, so incapable of appreciating what was
good for it, so unwilling to do what it was told ... [he] was forced by
the conditions of his life into a habit of inordinate dependence upon
his own solitary judgment. (Williams 1965, p.139)

Yet Chamberlain blamed himself, perhaps unduly, for the Andros
debacle, and determined to redeem himself, above all in the eyes of his
father, by plunging into a business career in Birmingham. Family con-
nections helped him secure controlling directorships in two medium-
sized metal-making firms, but it was his clear if unimaginative mind,
exceptional diligence and careful – even excessive – attention to detail
which contributed to his success. He kept his head down, and after
14 years of steady if unspectacular growth by the two firms he had
established himself as one of the city’s leading businessmen and earned
a sufficient competence to be able to consider wider horizons.

In 1911 he was 42 years old, and that year he took two decisive steps
which were to determine the future pattern of his life. On 5 January, he
got married to Anne de Vere Cole, the daughter of an army officer and
country landowner. The marriage was to bring him great happiness,
and the birth within three years of both a daughter, Dorothy, and a son,
Frank. It did little to alter the public persona of a stiff, pernickety,
obstinate character, whom many of his associates had regarded as an



inveterate bachelor. In November, he was elected to the city council of
Birmingham, which that year was greatly expanded by the absorption
of many of its suburbs within the city boundaries.

Neville was already heavily involved in civic activities in
Birmingham, becoming chairman of the General Hospital and a leading
campaigner for the creation of a new university, which would absorb
George Mason College. He had shown little public interest in politics,
though he was a fully committed supporter of the Conservative
Opposition to the Liberal government and of his father’s tariff reform
policies. By this time, Joe, who had suffered a devastating stroke in
1906, was totally incapacitated, though he remained an MP until his
death in 1914. Austen had fulfilled his early promise, rising to
Chancellor of the Exchequer under Arthur Balfour and was currently
the favourite to succeed him as Tory leader, though – as described in
Chapter 6 – he eventually stood down in favour of Bonar Law. Neville
still appeared to be the ugly duckling of the family, and there were few
indications that he would rise to a higher position in the state than his
illustrious father and brother.

Joining Birmingham City Council was the making of Neville. He
quickly revealed outstanding skills as a municipal administrator, and
showed that he had inherited the radical instincts – at least as far as
local government was concerned – of his father, who had first made his
reputation as a reforming Lord Mayor four decades earlier. As chairman
of the Town Planning Committee, he pioneered the first comprehen-
sive town planning schemes ever to be adopted in Britain, and – against
strong opposition from banking interests – he established the first and
only municipal savings bank in the country, which proved a lasting
success. After only four years on the council, he became Lord Mayor in
1915 – amazingly the 11th member of his family to hold the post, but
the only one – apart from Joe – to leave a distinctive mark. The conde-
scending description of him, often attributed to Churchill but actually
by Lord Hugh Cecil, as ‘a good Lord Mayor of Birmingham – in a lean
year’ was a considerable under-evaluation.

If it was not for his half-brother, Neville would probably have been
content to continue serving his native city for many years, finally
retiring amidst much honour as the great Panjandrum of British local
government. But Austen, having joined Lloyd George’s coalition gov-
ernment as Secretary of State for India, was asked by the Prime Minister
if he could recommend a good administrator to take over the new post
of Director-General of National Service, and had no qualms in suggest-
ing his younger sibling.
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Thinking it was his wartime duty to serve the government in what-
ever capacity was proposed, Neville immediately resigned as Lord
Mayor and travelled to London to assume his appointment in March
1917, without any discussion of the extent of his responsibilities or
even whether he would receive a salary.

Seven months later he resigned, feeling that the fiasco of Andros had
been repeated, but this time he did not blame himself. He complained
to his sisters of his ‘d—d well-meaning brother’, but his real ire was
directed at Lloyd George, who he believed had utterly failed to give him
the necessary backing to make a success of his assignment. This had
been to organise voluntary recruitment both for military service, but
above all for civilian work in war industries.

In fact, Neville was all at sea in Whitehall, whose ways were very
different from those of Birmingham Town Hall. Not possessing a seat in
the Cabinet, or even in the House of Commons, he was unable to
defend himself from political attack, and was regularly outmanoeuvred
by the War Office and the Ministry of Labour, which were in no mood to
cede any of their responsibilities to the new department. Neville and his
civil servants were subjected to a malicious campaign by Lord
Northcliffe’s newspapers (including The Times), which were anxious to
abandon the voluntary principle in favour of compulsion. Stubborn as
ever, Neville held on to his post for several months after it was clear that
his position was hopeless, and finally threw in the towel in August 1917.

Neville drew two conclusions from this episode. One was that Lloyd
George was fundamentally untrustworthy, and he resolved never again
to have any dealings with him. The other was that he must get elected
to the House of Commons if he was ever again to serve in a national
post. Back in Birmingham, he tried – without success – to induce one or
other of the sitting Tory MPs to resign in his favour, but he had to wait
until the general election of December 1918, when he fought the newly
created constituency of Birmingham Ladywood, to begin his parliamen-
tary career at the age of 49. This was far older than any other twentieth-
century Prime Minister, but once elected, Neville lost little time in
making up for his late start.

His maiden speech, on the Rent Restriction Bill – in which he argued
for more arduous conditions to be met by landlords before they would
be permitted to raise rents – led to an immediate reversal of govern-
ment policy. A rare achievement by a backbencher, which he followed
up a few weeks later by successfully carrying an amendment against
the government on the Electricity Supply Bill. These and other early
parliamentary speeches were delivered with great clarity and authority,
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reflecting their author’s formidable command of detail and the experi-
ence he had gained in local government. He introduced a Private
Member’s Bill to give protection to the children of unmarried mothers
and was appointed to a number of influential committees, several of
them as chairman. Little over a year after his election, he was offered a
post in the government as Under-Secretary for Health. After some hesi-
tation, he declined, not being able to bring himself to serve under Lloyd
George.

At this time, Austen was Chancellor of the Exchequer, and in 1921
succeeded Bonar Law as leader of the Conservative Party. Though rela-
tions between the two brothers were generally good, they disagreed
sharply in their views on the Prime Minister. It was therefore fortunate
that Neville, who was returning from a holiday in Canada, was absent
from the famous Carlton Club meeting on 19 October 1922, when
Austen vigorously defended Lloyd George at a meeting of Tory MPs,
and saw his own leadership swept aside as they voted by 187 votes to 87
to withdraw from the coalition government. Bonar Law consequently
became Prime Minister of a purely Conservative government, and on
his return to Britain, Neville received a message offering to appoint
him as Postmaster-General. He hastened to consult Austen, who, he
reported to his sister Hilda, ‘took the idea very badly, feeling that if I
accepted it would be the last drop of bitterness in the cup’ (Macleod 1961,
p.87). Neville then declared that he would give up the post, and with it
his political career because ‘I cared more for our personal relations than
for politics.’ Austen, shamed or, perhaps, deeply moved, immediately
withdrew his opposition.

Bonar Law, and his successor, Stanley Baldwin, were both immensely
impressed by Chamberlain’s judgements and administrative gifts, and
his ministerial career took off like a rocket. Within little over a year, he
had worked his way through three successive posts, including Minister
of Health (where he passed an important housing bill). In August 1923
Baldwin wrote to him on holiday offering him the post of Chancellor of
the Exchequer, which he promptly declined, writing to his sister Ida,

I should be a fish out of water. I know nothing of finance; I like
spending money much better than saving it; I hate blocking other
people’s schemes and – I only thought of this after I had written – I
shall have to live in Downing St. instead of Eaton Square.

But Baldwin would not take no for an answer, and after a long inter-
view in Downing Street Chamberlain reluctantly agreed to take the
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post, which Baldwin himself had been occupying on a temporary
basis. Not that Chamberlain had any time to show his mettle.
Barely three months after his appointment, Baldwin and his govern-
ment went down to defeat in the 1923 election, before he was able to
produce a single Budget. He could have resumed the chancellorship less
than a year later, when the Labour government went down to defeat
in the October 1924 election, but doggedly refused. ‘I am likely to
be a great Minister of Health,’ he wrote, ‘but am not likely to be more
than a second rate Chancellor.’ In choosing the lesser office, he was
(consciously?) following in the footsteps of his father, who preferred
being Colonial Secretary to Chancellor, under both Salisbury and
Balfour.

Whether or not he was influenced by Joe’s example, he was showing
a clear-headed awareness of his own abilities and limitations which was
not always typical of him. As Minister of Health he was the undoubted
star of Baldwin’s second government and clearly established himself as
the number two in the Conservative hierarchy. His determination and
self-confidence were remarkable. Within a week of taking office, he had
circulated his bemused Cabinet colleagues with a list of 25 bills which
he intended to carry over the next four years. In the event, 21 of them
reached the Statute Book, along with several others, which he had not
originally foreseen.

They included a major reform of the rating system, and a compre-
hensive reform of local government, which also involved the aboli-
tion of the Poor Law Guardians. The general tenor of his reforms was
in a socially progressive direction, which might have led to him
being characterised as being well on the left wing of the
Conservative Party, many of whose members resented his proposals.
He averted this tag thanks to his cold public personality, which pre-
vented him from showing any sympathy for the plight of the unem-
ployed, and his studied contempt for the Labour leadership. Baldwin
was to rebuke him for this, in June 1927 when, he wrote to one of
his sisters, ‘Stanley begged me to remember that I was addressing a
meeting of gentlemen. I always gave him the impression, he said,
when I spoke in the House of Commons, that I looked on the Labour
Party as dirt.’

In the 1929 general election, Chamberlain shrewdly moved from the
inner city constituency of Ladywood, which turned out to be a Labour
gain, to the plusher seat of Edgbaston, which he represented for the
remainder of his life. In Opposition, Baldwin appointed him as party
chairman, and he instituted the Conservative Research Department and
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commissioned a study on the introduction of tariffs. When, in February
1931, rumbles of discontent about Baldwin’s leadership reached him,
he made no attempt to play them down, and passed on to his leader a
savagely critical report from the Chief Agent, which implied that he
should stand down in Chamberlain’s favour. A shaken Baldwin agreed
to go, but then changed his mind overnight and decided to fight back,
excoriating the press lords, Beaverbrook and Rothermere, who had been
campaigning against him, and routing the candidate whom they had
put up against the official Tory in a crucial by-election in Westminster
St George’s. Chamberlain was now 61, only two years younger than
Baldwin, and it looked as though he had blown his best chance of
succeeding him.

Yet he continued to be the party’s work-horse, and his assiduity was
widely contrasted with Baldwin’s apparent laziness. This stood him in
good stead in August 1931, when he remained in London during the
death throes of Ramsay MacDonald’s Labour government, while
Baldwin returned to Aix-les-Bains to conclude his holiday. Chamberlain
favoured the formation of a coalition government, to which Baldwin
was greatly averse, but when he finally got back to London for a meet-
ing with George V on 23 August, he found that – with the Liberals
already on board – it was almost a fait accompli. He did not have the
temerity to refuse the King’s request to serve under MacDonald and
‘save the country’. As Roy Jenkins comments, had he returned to
London earlier, ‘he might have been asked a less direct question and
been able to divert the pressure’ (Jenkins 1998, p.344). For Baldwin, this
meant that his return to the premiership was postponed for another
four years; for Chamberlain it was confirmation of his still increasing
authority within the Tory Party.

Chamberlain became Minister of Health in the new National
Government, but after the election in October 1931, when it was
returned with a huge (and predominantly Conservative) majority, he
replaced Philip Snowden as Chancellor of the Exchequer. This time he
had no hesitation in accepting the post, as he saw that the conjunction
of the economic crisis and the massive Tory majority would give him
the ideal opportunity to implement the protectionist doctrines he had
inherited from his father, thus bringing an end to 90 years of free trade.
It mattered little to him that, in so doing, he would drive Snowden and
the free trade Liberal ministers to resignation. He announced the new
policy – which included a general revenue tariff of 10 per cent, variable
upwards to 100 per cent for industries, such as steel, needing special
safeguards, and downwards to nil for reasons of Commonwealth
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preference – on 4 February 1932, which he described in a letter as ‘the
great day of my life’. He ended his speech with the following words:

There can have been few occasions in all our long political history
when the son of a man who counted for something in his day and
generation has been vouchsafed the privilege of setting the seal on
the work which his father began but was forced to leave unfin-
ished ... I believe he would have found consolation for his disap-
pointment if he could have foreseen that these proposals, which are
the direct and legitimate descendants of his own conception would
be laid before the House of Commons, which he loved, in the
presence of one and by the lips of the other of the two immediate
successors to his name and blood.

He was, of course, referring to Austen, whom he had long ago super-
seded as his father’s principal political heir, and who was now languish-
ing on the backbenches, from which he descended to give his brother a
warm handshake. It was no accident that Neville, the late starter, had
forged ahead in the political race. The elder brother was both the more
pompous and the more soft-centred of the two; Neville had more iron
determination in his character than Austen, who was the subject of a
famous quip by F.E. Smith (Lord Birkenhead): ‘Poor old Austen. He
always played the game, and he always lost it.’

Neville was less lucky with the second half of his operation, which was
to persuade the governments of the Dominions to offer reciprocal prefer-
ences to British exporters. The Ottawa conference on Commonwealth
trade, which he attended with six other British Cabinet ministers in July
1932, was only a very partial success. According to Roy Jenkins, ‘enough
discrimination was achieved to give the Americans a running grievance,
but not enough to produce any great stimulus of Empire trade’ (Jenkins
1998, p.348).

Chamberlain proved an extremely efficient Chancellor, who probably
achieved the best results possible from highly inappropriate policies. His
Budgets, all very restrictive, succeeded in balancing the books, and by
1935 he had rescinded the last of the savage cuts imposed in 1931, and a
partial economic recovery had taken place. Yet Chamberlain steadfastly
refused to contemplate any Keynesian measures, and he was contemptu-
ous of the public works programmes introduced by President Franklin
Roosevelt as part of his New Deal.

Chamberlain retained the chancellorship when Baldwin succeeded
Macdonald in 1935, and he held the office for nearly six years until
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May 1937, when he himself became Prime Minister, at the advanced
age of 68, and two months after the death of Austen. Neither
MacDonald nor Baldwin had shown the slightest inclination to inter-
fere with his stewardship, and he was the undisputed master of Britain’s
economic policies throughout his tenure. As Prime Minister, he early
showed that he had no intention of treating his own ministers with
such a light hand, and – in particular – that he was determined to
ensure that he was in complete command of foreign policy. His interest
had been aroused in 1934, when there had been an attempt to make
him Foreign Secretary to replace the ineffective Sir John Simon.
Chamberlain successfully resisted the move, but he subsequently paid
much closer attention to international affairs. He was more alarmed
than Baldwin by the rise of Nazi military power, and less unnerved than
him by the 1935 Peace Ballot which had inhibited Baldwin from
embracing a full-hearted rearmament programme. It was Chamberlain
who took the initiative by proposing a substantial increase in the air
estimates in his 1934 budget. This may well have proved the decisive
factor in the Battle of Britain six years later.

Chamberlain, too, was at first strongly in favour of backing League of
Nations’ sanctions against Italy, following Mussolini’s invasion of
Abyssinia, and it was only when these appeared to have failed, having
been only partially applied, that he changed his tack. There was no
point, he asserted, in continuing with ineffective sanctions, and he
henceforth put his faith in appeasing first Mussolini and then Hitler,
who he assumed were rational men, prepared to act reasonably if their
legitimate grievances were met. The first obstacle to carrying out
Chamberlain’s intentions was his Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden –
young, glamorous and vain – whom he had inherited from Baldwin.

Eden doubted the wisdom of Chamberlain’s attempt to woo
Mussolini by offering to legitimise his conquest of Abyssinia, and his
nose was put out of joint by what he believed to be the Prime Minister’s
use of his sister-in-law Ivy Chamberlain, Austen’s widow, who was visit-
ing Rome, to negotiate behind his back. He was also shocked by
Chamberlain’s abrupt dismissal of a proposal by President Roosevelt to
summon a peace and security conference in Washington. Eden resigned
on 20 February 1938, and was replaced by the more compliant Lord
Halifax, leaving the still very junior R.A. Butler to answer Foreign Office
questions in the House of Commons, though in the event Chamberlain
himself took the major questions. Shortly before, he had shifted
Sir Robert Vansittart, who was known to be anti-German and anti-
appeasement, from his post as Permanent Under-Secretary of the
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Foreign Office. He then increasingly used his personal advisor, Sir
Horace Wilson, an industrial relations expert who had no experience
whatever of foreign affairs, as his chief diplomatic ‘fixer’.

Chamberlain’s commitment to appeasement (which was not then a
‘dirty’ word) was by no means an unworthy one. He hated the prospect
of war, having been deeply scarred by the experiences of 1914–18,
when, although he was too old for military service, he had been greatly
affected by the death in action of his younger cousin, Norman
Chamberlain, his closest ally on the Birmingham City Council, about
whom this very unemotional man had published a moving memoir. He
also shared the view, more widely held on the left, that the Treaty of
Versailles had been unduly harsh on Germany, and that some restitu-
tion should be made. The tragedy was that what was withheld from a
democratic Germany in the 1920s was willingly yielded, with interest,
to the brutal Nazi dictatorship ten years later.

Chamberlain’s error, and it was an egregious one, was in persisting
with the policy long after it was apparent that, so far from placating the
aggressive intent of the dictators, it was merely feeding their appetites
for more and more outrageous demands. The refusal to confront Hitler’s
illegal military occupation of the Rhineland in 1936, or to react against
the German and Italian intervention on Franco’s side in the Spanish
Civil War, led directly to his invasion of Austria in March 1938, to
which Chamberlain made no serious protest and, indeed, replied to an
urgent Russian request for Anglo-French-Soviet talks on joint resistance
to any future aggression, that they would be ‘inappropriate’.

Having swallowed up Austria, the Nazi dictator switched his attention
to Czechoslovakia, where the large German minority in the Sudetenland
had experienced a certain degree of discrimination, which fell far short of
outright oppression. Czechoslovakia had a defensive pact with France, to
which Britain was morally if not legally committed. The Soviet govern-
ment was also pledged to come to the aid of the Czechs. Their govern-
ment expressed its willingness to grant internal self-government to the
Sudetens, but the Sudeten leader Konrad Henlein – egged on by Hitler –
promptly upped his demands to the outright annexation by Germany
of the whole region. On 12 September 1938, in a violent speech in
Nuremberg, Hitler threatened imminent military action if the Czech
government refused to cede the territory.

Edouard Daladier, the French Prime Minister, seemed ready to go to
war in defence of the Czechs, provided Britain did the same, though his
Cabinet was far from resolute. Chamberlain, who had earlier sent the
British banker and former Liberal politician Lord Runciman to Prague,
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in an attempt to mediate, now sent a message to Hitler suggesting an
immediate meeting to discuss a peaceful settlement. On 15 September
he flew to Berchtesgaden – his first ever flight.

At Berchtesgaden, Chamberlain did little more than listen to a long
rant by the Führer, who talked of the necessity of racial unity, boasted
of his success in ‘incorporating’ the Austrian people into the Reich and
stated that the 3 million Sudeten Germans must be similarly incorpo-
rated, and that Czechoslovakia must end its ‘threatening military
alliance’ with Soviet Russia. Chamberlain made no attempt to counter
Hitler’s claims, saying merely that he would have to consult his Cabinet
colleagues before giving a response. In the meantime, Hitler agreed to
make no precipitate move. Chamberlain was not unduly impressed by
the personality of Hitler, whom he later described to his Cabinet as
‘the commonest little dog’, and wrote to Ida: ‘You would take him for the
house painter he once was.’ Nevertheless, he concluded, ‘I got the
impression that here was a man who could be relied upon when he had
given his word.’

He returned to London in a complacent mood, confident that if the
Czechs could be dragooned into accepting Hitler’s demands all would be
well. After assuring a somewhat restless Cabinet of his conviction that if
Hitler was allowed to annex the Sudetenland that would mark the end
of his ambitions, he met Daladier and his Foreign Minister, Georges
Bonnet, who had travelled to London. It was a difficult encounter, last-
ing from before lunch until late in the evening, but finally the French
duo was persuaded that they, too, should leave the Czechs in the lurch,
despite their treaty commitments. At two o’clock the following morning
the Czech President, Edvard Benes̆, was summoned from his bed by the
British and French ambassadors and was told that unless his govern-
ment immediately agreed to Hitler’s demands it would be abandoned to
its fate. Faced with such overwhelming pressure, the Czechs felt they
had no alternative but to give way.

Chamberlain returned for a second visit to Hitler, at Bad Godesberg
on 22 September, confident of a warm reception, given that he was in a
position to report acceptance of what he believed to be the Führer’s
demands. Not only the British, but the French and Czech governments
were now agreeable, he said, to a peaceful and orderly transfer, under
international supervision, of the territories with a German-speaking
majority. He was appalled by Hitler’s response, delivered in a tone of
high hysteria. This was that there could be no question of international
supervision: within a week German troops would enter an area marked
on the map by Hitler himself (which would include 800,000 Czechs),
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and everything within the area must be handed over by the Czechs –
not even a single cow might be removed. It was evident that Hitler was
at least as much interested in a military triumph as in the acquisition of
German-speaking territories. Chamberlain was shaken by Hitler’s out-
burst, but undertook to transmit the terms to the Czech government,
without recommending them. He returned to London to report back to
the Cabinet.

Here he faced a rebellion, surprisingly led by the hitherto arch-appeaser
Lord Halifax. The Foreign Secretary sharply contradicted Chamberlain’s
view that the Czechs should still be pressed to submit. He felt, he said,
that Hitler ‘was dictating terms as though he had won a war but with-
out having to fight’. Halifax’s arguments swung over a majority of the
Cabinet, which was also influenced by mounting evidence that public
opinion was swinging in favour of standing up to the German threats.
The Cabinet reached no formal conclusions, but when it adjourned the
general feeling was that if German troops were to enter Czechoslovakia
Britain would have to join France in declaring war on Germany.

A naval mobilisation was ordered, and civil preparations for war
proceeded apace, yet Chamberlain revealed just how little prepared he
was to adopt the role of war leader by the hand-wringing broadcast he
made on 27 September, when he said:

How horrible, fantastic, incredible it is that we should be digging
trenches and trying on gas masks here because of a quarrel in a far
away country between people of whom we know nothing.

Yet even then, he did not give up trying. He dispatched Horace Wilson
to Berlin to make a last despairing appeal to Hitler, and followed this up
with a request to Mussolini to use his influence on his fellow dictator. In
the midst of a fraught Cabinet meeting on 28 September, a relatively con-
ciliatory message from Hitler was handed to Chamberlain, in which he
insisted that German troops would march into the areas already con-
ceded by the Czechs after the Berchtesgaden meeting, but that plebiscites
should be held in the remaining areas. This was similar to a compromise
plan already drawn up by Halifax, and it was agreed that Chamberlain
should seek a further meeting with Hitler to clarify his intentions.
Chamberlain then left for the Commons to address a House which fully
expected that Britain would be at war within a few hours. In the midst of
his speech, a further note arrived from Hitler announcing that he was
convening a meeting in Munich the following day with Mussolini, and
inviting Daladier and Chamberlain to attend. Chamberlain announced
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on the spot that he would accept the invitation, and the House
responded with a great outpouring of relief and exaltation.

Early the following morning, Chamberlain, a tall incongruous figure,
dressed in Edwardian clothing and clutching a rolled umbrella, boarded
an aircraft at Heston aerodrome, to the west of London, accompanied
by Horace Wilson, a clutch of officials and his Parliamentary Private
Secretary, Lord Dunglass MP (subsequently rather better known as the
Earl of Home or Sir Alec Douglas-Home). The conference, from which the
Czechs were rigorously excluded, started at 12.30 p.m. and continued,
with lunch and dinner breaks, for about 14 hours. On paper, the agree-
ment, which was eventually reached by the four leaders and signed in
the early hours of 30 September, was less brutal than the terms laid down
by Hitler at Bad Godesberg. The German occupation was staggered over
ten days, instead of being effected on 1 October, and an international
commission was to be set up to supervise the transfer of territories and to
organise plebiscites in the disputed areas. In practice, it was to make little
difference, as Hitler systematically flouted all the conditional elements in
the agreement, which he tore up the following March when his troops
occupied Prague and the rest of Czechoslovakia. The sole purpose of the
agreement seems to have been to provide a figleaf for Daladier’s and
Chamberlain’s sacrifice of Central Europe’s only democratic state.

Chamberlain stayed on for a further meeting with Hitler, when he
induced him to sign a vacuous declaration which stated that ‘We regard
the Agreement signed last night ... as symbolic of the desire of our two
countries never to go to war with one another again.’ This was the
famous scrap of paper which he waved in the air on his arrival back in
Heston, where he was greeted by an hysterical crowd, rejoicing that
there would be no war.

Munich cost Chamberlain the resignation of the First Lord of the
Admiralty, Duff Cooper, who joined the small band of anti-appeasement
rebels led by Winston Churchill, but won him vast – if short-lived –
popularity in the country. Munich subsequently became a dirty word in
the English language, though Chamberlain continues to have his
defenders, who argue that the agreement gave Britain a year’s grace,
and that it was in a better position to wage war one year later than it
had  been in 1938. This was no doubt true, but it is even more evident
that the improvement in Germany’s military might was far greater. The
evidence is authoritatively examined by the historian Graham Stewart
in Burying Caesar: Churchill, Chamberlain and the Battle for the Tory Party.
His conclusion was that ‘the justification for Munich seems threadbare’
(Stewart 1999, pp.310–18).
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The halo surrounding Chamberlain after Munich did not long survive.
After the Kristallnacht pogrom in November 1938 it appeared quite tat-
tered, and it was totally destroyed by the Nazi occupation of Prague four
months later. The desperate and unrealistic guarantees that Chamberlain
then gave to Poland and Romania were almost immediately negated by
the failure to back them up with an agreement with the Soviet Union,
whose signature of the Nazi-Soviet Pact on 23 August 1939 sounded the
death knell for Poland, which was invaded by German troops nine days
later. With evident reluctance, Chamberlain then declared war on
Germany, after giving Hitler 48 hours to reconsider and withdraw his
troops. He sought to enlarge his government by bringing in the
Opposition Labour and Liberal parties, but they refused to serve under
him. The inclusion of Winston Churchill, as First Lord of the Admiralty,
and of Anthony Eden, as Dominions Secretary, was evidently intended as
an assurance that the war would be conducted vigorously.

This was hardly the case; the period of ‘phoney war’ began, leading
Chamberlain to make the unfortunate observation in April 1940 that
Hitler had ‘missed the bus’. Just over a month later, Chamberlain him-
self was forced to resign after a dramatic debate on a Labour censure
motion. The government’s majority fell from 240 to 81, with 41 Tories
voting with the Opposition, and 60 others abstaining. Chamberlain
made a final attempt to form a coalition government, but neither
Labour nor the Liberals were prepared to serve, and he submitted his
resignation, in the hope that Halifax would replace him (see next chap-
ter). The censure debate had followed the disastrous Norwegian cam-
paign, for which, ironically, Churchill bore the responsibility as First
Lord. Chamberlain, however, attracted all the blame because of his
utter failure to present himself as a convincing war leader.

He joined Churchill’s government as Lord President, and proved a
loyal and co-operative colleague, notably – though after some hesitation –
joining Churchill and his two Labour colleagues in the five-man War
Cabinet in rejecting Halifax’s proposal to explore peace negotiations
with Hitler. By then, cancer was creeping up on him and, after an
unsuccessful operation in August, he resigned on 30 September. He died
on 9 November, without any regrets, saying in one of his last letters, to
Baldwin, ‘Never for one instant have I doubted the rightness of what I
did at Munich.’

It was as well for his peace of mind that he retained this certitude in
his own judgement. For the appeasement policy was almost entirely his
own project, pursued against the advice of top Foreign Office officials
and without heed to occasional dissentient voices within his own
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Cabinet. Not that he was in the habit of seeking advice from his ministers,
whom he regarded ‘not as joint architects of policy but as executive
officers called together from time to time to report what they were
doing and to receive their instructions’ (Williams 1965, p.161).
Chamberlain was a true loner, who, according to his biographer, Keith
Feiling, never had a single friend in whom he was able to confide. ‘His
family always excepted,’ Feiling concluded, ‘he did not depend on
other human beings’ (Feiling 1946). Right up to the end, Chamberlain
remained a man who communed only with his wife, his two adoring
spinster sisters and the spirits of his dead father and brother.
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CHAPTER 10

Winston Churchill – His 
Finest Hour

In all the other chapters of this book, the attempt has been made to
deal, however briefly, with the main political events in the entire
careers of the personalities discussed. In the case of Winston Leonard
Spencer Churchill (1874–1965) this has proved impracticable – so long
and varied was his career, and so many and great its vicissitudes, that
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such an approach would have been unrealistic within the tight space
constraints of this volume. It has, accordingly, been decided to concen-
trate almost wholly on his wartime premiership, from 1940–45, and
in particular on his contribution during the fateful year of 1940.

It is, however, necessary to consider the early circumstances of
Churchill’s life to understand the character of the man who became
Prime Minister on 10 May 1940, at the age of 65. His father, Lord
Randolph Churchill, a younger son of the 7th Duke of Marlborough,
was a highly unstable figure and a demagogic politician, who became a
youthful Chancellor of the Exchequer, only to resign from the post in a
fit of pique after five months, in December 1886, dying nine years later
at the age of 45 from syphilis. Lord Randolph was married to Jennie
Jerome, the beautiful daughter of an American millionaire, whose for-
tune, sadly, proved to be insecurely based. A woman of easy virtue, who
was to run through three husbands and a reputed 200 lovers, she was a
glamorous but necessarily remote figure in the life of the young
Winston, who was grievously neglected by both his parents.

This did not prevent him from idolising them. He doted on his
mother from afar, and – as a young man – wrote a highly readable but
unjustifiably laudatory biography of Lord Randolph. From his parents
he inherited extravagant tastes, but not the financial means to support
them – a gap he was largely able to fill by his amazing productivity as a
journalist and author. An under-educated man, who was an indifferent
pupil at his public school (Harrow), he nevertheless emerged with a
deep love and knowledge of the English language, modelling his own
style on the great rolling passages of the works of the historians Gibbon
and Macaulay.

He also learnt early on that if he was to fan the flickering interest of
his absent parents he must seize every opportunity to attract attention to
himself. He grew up to be an exceptionally brash young man – a show-
off, but one who was prepared to work diligently to obtain his objectives.
He also became oblivious to personal danger, rushing round the world
from one trouble spot to another in his search for glory and renown as a
soldier and part-time journalist. This took him from Cuba to Sudan, the
North-West Frontier and South Africa (where he escaped after being cap-
tured by the Boers) in the five years from 1895 to 1900, when he was
elected for the first time as Tory MP for Oldham, at the age of 25.

The young Churchill had a pugnacious nature, but also a deeply
romantic temperament. An ardent patriot, strongly committed to the
British Empire, then straddling a quarter of the globe, he looked for
inspiration to his warrior ancestor, John Churchill, the 1st Duke of
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Marlborough, of whom he was much later to write a four-volume biography,
the success of which did much to ease the strain on his finances during
the 1930s. Despite his traditional loyalties, he was by no means fixated
on the past: he had an open, questing mind, which was ever seeking rad-
ical solutions to the problems of his own day. Intensely ambitious, he
alienated many by his apparent self-absorption, though others were
attracted by his vitality and zest for life. Among these was the 19-year-old
Violet Asquith, whom he met at a dinner party in 1906, and who
retained a vivid memory of their conversation nearly 60 years later,
recalling that his final words were: ‘We are all worms. But I do believe
that I am a glow-worm’ (Bonham Carter 1995, p.16). Beneath this brag-
gadocio, however, lay a strong melancholy streak, which manifested
itself in moods of dark depression, which he referred to as his ‘black dog’.

Violet’s father was also highly impressed by Churchill, bringing him
into his Cabinet at the young age of 31, and promoting him to such
senior offices as Home Secretary and First Lord of the Admiralty.
Personally very fond of Winston, he was less uncritically admiring than
his daughter and gradually lost his faith in his reliability, concluding in
a letter to Lady Venetia Stanley in 1916:

He will never get to the top in English politics, with all his wonderful
gifts; to speak with the tongue of men and angels, and to spend labo-
rious days and nights in administration, is no good if a man does not
inspire trust.

Asquith’s verdict in 1916 would surely have been repeated, in spades,
by a large majority of politicians in the 1930s, particularly among his
fellow Conservative MPs. A man who had changed his party affiliation
twice, who was still widely if unjustly blamed for the Gallipoli disaster
during the First World War, whose five-year term as Chancellor of the
Exchequer during 1924–29 had been devoid of any lasting achieve-
ment, who had then wasted another five years of his life campaigning,
in an unbridled way and alongside the most reactionary figures in his
own party, against modest proposals to extend self-government in
India, who had attacked his own party leaders with great ferocity, and
had attempted a last-ditch stand in defence of King Edward VIII during
the Abdication crisis, was regarded as ‘unsound’ if not completely off
his head by all but a tiny group of admirers. Few observers would demur
from the judgement of a later Tory MP and distinguished biographer,
Robert Rhodes James, who entitled his book about his career up to
1939, Churchill: A Study in Failure (1970).
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And yet one virtue of Churchill’s was to weigh more in the scales
than all his many failings – his clear-eyed view of the Nazi threat, which
predated Hitler’s rise to power in 1933, and which he tirelessly ham-
mered home over the following six years to the great discomfort of his
party leaders. This, despite the fact that he dearly wanted to resume his
ministerial career, interrupted since 1929. Baldwin regretfully, but
Chamberlain emphatically, refused to include him in their govern-
ments, even though the post of Minister of Supply, almost tailor-made
for a man of his qualities, was created specifically to facilitate the re-
armament programme.

When war broke out in September 1939, Chamberlain felt he had no
choice but to broaden his government by bringing in Churchill, partic-
ularly as both the Labour and Liberal Parties had refused to serve under
him. He became First Lord of the Admiralty, the post he had filled at the
outset of the First World War, and a signal went out to all the ships of
the fleet that ‘Winston is back’. Chamberlain was pleasantly surprised
to find him a co-operative and completely loyal colleague, who held
himself aloof from any intrigue. It was, however, impossible to disguise
the fact that he stood out as much the most combative member of the
government, and his frequent and forceful broadcasts did much to rally
national morale, while his personal popularity soared among the public
at large, if not among Tory MPs.

He was virtually the only minister who pressed ideas for carrying the
war forward aggressively against the enemy. As early as September 1939
he argued in favour of breaching Norwegian and Swedish neutrality by
occupying or destroying the iron-ore fields in northern Sweden and
cutting off vital supplies from the Germans through the Norwegian
port of Narvik. His wider plans were not accepted, but the navy was
eventually authorised to lay mines in Norwegian territorial waters, an
action which was pre-empted by the German invasion in early April.
Churchill then presided over a poorly planned and badly executed
naval and military campaign to seize Narvik and other Norwegian
ports. It was, ironically, the failure of this campaign which led to his
replacing Chamberlain as Prime Minister.

Chamberlain’s first reaction to the collapse of his majority in the
censure debate on 7–8 May was to renew his invitation to the Labour
and Liberal leaders to join a reconstructed government. Both again
refused, but indicated that they would be prepared to serve under either
Churchill or the Foreign Secretary, Lord Halifax. Halifax was a long-
time opponent of Churchill, both as an appeaser and as an advocate of
political reforms in India during his period as Viceroy, under the name
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of Lord Irwin, in 1926–31. He had overwhelming backing among Tory
MPs and was the preferred choice of Chamberlain and of George VI.
The fact that he was a member of the House of Lords was an inconven-
ience, but was not regarded as a serious obstacle, even by the Labour
Party. It was, however, seized on by Halifax as the ostensible reason for
declining the post. His real motivation was different – recalling the way
in which the indecisive Asquith had been overshadowed and under-
mined by the more dynamic Lloyd George in the First World War, he
feared that he would suffer the same fate if Churchill were to serve
under him as Defence Minister, in fact if not in name. There is also
some evidence that he thought that Churchill’s tenure as Prime
Minister would be short and unsuccessful, and that he would then be
called upon to clear up the mess. For whatever reason, he bowed out
when the premiership was his for the having, despite passionate
entreaties from, among others, R.A. Butler, his Under-Secretary at the
Foreign Office and Lord Dunglass (Alec Douglas-Home), Chamberlain’s
PPS, both of whom had been arch-appeasers.

Unlike Halifax, Churchill desperately wanted the premiership, and
left a rather fanciful account in his war memoirs about how he had
deliberately remained silent, when Chamberlain had asked him, during
a quadripartite meeting with Halifax and the Tory Chief Whip, whether
he saw any difficulty about the Prime Minister being in the House of
Lords. Only when Halifax had definitely ruled himself out did
Chamberlain decide that he should recommend Churchill to the King.
This was on the evening of 9 May; on the following morning Hitler
invaded Holland and Belgium, and Chamberlain tried to go back on his
intended resignation – a move which was firmly squashed by senior
ministers, notably the Air Minister, Sir Kingsley Wood, who was soon to
be rewarded by Churchill with the post of Chancellor of the Exchequer.

At 6 p.m. on 10 May, Churchill was summoned to Buckingham
Palace and accepted the commission to form a government. He
returned to Whitehall, and worked, closeted with Attlee, until the early
hours on the shape of his War Cabinet and other ministerial appoint-
ments. At 3 a.m., he at last went to bed, conscious, as he recalled in his
memoirs, ‘of a profound sense of relief’ that he had obtained ‘authority
to give directions over the whole scene. I felt as if I were walking with
destiny, and that all my life had been but a preparation for this hour
and this trial.’

Lloyd George had said of Churchill: ‘The two great qualities for a
Prime Minister are patience and courage. Winston will be defective in
patience.’ It seemed a reasonable prediction, but was triumphantly
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refuted by Churchill’s conduct during the first, difficult days of his
premiership. In no respect was this clearer than in his handling of his
dispossessed predecessor. Aware of the extreme weakness of his own
position in the Conservative Party, Churchill set out to make a shield
out of his former rival, and was determined to have him as a central
figure in his small War Cabinet. Even in personal terms, he treated
Chamberlain with great consideration, allowing him to continue to live
in 10 Downing Street for a month while finding other accommodation.
His first intention had been to make him both Chancellor of the
Exchequer and Leader of the House of Commons, but this was vetoed
by the Labour Party. In the end, Chamberlain settled for the most senior
of the three sinecure offices – the Lord Presidency of the Council – in
which capacity he was to chair important Cabinet committees and act
as Churchill’s deputy. Clement Attlee became Lord Privy Seal, and the
deputy Labour leader, Arthur Greenwood, Minister without Portfolio.
Halifax, who retained the Foreign Office, was the fifth member of this
exclusive team.

Outside the Cabinet, senior posts were found for prominent Labour
figures, such as Ernest Bevin, Herbert Morrison and Hugh Dalton, while
A.V. Alexander succeeded Churchill as First Lord of the Admiralty. Most
of the former Chamberlainite ministers were retained, though the least
popular of them – Sir Samuel Hoare – was sacked and Sir John Simon
was pushed up to the House of Lords as Lord Chancellor. The Liberal
leader Sir Archibald Sinclair – a long-term associate of Churchill’s –
became Air Minister.

Churchill’s first appearance in the House of Commons as Prime
Minister underlined his lack of Conservative support. He was loudly
cheered by Labour and Liberal members, but the Tories – who had a few
minutes earlier given a hero’s welcome to Chamberlain when he
entered the Chamber – remained silent. They could not fail, however,
to be impressed by the note of total defiance which he struck in the
short statement he then made from the front bench – words which
were to reverberate down the years:

I would say to the House, as I said to those who have joined this
government, that I have nothing to offer but blood, toil, tears and
sweat. We have before us an ordeal of the most grievous kind ... You
ask, what is our policy? I will say: it is to wage war, by sea, land and
air, with all our might and with all the strength that God can give us:
to wage war against a monstrous tyranny, never surpassed in the
dark, lamentable catalogue of human crime. That is our policy. You
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ask, what is our aim? I can answer in one word: It is victory, victory
at all costs, victory in spite of all terror, victory, however long and
hard the road may be, for without victory, there is no survival.

The first fortnight of Churchill’s premiership was filled with the
most devastating news from the battlefronts in Belgium and France.
The German army, superbly led, outflanked the Maginot Line and deci-
sively broke through the French defences at Sedan, while its panzer
units raged through Belgium, reaching the Channel coast west of
Dunkirk, cutting off the bulk of the British Expeditionary Force (BEF)
and the French First Army. Then, on 24 May, Hitler – apparently unac-
countably – halted General Guderian’s forces which were rapidly
advancing on Dunkirk. This fatal error probably cost him total victory
in the war. Churchill and his government did not then believe that it
would be possible to evacuate more than a tiny proportion of the troops
who had been cut off, and thought that the bulk of the BEF would be
carted off to prisoner of war camps.

At this moment – totally unknown to the British public – Churchill
faced the greatest challenge to his leadership, as the War Cabinet
debated – in nine meetings over three days (26–28 May) – whether, in
effect, to seek a compromise peace with Germany. The initiative was
taken by Halifax, who had had a lengthy interview with the Italian
Ambassador, Giuseppe Bastianini. The ostensible purpose of the discus-
sion was to determine what price, if any, Mussolini would demand to
stay out of the war, instead of coming in on the German side, as was
imminently expected. Yet behind this was a wider purpose – to seek to
enlist the Italian dictator as a mediator with Hitler, with a view to a
general settlement, which would enable Britain, as well as France, to
withdraw from the conflict. Halifax proposed that a direct approach
should now be made to Mussolini to assume this role.

Churchill was totally against making such a démarche, but – unsure
of the balance of forces within the War Cabinet – made no attempt at
the outset to squash Halifax’s proposal, and allowed it to be argued out
at length. It soon transpired that the two Labour men – Greenwood
more volubly than Attlee – were on his side, whereas Chamberlain hov-
ered on the fence, initially appearing to tend more towards Halifax.
Churchill realised that a three-to-two division in his favour would not
be sufficient, as in any open split Halifax and Chamberlain would be cer-
tain to carry with them the bulk of Conservative MPs, who themselves
constituted a sizeable majority in the Commons, leaving Churchill’s
position untenable. He gradually won Chamberlain round, and
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attempted to reinforce his stand by co-opting the Liberal leader,
Archibald Sinclair, to join the discussions in the War Cabinet. When the
Cabinet adjourned after the second of its three meetings on 27 May (the
day the Belgians surrendered), the issue was still very much in doubt,
with Halifax threatening to resign if he did not get his way. Churchill
then took Halifax for a walk in the garden of 10 Downing Street, and
used all his charm in a bid to keep his Foreign Secretary on board.

Churchill’s crucial – and perhaps unpremeditated – move was his
address to a meeting the following day of the most senior ministers out-
side the Cabinet. He recounted what happened in his war memoirs,
reporting that, after he had said ‘Of course whatever happens at
Dunkirk, we shall fight on’,

There occurred a demonstration which, considering the character of
the gathering – twenty-five experienced politicians and Parliament
men, who represented all the different points of view, whether right
or wrong, before the war – surprised me. Quite a number seemed to
jump up from the table and come running to my chair, shouting and
patting me on the back.

This enthusiastic reception was fully confirmed in the published
diaries of two of the participants of the meeting – Hugh Dalton
(Labour) and Leo Amery (Conservative) – and word of it soon filtered
back to the Cabinet room, which led Halifax to throw in the towel at
the ensuing meeting – the last of the nine – which lasted a bare 20 min-
utes. Churchill made no reference to Halifax’s peace initiative in his war
memoirs, in which he made the extraordinary claim that:

Future generations may deem it noteworthy that the supreme ques-
tion of whether we should fight on alone never found a place upon
the War Cabinet agenda. It was taken for granted and as a matter of
course by these men of all parties of the State, and we were much too
busy to waste time on such unreal, academic issues. (Churchill 1949,
Vol. II, p.157)

Roy Jenkins described this as ‘the most breathtakingly bland piece of
misinformation to appear in all those six volumes’ (Jenkins 2001,
p.610), and the truth only emerged many years later with the opening
of the War Cabinet minutes under the Thirty Year Rule. The full story
was finally told, in riveting detail, by the American historian, John
Lukacs, in a brilliant short book, Five Days in London, May 1940, published
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in 1999. Churchill’s motive in concealing it may well have been a
chivalrous desire to protect the reputation of Halifax, whom he pru-
dently replaced as Foreign Secretary by Anthony Eden in December
1940, dispatching him to Washington as Ambassador, where he proved
a loyal interpreter of Churchill’s policies for the remainder of the war.

Yet this episode was by far the most important in Churchill’s entire
premiership. It strongly suggests that if Halifax had accepted the pre-
miership there would have been a negotiated peace with Hitler, with
devastating consequences for the freedom of the world. And despite
Chamberlain rallying, in the end, to Churchill’s support, he also might
well have sought peace if he had managed to carry on as Prime Minister
(he had, already on 10 May, told the American Ambassador Joseph
Kennedy that he did not see how Britain would be able to carry on if
France dropped out of the war).

Less than a week after these anguished discussions, Churchill’s posi-
tion was immeasurably strengthened by the successful conclusion of
the Dunkirk evacuation, with more than 338,000 British and allied
troops brought back, although all their heavy equipment was left
behind. This was the occasion for one of Churchill’s major parliamen-
tary triumphs. ‘Wars are not won by evacuations’, he told the
Commons on 4 June, but went on to evoke with matchless eloquence
the newly evolving determination of the British people not to submit to
Hitler’s will. His closing words have etched themselves on the collective
memory of succeeding generations:

We shall not flag or fail. We shall go on to the end. We shall fight in
France, we shall fight on the seas and the oceans, we shall fight with
growing confidence and growing strength in the air, we shall defend
our island, whatever the cost may be. We shall fight on the beaches,
we shall fight on the landing grounds, we shall fight in the fields and
in the streets, we shall fight in the hills, we shall never surrender,
and even if, which I do not for a moment believe, this island or a
large part of it were subjugated and starving, then our Empire
beyond the seas, armed and guarded by the British Fleet, would carry
on the struggle, until, in God’s good time, the new world with all its
power and might, steps forth to the liberation of the old.

Churchill strove mightily during the next fortnight to keep France in
the war, despite the fall of Paris on 14 June. His last desperate throw was
the proposal, emanating from Jean Monnet, and approved in a few
minutes by the War Cabinet at a Sunday afternoon meeting on 16 June,
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to amalgamate the British and French states in an ‘indissoluble union’.
De Gaulle flew to Bordeaux to take the written proposal to the French
government (having already telephoned the contents to Prime Minister
Paul Reynaud). Reynaud failed to carry it through his Cabinet the same
evening, and promptly resigned, leaving Pétain to seek an armistice
with the Germans. Churchill’s response was to make another of his
magnificent orations to the House of Commons, full of echoes of
Henry V’s speech before Agincourt:

The battle of France is over. I expect that the battle of Britain is about
to begin. Upon this battle depends the survival of Christian civilisa-
tion. Upon it depends our own British life and the long continuity of
our institutions and our Empire ... Let us therefore brace ourselves to
our duty and so bear ourselves that if the British Commonwealth
and Empire last for a thousand years, men will still say, ‘This was
their finest hour’.

Yet Churchill had not finished with France. The peace agreement
which Pétain negotiated did not contain cast-iron guarantees that the
powerful French fleet would not fall into German or Italian hands.
Churchill regarded this as a life-or-death matter, and ordered British
naval commanders to present ultimata to the French squadrons in
Alexandria (Egypt) and Oran (Algeria) to submit or face attack. The
French admiral in Alexandria complied, but not his colleague in Oran,
whose force was then largely destroyed, with the loss of 1300 lives.

This ruthless decision, which understandably caused lasting resentment
in France, had the unforeseen effect of firing the enthusiasm of Tory MPs.
Previously the bulk of them had reacted lukewarmly to his parliamentary
speeches, but on this occasion the whole House responded in what
Churchill later described as ‘solemn, stentorian accord’. From then on –
having demonstrated that he was an iron man of action and not just a pur-
veyor of brave words – he no longer had to contend with the sullen resent-
ment of his own party. A dwindling group of irreconcilables remained, but
the great majority now counted themselves among his supporters.

For several more months, the nation remained in daily fear of a
German invasion, but by the end of October, with the daytime Battle of
Britain giving way to the nocturnal Blitz, the threat was effectively over.
The Battle of Britain (which was the occasion of yet another Churchillian
flourish – ‘Never in the field of human conflict was so much owed by so
many to so few’) may in Roy Jenkins’s words have been a ‘draw’ – in terms
of actual aircraft losses – rather than the stunning victory it appeared at
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the time. Yet its outcome meant that there was no question of Germany
gaining aerial supremacy which, given its naval weakness, was an essen-
tial condition for a successful invasion. Other dangers remained – notably
the U-boat onslaught on the Atlantic shipping routes – but by then it was
reasonably certain that Churchill’s gamble had come off. If Britain, on its
own, could not hope to inflict defeat on the Germans, it now seemed
unlikely that the enemy would be able to conquer Britain.

That it had been a gamble is incontrovertible. In the dark days of May
and June a more rational man would have accepted that the war was
lost, and that the only sensible course was to get the best terms possible
out of Hitler. This was the judgement that King Leopold and Marshal
Pétain made, and both of them were applauded – at least in the short-
term – by the bulk of their fellow countrymen. Nor had Churchill any
solid basis for his belief that things were likely to improve. Halifax was
pretty sure that they would not, and fumed in his private diary about
Churchill ‘talking the most frightful rot’. His biographer, Andrew
Roberts, accurately interpreted his view by choosing ‘Churchill as
Micawber’ as a chapter heading in his book, The Holy Fox (Roberts 1997).
The only ‘something that will turn up’ in Churchill’s rosy-tinted vision
at that time was American intervention on Britain’s side, which, despite
Churchill’s friendly correspondence with President Franklin Roosevelt,
was a distinctly remote prospect, particularly at a time when Roosevelt
was seeking an unprecedented third term and declaring at an election
meeting that ‘Your boys are not going to be sent into any foreign wars.’

In truth, the only ‘secret weapons’ which Churchill had to deploy in
1940 were the force of his personality and the eloquence of his tongue.
The first was evidenced by the way he galvanised his ministers, the
armed forces and the Civil Service by his constant insistence on the
urgency of the task. Every day a mass of memoranda flowed from
Churchill’s hand, many of them headed by the imperious instruction:
‘ACTION THIS DAY’. As for his speeches, overblown and Baroque as they
now often seem, and already sounding rather old-fashioned at the time,
they struck a curious resonance with people of all classes. Their immedi-
ate impact in the House of Commons was amplified many times when
they were repeated in BBC broadcasts. On his 80th birthday, Churchill
modestly disclaimed the suggestion that he had inspired the nation in
1940, saying: ‘It was the nation and the races dwelling all around the
globe that had the lion heart. I had the luck to be called upon to give the
roar.’ That was to understate his role, and he knew it. Without Churchill,
it must be doubted whether the British would have summoned up the
determination to resist after the disasters of May and June.
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A serious argument could be made that Churchill’s unique contribution
was completed by the end of 1940, and that if he had then died or been
replaced by a more run-of-the-mill leader, it would have made no more
than a marginal difference to the outcome of the war. For it was not
won by Churchill’s leadership, nor primarily by feats of British arms,
but by Hitler’s megalomania and grievous errors of judgement which
brought both Russia and America into the war against him, ultimately
ensuring his defeat.

Essential or not, Churchill continued to play a prominent role, not
quite until the end of the war, but up to and beyond the final defeat of
Germany in May 1945. For him, it was an all-absorbing task, to which
he untiringly devoted himself – as if in a trance – at any hour of the day
or night, to the continual exasperation of his hard-pressed staff. Lord
Alanbrooke, for example, the Chief of the Imperial General Staff,
described him in his war diaries as ‘the most difficult man to work for I
have ever struck ... lives for the impulse and for the present’. He con-
cluded, however, ‘I would not have missed the chance of working for
him for anything on Earth.’ Churchill was forever pressing ideas on the
general staff – many of them half-baked if not fantastical – for new ini-
tiatives and campaigns – and they often had the greatest difficulty in
restraining his enthusiasm. He had no inhibitions in abruptly replacing
unsuccessful field commanders, but though he argued fiercely with his
general staff, he was never known – in contrast to Hitler – to overrule
them. He assumed the title of Minister of Defence, and, after the first
few months, the War Cabinet, the size of which was considerably
expanded, had little influence on the political direction of the war. For
all intents and purposes, Churchill was the man in charge.

In domestic affairs it was a different matter. Churchill took very little
interest in day-to-day decisions, and, for the most part, it was the
Labour members of his Cabinet that made the running, particularly
Ernest Bevin, the Minister for Labour, and Home Secretary Herbert
Morrison. Overall co-ordination was left to his highly efficient deputy
premier, Clement Attlee, who presided over the Cabinet during his fre-
quent absences abroad. Ellen Wilkinson, a Labour Party minister, left a
graphic description of their contrasting styles:

When Mr Attlee is presiding over the Cabinet in the absence of the
Prime Minister the Cabinet meets on time, goes systematically
through its agenda, makes the necessary decisions, and goes home
after three or four hours’ work. When Mr Churchill presides we
never reach the agenda and we decide nothing. But we go home to
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bed at midnight, conscious of having been present at an historic
occasion. (cited in Martin 1969)

Throughout his premiership, Churchill attached exceptional impor-
tance to fostering his relationship with Roosevelt. He later told his pri-
vate secretary, Jock Colville, ‘No lover ever studied every whim of his
mistress, as I did those of President Roosevelt.’ His attempts to lure him
to enter the war prior to the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, in
December 1941, proved fruitless, but Roosevelt did approve the deal, in
September 1940, to send Britain 50 old destroyers in exchange for base
facilities in the West Indies, and after his re-election as President a steady
stream of military supplies were sent across the Atlantic. Their first meet-
ing, at sea in August 1941, led to the signing of the Atlantic Charter, a
joint declaration of ‘war aims’, despite the continuing neutrality of the
US. After December 1941 their correspondence became an almost daily
affair, they met a further eight times, and spent a total of 120 days in
each other’s company. Jointly they planned the strategy for the war in
the West, and it was only after D-Day, in June 1944, that it became clear
that Britain was the junior partner, as the American military contribution
was so much greater. Churchill’s influence on the American President
then declined as the latter began to give more weight to Stalin’s views.

Churchill himself made strenuous efforts to establish the same rap-
port with the Soviet leader that he enjoyed with the US President – with
only limited success. He flew to Moscow in October 1944, and reached
an agreement with him on ‘spheres of influence’ in Eastern Europe and
the Balkans. Under this agreement, Greece fell within the British
sphere, and not a word of protest was received from Stalin when British
forces suppressed a Communist-led uprising in Athens, in December
1944. In exchange, Stalin expected a free hand in Eastern Europe,
despite giving undertakings that the right to free elections would be
respected, notably in Poland, the borders of which were drastically
redrawn, in Russia’s favour, at the Yalta conference in February 1945. By
then, Churchill was seriously alarmed at the prospect of Soviet domi-
nance, and tried – without success – to persuade the allied commander,
General Eisenhower, to abandon his plans for a broad advance and to
make a dash for Berlin to seize the city in advance of the Soviet troops.

Great war leader though he was, Churchill was no master strategist,
and the historian A.J.P. Taylor identified three major strategic errors in
his conduct of the war. First was the decision to concentrate on heavy
bombing of German towns and cities, which he was convinced would
bring German war production to a halt. It had no such effect, despite
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the killing of over half a million Germans. The cost to the allied cause
was, Taylor argued, even greater, with production being diverted to the
construction of heavy bombers, and the substantial losses of aircraft
and aircrew. Mistake number two was what he described as Churchill’s
‘obsession with the Mediterranean and the Middle East’. Essentially a
sideshow, he argued, ‘it postponed any landing in northern France for
two years and so helped to prolong the war’ (Taylor 2000). His third
major error was grossly to underestimate the risk of an attack by the
Japanese, and to neglect to strengthen the defences of Singapore.

Churchill had his critics at the time, but there is no doubt that the
vast majority of the British public heartily approved his conduct of the
war, and an opinion poll in April 1945 showed 91 per cent support. Yet
three months later, at the general election of 5 July, he was heavily
defeated in a general election, and his party suffered its biggest setback
since 1906. This was only very partially due to his maladroit election
campaign, in which, during a broadcast, he caused widespread indigna-
tion by accusing the Labour leaders, who had loyally served with him
throughout his premiership, of planning to introduce a ‘Gestapo’ if
they were elected. What brought Churchill down was his association
with the Conservative Party, which had become deeply unpopular and
was blamed not only for the failed appeasement policy, but also for the
unemployment and economic failures of the 1930s. It could also be
argued that the British electorate showed rare discrimination in decid-
ing that, though his leadership in war had been indispensable, he was
not the best person to lead the country in post-war reconstruction.

Clementine Churchill, who normally gave her husband good advice,
wanted him to retire at this point, but he insisted on carrying on as
Leader of the Opposition, though he attended to his duties very spas-
modically, preferring to devote his energies to writing his six volumes
of war memoirs, and giving a series of set speeches to international
audiences, in which he spelled out the danger of Soviet expansionism
and preached the gospel of European unity. He became Prime Minister
for a second time, at the age of 76, having narrowly won the 1951 gen-
eral election. Little remained of his wartime dynamism, and he settled
for a quiet life, making no attempt to reverse the widespread reforms
introduced by the 1945 Labour government, even though they had –
for the most part – been strenuously opposed by Tory MPs. His health
was bad, and he might well have given up after a year or so, but the
death of Stalin, in March 1953, persuaded him that the opportunity
existed to assure world peace through a three-way summit between
himself, President Eisenhower and Stalin’s successor, and that only he
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could bring this about. It was an illusion, but Churchill carried on until
April 1955, despite having had in July 1953 a severe stroke, which had
been carefully hidden from the public. He then, clearly reluctantly,
made way for Anthony Eden, to whom he had originally promised the
succession as long ago as June 1940.

He remained an MP until October 1964, dying, full of honours, three
months later. By this time, this once highly controversial figure had
long since been almost universally recognised as ‘the greatest living
Englishman’, if not of all time. Nor has this view been greatly modified
in the third of a century since his death, despite the appearance in 1993
of a hostile ‘revisionist’ biography by the historian John Charmley.
Churchill may have been a man of monumental faults, but without
him it is open to doubt whether hundreds of millions of Britons and
other Europeans would be living in liberty today.
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CHAPTER 11

Clement Attlee – Quiet
Revolutionary

Clement Richard Attlee was born nine years later than Winston
Churchill, in 1883, and came from rather lower down the social scale.
Instead of Blenheim Palace, he was born in a solid middle-class house
near Putney Hill. Yet he had a better start in life than the man he was to
succeed as Prime Minister 62 years later. He was raised in a loving and
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stable family which had no financial worries, as his father, Henry
Attlee, was a prosperous City solicitor. A God-fearing man, who took
family prayers each morning before breakfast, he was a Gladstonian
Liberal of advanced views, who was a ‘pro-Boer’ during the South
African War. Clement’s mother, Ellen, was a cultured and educated
woman, who apparently found complete fulfilment in looking after her
husband and their family of five boys and three girls. Unlike her
husband, she was Conservative, with both a large and a small ‘c’.

Clem, as he became known, was the second youngest child. He was
undersized (as he was to remain so as an adult), and was regarded as too
fragile to go to school until the age of nine, being educated at home by
his mother and a series of governesses. One of these, Miss Hutchinson,
had, by an astonishing coincidence, earlier had charge of the young
Winston. It soon became clear that Clem was a clever boy, who
immersed himself in books and developed a great love for poetry,
dreaming of one day becoming a poet himself. He was, in fact, to write
quite a lot of poetry, none of it above the ‘good amateur’ level, but
mostly leavened with a mordant wit. He early developed a passionate
interest in cricket, which he was to retain throughout his life, though
he was an indifferent player, and the only ‘sport’ in which he ever
gained any proficiency was billiards.

Clem was always particularly close to his brother Tom, who was two
years his senior. Both were sent to a public school, Haileybury, then noto-
rious for its bullying, which made a misery of Tom’s life. Clem, however,
despite his puny stature, seems to have remained unscathed, and formed
a lifelong affection for his old school. He was to follow Tom to Oxford,
where he studied modern history, specialising in the Italian Renaissance,
and narrowly missed getting a First Class degree. He attended some
debates in the Oxford Union, but, in his own words, ‘was much too shy to
try to speak there’ (Attlee 1954). If he had, it would have been as a Tory,
and to all appearances he was a thoroughly conventional young man.

Attlee came down from Oxford in 1904, after what he described as
‘three exceedingly happy years’. He began to read for the bar, while liv-
ing at his parents’ home in Putney, and, having passed his exams with-
out difficulty, joined the chambers of Sir Henry Dickens, the son of the
novelist. Like other young barristers, he found that few briefs came his
way, and he passed his time, pleasantly enough, by learning to ride,
practising billiards and taking part in a literary society founded by his
brother Tom. ‘This then’, he recalled in his autobiography, ‘was the pat-
tern of my days when in October 1905, an event occurred which was
destined to alter the whole course of my life’ (Attlee 1954, p.18).



This was his discovery of the East End of London, then mired in the
most abject poverty and misery. He went to work for one evening a
week at Haileybury House, a centre in the Limehouse area of Stepney,
maintained by his old school, which ran a boys’ club and cadet corps
for youngsters in one of the most deprived districts. The painfully shy
Clem found that he could unwind in the face of the warm reception
which he received from the boys and his fellow voluntary workers.
Soon he was going there on two evenings a week, then three and then
four, and it became the main focus of his life. In 1907 the club manager
resigned and Attlee was invited to take his place, which involved living
on the premises. He accepted, and, he recalled, ‘Thus began fourteen
years’ residence in East London’ (Attlee 1954).

His brother Tom, an architect, was similarly involved in helping out
at a hostel in nearby Hoxton, and the two brothers – influenced by
reading the works of writers such as John Ruskin and William Morris,
became declared Socialists. Attlee always claimed, however, that the rea-
son why he became a Socialist was the conditions of life in Limehouse.
He recalled an occasion when he passed a little barefoot girl in the
street, who asked him: ‘Where are you going, Mr Attlee?’ He replied:
‘I’m going home for tea’, and she responded: ‘Oh, I’m going home to
see if there is any tea’ (Attlee 1954, p.31).

Clem and Tom hastened to seek membership of the Fabian Society,
and attended a meeting addressed by Bernard Shaw, Sidney Webb and
other famous luminaries, including H.G. Wells, whom he found ‘very
unimpressive’. The others, however, ‘all seemed pretty impressive’, and
Attlee was rather overawed. More to his taste was the local Stepney
branch of the Independent Labour Party (ILP), to which he was taken
by an East End wharf-keeper called Tommy Williams. What Attlee liked
about the ILP – apart from their warm comradeship – was the essen-
tially ethical appeal of the socialism they preached. It was, he recalled,
‘a way of life rather than an economic dogma’ (Attlee 1954).

They were only about a dozen strong – all working men – but were
highly active and organised three or four open-air meetings a week at
street corners. Attlee, who was soon elected as branch secretary, threw
himself into their work, performing all the most menial duties, includ-
ing carrying round the tiny platform on which the street orators spoke.

He dreaded the day when he himself would be asked to perform, but
when it came – on a dark night in March 1908 in Barnes Street, just off
the Commercial Road – he finally overcame his shyness and got up to
speak before an audience of five – all fellow members of the ILP. He was
not very good, his voice carried badly, but finally about a dozen people
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turned up and asked questions, to which he was able to give 
well-informed and evidently sincere replies. He was soon much in
demand, speaking at 53 indoor and outdoor meetings in 1909, and 88
in the following year.

During the daytime, he continued to go to his chambers, but he
became progressively more bored with the law and hankered after
doing more socially useful work. He quit the chambers in 1908, when
his father died, leaving him a private income of £400 a year. He worked
for some time as an organiser for Beatrice Webb’s National Committee
for the Break-Up of the Poor Law, and then as an ‘official explainer’ for
the new National Insurance law introduced by the Liberal government.
Then, in 1912, what he regarded as the ideal job became available,
when he was appointed a lecturer in Social Policy at the newly estab-
lished London School of Economics. His unsuccessful rival for the post
was Hugh Dalton, whom he was to appoint as Chancellor of the
Exchequer 33 years later. Attlee found the work intellectually satisfying,
and it left him full freedom to carry on his work at Haileybury House
and his political activities with the ILP. At this stage, he had no notion
of a political career – his highest aspiration was to be elected to the
Stepney Borough Council or the Limehouse Board of Guardians, for
each of which he was twice an unsuccessful candidate.

In August 1914 he was on holiday in Devon with Tom and his wife.
When war was declared both men decided unhesitatingly what they
should do. Tom, who was a Christian Socialist, resolved to be a conscien-
tious objector and served two harsh prison sentences during the war.
Clem, an atheist though never a militant one, decided to volunteer at
the earliest possible moment. Within a month, despite his age (31) and
his slight stature, he was commissioned with the South Lancashire
Regiment. He served throughout the war – in Gallipoli, from which he
was evacuated with severe dysentery, but insisted on returning and com-
manded the rearguard which covered the final retreat, being the last per-
son but one to leave the peninsula, in Mesopotamia, where he was
seriously wounded by ‘friendly fire’, and finally on the Western Front.

Major C.R. Attlee was demobilised in January 1919, and within two
days was back in Stepney discussing the political situation with a local
Jewish chemist, Oscar Tobin, who had emerged as the de facto Labour
leader in the borough. Much had changed in Attlee’s absence, with the
establishment of a strong Stepney Labour Party and Trades Council, to
which the local ILP branch was now affiliated. Tobin, aware that Attlee’s
war record would make him electorally popular, while his independent
status would make him equally acceptable to the rival Irish and Jewish



factions within the local Labour Party, strongly urged him to run in the
forthcoming election for the London County Council. Attlee fought the
Limehouse seat and was narrowly defeated, but when, in the following
November, the Labour Party swept to victory in the Stepney Borough
Council elections, he was nominated as Mayor, and subsequently
became an Alderman. Fifteen other Labour mayors were elected in
London, and Attlee was chosen as their chairman and spokesman, his
fame beginning to spread more widely in the Labour movement. His
mayoral year – in which he provided strong intellectual and political
leadership to the Council in all its activities – was regarded as an unequiv-
ocal success. In the meantime, he was adopted as Labour’s prospective
candidate for the parliamentary constituency of Limehouse, then a
Tory-held seat.

The general election did not come until November 1922, following
Bonar Law’s replacement of Lloyd George as Prime Minister. By that
time, Attlee was able to face the voters as a married man. In the summer
of 1921, he had planned a holiday in Italy with an old Oxford friend of
Tom’s, Edric Miller, who asked if his mother and younger sister Violet
could come as well. Within six months Clem and Vi were married. He
was 39, she 26. It was a happy and successful union, though Vi had vir-
tually no interest in politics. She nevertheless invariably acted as a
‘teller’ for Clem at his election counts, and much later acquired some
notoriety as his chauffeur during his nationwide election tours.

Attlee was elected with a comfortable majority, and was one of 142
Labour MPs who were recognised as the official Opposition for the first
time. Their initial task was to elect a new leader. Together with all the
other ILP MPs, Attlee backed Ramsay MacDonald against the previous
leader, J.R. Clynes, a choice they were later to regret. As leader, MacDonald
chose two Parliamentary Private Secretaries, one of whom was Major
Attlee, as he continued to be known for some time. A year later, after the
1923 election, in which he more than doubled his majority, he was
appointed as Under-Secretary of State for War in the minority Labour gov-
ernment. This survived for less than a year, but long enough for him to
acquire a reputation as one of its more effective junior ministers.

In Opposition for the next five years, he was appointed as one of two
Labour members of the Commission led by Sir John Simon, set up to
consider constitutional development in India, which involved two
lengthy visits to the sub-continent. Before accepting, he sought and
received an assurance from MacDonald that this would not preclude his
inclusion in a future Labour government, and he was bitterly disappointed
when MacDonald reneged on this promise when he formed his second
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administration in June 1929. Attlee had only just returned from India in
time to fight the election, and for several months afterwards he was
involved in writing the voluminous report of the Commission, of which
he had been much the most active member, apart from the chairman. It
proposed substantial advances towards self-government at the provin-
cial level, but fell short of recommending full Dominion status. Attlee’s
membership of the Commission greatly stimulated his interest in both
India and Burma and undoubtedly contributed to the decisiveness he
showed in pressing forward with their independence in 1947.

In May 1930, Attlee finally entered the government, replacing
Sir Oswald Mosley, who had resigned as Chancellor of the Duchy of
Lancaster in protest against the government’s lack of energy in tackling
unemployment. In this sinecure office, Attlee’s duties included organis-
ing the 1930 Imperial Conference, which produced the Statute of
Westminster, formally recognising the independence of the Dominions,
as well as piloting an agriculture bill through the Commons. In March
1931, he was appointed Postmaster-General, and amazed his colleagues
by taking a crash course in management, the better to be able to
administer his new department.

When, in the following August, the Labour government resigned
and was replaced by a National Government under MacDonald’s pre-
miership, Attlee was emphatically not one of the handful of Labour
MPs who were tempted to follow their former leader. Indeed, he charac-
terised MacDonald’s action as ‘the greatest betrayal in the political his-
tory of this country’ (Attlee 1954, p.74). In the general election which
followed, two months later, the Labour Party was all but destroyed,
going down from 287 to 46 MPs. The new Labour leader, Arthur
Henderson, was defeated, as was every other former Cabinet minister
except the 72-year-old George Lansbury. Attlee just held on to his seat
at Limehouse, in contrast to near contemporaries such as Herbert
Morrison, Arthur Greenwood and Hugh Dalton, all of whom were sen-
ior to him in the party or ministerial hierarchy. The consequence was
that, when the sadly diminished group of Labour MPs gathered
together after the election, they unanimously chose Lansbury and
Attlee as leader and deputy leader respectively.

During the next four years, Attlee carried a very considerable load.
He often had to deputise for the ailing Lansbury, and their small flock
was mostly elderly and undistinguished. Only Sir Stafford Cripps, the
former Solicitor-General, and the youthful Aneurin Bevan were major
forces in debate. Attlee had to acquire a total mastery of parliamentary
procedure, and be prepared to speak on a large range of subjects with
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which he had previously been unfamiliar. ‘In 1932’, he recalled, ‘I filled
more columns of Hansard than any other Member and, as I am gener-
ally considered to be rather a laconic speaker, it can be judged that my
interventions in Debate were numerous’ (Attlee 1954, p.77). Then, in
October 1935, shortly before the general election, Lansbury, who as a
pacifist was unable to back the party’s policy of armed sanctions in sup-
port of the League of Nations, resigned, and Attlee was elected in his
place. He was not expected to serve as leader for more than a few
months: he stayed for 20 years.

The general election, held on 14 November, saw only a partial Labour
recovery, but 154 Labour MPs were returned, including many leading
figures defeated in 1931. It was generally expected that one of these
would take Attlee’s place. Two were nominated – Arthur Greenwood,
who had been Health Minister in the 1929 government, and Herbert
Morrison, the ex-Transport Minister, who had recently won greater
renown as the energetic leader of the London County Council (LCC).
The results of the two ballots were as shown in the table below.
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Attlee 58 88
Morrison 44 48
Greenwood 33 –

It was generally supposed that Attlee won primarily because the
survivors of the 1931 Parliament voted almost en bloc in his favour.
Another explanation was given to me many years ago by John Parker,
who was elected in 1935 as a 27-year-old new MP. Morrison, he
recounted, was asked at the party meeting if he would give up the lead-
ership of the LCC if he was chosen, and declined to do so. This went
down badly, and in his opinion cost Morrison the leadership. Whatever
the reason, Morrison subsequently nursed a lasting grievance against
Attlee, which surfaced in 1945 when he attempted, without success, to
deprive him of the premiership.

The 1935 leadership election was significant for sowing the seeds of a
future alliance between Attlee and Ernest Bevin. Bevin, the most power-
ful trade union leader at the time, had treated Attlee somewhat patronis-
ingly, referring to him as ‘the little man’, but he regarded Morrison with
monumental distrust. When Greenwood, who had been backed prim-
arily by trade union MPs, dropped out of the race, his supporters, many
of them influenced by Bevin, nearly all switched their votes to Attlee.

Attlee was an assiduous Leader of the Opposition, but made little
mark in the country. He firmly opposed Chamberlain’s appeasement



policy, but his position was undermined because of Labour’s reluctance
to support the government’s rearmament programme. The party
rebuffed Chamberlain’s invitation to join his government in September
1939 and again in May 1940, but then indicated its willingness to serve
under another Prime Minister, which provoked Chamberlain’s resigna-
tion. Attlee joined the War Cabinet as Lord Privy Seal, and after
Chamberlain withdrew from the government in September, became
Churchill’s deputy and chief co-ordinator of domestic policy throughout
the remainder of the war until May 1945.

It was not an easy role to play, and Attlee was constantly caught
between the fears of the more right-wing Tory ministers that he was
using his position to foist socialistic policies on the government, and
those of outside Labour critics, notably Aneurin Bevan, who thought he
was not doing nearly enough in this direction. Insiders soon concluded
that his was a rare voice of calm and common sense in a highly volatile
team, and that he was an indispensable ally and support of Churchill
in his prosecution of the war. He was, however, essentially a behind-
the-scenes figure, and was far less in the limelight than other Labour
ministers, such as Bevin, Morrison and Stafford Cripps.

In May 1945, when the coalition was dissolved after the German
surrender, there were those – particularly among Morrison’s supporters –
who pressed the case for a more high-profile leader to take Labour into
the general election campaign. They included Ellen Wilkinson (widely
believed to be Morrison’s mistress), who was the retiring chairman of
Labour’s national executive committee, and Harold Laski, who suc-
ceeded her in that position at the party conference held later in the
month. Laski, a left-wing political science professor at the London
School of Economics, promptly wrote a long letter to Attlee asking him
to stand down ‘for the good of the party’. This provoked one of his
famous staccato replies: ‘Dear Laski, Thank you for your letter, contents
of which have been noted. C.R. Attlee.’

In the election campaign, while Churchill embarked on a triumphal
procession with a vast train of followers, Attlee’s sole entourage was his
wife Vi, who drove him on a nationwide tour in the family Hillman
saloon. Everywhere he went, he received a thunderous reception, but –
like nearly all other senior Labour figures apart from Aneurin Bevan –
Attlee never believed he had a chance of defeating the mighty Winston.
This despite the fact that a little-noticed Gallup Poll, published in the
News Chronicle, was predicting a Labour landslide. Even the News
Chronicle itself ignored the poll, suggesting that the result would be 
‘a near stalemate’.
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In direct exchanges with Churchill during the campaign, Attlee was
generally judged to have come out best. In a wild election broadcast,
Churchill had gone over the top, predicting that a Labour government
would adopt ‘Gestapo’ methods. Attlee’s quiet, dignified but highly
effective reply won him many plaudits. When the votes were finally
counted on 26 July (three weeks after polling day in order to allow votes
to come in from servicemen overseas), they produced a stunning Labour
victory and the worst defeat for the Conservatives since 1906. The new
House of Commons was comprised as shown in the table below.
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Labour 393
Conservative 213
Liberal 12
Others 22
Total 640

According to election expert David Butler:

Labour had won not because of the campaign but because the visible
success of planning and ‘fair shares’ during the war, together with
the proven competence of Labour ministers during five years of
coalition government, had already made Labour seem more appeal-
ing than the Conservatives. Many in the intellectual and middle
classes were disillusioned with a party that was associated with
unemployment and appeasement as well as the other real and
supposed failures of the inter-war period. (Butler 1989, p.9)

Attlee and Churchill had been attending the Potsdam summit with
Stalin and Harry Truman, which was adjourned to allow them to return
to Britain for the election results. Prompted by Bevin, the Labour leader
ignored a last-ditch attempt by Morrison to force a new leadership elec-
tion by Labour MPs before going to Buckingham Palace to meet George
VI, following Churchill’s resignation. The King asked him if he had yet
decided on his main ministerial choices. He replied that he had not, but
was thinking of Dalton for the Foreign Office and Bevin for the
Exchequer. The King, who, unknown to Attlee, had a deep personal
prejudice against Dalton, suggested that he was not the best man for
the job proposed. Attlee subsequently denied that he had been influ-
enced by the King, but, nevertheless, reversed his initial intention.
Morrison, who had threatened not to serve, accepted the Leadership
of the House of Commons, with responsibility for controlling the
enormous legislative programme foreshadowed by the Labour election



manifesto, Let Us Face the Future. Stafford Cripps was appointed President
of the Board of Trade. Rather to their surprise, Attlee also included in
the Cabinet two of his most persistent critics, Bevan becoming Minister
of Health and Ellen Wilkinson, Minister of Education.

The government formed by Attlee faced bigger and more extensive
challenges than any other peacetime administration, before or since.
They were, essentially, five in number: 

1. post-war reconstruction
2. building the welfare state
3. extending public ownership 
4. confronting the Soviet threat
5. decolonisation.

Mistakes, sometimes serious ones, were made, under all five headings,
perhaps most seriously over Palestine, but the verdict of history seems
to be that they succeeded beyond all reasonable expectations, and the
general consensus (apart from a few far right commentators, such as
John Charmley and Corelli Barnett) is that this was one of, if not the
most, successful peacetime governments of the twentieth century.
Many of the changes made were highly controversial at the time, and
were fiercely opposed by the Conservative Party. But, when it returned
to power, in 1951, it made no serious attempt to reverse them, and the
pattern established by the Attlee government, of a mixed economy with
universal welfare entitlements, remained essentially untouched until
the Thatcher and Major years, more than a generation later.

The stereotypical view of Attlee as an insignificant figure who
presided over a Cabinet of powerful personalities, his own personal
contribution being confined to keeping them on speaking terms with
each other, is a caricature. It is true that he allowed Bevin enormous lat-
itude in his conduct of foreign affairs, that – conscious of his own igno-
rance in this field – he took a back seat to Dalton, Cripps and, later,
Hugh Gaitskell in guiding economic policy, and that Morrison was the
undisputed manager of the legislative programme. Yet he kept a tight
grip over the Cabinet, making sure that decisions were taken in good
time and in proper order and proved a ruthless ‘butcher’ of ministers
who failed to match up to his exacting standards (as Dalton discovered
when he was forced to resign over a trivial and completely harmless
Budget leak). When he decided to intervene personally, he did so with
great decisiveness. It was his decision to press ahead speedily with
Burmese and Indian independence, and – less wisely – to build an
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‘independent’ British atomic bomb when the US government went
back on its wartime undertaking to share its nuclear secrets with
Britain. He and Bevin forced the decision through, amidst great secrecy,
and despite the formidable opposition of both Dalton and Cripps.
When, at a critical juncture in the Korean War – in December 1950 –
there was widespread apprehension that the US would resort to nuclear
weapons or invade Chinese territory, he decided at short notice to fly to
Washington (Bevin being too ill to fly) to try to exercise a restraining
influence on President Truman. He received a warm welcome, and his
wise counsel possibly played a part in emboldening the President to
dismiss his insubordinate commander, General Douglas MacArthur,
a few months later.

In the House of Commons it was widely anticipated that he would be
no match for Churchill, but more often than not he got the better of
their exchanges – his dry, authoritative, clipped responses regularly
puncturing the overblown rhetoric of a master platform performer
whose style was ill-adapted to the mundanities of parliamentary debate.
Attlee was also valued for the strong and consistent support which he
gave his ministers when they got into conflict with vested interests
in implementing Labour policies. This was notably the case with Aneurin
Bevan in his prolonged struggle with the British Medical Association
over the introduction of the National Health Service. Attlee also showed
good nerves and sharp tactical skills in seeing off plots, on two occasions
in 1947, to replace him as Prime Minister by Ernest Bevin. Dalton and
Cripps, with backing from George Brown on the back benches, were the
chief conspirators. Morrison remained aloof: he would no doubt have
welcomed a change at the top, but only if he were to be the beneficiary.
If Bevin had been a willing participant, the plots might have succeeded,
but he angrily repulsed his would-be sponsors, saying: ‘What’s Clem
ever done to me? Who do you think I am? Lloyd George?’

Attlee’s overriding preoccupation throughout his premiership was to
ensure that every last proposal in Labour’s 1945 election manifesto
should be carried through. In the past, governing parties had almost
invariably ignored most of the specific promises they had made, regard-
ing their manifestos more as ‘mood music’ rather than as blueprints for
action. This, Attlee regarded as a betrayal of the voters’ trust, and he was
determined to set a new and higher standard for the future – an objective
which he triumphantly achieved, even at the cost of a certain desirable
flexibility.

A fat slab of the Labour programme derived from the famous
Beveridge Report, of 1942, which set out a prospectus for slaying what
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the author described as the five giants of Want, Disease, Ignorance,
Squalor and Idleness. Three essential ingredients, Beveridge argued,
were a free National Health Service, child allowances and full employ-
ment. The report was welcomed by all three parties in the wartime
coalition. It must be doubted, however, in the light of the obstruction
which Tory MPs mounted against many of the Labour proposals,
whether Beveridge would have been implemented by a Conservative
government if Churchill had won the 1945 election. Certainly, it is
improbable that they would have carried it through with such enthusi-
asm, and in such amplitude, as was shown by Labour ministers, particu-
larly in the four great pieces of legislation which came into force in July
1948 – the National Insurance Act, the Industrial Injuries Act, the
National Assistance Act and the NHS Act.

Labour’s welfare state legislation, together with its educational and
taxation policies, were credited with going a long way to wiping out
poverty and to fostering a peaceful social revolution which transformed
the lives of the bulk of the British population. At the time, it established
a level of public welfare clearly superior to that of other economically
advanced societies, with the possible exceptions of Sweden and New
Zealand. Unfortunately, subsequent governments failed to develop and
refine the system, so that 50 years later it was still substantially
unchanged, but was creaking along, grievously under-financed and pro-
viding levels of service markedly worse than in most of Britain’s part-
ners within the European Union. It was also the subject of a biting
attack by Corelli Barnett, who argued in his book, The Lost Victory
(1995), that Britain in the post-war era simply could not afford to create
a welfare state. The obvious retort is that it could not afford not to do so,
and that – given the high hopes raised during the war, and the promises
made – it was a political imperative to move forward. The financial cost
was, of course, considerable, but it was met by substantially retaining,
for most of the 1945–51 period, the high levels of taxation introduced
during the war.

The other large element in Labour’s domestic policy was the extensive
nationalisation, which brought into public ownership the Bank of
England, the railways, road transport, airlines, gas, electricity and the
iron and steel industry. Here, again, the government had little choice
but to act, given the run-down state and appalling labour relations in
the coal and transport industries, the need to develop and integrate the
public utilities which were natural monopolies and the evident need for
a change of direction at the Bank of England. The case for nationalising
steel and road transport was much weaker, and these were in fact the
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only industries which the Tories chose to denationalise when they
returned to power in 1951. Otherwise, the mixed economy established
by Labour remained in place for well over 30 years until the advent of
Margaret Thatcher. The record of the nationalised industries was a
mixed one, but there was no doubt that they became highly unpopular
and that their association with the Labour Party became an albatross
around the party’s neck and was an important factor in the subsequent
sapping of its electoral appeal. Nor was this counter-balanced by any
significant contribution to the core values of Labour. As Anthony
Crosland argued persuasively in his monumental work of 1956, The Future
of Socialism, the ownership of industry had little direct bearing on the
distribution of wealth, the ability of governments to control economic
policy, the status of the worker or even the level of efficiency of the
undertaking. It would be wrong to conclude from this that the Attlee
government was mistaken in all its individual acts of nationalisation,
but it was misguided to make them such a central part of its strategy,
while subsequent Labour proposals to extend the public sector were
highly counter-productive.

What was not foreshadowed in Labour’s election manifesto was the
desperate struggle which would face the new government in rebuilding
the economy and greatly expanding exports in the face of severe
wartime losses and the abrupt end of American Lend-Lease aid immedi-
ately after the end of the war with Japan in August 1945. Yet this was
not the least of the achievements of the Attlee government. Thanks to a
sustained austerity programme, led by Cripps who replaced Dalton as
Chancellor in November 1947, the maintenance of rationing and many
wartime controls for several post-war years, and the agreement of the
trade unions to accept a large measure of wage restraint – together with
the resumption of American aid under the Marshall Plan in 1947 – the
situation had been restored by 1950. In that year there was a surplus of
£300 million in the balance of payments, an extraordinary turnaround
from the £443 million deficit recorded in 1947.

The single-minded pursuit of austerity provoked a wave of discontent
which was sedulously fostered by the Opposition and the Conservative-
dominated press. Nevertheless, the government enjoyed unprecedented
success in defending its large parliamentary majority in the 35 by-
elections held in Labour seats during the 1945 Parliament. Not a single
one of these was lost. It was therefore with considerable confidence that
Attlee and his colleagues faced the general election of February 1950.
They were to receive a nasty shock. The result of the election, with a
record turnout of 84 per cent, was as shown in the table below.
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This result reflected a relatively small swing of 2.7 per cent from
Labour to Conservative, but the Labour losses were greatly swollen by
constituency boundary changes which came into effect at the general
election. These were intended to reflect population movements, but
had the unintended effect of building a strong Conservative bias into
the electoral system (which was eventually reversed in the 1990s).
Without this effect, Labour would have been re-elected in 1950 with a
comfortable majority: in the event, few thought that it would be able to
survive for more than a few months with a single-digit majority.

The government, in fact, survived for much longer than expected,
but February 1950 nevertheless represented a watershed in its fortunes.
Its great achievements were in the past; thereafter things began to go
badly wrong. If Attlee can fairly claim much of the credit for the earlier
period, he was equally to blame – at least in part – for much of what was
to follow. He was, of course, not responsible for the two great disasters
which afflicted his government. The retirement and death of its two
great bulwarks – Bevin and Cripps – and the sudden outbreak of the
Korean War. Yet his reaction to these events certainly contributed to the
eventual defeat of his government and for Labour’s subsequent lengthy
spell in Opposition. Indeed, it could be argued that Attlee squandered
an excellent opportunity for Labour to build on its successes and estab-
lish itself as the quasi-permanent party of government, comparable to
the Swedish Social Democrats.

He made three serious errors of judgement. The first was in his
choice of successors to Cripps and Bevin, and in particular of his
handling of Aneurin Bevan. Bevan, the architect of the National Health
Service, was one of the great stars of the government and had won a
large following in the Labour Party, which at that time extended well
beyond its left wing. He justifiably felt that he had earned promotion
to one of the more senior posts in government, but Attlee twice
passed him over within a few months, when he appointed Hugh
Gaitskell to succeed Cripps and Herbert Morrison in place of Bevin. All
he was offered – and reluctantly accepted – was a sideways move to the
Ministry of Labour. Both of Attlee’s choices could readily be justified.
Gaitskell had been an able number two to Cripps and had good
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qualifications as an economist, but he was a newcomer to the Cabinet
and vastly junior to Bevan in his standing in the party. Morrison was
Deputy Prime Minister and had been highly successful both as a
wartime Home Secretary and more recently as Leader of the House of
Commons. Attlee was later to characterise his appointment as Foreign
Secretary as ‘the worst I ever made’, but his failure was not predictable,
and at that stage nobody realised that this highly able man was getting
‘past it’. Attlee does not seem to have seriously considered Bevan for
either post, which makes it all the more remarkable that he subse-
quently said, in a television interview with Francis Williams, that he
had always expected ‘Nye’ to succeed him, and indeed had wanted him
to. If that was true, he hardly went out of his way to bring this about.

Attlee’s second grave error – for which he shared the responsibility
with his Chancellor, Hugh Gaitskell, and the majority of the Cabinet,
with the exception of Bevan and Harold Wilson, the President of the
Board of Trade – was to accept, under strong US pressure, an unsustain-
able commitment to step up Britain’s rearmament programme as part of
its contribution to the Korean War. This involved increasing defence
expenditure from 7.5 per cent to 14 per cent of the national income (a
figure which was never reached and was quietly abandoned by the
newly elected Churchill government the following year). To help foot
the bill, Gailtskell proposed to levy charges on the National Health
Service for the supply of false teeth and spectacles, which immediately
provoked a resignation threat from Bevan. Gaitskell insisted, and Bevan
carried out his threat, being joined by Wilson and by John Freeman, a
junior minister. Attlee was in hospital being treated for a duodenal ulcer
at the time of the resignations, and always blamed Morrison, who was
deputising for him at the time, ‘for losing three of my ministers’. Yet he
had been kept in touch with what was going on, and indicated that, if
the choice was between Bevan’s and Gaitskell’s resignations, then it was
Bevan who had to go.

The consequent split in the Labour Party gravely damaged its standing,
while developments in the Korean War spurred inflation and put
the balance of payments back into the red. Yet public support for the
government remained strong, and it might still have had serious
chances of increasing its parliamentary majority if Attlee had timed the
next election more judiciously. This would have involved hanging on
through the next winter, and probably going to the polls in the spring
of 1952, when the economic situation was expected to improve (it did).
Instead of this, Attlee effectively sacrificed the interest of his own party
to the convenience of King George VI. The King was due to embark on
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an extensive tour of the Commonwealth in the New Year, and by
September was already nagging Attlee to get the election out of the
way before his departure. He consequently set the election date for
25 October 1951, which was just about the least optimum time for
Labour.

Despite this disadvantage, the election was desperately close, and
Labour would still have won had it not been for the bias in the electoral
system. It gained over 200,000 more votes than the Tories, but the
result, in terms of seats, was as shown in the table below.
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Conservative 321
Labour 295
Liberal 6
Others 3
Conservative majority 17

Attlee was then 68, and worn out by ten continuous years of high
office. The time had surely come to bow out, but he lingered on in the
party leadership for four more years, including the 1955 general elec-
tion, in the pious hope of mending the deep split in his party. It was
also widely suspected that part of his motivation was to hang on until
Morrison, only five years his junior, would be seen as too old to succeed
him. If so, he succeeded in his objective, as his unfortunate deputy
polled only 40 votes to 157 for Gaitskell and 70 for Bevan, when he
finally stood down in December 1955. 

He then retired to the House of Lords, where his reputation as a wise
and benign, if taciturn, elder statesman continued to increase until his
death 12 years later. For the Labour Party, he remains to this day an
iconic figure, though – if truth be told – he served his country rather bet-
ter than his party. In his quiet way, he was every bit as much a patriot as
Churchill, as the final words of his typically low key autobiography, As It
Happened, reveal:

I have been a happy and fortunate man, in having lived so long in
the greatest country in the world, in having a happy family life and
in having been given the opportunity of serving in a state of life to
which I never expected to be called. (Attlee 1954)

A kindly, unassuming and extremely shy man, with an exceptionally
well-organised mind and a quiet determination to pursue the issues in
which he believed, Attlee was not the person to write his own epitaph.



The best he could manage was a rather smug limerick which he composed
for the amusement of Tom Attlee:

Few thought he was even a starter
There were many who thought themselves smarter
But he ended PM
CH and OM
An earl and a knight of the garter.

More apposite was the judgement of Peter Hennessy, the author of
the definitive work on the Attlee government, who concluded ‘that
1951 Britain … compared to any previous decade was a kinder, gentler
and far, far better place in which to be born, to grow up, to live, love,
work and even to die’ (Hennessy 1992, p.454).
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CHAPTER 12

Sir Anthony Eden – Self-
Destruction of a Prince Charming

It was said of the Roman Emperor Galba that everyone thought he was
capable of being a ruler until he actually became one. It was Anthony
Eden’s great misfortune that the same came to be said of him. Born in
1897, he grew up in what he felt to be an earthly paradise – the beautiful
Windlestone Hall and estate, in County Durham – but with impossible
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parents. He was the presumed third son, and fourth child, of Sir
William Eden, 7th baronet, whose family had been prominent in the
area since the eleventh century. Sir William combined the traditional
pursuits of a country gentleman with being a talented amateur painter
and discerning art collector, but he was most renowned for the
appalling temper which led him into frequent and uncontrollable rages
over the most trivial causes.

Anthony’s mother, Sybil Grey, was a kinswoman both of Earl Grey, of
the Reform Bill, and of Sir Edward Grey, the Liberal Foreign Secretary
from 1905 to 1916. A famous society beauty, she was a woman of great
extravagance, whose unthinking generosity and self-indulgence was
eventually to spell ruin to her husband’s not inconsiderable financial
resources. Anthony grew up to hate his mother, but he loved Sir
William, despite his evident deficiencies as a parent. As he grew older
his physical appearance began more and more to resemble that of
George Wyndham, Arthur Balfour’s secretary and later a Tory Cabinet
minister – a dark, handsome dilettante, with whom Sybil Eden was
known to be infatuated. According to his official biographer, Anthony
was well aware of the ‘persistent rumours’ about his parentage, and
‘found them both amusing and interesting. But he did not really believe
them’ (Rhodes James 1986, p.18).

Like all his family, Anthony was sent to Eton, which he disliked, and
where he failed to distinguish himself. From his school reports, he
emerged as a highly strung boy who suffered from temper tantrums,
but ‘is a nice, bright, intelligent fellow, with much that is very likeable
about him’ (Rhodes James 1986, p.25). When war broke out in August
1914, he was 17 years old, and thereafter he became more serious
minded and applied himself more diligently to his studies. Its effect on
his family was immediate and grave. His eldest brother, Jack, a profes-
sional soldier, was killed in France as early as October 1914; his second
brother Tim, was interned in Germany, where he had been studying,
his father was slowly dying – he survived until February 1915 – and his
beloved Windlestone was turned into a wartime hospital. Anthony’s
only ambition now was to join the army, but his poor eyesight led to
his being rejected on several occasions. However, late in 1915, he was
welcomed into a Yeomen’s regiment, commanded by Lord Feversham,
who was the brother-in-law of his married elder sister, Marjorie. The
medical test, Eden later reported, ‘was hardly more than a formality’
(Rhodes James 1986, p.36).

In nearly three years of service on the Western Front, Eden, who was
promoted to be the youngest Brigade Major in the British Army, saw
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much grim action and the death or injury of vast numbers of his
comrades in arms, while his younger brother, Nicholas, a 16-year-old
midshipman, was killed in the Battle of Jutland. He himself escaped
injury, and was awarded the Military Cross for rescuing his wounded
sergeant under enemy fire. At the end of the war, as a 22-year-old
veteran, he was at a loss what to do, but without enthusiasm decided to
take up a place he had been offered at Christ Church, Oxford, in
October 1919. He studied Oriental Languages (Persian and Arabic), and
proved an excellent student, gaining a First Class degree. His only
recorded student activity was to co-found an art appreciation society,
entitled the Uffizi Society, and he started to build up a modest art col-
lection of his own, showing an excellent eye for selecting up-and-
coming artists. He followed political events with close attention, but
showed no interest in joining the Union Society.

On graduation, he thought of trying for the Diplomatic Service, for
which his knowledge of languages – including good French and
German – made him well qualified. He decided, instead, on a political
career, and fought the local Durham constituency of Spennymore, los-
ing to Labour in the November 1922 general election. In the following
year, he was selected to fight a by-election in the safe Tory seat of
Warwick and Leamington. His candidature, however, was overshad-
owed by that of the flamboyant Labour candidate. This was none other
than the Countess of Warwick (a former mistress of Edward VII,
famously known to him as ‘My Darling Daisy’), who, to complete the
embarrassment, turned out to be his sister Marjorie’s mother-in-law,
and a relative by marriage of Eden’s fiancée. The by-election was
aborted in its final stages by the unexpected dissolution of Parliament,
but in the general election which ensued he was returned with a large
majority, the Countess coming a poor third. He was 26, and was to rep-
resent the seat, without any difficulty, for the ensuing 33 years.

Just before the election, he had married the 18-year-old Beatrice,
daughter of Sir Gervase Beckett, a wealthy and generous Tory MP, who
was also the owner of a leading regional newspaper, the Yorkshire Post.
They made a glamorous couple, and Eden was to benefit both finan-
cially and politically from the Beckett connection, but the marriage,
though it produced two sons, was not a success. Beatrice was immature,
and shared none of Anthony’s political, artistic or intellectual interests,
and it was not long before they began to drift apart, each having
numerous affairs, though they divorced only in 1950.

Eden made an inauspicious start as an MP, breaching the custom of
confining his maiden speech to uncontroversial matters, and it was
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some time before he found his feet in the Commons. He confined his
occasional interventions to foreign policy issues, but eventually became
Parliamentary Private Secretary to a junior minister at the Home Office.
Then, in July 1926, he had a great stroke of luck. Austen Chamberlain
was now Foreign Secretary, and his own PPS left on a six-month trip to
Australia, and recommended Eden, whom Chamberlain hardly knew, to
replace him.

He remained with Chamberlain until the Tory defeat in the 1929
general election, and they soon became immersed in mutual admira-
tion. Eden strongly approved Chamberlain’s policies, which notably
included the negotiation of the Locarno treaties of December 1925,
reintegrating Germany into the mainstream of European diplomacy,
while Chamberlain found him a highly proficient and well-informed
assistant. This somewhat stiff and remote man developed warm feelings
for Eden, who also became something of a favourite of the Prime
Minister, Stanley Baldwin, who openly talked to him about his future as
a Cabinet minister. He intended to bring him into the government, as
Under-Secretary at the Foreign Office, had he won the election.

In opposition, Eden frequently spoke on foreign affairs from the
front bench, and helped to restore his shaky finances (as the younger
son of an estate almost bankrupted by his mother’s fecklessness), by
joining a stockbroking firm. A fervent supporter of Baldwin against his
many Conservative critics, he joined a dining club of left-wing Tory
MPs, whose leader, Noel Skelton, coined the phrase ‘a property-owning
democracy’, which Eden was later to make his own hallmark.

The formation of Ramsay MacDonald’s National Government in
August 1931 marked the beginning of his ministerial career. MacDonald
had flirted with the idea of appointing his own talented son, Malcolm,
as Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs, but was persuaded by Baldwin to
choose Eden instead. The Foreign Secretary was a Liberal, the Marquis
of Reading, an arrangement which suited Eden very well, as it meant
that he alone would speak for the Foreign Office in the Commons. It
lasted for only two months: after the October 1931 election, Reading
was replaced by another Liberal, who was well on the way to becoming
a right-wing Tory, Sir John Simon. Eden found him to be a most uncon-
genial boss – irresolute, cantankerous and openly jealous of his much
younger deputy.

Largely excluded from the policy-making loop, Eden was dispatched
for long periods to Geneva for meetings of the League of Nations, where
he was extremely active in the abortive disarmament conference which
dragged on from 1932 to early in 1934. Nothing of value was achieved,
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but it did wonders for Eden’s public image. As his official biographer
put it:

In a somewhat drab scene, populated by so many older and duller
men, and with shadows looming everywhere, he stood out as an excit-
ing exception. At the beginning of 1933 he was almost unknown; by
the end of the year he was being hailed as a rising star, better known
through photographs, films and press reports than most members of
the Cabinet. Few such opportunities have occurred to a young politi-
cian. (Rhodes James 1986, p.123)

At the League of Nations, Eden established a reputation as a highly
accomplished diplomat, and was particularly noted for two of his initia-
tives. One was his proposal that an international force, including
British troops, should supervise the plebiscite in the Saarland, which led
to the return of the territory to Germany after 16 years of French occu-
pation. The second was his contribution as a mediator between
Yugoslavia and Hungary, after the latter’s government was suspected of
complicity in the assassination of the Yugoslav King Alexander in
October 1934. In reality, Eden’s commitment to the League of Nations
and to the concept of collective security was by no means unequivocal,
but in the public eye he became their very personification, and this was
the essential basis for his extraordinary popularity in the 1930s, which
did not, however, extend very far within the Conservative Party.

Although he was promoted to Lord Privy Seal, still outside the
Cabinet, in December 1933, he continued to chafe under Simon’s over-
lordship. When Baldwin finally took over as Prime Minister, in June
1935, he had high hopes that he himself would become Foreign
Secretary. Instead, Sir Samuel Hoare, whom he found only a marginal
improvement, was appointed. His tenure, however, lasted a mere six
months. He was forced to resign in the aftermath of the Hoare-Laval
Pact (see chapter on Baldwin), and, at the young age of 38, Eden’s hour
had come.

Under Baldwin, he was given a pretty free hand, and had very little
to show for his handling of the three major crises which occurred dur-
ing his watch – Abyssinia (Ethiopia), the Rhineland and the outbreak of
the Spanish Civil War. A careful examination of the evidence (Carlton
1981, pp.71–99) reveals little of the determination to resist, which he
subsequently claimed in his memoir of the period, Facing the Dictators
(1965). Against Mussolini, he was in no hurry to lift the partial and
ineffective sanctions applied by the League of Nations, but – in the face
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of French indifference – made no attempt to press the case for oil
sanctions which he had previously supported. Nor did he pursue the
one course which he himself had identified as likely to halt the Italian
aggression in its tracks – the closure of the Suez Canal. On Hitler’s occu-
pation of the Rhineland, which was a breach of the Locarno agreements
as well as the Versailles Treaty, he confined himself to verbal protests,
even though there was some indication that the French would have
supported a more muscular joint response.

Over Spain, Eden fully supported the principle of non-intervention,
which effectively deprived the legal government of access to arms sup-
plies, while hardly impeding the considerable German and Italian sup-
port for Franco, nor the more limited help which the Soviet Union sent
to the Republican side. It is not true, however, that Eden took the lead
in forcing the same policy on the new French Popular Front govern-
ment, nor is there any evidence that he shared the sympathies of a
probable majority of his Cabinet colleagues with the Francoist uprising.
In fact, he tried to make the arms embargo more even-handed by pro-
posing a naval blockade of the eastern Spanish coast. This initiative,
however, was voted down in the Cabinet – Baldwin for once taking a
keen interest in the issue and coming down heavily on the side of
Eden’s opponents.

Baldwin’s retirement, in May 1937, brought an end to Eden’s relative
contentment as Foreign Secretary. Neville Chamberlain was far less will-
ing than his predecessor to leave a free hand to his Foreign Secretary
and – while outward courtesies were usually maintained – the tension
between them gradually built up during the succeeding seven months.
Eden, despite his subsequent and largely successful efforts to suggest
the contrary, was not at all opposed to Chamberlain’s early attempts to
appease Hitler. He sought to draw the line, however, so far as Mussolini
was concerned, whom he appeared to regard as a more serious menace
than his fellow dictator. Chamberlain’s considered view was that,
though he was determined to pacify Hitler, he would prove an
extremely dangerous enemy of Britain if his efforts failed. He conse-
quently sought to detach Italy from its German alliance, so that Britain
would not have to face two powerful foes at the same time. He was,
accordingly, anxious to arrange bilateral talks in order to settle out-
standing Italian grievances. These included, notably, the British refusal
to give de jure recognition to the annexation of Abyssinia.

Eden’s view was that such recognition should not be given before
Italy made significant gestures of its own – such as the withdrawal of
Italian ‘volunteers’ from Spain and a reduction in the large Italian garrison
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in Libya, which constituted a potential threat to Egypt. He consequently
embarked on a surreptitious ‘go-slow’ campaign, doing everything he
could to delay or frustrate the opening of talks with the Italians, while,
on the surface, agreeing to carry out Chamberlain’s intentions.
Chamberlain soon became aware of what was going on, and fumed
against Eden in his private letters to his sisters, while attempting –
behind Eden’s back – to use his sister-in-law, Ivy Chamberlain (Austen’s
widow), who was living in Rome, as a supplementary channel of com-
munication with Mussolini’s circle. The climax came in December 1937
at a joint meeting which was held – at Chamberlain’s insistence – 
with the Italian ambassador, Count Dino Grandi, at which
Chamberlain made clear that he wished to expedite Anglo-Italian
talks. An astonished Grandi sent a dispatch to Rome, containing the
revealing passage:

Chamberlain and Eden were not a Prime Minister and a Foreign
Secretary discussing with the Ambassador of a foreign power a deli-
cate situation of an international character. They were – and revealed
themselves as such to me in defiance of all established convention –
two enemies confronting each other, like two cocks in true fighting
posture. (Carlton 1981, pp.127–8)

It was at this point that Eden decided to resign, and Chamberlain
made no strenuous efforts to dissuade him. At the time – and later –
many people were puzzled at Eden’s resignation, and thought that the
issues involved were hardly weighty enough to justify so extreme a step.
(Eden did not make public his disagreement with Chamberlain’s abrupt
dismissal of Roosevelt’s tentative peace-making initiative – see Chapter 9.)
Certainly, no other Cabinet minister was tempted to follow suit. One
theory is that Eden grossly overestimated his own standing and
thought that Chamberlain would not be able to continue in office with-
out his support. Others believed that he was playing a long game, in the
belief that Chamberlain would eventually become discredited and that
it was better to detach himself from him in good time. Some thought
he had acted purely out of pique, comparing him to Lord Randolph
Churchill, whose resignation as Chancellor of the Exchequer in 1886
wrecked his political career.

One explanation was not considered at the time, but was apparently
advanced by Eden himself in conversation with his colleague and close
friend, Malcolm MacDonald, then Dominions Secretary, who tried to
dissuade him from resigning. According to a letter which he wrote over
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40 years later to one of Eden’s biographers (Carlton 1981, pp.129–30),
Eden told him that ‘he could not continue working as a Minister
because he did not feel fit to do so; he felt physically unwell and men-
tally exhausted’. MacDonald continued: ‘When he made that remark I
decided that it would in fact be better if he did resign.’ He told this to
the Prime Minister the following morning, who, he recalled, ‘smiled
and said that he had “slept on the matter” and had come to the same
conclusion’.

Whatever moved Eden to quit, and – as in the case of most major
resignations – there were probably several different factors involved, the
long-term effect was certainly to burnish his reputation as an anti-
appeaser to a far greater extent than was justified by his actual record.
Nor did he now play a very active role in opposing Chamberlain’s poli-
cies, holding himself aloof from the small group surrounding Winston
Churchill. Churchill, however, professed the greatest admiration for
Eden, describing him in his memoirs as ‘one strong young figure stand-
ing up against long, dismal, drawling tides of drift and surrender’.
Despite his many admirers in the country, Eden had only a tiny follow-
ing among Tory MPs, who were disparagingly referred to as ‘the
Glamour Boys’. Within the party, he was regarded essentially as a light-
weight figure, and it is revealing that, in May 1940, when both Halifax
and Churchill were widely regarded as unsuitable candidates for the
premiership, there was absolutely no move to push Eden’s claims. He
had rejoined the government as Dominions Secretary in September
1939, and he was disappointed that Churchill excluded him from the
War Cabinet when he became Prime Minister, switching him instead to
the War Office. It was only in December 1940, when Halifax was packed
off to the United States as Ambassador, that he was able to reclaim his
place as Foreign Secretary.

During the remainder of the war he had a number of differences
with Churchill, but for the most part acted as a skilful and hard-working
deputy, whom Churchill recommended to George VI as his successor if
he should die or be incapacitated. Nevertheless it was Clem Attlee
whom he appointed as Deputy Premier, compensating Eden in 1942
with the leadership of the House of Commons. The double burden of
combining this post with being Foreign Secretary undoubtedly
contributed to the breakdown of his health, and by June 1945 he was
seriously ill with a duodenal ulcer and consequently played virtually
no part in the general election campaign. In the same month he
suffered the terrible blow of the death in action of his elder son, Simon,
in Burma.
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On more than one occasion, Churchill had promised Eden that he
would retire in his favour at the end of the war, and he was much put
out when he lingered on in the party leadership after the election rout.
Even so, his medium-term prospects looked good. He was immensely
popular in the country, and had no credible rival for the Tory succes-
sion. Yet beneath that suave and glamorous exterior, he was a bundle of
uncertainties and insecurities. In public, he was renowned for his affa-
bility and perfect manners – yet his junior ministers and civil servants
were only too aware of his violent temper, vanity and recurring obses-
sions. He was also a man with a guilty conscience. The world may have
acquitted him of appeasement, but he brooded on his own culpability
in failing to respond to the German occupation of the Rhineland in
1936, especially as captured German documents later revealed that
Hitler would have backed down if Britain and France had threatened a
military response. Twenty years later he was to tell his private secretary,
Sir Pierson Dixon, that if Britain had resisted in 1936 the Second World
War might have been avoided and ‘Millions of lives would have been
saved’ (Dixon 1968).

In October 1951, when the Tories were finally re-elected, Eden
became Foreign Secretary for the third time, at the age of 54. It was a
fruitful period for his diplomacy. An armistice was concluded in Korea,
and a ceasefire negotiated between France and the Vietnamese
Communists, while disputes with Persia and Egypt were settled, at least
temporarily. In all of these events, Eden was credited with a major role.
In August 1952, moreover, he embarked on his second marriage – to
Churchill’s niece, Clarissa Churchill – a union which turned out to be a
great deal happier than that with Beatrice Beckett. Only eight months
later, however, disaster struck. He had two gallstone operations which
went badly wrong, and his life was only saved by a third operation in
Boston, which was successful, though he was out of action until the fol-
lowing October. In June 1953, Churchill had a serious stroke, which was
kept secret, though if Eden had been fully fit he would most probably
have taken over the premiership. R.A. Butler, the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, was in charge of the government, but lacked the boldness to
seize the top post for himself. So Churchill held on, and gave way to his
‘crown prince’, apparently restored to health, only in April 1955.

When Eden succeeded to the premiership, his reputation was at its
peak. He was regarded as a master diplomat and – though his interven-
tions in domestic politics had been minimal – he was seen as the very
model of a progressive Tory, in whose hands the recently built welfare
state would be totally safe. He immediately called a general election,
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and had no difficulty in defeating an ageing Attlee still at the head of a
deeply divided Labour Party. He tripled the narrow majority which
Churchill had won in 1951, giving the Tories a lead of 58 seats over all
other parties.

It was a time of hope, but not for some of those who knew Eden well,
who were full of foreboding. These, apparently, included Churchill
himself, as well as Lord Swinton, a veteran Tory Cabinet minister who
was asked by Churchill early in 1955 if he thought that R.A. Butler
would do better as Prime Minister than Eden. Swinton replied that ‘any-
body would be better than Anthony [who] would make the worst Prime
Minister since Lord North. But you can’t think like that now – it’s too
late. You announced him as your successor more than ten years ago.’
Churchill replied ‘I think it was a great mistake’ (Ramsden 1996, p.274).

In retrospect, it might appear that the Suez affair was solely responsible
for wrecking Eden’s government and ending his political career. It did
not look like that at the time. Within months of his taking over, loud
voices of discontent were being heard, particularly within his own
party, and there was widespread speculation that he would not long
survive as Prime Minister. The feeling grew that he was just not up to
the job – he proved at the same time chronically indecisive, but ever
ready to interfere in the minutest details of the departmental work of
his colleagues; particularly, but by no means exclusively, in the Foreign
Office. He also showed himself to be exceptionally thin-skinned and
upset by the slightest criticism. The most painful shaft for Eden came
from the normally ultra-loyal Daily Telegraph in an article which
mocked his speaking style. To emphasise his points, Eden had the habit,
it said, of punching his fist into the palm of his other hand, but stop-
ping short of an audible impact. ‘Most Conservatives’, the paper
opined, ‘are waiting to feel the smack of firm government.’ Eden
reacted by issuing a quite unnecessary and highly counter-productive
denial that he was going to resign, which only increased the specula-
tion that he would not last for long. Early in 1956, a leading political
journalist, Ian Waller, made a prescient prediction in a syndicated arti-
cle: ‘If the year goes on as it has begun it will not be Sir Anthony Eden
but Harold Macmillan who reigns in Downing Street in 1957.’

Despite these misgivings, Eden might well have survived and served
a successful term as Prime Minister, but he was driven by an obsession.
This was that the Egyptian leader, Colonel Nasser, was becoming as
great a menace as Hitler and Mussolini had been in the 1930s, and must
on no account be appeased. Eden saw him as a lethal threat to the
British position in the Middle East and as a pawn of the Soviet Union.
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Several months before the Suez crisis began – in March 1956 – Eden
gave an early indication to his Under-Secretary, Anthony Nutting, of his
irrational attitude. King Hussein of Jordan had just dismissed the British
General John Glubb as the commander of his army. Convinced that
Nasser was behind this move, Eden screamed down the telephone to
Nutting: ‘what is all this poppycock you’ve sent me about isolating
Nasser and neutralising Nasser? Why can’t you get it into your head
that I want the man destroyed?’ This conversation was later related by
Nutting to the author Peter Hennessy, who linked it with indications
that Eden might even have tried to use the Secret Service in an attempt
to assassinate the Egyptian President (Hennessy 2000, p.61).

Suez proper began on 19 July 1956, when the US and Britain
announced the withdrawal of their earlier offer to partially finance the
Aswan Dam in southern Egypt. Nasser’s response – one week later – was
to order the immediate nationalisation of the Suez Canal Company,
indicating that he would use the income from Canal dues to pay for the
construction of the dam. Eden was by no means alone in being horri-
fied by Nasser’s action, which was strongly condemned by Hugh
Gaitskell, the Labour leader, in the House of Commons. However,
Gaitskell made clear, and repeated this more emphatically in private let-
ters to Eden, that he did not support the use of force against Egypt. Nor
would this have been justified in terms of international law – Nasser
offered full compensation on the basis of the market value of the
shares, the majority of which were held by the British government, and
the bulk of the remainder by private French interests.

Nevertheless, from day one Eden was determined on the use of force
if Nasser refused to back down – ostensibly to achieve international
control of the canal, but in reality to ensure Nasser’s overthrow. The
French government, led by the Socialist Guy Mollet, was equally willing
to use military force. Its main motivation was to punish Nasser for his
support of the rebels fighting against France in Algeria. Unfortunately
for the British and French leaders, their military staffs advised them
that it was not possible to launch an immediate strike, as an airborne
assault was seen as too risky. A seaborne invasion, from a base in Malta,
would take at least a month to prepare, they insisted.

Eden was therefore forced to try diplomatic means to resolve the
dispute, while secretly liaising with the French to launch an attack on
Egypt on or after 8 September. The secrecy was necessary because
President Eisenhower, and his Secretary of State, John Foster Dulles, had
made it crystal clear to Eden that the US would not support military
action. With US backing, a conference of the leading maritime powers
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was held on 16–23 August, which deputed a five-man committee, led
by Australian Prime Minister Robert Menzies, to visit Nasser and try to
persuade him to accept an international board of control for the canal.
He turned them down flat, and the British and French resolved to
take their case against Nasser to the UN Security Council, in the expec-
tation that Russia would veto any resolution requiring Egyptian compli-
ance. They would then feel free to launch their attack, having failed to
secure satisfaction from the UN.

This plan was thwarted by Dulles, who insisted on further negotiations,
coming up with the idea of establishing a Suez Canal Users’ Association
(SCUA), made up of signatories to the 1888 Convention which guaran-
teed international access to the canal. The proposal was that the SCUA
would be responsible for hiring pilots and collecting dues. The inaugu-
ral meeting of the SCUA was held on 19–22 September, Nasser skilfully
avoided committing himself either for or against this plan, and negotia-
tions at the UN continued in a desultory way, with the prospect of
Anglo-French military action seeming to diminish with every day that
passed. During this period, Eden remained in a high state of excite-
ment. There is some evidence that he was suffering from recurrent
bouts of fever, perhaps related to delayed effects of his operations in
1953. On 5 October, while visiting his wife in hospital, he had a serious
attack, with his temperature rising to 105 �F (40.6 �C). His press officer,
William Clark, who later resigned in protest against the Suez operation,
wrote in his memoirs that Eden was ‘mad, literally mad and that he
went so on the day that his temperature rose to 105�’ (Clark 1986,
p.209). Eden himself admitted to Sir Gladwyn Jebb (British Ambassador
in Paris) that he had been ‘practically living on Benzedrine’. There can
be little doubt that his judgement was seriously affected at this time,
though his health did not break down until later and ‘several contem-
poraries noted that in the later stages of the drama Eden displayed a
calm serenity, in marked contrast to his usually excited and nervous
demeanour’ (Dutton 1997, pp.422–3).

By mid-October it seemed that the threat of war over Suez was all but
over, but on 14 October two emissaries from the French government
arrived at Chequers with a hare-brained scheme to involve Israel in a
clandestine plot to provide a pretext for an Anglo-French attack on
Egypt. It is difficult not to believe that, had Eden’s judgement not been
affected, he would have rejected the proposal out of hand. As it was, he
travelled with Foreign Secretary Selwyn Lloyd to Paris two days later for
secret talks with Mollet and his Foreign Minister, Christian Pineau,
from which all officials were excluded. A week later a confidential
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agreement was signed in a villa at Sèvres that Israel would launch an
attack towards the Suez Canal on 29 October, and that Britain and
France would then issue an ultimatum to both combatants to cease fire
and withdraw their forces from the canal area or the two powers would
intervene to separate the two armies and secure the safety of the canal.

Eden persuaded his Cabinet – many of whose members were not
informed of the details of the collusion with Israel – to back the plan,
which they did with varying degrees of enthusiasm, with only one
member (Sir Walter Monckton) registering disagreement, though he did
not resign (he had been switched a few days earlier from his post as
Defence Minister to Paymaster-General, because of his lukewarm atti-
tude to military intervention). Although Eden bore the main responsi-
bility for the folly about to be committed, his two leading Cabinet
colleagues were also greatly to blame. Either of them could effectively
have vetoed the project if they had come out strongly against. Instead,
Harold Macmillan, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, backed it with
great enthusiasm, and reversed his position (in the face of a run on the
pound) only after the Anglo-French forces had landed in Port Said on
5 November. R.A. Butler, the unofficial deputy premier, was convinced
of the madness of the scheme and told everyone so afterwards, but kept
his mouth shut during the Cabinet discussions.

The Israeli attack duly took place, and the Anglo-French ultimatum
was delivered. The Egyptians turned it down, and Anglo-French air
attacks were launched against Egyptian air bases, in preparation for the
landing by the amphibious force which had already steamed out of
Malta two days before the Israeli attack. President Eisenhower, aghast at
the deception employed against him by Eden and Mollet, immediately
instructed the US delegate to the United Nations Security Council to
table a motion demanding that Israel should withdraw from Egyptian
soil and calling on all UN members to refrain from force or the threat of
force. Britain and France vetoed the resolution, the first time that
Western powers had ever had recourse to the veto. When a similar
motion was submitted to the UN General Assembly, it was passed by
64 votes to 5, only Australia and New Zealand backing the three states
waging an undeclared war against Egypt.

If Eden’s actions provoked near unanimous condemnation at the
UN, they succeeded in splitting British public opinion right down the
middle. The House of Commons erupted in uproar when he announced
the Anglo-French ultimatum and the Speaker was forced to suspend the
sitting. The Labour and Liberal parties, the Churches, the bulk of the
intellectual community and the bien-pensant press reacted in horror,
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while he enjoyed ecstatic support from most Conservatives and – accord-
ing to the opinion polls – a large number of working-class voters. The
dozen or so Tory MPs who opposed Eden got short shrift from their sup-
porters, most of them being deselected as parliamentary candidates.
Two junior ministers – Nutting and Sir Edward Boyle – resigned from
the government, and Eden also lost his press officer, William Clark, for
the same reason.

There was sullen resentment from senior ministers and officials who
had been kept totally in the dark about the government’s intentions.
These included the British Ambassador to Cairo, Sir Humphrey Trevelyan;
the First Lord of the Admiralty, Lord Hailsham, who later wrote: ‘I was
told nothing of the contingency plans, and when ships were actually
beginning to move I was misled as to their true purpose’; and Sir
Charles Keightley, the commander of the British troops about to go into
action, who was given no forewarning of the intended Israeli attack.
(Dutton 1997, p.28). The plan was misconceived in any case, but that it
descended into total fiasco was at least partly due to the failure to con-
sult, or even inform, so many key figures.

It took over a week for the allied troops to make it from Malta to Port
Said, where they landed on 5 November, and began to advance south-
wards along the canal. But by then the pressure of the United States on
the British and French governments had become irresistible. The US
5th Fleet made threatening movements against allied ships, while the
American Treasury blankly refused to support the pound sterling which
was under pressure in the exchange markets. This was the pretext – if
not perhaps the cause – of Macmillan’s abrupt change of stance, which
forced Eden to declare a halt of military operations on 6 November. By
Christmas, the British and French troops were forced to withdraw in
humiliating circumstances, with Nasser acclaimed a hero throughout
the Arab world and beyond.

Those who had lauded Eden now turned against him. The more
jingoistic Tories roundly condemned him for halting the operation
when it was (at least in terms of securing the physical control of the
canal) in sight of success. ‘Worse than a crime, a blunder’, was the stan-
dard Tory verdict on Suez, echoing the famous judgement on
Napoleon’s execution of the Duc d’Enghien. It nevertheless was a crime –
not least because it provided a cover for the brutal and simultaneous
Soviet suppression of the Hungarian revolution.

Eden’s premiership did not long survive the failure of his enterprise.
His health broken, he announced on 21 November that he was flying to
Jamaica to recuperate, staying at the house of the James Bond author,
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Ian Fleming, and leaving Butler in charge of the government. He
returned on 14 December, and six days later told a direct lie to the
House of Commons when he denied any foreknowledge of the Israeli
attack on Egypt. He resigned on medical advice on 9 January 1957, to
be succeeded not by Butler, as he and most other observers had
expected, but by Macmillan, who was the choice of the overwhelming
majority of his Cabinet. He was to live for another 20 years, as the Earl
of Avon, and set out a lengthy justification in three volumes of mem-
oirs. Yet he could never bring himself to admit the collusion with Israel.
The conspirators at Sèvres had pledged themselves to eternal secrecy,
but Eden’s French and Israeli partners proved a great deal less discreet
than his own tight circle of collaborators. Within a few months, two
French journalists, Serge and Merry Bromberger, had already revealed
the essential details in their book Les Secrets de l’Expédition d’Egypte,
which were later confirmed both by Pineau and by General Moshe
Dayan, the Israeli Chief of Staff.

One good thing did come out of Suez – the realisation in both
Britain and France that they were no longer world powers – and could
not hope, even acting together, to embark on major military operations
without at least the acquiescence of their American ally. This lesson was
learned more quickly in France, which within a few months signed the
Treaty of Rome and committed itself to European integration. It took
much longer for the British, who were to find that when they wished to
follow suit they were blocked by their former partner, and were only
able to join the European Community 15 years after it was established.

What should one think of Eden? For most of his life he had appeared
the soul of honour, yet he was responsible for perhaps the most dishon-
ourable episode in British history in the twentieth century – arguably
even worse than Munich, which was a sin of omission, while this was
one of commission. In truth, Eden was a tragic figure, who had too
lightly chosen the wrong career path after the First World War. Behind
his elegant exterior, he lacked too many of the qualities necessary for
effective political leadership at the highest level. He proved himself
incapable of taking big decisions on a rational basis, his temperament
was too brittle and he was too thin-skinned to cope with criticism,
while his character contained more than a dash of naivety. It was a
great pity that he did not follow his initial inclination to try for the
Diplomatic Service – he would have cut a glittering figure presiding
over the embassy in Paris or Washington, faithfully carrying out the
policies determined by his political masters, without suffering the
agony of having to decide on them himself.
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CHAPTER 13

Harold Macmillan – Idealist 
into Manipulator

He used to boast that his grandfather was a Scottish crofter, which was
being somewhat economical with the truth. The last crofter in his family
had been his great-grandfather, as he well knew. Grandfather Daniel
Macmillan had come south to become a booksellers’ apprentice in
Cambridge, where – with his brother – he founded what was to become
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the great Macmillan publishing empire. By the time that Harold
Macmillan was born, in 1894, the family, already immensely wealthy,
had long been established in one of the most fashionable quarters of
London, and any Scottish connections were but a distant memory.

His father, Maurice, was Daniel’s second son, a cultured, diffident
man, who was totally in thrall to his American wife Nellie, a talented
musician, but a bit of a harridan, with no inhibitions in expressing her
strong views and prejudices, which included a large dose of Mid-
Western Protestantism. Macmillan was the youngest of three brothers,
but was soon selected by his ambitious mother as the one most likely to
make his mark in the world, and she lost no opportunity to push him
forward. In later life, Harold was to write: ‘I can truthfully say that I owe
everything all through my life to my mother’s devotion and support.’
As Prime Minister, he was to tell a friend: ‘I admired her but never really
liked her ... she dominated me and she still dominates me.’

A solitary and withdrawn child, who got more affection from his
nanny than his parents, he was unhappy at Eton, from where he was
removed at the age of 15 on the grounds of ill health. This was probably
the actual reason, though his official biographer, Alistair Horne, refers
coyly to ‘inevitable rumours’ that he left for the ‘usual reasons’ for boys
to be expelled from public schools. He was highly inhibited and,
according to Lord Blake, who knew him well, found it hard in later life
‘to relate at all easily to his contemporaries, to his children and to
women’ (Blake 1996, p.276). After Eton, he was educated at home by
tutors, with one of whom – Ronnie Knox – he was to to form a close
and affectionate relationship. Knox, who much later was to gain
renown as a leading Roman Catholic theologian, was then a young
Anglo-Catholic priest, who had been at Oxford with Harold’s eldest
brother, Daniel. Still trembling on the brink of conversion to Rome, he
was to be unceremoniously ejected from the household by a furious
Nellie Macmillan, who had no intention of seeing her son being cor-
rupted by Popish doctrines, and who also feared the growing attraction
between her 17-year-old son and his 22-year-old tutor.

Despite the loss of his formidable tutor, Macmillan was able to win
an Exhibition to Balliol College, Oxford, where he spent a gloriously
happy two years between 1912 and 1914, gaining First Class Honours in
the first part of his Classics degree, which he was never to complete. At
Oxford he renewed his friendship with Knox, who was now a chaplain
at Trinity College, and – together with another close friend – strongly
urged him to take the final plunge and convert to Rome. To Knox’s
consternation, however, Macmillan himself – fearful of his mother’s
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reaction – decided to remain an Anglican, even if a High Church one,
which he was to remain for the rest of his life. Macmillan played an
active role in the Union, becoming successively Secretary and Treasurer,
with a good chance of succeeding to the Presidency if the war had not
intervened. He espoused radical causes, but seemed very unsure of his
party affiliation – or perhaps was hedging his bets – as he became a
member simultaneously of the Canning (Tory) and Russell (Liberal)
clubs, as well as of the Fabian Society (Labour). He supported a motion
‘That this House approves the main principles of Socialism’, and in his
maiden speech attacked the ‘public school’ system.

Like most of his Oxford contemporaries, Macmillan, aged 20, has-
tened to join up in the early days of the war, and was commissioned as
a second lieutenant in the King’s Royal Rifle Corps. His mother then
used influence to get him transferred to the much smarter Grenadier
Guards, and in the summer of 1915, Macmillan went to France, where
he was to remain for most of the rest of the war, acquiring a reputation
for gallantry (but no decoration) and being seriously wounded three
times. He emerged from the war feeling a great sympathy with the
largely working-class soldiers that he had commanded, and only just
alive. He was rotting in a poorly equipped military hospital, but the
determined and energetic Nellie got him transferred to a private hospi-
tal in Belgrave Square, just round the corner from his family home, an
action which Macmillan thought saved his life.

Now aged 24, Macmillan could not bear the thought of returning to
Oxford, so many of his contemporaries having perished in the war. He
retained his army rank of captain, and in 1919 went to Ottawa as aide-
de-camp to the Governor-General of Canada, the 9th Duke of
Devonshire. This post was secured for him by his ever-scheming and
social-climbing mother, who may perhaps have been partly influenced
by the fact that the Duke had several daughters of marriageable age. If
so, her foresight was rewarded, for Harold fell deeply in love with the
youngest of them, the 19-year-old Lady Dorothy Cavendish. The wed-
ding at St Margaret’s, Westminster, on 21 April 1920, was the social
event of the year. The bride’s party was packed with the cream of the
aristocracy, including the future King George VI, and the bridegroom’s
with the pride of Macmillan authors, including Henry James and
Thomas Hardy.

By this time, Harold himself was already working as a senior editor in
the family firm, then headed by his uncle Frederick, who was flanked
by Harold’s father Maurice and his cousin George as co-directors.
Alongside Harold, in the second layer, was his eldest brother Daniel and
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another cousin, Will. He found he had a natural aptitude for the work,
and greatly enjoyed his contacts with such eminent authors as Hardy,
Kipling, Yeats and Sean O’Casey, and younger writers, including the
economists John Maynard Keynes, G.D.H. Cole, Colin Clark and Lionel
Robbins. Still very buttoned up, however, he did not, on his own admit-
tance, succeed in making friends with any other of them, except
O’Casey, a self-proclaimed Communist and atheist.

Despite his contentment at being a publisher, Macmillan – again
influenced by his mother – now began to contemplate a political career.
Still harbouring radical views, and fervently admiring Lloyd George, his
logical political home would have been one of the two branches of the
Liberal Party, but opportunism gained the upper hand, and sensing that
the Liberals were a busted flush, he approached Conservative Central
Office, offering his services to fight a ‘tough seat’. A wealthy, rather
cerebral young publisher, with a fine war record, the Tories lost no time
in despatching him to Stockton-on-Tees, a predominantly working-class
constituency in the north-east, represented by a Liberal. What the aver-
age Stockton elector made of this earnest, rather uptight young man,
with a duke’s daughter at his side, may only be conjectured, but he
came very close to winning the seat, a mere 73 votes behind the Liberal,
with Labour a close third. The following year, aged 30 – in the 1924
election – he came out on top, 3000 votes ahead of Labour, with the for-
mer Liberal MP in third place.

Macmillan was appalled by the high level of unemployment in
Stockton, and by the hardship and poverty of many of his constituents,
feeling the same sympathy for them that he had for the men he had
commanded on the Western Front. Their plight was the main theme of
the periodic speeches he made in his early years in the Commons.
Ponderous and poorly delivered, they soon won him the reputation of
being a parliamentary bore, though few doubted the sincerity and dis-
interestedness of his views. More influential was a short book which he
wrote with three other young MPs, entitled Industry and the State (1927),
setting out the case for unorthodox measures (described as ‘Socialistic’
by more mainline Tories) to mitigate the effects of unemployment.
Macmillan followed this up by a number of unsolicited memoranda
which he sent to various ministers, one of which, addressed to Winston
Churchill, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, was acknowledged by him
to be the original source of the Derating Act of 1927, which, by reliev-
ing industrial enterprises of the burden of paying rates to local authori-
ties, increased their profitability and thereby enhanced their prospects
as employers. Macmillan and his three fellow authors became the
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nucleus of a Tory progressive group, mockingly referred to by fellow
Conservative MPs as the YMCA. The group notably included Robert
Boothby, Churchill’s lively and mischievous PPS, who was to have a
devastating influence on Macmillan’s private life.

As an MP, Macmillan continued to work for his publishing house
during the mornings while attending the House of Commons in the
afternoon and evening. Three children – a son and two daughters –
were born during the first six years of his marriage, and, while Harold
was for the most part busily occupied in London, they were living with
their mother at Birch Grove, the family’s country residence in Sussex.
Already a large Victorian pile, it was substantially extended in the 1920s
by Nellie Macmillan, who ruled the roost as a materfamilias, with
Harold’s family allocated a large wing on the first floor. Nellie had per-
suaded her husband that – though Harold was the third son – he should
be the sole heir of Birch Grove, though she should have the right to
continue to live there during her lifetime.

This situation, of living under the same roof as her dominant mother-
in-law, was undoubtedly oppressive for Dorothy, who had perhaps mar-
ried Harold at a young age principally to get away from her own
overbearing mother. Described by Horne as being ‘neither clever nor
intellectual, but shrewd’, she soon became discontented, and increas-
ingly bored by her worthy but unexciting husband. The arrival of the
handsome, amusing and buccaneering figure of Bob Boothby in
Macmillan’s circle had the proverbial effect of applying a spark to dried
tinder. Dorothy immediately fell head over heels in love with him, and
started what proved to be a lifelong affair which she pursued with the
absolute minimum of discretion. In 1930, she gave birth to a third
daughter, Sarah, of whom Boothby was undoubtedly the father. Dorothy
wanted a divorce, but Macmillan refused. A proud man, deeply hurt by
his wife’s infidelity, he suffered a nervous breakdown, but – determined
to keep up appearances – resigned himself to a lonely and bleakly
unhappy existence. He retreated into his books, reading widely in his-
tory and the classics, and returning repeatedly to the novels of Trollope
and Jane Austen. Dorothy never let go of Boothby, but – particularly
after Macmillan became Prime Minister in 1957 – provided companion-
ship if not conjugal love to her husband. As for Boothby, who had been
seen as a much more likely political prospect than Macmillan, his career
spluttered out in the early 1940s after he was found to have used undue
influence to enrich himself while a junior minister. While he remained
an MP and later a life peer, he was to be remembered mostly for his
rumbustious performances in television discussion programmes.
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In the same year – 1929 – that Dorothy began her liaison with
Boothby, Macmillan suffered another disaster – the loss of his Stockton
seat in the general election which brought Ramsay MacDonald back to
the premiership. He subsequently narrowly avoided a far worse fate –
that of becoming a close associate of Sir Oswald Mosley. In May 1930
Mosley resigned as a minister in the Labour government because of its
failure to tackle unemployment. Macmillan immediately fired off a let-
ter to The Times, warmly supporting Mosley’s action. When Mosley sub-
sequently founded his New Party, pledged to a planned economy, this
strongly appealed to Macmillan who seriously considered defecting
from the Tories. He drew back at the last moment, saving himself from
probable electoral humiliation at the subsequent general election and
from the taint of having been a fellow traveller of Mosley in the early
stages of his headlong flight into fascism. Instead, Macmillan, having
unsuccessfully flirted with the possibility of fighting a safe Tory seat in
the south-east, stuck to Stockton, which he easily regained in the land-
slide election of October 1931.

Throughout the 1930s, Macmillan was probably the most unortho-
dox of all the Tory MPs, rebelling against the party line on a wide range
of issues. His main concern was still unemployment, and he persist-
ently argued for Keynesian remedies, especially in his book, The Middle
Way, published in 1938, which also advocated the nationalisation of
the mining industry. It was not surprising that his views proved more
acceptable in Labour circles than within his own party. Indeed, Frank
Pakenham (later Lord Longford), a Tory who had switched to Labour,
attempted to persuade Macmillan to follow suit. He replied: ‘When I
consider the prospect of associating with your wild young men of the
Left, I have to remember that I am a very rich man’ (Horne 1988, Vol. I,
p.119). Nevertheless, Macmillan was far more willing than most other
dissident Tories to consider joint action with Labour MPs to oppose the
policies of his own government, and in a newspaper article in 1936 had
floated the idea of a centre party which, he suggested, should be led by
Labour’s Herbert Morrison.

Apart from Churchill, he was also the most consistent and deter-
mined opponent of appeasement. In 1936 he had been one of only two
Tory MPs to vote against the government in a foreign affairs debate fol-
lowing the fiasco of the Hoare-Laval Pact, and actually resigned the
party whip for a while. He also backed A.D. Lindsay, the Popular Front
candidate, in the Oxford by-election following the Munich agreement,
against the official Conservative nominee, Quintin Hogg. (Another
Tory who supported Lindsay was Edward Heath, who was then an
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undergraduate at Oxford University.) As Horne commented, ‘It is difficult
to see how [Macmillan] could have stood as an orthodox Conservative
candidate if a general election had been held in 1939 or 1940’ (Horne
1988, Vol. I).

Macmillan’s estrangement from the Conservative leadership was
only brought to an end when it was replaced in May 1940, with
Churchill succeeding Chamberlain as Prime Minister. Macmillan was
one of the 41 Tory MPs who had voted to ensure Chamberlain’s down-
fall, and his immediate reward was the ministerial office which had pre-
viously eluded him during 16 years as an MP. Even then, it was far from
being a grand appointment – Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of
Supply. He was 46 and was to remain a junior minister for nearly three
years, under a series of senior figures including Herbert Morrison and
the press baron, Lord Beaverbrook. He was to prove competent and
highly resourceful, and in December 1942 his big opportunity arose.
Following the successful US-led occupation of French North Africa,
Churchill decided to appoint a Resident Minister at the headquarters of
the allied commander, General Dwight Eisenhower, as a counterweight
to Robert Murphy, President Roosevelt’s personal representative. He was
only Churchill’s second choice, but he accepted with alacrity. The post
was of Cabinet rank, but though he was not a member of the War
Cabinet he was to report directly to Churchill.

Soon established in a luxury villa in Algiers, Macmillan visibly flow-
ered under the warm Mediterranean sun. Eisenhower greeted his arrival
with suspicion, but Macmillan played up his half-American ancestry for
all its worth, and all his previous stiff formality fell away from him in
the more relaxed atmosphere of a largely American military headquar-
ters. Before long he was playing a major political role, brokering the
agreement under which General de Gaulle and the former Vichy General
Giraud reluctantly shared the leadership of the French Committee for
National Liberation, a provisional government in embryo. He also played
a significant supporting role in the Casablanca summit meeting between
Churchill and Roosevelt in March 1943. The focus later moved to Italy,
with the invasion of Sicily and the secret negotiations for Italy to
change sides in the war, in which he played a part as a go-between with
representatives of the new Italian government which had replaced
Mussolini. With Eisenhower’s departure for England to prepare for the
Normandy landings, Macmillan was attached to the headquarters of
the British General Alexander, who commanded the allied forces in
Italy. In effect, he became a viceroy in charge of civil government in
Italy, as the Acting President of the Allied Control Commission. The
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nominal president was Alexander, who was far too busy with military
matters to play any part. Macmillan contrived to include Greece, from
which German troops retreated in the autumn of 1944, and even
Yugoslavia, within his sphere of influence. This aroused the bitter hos-
tility of Anthony Eden, who resented his poaching on the Foreign
Office’s and his own competence. Eden conspired unsuccessfully to
have Macmillan recalled, while – for his part – Macmillan cast envious
eyes on the Foreign Office, unwisely hinting to one of Eden’s senior
officials that he thought he could do the job better.

Macmillan even fancied himself as a strategist, helping Alexander to
devise a plan, known as ‘Operation Armpit’, for a major thrust through
Northern Italy and the ‘Ljubljana Gap’, which, he argued would bring
Anglo-American forces into Vienna and Prague well ahead of the
Russians. Churchill responded with enthusiasm, but it was vetoed by
the Americans who insisted on proceeding instead with the already
planned ‘Operation Anvil’ – the invasion of southern France.
Macmillan always insisted that if his plan had gone ahead the Iron
Curtain would have been 250 miles further east than it actually was,
but subsequent military opinion has been sceptical about its feasibility.
What is certain is that his advocacy did him no harm with Churchill,
who was also mightily impressed by his handling of the situation in
newly liberated Greece, in December 1944, when, with the country
plunging into civil war, Macmillan’s proposal to install Archbishop
Damaskinos as Regent may well have thwarted a Communist takeover.

The final wartime episode involving Macmillan – in May 1945 – was
the sending back to almost certain death or torture of thousands of
Russian and Yugoslav combatants and civilians who had been assisting
the Germans and were captured by British forces in Austria. The deci-
sion to do this had been taken, in principle, at the Yalta summit the
previous February, and Macmillan’s responsibility was confined to
advising the army commanders on the spot to proceed accordingly. His
final years were clouded by accusations made much later, notably in a
book published by Count Nikolai Tolstoy, and which featured in a sen-
sational libel action, that Macmillan was personally responsible for
sending back White Russian émigrés not covered by the Yalta agree-
ment, for deceiving his friend General Alexander and for conspiring to
delude the Yugoslavs into believing that they were being evacuated to
Italy. None of these accusations was ever substantiated, despite detailed
investigation. Macmillan must share the general guilt of those who car-
ried out the policy, but the specific responsibility rests with Churchill
and Roosevelt who agreed it with Stalin at Yalta. The repatriation of
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large numbers not strictly covered by the Yalta undertaking was due to
the excessive zeal, or carelessness, of individual British officers, and
cannot be placed at Macmillan’s door.

Before the repatriations were carried out, Macmillan had been
recalled to Britain, where – on the collapse of the coalition government –
Churchill invited him to join his new ‘caretaker’ Cabinet, offering him
the post of Air Minister, which he assumed on 25 May 1945. Two
months later he was out of office, having lost his seat at Stockton by a
majority of nearly 9000. Within another four months he was back in
the Commons, a by-election vacancy having occurred in the safe south
London suburban constituency of Bromley. The Harold Macmillan who
took up his seat in November 1945 was a changed character from the
Tory rebel of the 1930s. It would be an exaggeration to say that the
young idealist had been transformed into a cynical middle-aged manip-
ulator, but there is an element of truth in that. He was certainly a great
deal more self-confident and extrovert, more concerned about the pur-
suit of power and less scrupulous about the means to be employed. He
was also much less boring. He had become an accomplished conversa-
tionalist, and his speeches, while still tending to be over-long and over-
prepared, were much better delivered and were spiced with occasional
flashes of wit. He was now a force to be reckoned with, and though few
foresaw his rise to the premiership nobody doubted that he would be a
senior figure in any future Tory government.

During the next six years, Macmillan proved to be one of the most
pugnacious critics of the Attlee government, despite the fact that many
of its policies closely resembled those he himself had advocated during
the 1930s. He was now extremely partisan in his approach, even, on the
occasion of his daughter Catherine’s marriage to Julian Amery, crossing
off from the invitation list the names of several prominent Labour politi-
cians, including Clement Attlee, who had been closely associated with
Amery’s father, Leo, in the wartime coalition government. Macmillan
played only a limited role in the widespread reforms adopted within the
Conservative Party, struggling to make itself re-electable after its land-
slide defeat. It was Macmillan’s long-term rival, R.A. Butler, who over-
saw the reshaping of Conservative policy involving the acceptance of
all the major reforms introduced by Labour, while the parallel changes
to the party’s organisation and electoral machine were the work of Lord
Woolton, the party chairman, and of the lawyer, Sir David Maxwell-
Fyfe (later Lord Kilmuir). Nevertheless, Macmillan certainly expected to
be offered a major post when Churchill formed his government in
October 1951, and was deeply disappointed to be made Minister of
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Housing and Local Government, subjects on which, in his own words,
he ‘knew nothing’.

It was this appointment, however, which was to be the real making
of Macmillan. The Tories’ annual conference, normally a placid affair,
had got out of hand in 1950 when the delegates, against the wishes of
the platform, had insisted on setting a target of building 300,000 new
houses per year, a figure which the party leadership regarded as quite
impracticable (the current level was not much more than 200,000).
Now Churchill challenged Macmillan to achieve it. ‘It is a gamble’ he
said, ‘which will make or mar your political career. But every humble
home will bless your name if you succeed.’

On 1 December 1953, Macmillan was able to make a triumphant
announcement: the target had been reached. It had been achieved
through his own tireless energy – and ceaseless bullying (with
Churchill’s full support) of other ministers to release scarce supplies and
financial resources desperately needed for other urgent purposes, such
as school-building, road construction and industrial expansion. It had
been achieved, in part, through the efforts of his junior minister, Ernest
Marples, a professional builder, and of his remarkable Permanent
Under-Secretary, Dame Evelyn Sharp. And it had been reached through
a savage reduction of the minimum standards for public housing set by
his predecessor, Aneurin Bevan. Never mind, the target had been
reached, and Macmillan shamelessly took all the credit for it and was
rewarded with standing ovations from subsequent Tory conferences. He
was the hero of the hour, and he waited impatiently for promotion to
one of the senior offices of state. But this had to wait on Churchill’s
retirement, which would release the Foreign Office on Eden’s promo-
tion to Number 10, and Churchill was in no hurry to go. He clung on
until April 1955, and in the meantime, Macmillan had to make do with
the Ministry of Defence to which he was appointed in October 1954.
He did not enjoy the experience, finding that Churchill, whose powers
in general were rapidly waning, still retained a close interest in defence
matters and was constantly interfering.

It was an immense relief to Macmillan when Churchill finally retired
and, as expected, Eden appointed him Foreign Secretary. The relief did
not last long. The new Prime Minister wanted to conduct his own for-
eign policy, and was reluctant to give Macmillan his head. After only
eight months, and much to Macmillan’s chagrin, he replaced him by a
much junior figure, John Selwyn Lloyd, who he rightly judged would
be more compliant. Macmillan was made Chancellor of the Exchequer,
replacing Rab Butler, who became Leader of the House of Commons.
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Macmillan made a mighty fuss and tried to impose conditions; one of
which, that Butler should not formally be designated as Deputy Premier,
he was granted, though Butler continued to preside at Cabinet meetings
in Eden’s absence.

Macmillan started off with the ambition of becoming a great reform-
ing Chancellor, but is remembered in that role for a single gimmick, the
introduction of Premium Bonds, in the only Budget he was to present.
The truth is that, for the greater part of the year that he held the office,
he neglected his duties – especially during the Suez dispute – to concen-
trate his attention on foreign and defence issues. Thus he failed, unlike
his French opposite number, to draw on credits from the International
Monetary Fund, which would have helped prevent any subsequent run
on the pound.

Of all Eden’s ministers, he was the most gung-ho in urging the use of
military force, and even submitted a memorandum suggesting that
Israel should be associated with an Anglo-French attack several weeks
before the French came up with their own plan to collude with the
Israelis. He also, perhaps unintentionally, seriously misled Eden into
believing that Eisenhower would support British military action, after a
meeting with the President in mid-September, a meeting from which
the British Ambassador, Sir Roger Makins, who was present and took
detailed notes, drew precisely the opposite conclusion. Then, when the
Anglo-French invasion had just started, he took fright at the fall of the
pound, which he had done nothing to guard against, and demanded an
immediate cessation of activities. Macmillan was dubbed as ‘First in,
and first out’ by Harold Wilson in a devastating critique of the Suez
operation, but his performance did him no apparent harm, despite the
presumption that his first stance would have alienated the anti-Suez
Tories, and his later one the much more numerous pro-Suez element.

Two months later, when Eden resigned, the Queen failed to ask his
advice as to whom to call on as his successor, though he went out of his
way to express his appreciation of the way in which Butler had led the
government during his absence. She did consult Churchill, but the
choice was effectively made by the retiring Cabinet, who were inter-
viewed one by one by their two senior colleagues in the House of Lords,
Lord Salisbury and Lord Kilmuir. Salisbury (grandson of the Prime
Minister) had difficulty in pronouncing his ‘r’s, and said to each in
turn: ‘Well, which is it, Wab or Hawold?’

Of the members of the Cabinet, only one, Patrick Buchan-Hepburn,
the Minister for Works, plumped for Butler. Macmillan’s appointment
came as an almost total surprise to the general public, virtually all the
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newspapers having predicted that Butler would be chosen. Had the
vacancy occurred six months earlier, there is very little doubt that
he would have won the prize, but the Suez episode was a disaster for him. He
was seen as weak and indecisive, and the constant talk of appeasement
had cruelly revived memories of his pre-war record as a close collaborator
of Neville Chamberlain. Macmillan, by contrast, was seen as strong and
determined, even if his judgement left a great deal to be desired.

Macmillan’s appointment looked remarkably like a poisoned chalice,
and he himself told the Queen that he doubted whether he would sur-
vive for more than six weeks. Yet he took immediate steps to calm the sit-
uation, starting by subtly emphasising the contrast between his own and
Eden’s more febrile approach by pinning to the Cabinet office door a
notice with the words ‘Quiet calm deliberation disentangles every knot’.
This was a quotation from W.S. Gilbert’s The Gondoliers, and thus began
the enduring legend of Macmillan’s ‘unflappability’. Nevertheless, during
his first year in office he had a distinctly rocky ride. Already in March
1957, he suffered his first Cabinet resignation when Lord Salisbury, the
Leader of the House of Lords, quit in protest against the release from cap-
tivity of the Cypriot independence leader Archbishop Makarios, who had
been deported to the Seychelles a year earlier. Salisbury had a substantial
following among right-wing Tories, and was later to be the focus of resist-
ance to decolonisation in Africa, but his departure from the government
had little immediate impact. More serious, in the short-term, for
Macmillan was a rebellion of right-wing MPs, eight of whom resigned the
party whip in May, when the Cabinet, in a final acknowledgement of the
futility of the Suez operation, recommended British shipowners to use
the canal and pay dues to Egypt. Throughout the year, the government
was dogged by appalling opinion poll figures, giving a large lead to
Labour and poor by-election results. Then, in January 1958, he lost his
entire Treasury team when Peter Thorneycroft, the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, and his two junior ministers, Enoch Powell and Nigel Birch,
resigned, claiming that the expansionist economic policies which
Macmillan was pursuing would have disastrous inflationary consequences.
Macmillan, who was about to depart on an extensive Commonwealth
tour, airily dismissed the resignations as ‘little local difficulties’, and was
widely admired for his aplomb.

Almost the first, and certainly the most important, step that
Macmillan had taken to put the Suez disaster behind him, was to meet
with President Eisenhower in Bermuda in March 1957. The purpose was
to restore the close Anglo-American relationship, which – aided by his
wartime association with Eisenhower, and it must be admitted a generous
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helping of obsequiousness – Macmillan succeeded in doing. Also at
Bermuda, Eisenhower agreed that the US would supply Britain with
guided missiles, which allowed the fiction of an ‘independent’ British
deterrent to be maintained. Soon after this the first British hydrogen
bomb was exploded, conscription was abolished, defence expenditure
sharply cut, and the era of excessive dependence on nuclear weapons in
British defence policy began.

By the spring of 1958 the worst was past, and – though opinion polls
and by-elections continued to go badly – Macmillan had succeeded in
consolidating his government and binding up the wounds in his own
party. Equally importantly, he had impressed his own personality on
the consciousness of the voters. No grey, anonymous figure, he: what
the public saw was ‘a bit of a card’. Elements of Macmillan the show-
man had already been revealed as Housing Minister; as Prime Minister
he was to undergo a substantial makeover. In Horne’s words,

Gone were the little commissar-like spectacles, the ‘Colonel Blimp’
moustache had been ruthlessly pruned, the disarrayed teeth fixed –
which somehow transformed the toothy, half-apologetic smile; the
hair had assumed a more sophisticated shapeliness. Here was a new,
almost dapper figure, with instant authority; the television ‘person-
ality had arrived’. (Horne 1989, Vol. II, p.145)

It was not, however, a very modern persona. He still wore Edwardian
clothes, went shooting on ducal grouse moors, and stuffed his govern-
ment with Etonians (half the Cabinet), and other aristocrats, many of
them his relations by marriage. In the short term, at least, this image
did him no harm. It coincided with the last flourish of deference voting
by a section of the working class. Moreover, at least until 1960–61, he
was far more popular than his Labour opponent, Hugh Gaitskell, who
came over to the public as too earnest and too cerebral (a little like the
pre-war Macmillan, in fact). Attempts to mock Macmillan’s image only
rebounded on his critics. Epithets such as ‘MacWonder’ and ‘Supermac’,
applied to him ironically by Aneurin Bevan and the left-wing cartoonist
Vicky, were taken at face value by many people and added to his grow-
ing renown. In July 1957, Macmillan made a speech at Bedford, when,
drawing on an earlier slogan used by the Democrats in the 1952 US
elections, he said: ‘Let us be frank about it: most of our people have
never had it so good.’ He was referring to the growing prosperity, as
post-war shortages had come to an end and more and more people were
owning motor cars, television sets and washing machines for the first
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time. The general sense of well-being which this engendered disguised
the fact that it was precisely at this period that Britain began to fall seri-
ously behind its continental neighbours, with lower growth rates and
higher inflation. Never mind, most people were better off than before,
and the Tories claimed – and duly received – the major credit for it.

It took time, however, for this feeling to work through to their politi-
cal advantage, and it was only in early 1959 that the Labour lead in
the opinion polls disappeared, and confidence began to grow in the
prospects of a Tory victory. Macmillan was in no hurry to put this to
the test. In order to bolster his image as an international statesman, he
undertook two initiatives. One was to invite himself to Moscow, where,
wearing an outsize fur hat (which unknown to his Soviet hosts he had
acquired in Finland in 1940, where he had gone on an abortive mission
to organise western help against the Russian invasion), he was able to
achieve unprecedented media coverage, despite the relative paucity of
the results of his talks with Nikita Khrushchev. Then followed his mas-
terstroke – an invitation to the tremendously popular US President ‘Ike’
Eisenhower to visit him in London, where he allowed himself to be
shamelessly exploited for electoral purposes by agreeing to appear in a
relaxed television discussion with Macmillan, which turned out to be an
exercise in mutual admiration. The Labour Party, whose leader, Hugh
Gaitskell, had been refused any contact whatever with the American
President, fumed, but could do nothing about it. A few months later, in
October 1959, Macmillan faced the electorate, with the slogan ‘Life is
Better with the Conservatives – Don’t Let Labour Ruin it’, and was
returned with a sharply increased majority of 100 seats. Gaitskell, who
put up a spirited fight, was widely blamed for rashly promising that a
Labour government would not put up income tax. This probably was
counter-productive, but even if he had fought an impeccable campaign
the odds would still have been stacked against him.

The 1959 election was Macmillan’s greatest triumph, but it marked a
watershed in his premiership. Before then virtually everything had
gone right for him; afterwards almost everything went wrong. His main
political initiative during his second term concerned the European
Economic Community (EEC) (then usually known as the Common
Market), and it cannot be denied that he made a botch of it, as he him-
self recognised in his memoirs. ‘I shall never cease to blame myself’, he
wrote, for not having acted earlier and more decisively to pursue British
membership, first of the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC)
and then of the EEC. He wasted his first term of office in promoting the
European Free Trade Association (EFTA), essentially a spoiling tactic,
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which it rapidly became clear was in no way an adequate substitute for
EEC membership. Then he hesitated for the best part of two years,
before, on 31 July 1961, announcing a rather half-hearted application.
He exerted himself, with no little skill and ruthlessness, to maximise
support within his own party – only 40 out of some 4000 delegates
opposed the application at the Conservative conference in October
1961 – but made no attempt at all to secure cross-party support. This
undoubtedly was a factor in pushing the Labour leader, Hugh Gaitskell,
who was initially believed by his friends to be mildly pro-EEC, into the
hostile camp, thereby undermining the force of the British application.

Edward Heath was appointed to conduct the membership negotia-
tions. He acquired an impressive mastery of the details of a very com-
plex process, stubbornly holding out for the best deal obtainable in
every chapter of the negotiation. In retrospect, this, too, can be seen as
a mistaken tactic, as it only added to the delay in bringing the proceed-
ings to a conclusion. (Later applicants for EEC membership – notably
Greece – found that they did better to agree quickly to whatever was
offered, knowing that their bargaining power would be much greater
once they were inside the Community.) In the event, it was the accumu-
lated delays which proved crucial in the failure of the application. It
had always been suspected that de Gaulle was at best lukewarm to
British entry, but French public opinion was broadly in favour, and the
General was in a weak position to enforce his will. Then, in October
1962, he won a crushing majority in a referendum on the presidency,
following this up with a sweeping electoral victory one month later,
and his authority was transformed. Peeved by Macmillan’s behaviour at
his meeting with President Kennedy at Nassau in December 1962, when
he won the US leader’s reluctant consent to bolstering Britain’s nuclear
deterrent, while not securing equivalent assistence for France, he
announced the French veto on 29 January 1963, only two days after his
Foreign Minister, Maurice Couve de Murville, had told Heath that
‘nothing can now stop these negotiations from being a success’.

The normally ebullient Macmillan was shattered by this setback,
confiding to his diary, ‘All our policies at home and abroad are ruined.’
De Gaulle’s rebuff was only one of a series of setbacks to Macmillan dur-
ing his second term of office. His economic policies started to go seri-
ously awry, and not only the Tories’, but his own personal opinion poll
ratings plunged, leaving him far behind Gaitskell, and after his death,
Harold Wilson. There followed a series of by-election disasters, after one
of which, in July 1962, Macmillan promptly sacked one-third of his
Cabinet, including Selwyn Lloyd, the Chancellor of the Exchequer and
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the Lord Chancellor, Lord Kilmuir. The ‘night of the long knives’ was
widely seen as a panic reaction, the Tory Chief Whip, Martin Redmayne,
remarking to Rab Butler that ‘For once the unflappable actually flapped.’
A cartoon in the pro-Conservative Sunday Express showed a battered
Macmillan, as the captain of the ship Never Had It So Good, saying
‘Members of the crew, I have driven the ship on the rocks. For such
striking incompetence, you’re fired.’

The remaining months of his premiership were blighted by the twin
scourges of satire and scandal. The satire boom, which began with the
Cambridge Footlights review Beyond the Fringe, was followed by the BBC
programme That Was The Week That Was, which portrayed the formerly
dynamic leader as a clapped out anachronism. The damage to his image
was compounded by his handling of the Vassall and Profumo affairs. He
emerged badly from the Vassall spy scandal, in November 1962, when he
over-hastily demanded the resignation of a junior minister who was later
revealed as blameless. Then came the much more damaging Profumo
affair, in which the War Minister was discovered to have shared the favours
of a call girl with a Soviet agent, and in which Macmillan was revealed as
being gullible and out of touch. He was severely shaken by the subsequent
confidence debate, on 17 June 1963, when the normal Tory majority of 97
fell to 57 due to a spate of abstentions. The heaviest blow was a devastating
speech by Nigel Birch, one of the three Treasury ministers who had
resigned in 1957. He quoted Browning’s poem The Lost Leader (originally
written as an attack on Wordsworth for abandoning his youthful idealism):

... let him never come back to us!
There would be doubt, hesitation and pain,
Forced praise on our part – the glimmer of twilight,
Never glad confident morning again!

‘Never glad confident morning again’ undoubtedly reflected the
view of the majority of Tory MPs, who now saw Macmillan as an elec-
toral liability and – though lacking the will to push him out – earnestly
hoped that he would make way for another standard-bearer to take
them into the general election, now possibly only a few months away.
Macmillan, now nearing 70, agonised for several months over whether
to continue, deciding – only on the night of 7–8 October 1963 – that he
would do so and would lead the Tories at the general election. He
announced this to the Cabinet the following morning, only to be
stricken by severe pains, which led him to adjourn the meeting early.
He had an inflamed prostate gland, necessitating an immediate operation.
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Macmillan, known for his hypochondria, convinced himself that he
had cancer, and decided he must resign forthwith – a decision he was to
regret for the rest of his life.

He made one other decision: that, come what may, he would not be
succeeded by Rab Butler, who was the obvious choice. His motives for
doing down the man who had served him loyally and efficiently as a
deputy for nearly seven years were complex. He no doubt despised him
as a Man of Munich, but both the rival contenders whom he sought to
promote were equally tarred with the same brush. Lord Hailsham
(Quintin Hogg) had been the pro-Munich Tory candidate in the Oxford
by-election in October 1938, while Lord Home had actually attended
the Munich conference as Neville Chamberlain’s PPS. Whatever drove
him to it, Macmillan, who supervised the whole selection process from
his sickbed, was utterly unscrupulous in his methods. He got the Chief
Whip and the Lord Chancellor to conduct highly suspect soundings of
Cabinet ministers and Tory MPs, and then ‘cooked the books’, accord-
ing to the then Tory Chairman, Iain Macleod, before reporting to the
Queen that Lord Home had more support than any other candidate. It
is arguable that had the Queen, or her advisors, been less guileless, they
ought to have taken other soundings before sending for Lord Home,
but Macmillan had really put her in an impossible situation. It is also
true that if Butler, who undoubtedly would have been the majority
choice if there had been a proper ballot either of the Cabinet or of Tory
MPs, had had the guts to refuse to serve under Home, he could proba-
bly have forced the issue in his own favour (see next chapter). As it was,
Macmillan did a serious disservice to his own party by landing it with
the leader who was least well qualified to be Prime Minister and least
likely to be a successful vote-winner at the subsequent general election.

Macmillan was prime minister for six years and 281 days – the fourth
longest tenure in the century, after Thatcher, Wilson and Asquith.
Technically, he was rated as one of the more effective Prime Ministers, but
his long period in power was notably barren in its achievements. He
pushed ahead with decolonisation, but not in the territories with a sub-
stantial settler population, though he prodded the South Africans to aban-
don apartheid in his ‘Wind of Change’ speech. Not a single parliamentary
bill passed by his government has reverberated down the years as a land-
mark piece of legislation, unless it was the introduction of life peerages.
The truth is that by the time he became Prime Minister, Macmillan had
long ceased to be a reformer. He was the complacent leader of an essen-
tially complacent country. Apart from wanting to increase British influence
in the world, which led him to support both an ‘independent’ nuclear
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deterrent and British entry into the EEC, he had no deeply felt objectives.
Instead, he was determined to put on a good show, and for a long time he
succeeded in this, adding greatly to the gaiety of the nation. He attracted a
variety of theatrical nicknames, including ‘Mac the Knife’, the ‘Actor-
Manager’, and the ‘Old Poseur’. But like most old troupers, he went on
rather too long, the audience got bored, and he ended up being likened to
The Entertainer in John Osborne’s play. By 1963, it was time to leave the
stage, as he subsequently conceded in his memoirs. He was to live another
23 years, refusing to take a peerage until his 90th birthday, when he
became Earl of Stockton. This, apparently, was in part because he periodi-
cally harboured the (quite unrealistic) hope that he would be summoned
back to lead a government of national unity. In his old age, he acquired a
new reputation as a fount of wit and wisdom, and became something of a
national treasure. It was rather a lonely life – his wife had died in 1966,
and he lived virtually alone with his books in the cavernous house at
Birch Grove, occupying himself with the affairs of his publishing firm and
his duties as Chancellor of Oxford University, to which he had been
elected while still in Downing Street. Consulted by Mrs Thatcher during
the Falklands War, he later fell out with her when he likened her privatisa-
tion projects to ‘selling off the family silver’. He died in 1986, and the
most apt verdict on him was probably that of Lord Blake who, comment-
ing on his lifelong admiration for Disraeli, wrote in the Dictionary of
National Biography: ‘It is arguable whether Disraeli was a great prime min-
ister, but he was certainly a great character. The same can be said of Harold
Macmillan’ (Blake 1996).
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CHAPTER 14

Sir Alec Douglas-Home: Right
Man, Wrong Century?

The 14th Prime Minister of the twentieth century was a 14th Earl, an
improbable occurrence and one never likely to be repeated. Alexander
Frederick Douglas-Home was born on 2 July 1903, the eldest of seven
children of the 13th Earl of Home (pronounced ‘Hume’). He himself
was to undergo several name changes, becoming successively Lord
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Dunglass, Earl of Home, Sir Alec Douglas-Home and, finally, Lord Home
of the Hirsel. According to his official biographer, D.R. Thorpe, his
‘upbringing was privileged even by the standards of the upper classes of
the time’ (Thorpe 1996). He was descended from two of the most pow-
erful and wealthy families in Scotland. The Douglases, famous robber
barons, had been the scourge of the English for several centuries; the
Homes had betrayed their own countrymen to collaborate with their
English oppressors, and, in 1603, the first Earl came down to London
with King James I, as one of his most trusted advisers. The Douglas and
Home families were united by marriage in 1832, and, when Alec was
born, his grandfather, the 12th Earl, owned well over 100,000 acres,
with estates in Berwickshire and Lanarkshire – the latter containing
valuable coal deposits – as well as several grouse moors, valuable fishing
rights over a long stretch of the River Tweed, and castles at Douglas and
the Hirsel, near Coldstream.

Alec’s family environment was a happy one. His father Charlie–
reportedly an exceptionally nice man – was a conventional landowner
and part-time banker in Edinburgh. His mother, the former Lady Lilian
Lambton, daughter of the Earl of Durham, was a more radical influence.
Known teasingly in the family as ‘the well-known socialist’, she was to
vote Labour in the 1945 election, even though her son was by then a
junior Conservative minister. Alec was educated at home by a governess
until the age of ten, when he was despatched to a prep school in
Hertfordshire, where he stayed until 14, the school having contrived to
retain him for an extra year because of his prowess on the cricket field.
By then, already known as Lord Dunglass (a courtesy title he assumed
when his father became the 13th Earl), he arrived at Eton on the same
day as a boy called Eric Blair (George Orwell), though their careers, both
at school and later, were sharply to diverge. In every respect, except aca-
demically, where he was – at best – no more than average, Alec’s time at
Eton was an outstanding success. Elected a member of Pop, an elite
society of senior boys, the literary critic Cyril Connolly included a
remarkable vignette about him in his own autobiographical essay,
originally published in 1938:

The other important Pop was Alec Dunglass, who was President and
also Keeper of the Field and Captain of the Eleven. He was a votary
of the esoteric Eton religion, the kind of graceful, tolerant sleepy boy
who is showered with favours and crowned with all the laurels, who
is liked by the masters and admired by the boys without any appar-
ent exertion on his part, without experiencing the ill-effects of
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success himself or arousing the pangs of envy in others. In the
eighteenth century he would have become Prime Minister before he
was thirty; as it was he appeared honourably ineligible for the struggle
of life. (Connolly 1938, p.245)

From Eton, in 1922, Dunglass proceeded to Oxford, where he enrolled
in Christ Church, the most socially exclusive college, where the ambi-
ence, especially among his own group of friends, resembled that
recounted by Evelyn Waugh in Brideshead Revisited. It was, according to
Home’s biographer, ‘a carefree world of hunting, cricket, bridge and
champagne, though racing was becoming one of Dunglass’s interests at
this time’ (Thorpe 1996, p.32). He also began to take an interest in poli-
tics, and attended meetings of several political clubs, while steering clear
of the Union. He studied history, obtaining only a Third Class degree,
possibly, in part, because of a mysterious illness which afflicted him at
the time of his finals, though, according to one of his tutors, it ‘did not
really matter to him what sort of academic label he would bear on leav-
ing Oxford’ (Thorpe 1996, p.31). He came down in 1925, and made no
attempt to seek employment, even as the manager of the family estates,
which his father would have been pleased for him to do. Instead, he
decided to ‘swan around’ for a couple of years, devoting his time to an
endless round of cricket matches, point-to-point meetings, shooting par-
ties, salmon fishing and country house visits. He went on a cricket tour
to South America with the MCC, and played for a variety of clubs includ-
ing the local Coldstream side, the Eton Ramblers, the Free Foresters and
I Zingari. He had a natural talent for the game, had been coached by 
top-class professionals at Eton, and was probably good enough to play
regularly for an English county side if he had had the inclination.

He had, however, more serious interests in view, one of which was to
become an MP – not, his biographer insists, because of noblesse oblige,
but through a genuine ambition to hold senior office. Because of his
social background, he had no difficulty at all in getting selected as a
Conservative (or Unionist, as they were known in Scotland) candidate.
He just mentioned to Sir John Gilmour, the Secretary of State for
Scotland, and to Noel Skelton, MP for Perth, that he would like to con-
test a seat at the 1929 general election, and an immediate invitation
arrived to fight Coatbridge and Airdrie, a predominantly industrial seat
close to the family estates at Douglas. The 25-year-old Dunglass, who
had led such a cloistered life, had a rude awakening when he faced the
working-class electorate of the constituency. One of them – a miner –
recalled him, 44 years later in a BBC programme, as being ‘Probably the
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rawest and most immature candidate I have ever seen at any time.’
Another recalled him as being ‘pathetic on the platform, absolutely
pathetic’ (Thorpe 1996, p.44). Dunglass was easily defeated by the
Labour candidate, but was not put off by the experience and in 1931
eagerly accepted an invitation to fight the Lanark constituency, for-
merly held by a leading Scottish Tory, Walter Elliot, which had been a
narrow Labour gain in 1929. As part of the landslide victory won by
Ramsay MacDonald’s National Government, Dunglass easily defeated
his Labour opponent with a nearly two-to-one majority. He was 28, and
his foot was on the first rung of the political ladder.

No sooner was the election over than he reached the second, when
he was invited to become PPS to Noel Skelton, who was Under-Secretary
at the Scottish Office. Skelton, who was to die of cancer only four years
later, was regarded as one of the most promising of younger Tory politi-
cians and was the unofficial leader of a group of progressive MPs,
including Anthony Eden. Working as Skelton’s ‘eyes and ears’, Dunglass
became familiar with the very wide range of economic and social issues
for which the Scottish Office was responsible. This familiarity was
extended to English and Welsh affairs in 1935 when he transferred to
become PPS to Anthony Muirhead, the Under-Secretary at the Ministry
of Labour. Home impressed people equally by his great courtesy and
by the conformity of his views. Very much on the ‘respectable’ wing of
the party, he firmly rebutted overtures from such subversive characters
as Winston Churchill. Nevertheless, as a PPS to junior ministers, he
remained a minor player on the Westminster stage. In 1936, however,
he received a notable step up when he was asked to perform the same
duties for the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Neville Chamberlain.
Chamberlain liked his protectionist views, and another factor which
they had in common was their love of bird-watching. The same year, at
the age of 33, he had married Elizabeth Alington, six years his junior
and the daughter of his former headmaster at Eton. The marriage,
which was to last almost 54 years, was a happy one, and was to produce
a son and three daughters. Dunglass remained with Chamberlain when
he became Prime Minister, a few months later, and was a wholehearted
participant in his appeasement policy.

He accompanied Chamberlain to the Munich conference with Hitler,
and for ten days afterwards, Chamberlain, who was exhausted physically
and mentally, went with his wife and the Dunglasses to the Hirsel to
recuperate, at the invitation of the 13th Earl. Subsequently, Dunglass was
heavily involved in the by-election which took place in Kinross and West
Pethshire, in December 1938. The sitting MP, the Duchess of Atholl, had
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been deselected by the local Conservatives because of her criticism of
Chamberlain, and promptly resigned her seat to fight a by-election on an
anti-Munich platform. Described by a later Tory MP, Robert Rhodes
James, as ‘one of the dirtiest by-election campaigns of modern times,
from which only the duchess emerged with any distinction’, Dunglass’s
participation did him little credit, and he makes no reference to it in his
autobiography. He, in fact, was the star speaker on behalf of the Tory can-
didate, who was narrowly elected, and the posters advertising his meet-
ings read: ‘COME AND HEAR THE TRUTH ABOUT MUNICH FROM THE MAN WHO WAS

THERE WITH THE PRIME MINISTER.’
An unconditional admirer of Chamberlain, Dunglass remained with

him to the bitter end, even declining office as a junior Scottish Office
minister in September 1939 in order to continue as his parliamentary
aide. On the day war was declared – 3 September – Dunglass was
involved in a bizarre incident, which does much to explain his subse-
quent image as a comic character out of P.G. Wodehouse. He had driven
down to the South Downs with his brother Henry to search for a rare
species of butterfly. Arrested in some woods by a suspicious Special
Constable, who, when Dunglass claimed to be the Prime Minister’s PPS,
replied: ‘Yes, and I’m the Queen of Sheba’, it required a hurried phone
call to 10 Downing Street before he was prepared to release his captives.
Amazingly, he was again to be arrested, by the Oxfordshire police, in
similar circumstances a year later.

Dunglass was appalled when Churchill replaced Chamberlain as Prime
Minister in May 1940, and joined in a last-ditch effort to persuade Lord
Halifax to take over, describing Churchill and his associates as ‘gangsters’.
A month later, he was reported as having told the wife of a Tory whip
that ‘since W[inston] came in, the H of C had stunk in the nostrils of
decent people’ (Stewart 1999, p.426). It was unsurprising that Churchill
found no place for Dunglass in his coalition government. Instead,
Dunglass intended to join up, as did his four younger brothers, one of
whom was killed in action. He already had a commission in the
Lanarkshire Yeomanry, but his plans were thwarted by a breakdown in
his health. He had tuberculosis of the spine, and in September 1940
underwent a vital operation, and was then incarcerated in a plaster cast
for two years, during which he was unable to leave his home. It was only
in July 1943 that he was well enough to resume his work as an MP. He
made the most of his period of inactivity, which seemed to have the
effect of focusing his mind on serious issues and maturing his personal-
ity. He read very extensively, notably historical and biographical works,
and was the only British Prime Minister known to have read Marx’s Das
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Kapital from cover to cover. The only effect this had on him was to
strengthen his already fervent anti-communism, which was further rein-
forced by his contact with Polish soldiers billeted at Douglas Castle. One
of these, Count Starzenski, a former private secretary to the Polish foreign
minister, Colonel Beck, gave him a first-hand account of the horrors of
the Russian occupation of eastern Poland between 1939 and 1941.

In the spring of 1945, Dunglass emerged as one of the fiercest critics
of the Yalta agreement, which effectively put Poland at Russia’s mercy.
He made a powerful speech in the Commons, and was one of 21 Tories
to vote against the government when the House was divided on a back-
bench motion regretting the transfer of ‘the territory of an Ally’ to
‘another Power’. The former appeaser of Hitler was not prepared to
bend the knee before Stalin. Churchill was probably not best pleased by
Dunglass’s repudiation of what he had agreed at Yalta, but nevertheless
when a Conservative ‘caretaker’ government was formed three months
later, at the end of the war in Europe, he was appointed as joint Under-
Secretary at the Foreign Office. This was almost certainly due to the
influence of the Tory Chief Whip, James Stuart, who effectively selected
all the junior members of the government. A fellow Scottish aristocrat,
and a descendant of King James V of Scotland, he was to continue to be
Dunglass’s mentor and protector for the best part of a decade.

Dunglass remained a minister for just two months, at the end of which
he was heavily defeated in his Lanark constituency in the July 1945
general election, which swept Labour into power. He regained the seat
with a narrow majority in 1950, but in July 1951 his father died, and he
entered the House of Lords as the 14th Earl of Home. Three months
later the Conservatives won the 1951 general election, and James Stuart
was appointed Secretary of State for Scotland. He immediately asked for
Alec Home to become his number two, as Minister of State. For the next
four years he was the man on the spot, supervising the work of the
Scottish administration from its headquarters in Edinburgh, and every
now and then making a viceregal style tour throughout the country,
almost invariably staying in the castles or country houses of various
grandees, often his own relatives. Stuart, who was one of Churchill’s
closest associates, spent nearly all his time in London, leaving Home to
operate on a very loose rein. The disadvantage for him was that he him-
self was very seldom in the national capital, and thus remained fairly
unknown to the great majority of political actors, let alone the general
public outside Scotland. This position only marginally improved in
April 1955, when Eden brought him into his Cabinet as Secretary of
State for Commonwealth Relations. In this post, he was largely invisible
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because of his membership of the upper house, while he was frequently
away on visits to Commonwealth countries and territories.

He was confirmed in this post, in January 1957, when Macmillan suc-
ceeded Eden, and after another couple of months combined it with the
leadership of the House of Lords, when Lord Salisbury resigned over the
Cyprus issue. Altogether, he held the Commonwealth Relations portfolio
for a record period of over five years. During this time he became very
close to Macmillan, who valued his traditional background and relatively
right-wing views as a counterweight to the younger, more radical figures
he was bringing into his Cabinet, such as Iain Macleod, Edward Heath
and Reginald Maudling. Then, in May 1960, he gave Home a staggering
promotion, making him Foreign Secretary in place of Selwyn Lloyd, who
became Chancellor of the Exchequer. The appointment went down
almost universally badly. This was not primarily because of doubts over
Home’s capacity, but because of a very widespread feeling that it was
inappropriate, and an affront to the House of Commons, to have a
Foreign Secretary in the House of Lords. The Daily Mirror opined that it
was ‘the most reckless political appointment since the Roman Emperor
Caligula made his favourite horse a consul’, and the Labour Party put
down a censure motion in the Commons. Macmillan recorded in his
diary that ‘Gaitskell made the cleverest and most effective speech I had
heard him make. My reply was not too good, but the Party rallied round.’
In fact, criticism within the Tory Party was almost as great as from the
Opposition, and it made for a difficult beginning for Home. In the event,
he made an adequate if far from outstanding Foreign Secretary, and was
actually aided by not having to spend time nursing a parliamentary seat.
He was also greatly helped by the appointment, as his deputy, of Edward
Heath, as Lord Privy Seal, who took over complete responsibility for
European issues and proved a highly effective number two.

Home became a popular figure among foreign diplomats because of
his old world charm and congenial manner, and they respected him for
his straight talking. Even the Soviet Foreign Minister, the dour Andrei
Gromyko, was known to thaw in his presence. He was also easily the
best-liked member of the Cabinet, with no known enemies, with the
single exception of Iain Macleod. He had become Colonial Secretary in
1959, with a brief to speed up decolonisation, and he resented what he
regarded as obstructionism by his colleague at the Commonwealth
Relations Office. Macleod, who had famously been attacked as ‘too
clever by half’ by Home’s friend and predecessor as Leader of the Lords,
Lord Salisbury, had a low opinion of Alec Home’s intellectual capacity
and regarded him as a reactionary of the deepest hue.
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Home thoroughly enjoyed being Foreign Secretary, and no doubt
regarded himself as being exceptionally fortunate to have reached what
must have seemed the peak of his career at the age of 57. Yet in
November 1960 an event occurred which was eventually to give an
altogether unexpected twist to his destiny. This was the death of the
Labour peer, Lord Stansgate, which had the immediate effect of disqual-
ifying his eldest surviving son, the prominent Labour MP, Tony Benn,
from sitting in the House of Commons. The same fate had affected
Home himself, in 1951, and he had uncomplainingly complied, as well
as Quintin Hogg (Lord Hailsham), who had impotently raged against it,
in 1950. Benn was made of sterner stuff, fighting a by-election in his
Bristol South-East constituency, and winning it handsomely with a
majority of 13,000 over his Conservative opponent, who was neverthe-
less awarded the seat by an election court. Public opinion was clearly on
Benn’s side, and the government was eventually forced to introduce a
bill enabling hereditary peers to disclaim their titles during their life-
time. Under the original draft, this would only have come into effect
after the ensuing general election, but a Labour amendment was
accepted in the Lords that it would apply as soon as the bill received
royal assent. Within hours of this happening, Benn disclaimed his title;
Home and Hailsham did not, but the passage of the amendment in July
1963 was to transform the outcome of the Tory leadership contest three
months later.

As recounted in the preceding chapter, this was triggered by
Macmillan’s mistaken belief that he had cancer, and the announcement
that he was to resign was made on 10 October to the annual Tory con-
ference by Lord Home, in his capacity as President of the National
Union of Conservative Associations. The febrile atmosphere of the con-
ference was hardly calculated to ensure that there would be a calm and
judicious assessment of the merits of the competing candidates, which
it was not then generally known would include Home. Indeed, two
days earlier he had privately offered his services, along with the Lord
Chancellor, Lord Dilhorne, as an impartial ‘collector of voices’ within
the Cabinet, from which his colleagues quite naturally concluded that
he was not himself in the running. Earlier in the year, when it had
looked as though Macmillan would be forced to resign in the wake of
the Profumo affair, the hot favourite was seen to be Reginald Maudling,
the youthful Chancellor of the Exchequer. Yet his star inexplicably
faded during the summer, and neither he nor two other younger poten-
tial candidates – Heath and Macleod – were now seen as likely con-
tenders. The effective choice seemed to be between Rab Butler and Lord
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Hailsham, who had become eligible since the passage on 31 July of the
Peerage Act, which gave existing peers a six-month window of opportu-
nity to disclaim. Butler had much the stronger claim in terms of experi-
ence and ministerial achievement, and was far ahead in the opinion
polls; Hailsham was known to be very popular among the Conservative
rank and file and was believed to be Macmillan’s preferred choice. Yet
Home was evidently holding himself in reserve as a compromise candi-
date. He had arranged to have a medical check-up to see if he was fit
enough to bear the strains of the premiership, and a number of
highly influential supporters, including Selwyn Lloyd, Heath and
John Morrison, chairman of the 1922 Committee of Conservative
backbenchers, were already canvassing on his behalf.

When he went to see Macmillan in hospital before his operation on
9 October, he was strongly urged to make himself available. The PM was
perhaps having second thoughts about Hailsham, who a day later effec-
tively blew his chances by the theatrical way in which he announced he
was disclaiming his peerage, and by parading himself around the Tory
conference with his baby daughter and her bottle in his arms. This
upset the more decorous Tories, who, according to Home’s biographer,
believed ‘that the proper person to be dispensing such attention was
the nanny – and in private’ (Thorpe 1996, p.525). After this, Macmillan
switched his support to Home and set in motion a series of soundings
(invariably conducted by Etonians, as Macleod later observed in a bit-
ing article in The Spectator, when he alleged that a ‘magic circle’ had
fixed the selection on the orders of Etonian Macmillan for the benefit
of Etonian Home). There can be little doubt that the soundings (of
Cabinet members, Tory MPs and peers and of constituency representa-
tives) were deeply flawed, and that the way in which the questions were
put strongly skewed the answers in favour of Home. The overall effect
was to give more weight to negative opinions rather than positive
expressions of support. It was only on this basis that it was possible to
conclude that Home ‘enjoyed more support than any other candidate’.
There is no serious doubt that Butler would have emerged on top, at
least as far as the parliamentarians were concerned, if a straightforward
ballot had been arranged, while Hailsham was clearly the favourite of
the constituency associations. Home may have emerged as ‘the lowest
common denominator’, but that is hardly a way to choose a party
leader in the approach to a difficult election, let alone a Prime Minister.
Even on this basis, the poll was later shown to be wildly inaccurate. The
scorecard which Lord Dilhorne kept of Cabinet members’ preferences,
which was published much later, showed both Macleod and Sir Edward
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Boyle plumping for Home (Ramsden 1996, pp.205–6). Both indignantly
denied this, and said that their votes had been cast for Butler. Macleod’s
accusation that Macmillan and his henchmen had ‘cooked the books’
was never effectively refuted.

When Macmillan received the soundings on 17 October he decided to
recommend the appointment of Home when the Queen came to see him
in hospital the following morning to receive his resignation. Word leaked
out of what was intended, and the supporters of the other candidates
reacted in fury. Eight Cabinet ministers were strongly opposed to Home,
and at a late-night meeting held at Enoch Powell’s flat both Hailsham
and Maudling agreed to back Butler for the premiership and to refuse to
serve under Home. If Butler’s nerve had held, the crown was his. As
Powell later graphically put it in a television interview, he and his col-
leagues had, in effect, given Butler a loaded pistol. He replied, according
to Powell, ‘Will it go off with a bang?’ ‘Well, Rab,’ they responded, ‘a gun
does make rather a bang when it goes off.’ Butler’s response, in Powell’s
fanciful account, was ‘Well, thank you very much, I don’t think I will. Do
you mind?’ (Thompson and Barnes 1971, p.219). Home got to know of
the opposition to him and suggested to Macmillan that he should delay
his recommendation to the Queen, only to be told, impatiently, ‘Go
ahead. Get on with it’ (Ramsden 1996, p.204.) So Macmillan railroaded it
through, but when Home saw the Queen later in the day, he declined to
‘kiss hands’ on his appointment, merely saying that he would try to form
a government and then report back. His first, highly tricky interview was
with Butler, and he handled it with great tact, dangling before him the
prospect of being Foreign Secretary, a long-standing ambition which
Macmillan had twice refused him. Butler asked for some hours to con-
sider, and then, to the despair of his supporters, meekly accepted.
Maudling and Hailsham then agreed to serve under Home; only Macleod
and Powell, whose weight was insufficient to make a crucial difference,
deciding to boycott the government which Home was able to form on
the following day. Macleod objected to Home because he thought he was
utterly unsuitable; Powell for a more fastidious reason. He believed that
Home had been less than straight in letting his Cabinet colleagues
believe that he had no intention of becoming a candidate.

So Home became Prime Minister on 19 October 1963. His first task was
to disclaim his peerage and secure election to the House of Commons.
Fortuitously a vacancy existed due to the death of the Tory MP for
Kinross and West Perthshire, where he had campaigned in the earlier
by-election in 1938. The Tory candidate obligingly stepped down in his
favour, and Home was duly elected on 7 November. Even now, he did
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not become plain Mr Home, which would have been more in tune with
the modernising message which the Tories were planning to make the
basis of their electoral appeal, but chose to be known as Sir Alec
Douglas-Home (having been made a Knight of the Thistle in 1962).
This was only the first of a string of tactical errors which Home was to
make during the 363 days of his premiership, which was aptly described
as ‘a twelve-month election campaign against the odds’ (Ramsden
1996, p.214). He had the great misfortune to be pitched against Harold
Wilson. Opinions differ about Wilson’s record as Prime Minister, but
nobody disputes that he was the outstanding Leader of the Opposition
of the twentieth century. He established a total domination over Home
in the twice-weekly duels at Prime Minister’s Question Time, and com-
pletely outclassed him as a television performer. Home had given a ter-
rible hostage to fortune when, in September 1962, in an interview with
the Observer, he said that he doubted whether he would ever become
Prime Minister because ‘When I have to read economic documents I
have to have a box of matches and start moving them into position to
simplify and illustrate the points to myself.’ This interview was merci-
lessly recalled, and Home was caricatured as the ‘matchstick man’ and
unfavourably compared to Wilson, who had a formidable reputation as
an economist and was impressing many people with his speeches
invoking the ‘white heat of the technological revolution’.

Home, probably wisely, declined all invitations to debate directly
with Wilson on television, but the contrast between their performances
was telling. Occasionally, Home was able to score points, as when he
commented that his opponent must be ‘the 14th Mr Wilson’, but the
satirical TV programme That Was The Week That Was got it about right
when it dubbed the contest ‘Dumb Alec versus Smart Alec’. Occasionally
Wilson overdid the mockery and viewers began to feel sorry for Home,
but this was hardly a reassuring basis for building support. Home wryly
accepted that he was ineffective on television, and recounted in his
memoirs a conversation which he had had with a make-up girl:

Q. Can you not make me look better than I do on television?
A. No.
Q. Why not?
A. Because you have a head like a skull.
Q. Does not everyone have a head like a skull?
A. No. (Home of the Hirsel 1976, p.203)

As Prime Minister, Home was calmness itself, and it has been sug-
gested that he, rather than Macmillan, merited the epithet ‘unflappable’.
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He set himself a leisured pace, and I well remember a conversation I
had a few years later with Sir Derek Mitchell, his principal private
secretary, who went on to fulfil the same role with Harold Wilson.
‘Harold’, he said ‘was the complete professional, working non-stop at
the job. Alec would spend a couple of hours being Prime Minister, and
would then disappear for a while to the upstairs flat to get on with his
own life.’ He probably exaggerated the contrast, but it had the ring of
truth. Home showed himself singularly devoid of ideas for political ini-
tiatives. His electoral strategy consisted basically of hanging on like
Mr Micawber, waiting for something to turn up. Possible election dates,
first in March and then in June, were passed up because of Labour’s
continuing lead in the opinion polls, and Home resolved to go on
almost to the bitter end, eventually choosing 15 October as polling day
(the last possible date, under the five-year rule, would have been
5 November, and Home subsequently regretted that he had not waited
until then). Nor did his government have much of a legislative record
during his premiership. The only significant bill passed was the aboli-
tion of retail price maintenance, a measure insisted on by Edward
Heath who, as Secretary for Trade and Industry, was determined to
make his own personal mark as a radical reformer. It was fiercely resis-
ted by Tory MPs and within the Cabinet as a likely vote-loser among
small traders, even though it meant lower prices for the consumer, and
Home only persisted with the bill because he feared that Heath would
resign if it were withdrawn.

The decision to delay the election almost paid off, as by August the
Labour opinion poll lead had evaporated. Yet it managed to pull ahead
again during the actual campaign, when Home made what Thorpe
described as ‘probably the worst mistake of his entire premiership’
(Thorpe 1996). Questioned in a television interview about pensions, he
replied that ‘we will give a donation to the pensioners who are over a
certain age’, the use of the word ‘donation’ appearing to confirm
the Labour assertion that the Conservatives, and Home in particular,
were patronising and remote from the concerns of ordinary people. In the
event, Labour finished up with an overall majority of only four, the
result being as shown in the table below.
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Labour 317
Conservative 303
Liberal 9
The Speaker 1



Some of Home’s supporters claimed that this result justified his selec-
tion as leader, and that it had been a great achievement of his to pin
back Labour to such a slender lead. The opposite view that the Tories
would have done better under another leader, and especially Rab Butler,
carried more conviction. It was not only Home’s shortcomings, and his
evident inability to personify the Tories’ modernising themes, which
made his task so difficult, but the whole manner of his selection, and
the widespread belief that Macmillan had cheated, that fatally under-
mined public confidence. Harold Wilson, for one, was convinced that
he would have lost the election if Butler had been his opponent.

Home himself blamed Macleod and Powell for the Labour victory
and for a brief moment shed his normal gentlemanly manner, and to
the amazement of his entourage let loose a flood of expletives against
them when the last results trickled in on the afternoon of 16 October.
Yet for the most part, he took the defeat philosophically, assuming it
meant the virtual end of his political career and that he would soon be
able to resume his beloved country pursuits in Scotland. He stayed on,
however, as Leader of the Opposition, and – accepting the view that the
Tory tradition of ‘evolving’ a leader had been irremediably discredited –
appointed a committee to produce proposals for a direct election by
MPs. By February 1965, the new system was ready, and five months
later it was brought into effect when Home resigned the Tory leader-
ship. He was not exactly pushed out, but criticism had been building up
of his failure to put the new Labour government under pressure in what
was expected to be a short period before another election. One damn-
ing set of opinion poll findings, which put Home well behind Wilson
on every one of a long list of attributes including ‘sincerity’, was suffi-
cient to persuade him that the time had come to bow out, and Heath
duly defeated Maudling in the subsequent poll of MPs on 27 July. Heath
insisted that Home remained in his Shadow Cabinet, and when, against
expectations, he won the 1970 general election, appointed him for a
further term as Foreign Secretary. This continued until the February
1974 general election when the Tories, in turn, were unexpectedly
defeated. Home remained as an MP until the following September, and
re-entered the House of Lords as a life peer with the title Lord Home of
the Hirsel in January 1975. He lived for another 20 placid years, dying,
aged 92, on 9 October 1995, just a few months after Harold Wilson.

When Lord Dunglass came down from Oxford with his mediocre
degree in 1925, a reasonable expectation might have been that he would
one day become chairman of Berwickshire County Council or, more
likely, Lord Lieutenant of the county. Instead, he was to rise to the highest
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post in the state, where, sadly, he proved to be out of his depth, without
however committing the egregious errors of a Neville Chamberlain or
an Anthony Eden. Cyril Connolly was perhaps right to conclude that
he was born in the wrong century. Two hundred years earlier, he would
never have made a Walpole or a Chatham, but might well have held his
own with the likes of the Earl of Wilmington and the Duke of Portland.
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CHAPTER 15

Harold Wilson – Master – or
Victim – of the Short Term

He was only the third person of what used to be known as ‘humble
origins’ to become Prime Minister, and his family background was
markedly more comfortable than that of Ramsay MacDonald, and also
of David Lloyd George. Yet Harold Wilson could claim to have been the
first ‘meritocratic’ Prime Minister, coming up through a public education
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system which enabled him to compete with, and outshine, his contem-
poraries from upper- and middle-class backgrounds. Like his four pre-
decessors – Attlee, Eden, Macmillan and Home – and three of his
successors – Heath, Thatcher and Blair – he was an Oxford graduate, but
his academic achievements surpassed all of theirs.

According to Philip Ziegler, his ‘authorised’ biographer, Wilson’s
family were ‘low church, low-living, lower middle class and proud of it’
(Ziegler 1993). He was born in Huddersfield on 11 March 1916, seven
years after his sister Marjorie, who was later to become a headmistress,
and who proved to be a notably bossy if affectionate sibling. Their par-
ents, both active in the Congregationalist Church and the Scouts and
Guides movements, and with ties to the fledgling Labour Party, had
migrated from Manchester some years earlier. Harold’s father, Herbert
Wilson (who bore a remarkable physical resemblance to the novelist
C.P. Snow, who was quite unexpectedly included, as a life peer, in
Wilson’s 1964 government) was a skilled industrial chemist who had
missed out on a university education because of lack of means.
Herbert’s elder brother, Jack, had twice been election agent to Keir
Hardie, the first leader of the Labour Party. A man credited with an
‘extraordinary memory’, for which Harold was also to be famous,
Herbert had to uproot himself and his family several times in search of
work, and was to suffer two prolonged periods of unemployment. His
wife, the former Ethel Seddon, also had a brother – Harold – who was
an active Labour Party worker. He emigrated to Australia, and was to
rise to the level of Speaker of the West Australian Parliament, though by
then he had abandoned his Labour affiliations.

The young Harold grew up in a frugal household, and his first inter-
ests closely mirrored those of his family and its immediate circle. He
became a fanatical Boy Scout, an activity for which he was later to be
much mocked – behind his back – by his more sophisticated political
associates, and a fervent supporter of Huddersfield Town football team,
the Manchester United of its day. At primary school he was more noted
for his memory and tenacity than for his brilliance, but he won a schol-
arship to the local grammar school, and later – when Herbert was forced
to move his family to Cheshire in search of employment – became the
star pupil, and only sixth-former, in the newly established Wirral
Grammar School, from which he won an Open Exhibition to Jesus
College, Oxford.

Three events, in particular, were to be remembered from his child-
hood. At the age of eight, his father took him on a sightseeing trip
to London, where he was photographed outside the front door of
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10 Downing Street. This was to be reproduced many times 40 years later
when he became Prime Minister, leading to the perhaps mistaken
assumption that this had been a serious childhood ambition. A more
significant influence on him was probably a visit to Australia, which he
made with his mother, at the age of ten, to visit her Seddon relatives.
This seems greatly to have expanded his horizons. Third, at the age of
14, was his apparently miraculous cure from typhoid, which killed six
of his fellow Scouts on a camping trip, and from which he narrowly sur-
vived after three months in hospital, during which his weight went
down to four and a half stone. His grandfather commented ‘The lad is
being saved for something’, and his entire family was convinced that
Harold was a special child and would go on to do great things.

He did not disappoint them. At Oxford, where he lived an exception-
ally frugal life – not wishing to make more than the minimal demand
on his family’s straitened resources – he concentrated almost exclu-
sively on his work, eschewing the social charms of the University which
had largely occupied the time of his predecessor as premier, Alec
Douglas-Home. Wilson studied Politics, Philosophy and Economics,
and achieved one of the highest First Class Honours ever awarded,
going on to win two of the grandest essay prizes in the University – the
Webb Medley prize for economics and the Gladstone history prize, an
extraordinary achievement for a non-historian. He was immediately
snapped up by the Master of University College, Sir William Beveridge,
to assist him on his research on unemployment and the trade cycle,
and was elected to a junior research fellowship at the College. During
his time as a student, he had taken only a peripheral interest in politics,
never speaking at the Union, and soon migrating from the Labour
Club, dominated by public school Marxists, to the Liberals, becoming
the club treasurer, though not showing any deep or lasting commit-
ment to Liberalism. It was not until 1939 that, under the influence of
G.D.H. Cole, an Economics Fellow at University College and the lead-
ing Oxford Socialist of his generation, he joined the Labour Party in
Oxford, without playing a very active role.

At the age of 18, when still at school, Wilson had met his future wife,
Gladys Mary Baldwin, the daughter of a Congregationalist minister, at
a tennis club in the Wirral. Within three weeks, he announced to her
(a) that he was going to marry her, and (b) that he would become Prime
Minister, the second of which assertions she did not take seriously. The
marriage only took place six years later, on 1 January 1940. By this time,
Harold, who had been supporting his parents during a lengthy period
of unemployment for Herbert, now forced to resettle in Cornwall to
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find another job, felt at last in a position to establish his own house-
hold. Mary, who had been a shorthand typist, was entranced by
Oxford, and felt that there was no better fate than to become the wife
of a don. She little knew what to expect from her future life, despite
Harold’s forecast to her in 1934.

In fact, their life together in Oxford was extremely brief. Wilson had
registered for military service, but as an economist was instead ordered
to work as a temporary civil servant. By April he was transferred to
London, where he undertook a series of demanding jobs related to the
economic planning of the war effort, working under the supervision of
such eminent economists as John Jewkes, Lionel Robbins and, again,
William Beveridge. Wilson found Beveridge, a notably cold and self-
centred man, an uncongenial boss, but professionally they were an
extraordinarily good match. Inveterate workaholics, they both scorned
theory and worshipped facts, the careful collection of which they saw
as the starting-off point for the framing of policy. In June 1941,
Beveridge, who was seen by ministers and senior officials alike as a dis-
ruptive influence, was eased out of his job as Chairman of the
Manpower Committee of the War Cabinet Secretariat, and asked to
chair an inter-departmental inquiry into the co-ordination of social
insurance. It was meant to be a backwater, but the Beveridge Report,
when it appeared in 1942, was a political sensation. and became the
blueprint for much of Labour’s post-war social legislation. Beveridge
had asked Wilson to become the secretary of this committee, but he
declined because he was already fully stretched by his other responsibil-
ities. Thus did he narrowly avoid becoming one of the founding fathers
of the welfare state.

Instead, he accepted a post in the Board of Trade concerned with the
mining industry, whose poor levels of production were threatening the
war effort. Wilson revolutionised the collection of statistics in what was
universally seen as a chaotic industry, and created a much firmer base
for policy planning. Among the many officials he impressed was Hugh
Gaitskell, another temporary civil servant, who was a personal assistant
to Hugh Dalton, the President of the Board of Trade. Asked to assess the
personnel of the Mines Department, he wrote a glowing encomium on
Wilson, whom he described as ‘extraordinarily able. He is only twenty-
six, or thereabouts, and is one of the most brilliant younger people
about.’ Seeing how the government machine worked from the inside
reignited Wilson’s dormant political ambitions and, encouraged by
Dalton, he decided to seek a parliamentary constituency. At his second
attempt, in September 1944, he won the nomination at Ormskirk, a
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sprawling constituency on the outskirts of Liverpool, and not regarded
as a good prospect for Labour. Yet, aided by a split right-wing vote and
the overwhelming national swing to Labour, he was duly elected in July
1945, at the age of 29.

On polling day he published a book, New Deal for Coal, which he had
written in five weeks, drawing on his experience at the Mines
Department. This provided a practical blueprint for the nationalisation
of the industry to which the Labour Party had long been committed,
but had devoted very little thought to its implementation. Wilson’s
book proved a godsend to the incoming Minister of Fuel and Power,
Emanuel Shinwell, and, together with the formidable reputation which
Wilson had gained as a civil servant, may have been the reason why –
almost alone of the newly elected Labour MPs – he was given an imme-
diate post in the government, of which he was the youngest member.
He became Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of Works, George
Tomlinson.

He served for 18 months, without making any great splash. He was
regarded as forceful and effective, but lacking any sort of profile, either
with the general public or within the Labour Party, while, according to
his biographer, Ben Pimlott, his ‘ministerial speeches notoriously emp-
tied the House’, being ‘technical, repetitive, excessively detailed, over-
prepared and lacking in humour’ (Pimlott 1992). Nevertheless, he
succeeding in attracting the favourable notice of senior members of the
government, notably Sir Stafford Cripps, the President of the Board of
Trade, and in March 1947 he became one of his junior ministers, as
Secretary for Overseas Trade. He remained in this post for only six
months, during which time he distinguished himself as a tough nego-
tiator with Soviet ministers in two rounds of trade talks in Moscow, in
which he was pitted against the formidable Armenian, Anastas
Mikoyan. In late September, Cripps took overall charge of economic
policy, becoming Minister for Economic Affairs, a post he soon com-
bined with that of Chancellor of the Exchequer, when Hugh Dalton
resigned in November following a trivial Budget leak. Cripps relin-
quished the Presidency of the Board of Trade, and Wilson was promoted
to take his place on 29 September. He was 31 years old, the youngest
Cabinet minister since 1806, and a good ten years younger than any of
his new colleagues.

Still, like other economic ministers, under the overlordship of Cripps,
he nevertheless enjoyed a fair degree of autonomy, and basked in the
aura of success which the rapidly improving trade figures cast upon him.
He made a big impact as the man who made a ‘bonfire’ of wartime
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controls, most of which were shed under his stewardship, starting with a
large batch which were consigned to the flames on Guy Fawkes Day
1948. The choice of this date was one of many indications that the pre-
viously technocratic minister was rapidly learning the techniques of
public presentation. Only one event marred Wilson’s otherwise tri-
umphal tenure of the Board of Trade, and this was totally unknown to
the public. Its was his role in the 1949 devaluation of the pound.

This was forced on the government by heavy pressure on sterling
and a subsequent drain on the reserves, which built up during the first
half of the year. Many economists began to believe that devaluation
was a necessary corrective, and that the sooner it was applied the better.
This view was strongly resisted by Treasury officials, and in particular by
the Chancellor, who felt that it was a moral imperative to maintain the
value of the pound, especially because of the faith put in it by
Commonwealth and other governments, who kept their foreign
reserves in sterling. Meanwhile, Cripps’s health was causing increasing
concern, and, in July, he left to stay at a clinic in Zurich, leaving three
relatively young ministers, all of them professional economists and for-
mer wartime temporary civil servants, in charge of economic policy,
under the notional control of the Prime Minister, a self-confessed eco-
nomic ignoramus. These were Hugh Gaitskell, Minister of Fuel and
Power (though still outside the Cabinet), Douglas Jay, Economic
Secretary to the Treasury, and Wilson. In the course of the next few
weeks, both Jay and Gaitskell became convinced of the necessity to
devalue and put the case strongly at a series of meetings with Attlee,
Herbert Morrison and senior officials. Wilson was much more hesitant,
appeared to change his stance erratically, and was suspected of playing
politics with the issue in the hope of strengthening his position as
Cripps’s likeliest successor in the event of the latter’s early resignation.

If this was his objective, it failed disastrously. On the contrary, he
created a bad impression, both on Attlee and other senior ministers,
and within the Treasury, whereas Gaitskell, who had previously not
been viewed as a possible Chancellor, won high marks for his clarity
and decisiveness. The devaluation was effected in September 1949, and
was seen as a grave blow to the government’s standing, though it went
on to win the general election, the following February. Its majority,
however, shrank to five seats, and it was regarded as inevitable that a
further election would be held within a very few months. In fact, the
government held out for another 20 months, during which it suffered a
series of hammer blows. The first of these was the resignation of Cripps
due to ill health in October 1950. Gaitskell, who already after the
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election had been made Minister of State at the Treasury, effortlessly
moved up to take his place. Wilson was visibly put out, and so was
another – more senior – member of the Cabinet, Aneurin Bevan, who
felt that his great success in launching the National Health Service
should have earned him promotion to one of the senior posts in the
government. Bevan’s dissatisfaction grew, five months later, when that
other bulwark of the Attlee government, the dying Ernest Bevin, was
replaced as Foreign Secretary by Herbert Morrison, while he himself was
fobbed off with a sideways move to the Ministry of Labour.

Meanwhile, the Korean War was still raging, and under pressure from
the United States the government decided, in early 1951, sharply to
increase its rearmament programme. This decision brought Bevan and
Wilson together, both arguing that the proposed level of expenditure
was unrealistic and would gravely weaken the economy. They failed to
convince their Cabinet colleagues, but in mid-March, Hugh Gaitskell,
as Chancellor of the Exchequer, proposed a Budget which, alongside
other economies, sought to rein in expenditure on the National Health
Service, including making charges for false teeth and spectacles which
had previously been supplied free of charge. The amount of money to
be saved was trivial in relation to the Budget as a whole, but Gaitskell
held his ground in the face of a threat by a furious Bevan to resign if the
proposal went through.

In the event, two other ministers resigned along with Bevan – John
Freeman, a promising junior minister, and – to general astonishment –
Harold Wilson. Bevan’s resignation was widely regretted, but under-
stood. Many Labour MPs regarded it as quixotic, but few questioned his
motives. It was seen as a principled action by a deeply emotional man
who did not always calculate his moves wisely. The reaction to Wilson
was quite different. His was seen as an act of pure opportunism, particu-
larly on the right wing of the party. They saw it as an attempt to ingrati-
ate himself with the left, with whom he had not previously been
identified, and to attach his star to that of Nye Bevan, who was widely
seen as a future Labour leader and Attlee’s successor.

Even on the left, Wilson’s motives were questioned, but he was
quickly accepted as Bevan’s number two in the developing rebellion
which secured overwhelming support among Labour’s rank and file,
though alienating opinion in the trade unions and among a majority of
Labour MPs. Bevan and Wilson were excoriated for splitting the party,
and paving the way for defeat in the October 1951 general election. On
the other hand, it soon became apparent that they had been right, and
their colleagues wrong, in their judgement about the feasibility of the
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rearmament programme, which was quickly dropped by the incoming
Conservative government.

In personal terms, Bevan’s resignation undoubtedly damaged his
career, and, together with a number of subsequent ill-judged actions,
helped to destroy his previous excellent chances of succeeding to the
party leadership. In Wilson’s case, however, it is arguable that it proved
an essential step on his way to the top. Nevertheless, it represented a
considerable gamble at the time, and his subsequent path was far from
smooth. One early effect of his resignation was to round him out as a
politician. He received an avalanche of invitations to speak at meetings
organised by constituency Labour parties. This took him to venues all
around the country, and helped to familiarise him with a Labour move-
ment previously almost unknown to him. He became a great deal more
assured as a platform speaker. Always much respected for his knowledge
and authority on economic issues, he broadened his canvas and began
to speak in a more punchy and partisan way across the whole political
spectrum. He inserted a previously unsuspected strain of wit into his
speeches, and became increasingly adept at handling hecklers.

At the 1952 Labour Party conference at Morecambe, where the
Bevanites made an almost complete sweep in the elections to the con-
stituency party section of Labour’s National Executive Committee
(NEC), he and Richard Crossman succeeded in displacing two great stal-
warts, Herbert Morrison and Hugh Dalton, who had sat on the commit-
tee since the 1920s. This gave him a valuable foothold in Labour’s
national organisation. He had less success in running for the Shadow
Cabinet, elected by Labour MPs, gaining only 13th place in a ballot for
12 members in November 1953.

During this time, though publicly seen as Bevan’s chief lieutenant
(‘Nye’s little dog’, as Dalton contemptuously put it), Wilson grew
increasingly impatient with him, deploring his unpredictability and his
unwillingness to consult with his allies. Temperamentally, they were
very dissimilar, and Wilson’s views on many current issues were, in fact,
far closer to Gaitskell’s than to Bevan’s. He seems to have privately con-
cluded that Bevan had blown his chances of ever becoming leader, and
that Gaitskell was more likely to be Attlee’s successor. He was unwilling,
however, to break with Bevan, and was put in a quandary when the
Welshman impetuously resigned from the Shadow Cabinet in April
1954 after a disagreement with Attlee over policy in the Far East. As
runner-up in the ballot, Wilson was entitled to take the place vacated
by Bevan, an action which most of the Bevanites regarded as rank dis-
loyalty. Wilson hesitated long and hard, but eventually agreed to join
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the Shadow Cabinet, an action which perhaps foreshadowed his
decision to vote for Gaitskell rather than Bevan or Morrison when
Attlee finally resigned the leadership in December 1955.

Wilson was still only 39, ten years younger than Gaitskell, and no
doubt reckoned that he stood an excellent chance of serving as
Chancellor in a future Gaitskell government and eventually succeeding
him in the leadership. He accordingly assured Gaitskell of his total loy-
alty, and was as good as his word in the four years up to the 1959 gen-
eral election, by which time he was already Shadow Chancellor. Had
Labour won the election, Wilson would almost certainly have become
Chancellor and, with the death soon after of Nye Bevan, the most pow-
erful figure in the government after Gaitskell, with every prospect of
being his eventual successor. Instead – against his instincts – he found
himself pitched into a struggle against his party leader which threat-
ened to destroy all the goodwill built up during their previous four
years of close co-operation.

Labour had entered the election campaign with high hopes of
victory, and were shocked by the ease with which the Tories, only three
years after the Suez fiasco, swept back to power with a greatly enhanced
majority. The major reason for their success was undoubtedly the
national sense of material well-being after the ending of wartime and
post-war shortages. Gaitskell and his closest associates, however, con-
cluded, with some justification, that a subsidiary cause was that Labour
was widely seen as a doctrinaire nationalising party, even though this
perception was hardly justified by the party’s current policies. They
fixed their attention on the Labour Party’s constitution, dating from
1918, in particular on its Clause Four, which called for the common own-
ership of ‘the means of production, distribution and exchange’, and
decided that it must be repealed or amended to emphasise that the
party was not bound by ancient shibboleths. It was an ill-considered
move, which ran up against deeply held sentiments in many sections of
the party, particularly in the trade union movement, and was subse-
quently abandoned in a humiliating about-turn. Wilson, who had not
been consulted, thought it was ludicrously inappropriate, believing that
not one voter in a thousand knew about Clause Four and that to make a
fuss about it would only draw attention to its provisions.

His other clash with Gaitskell was much more serious. At the party
conference at Scarborough, in October 1960, a resolution in favour of
unilateral nuclear disarmament was carried, despite a passionate speech
by Gaitskell, in which he had pledged himself ‘to fight, fight and fight
again to save the party we love’. Gaitskell refused to accept his defeat,
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and resolved to continue the struggle in the hope of reversing it the
following year. Wilson, whose own views on defence policy were very
similar to Gaitskell’s, thought that the differences should be papered
over and a compromise document should be prepared by the NEC. He
was taken aback when his former comrades from the Bevanite group
decided to challenge Gaitskell’s leadership at the beginning of the new
parliamentary session the following month, and strongly pressed
Wilson to be their candidate. He resisted their importunity, and only
consented to stand when another prominent former Bevanite, Anthony
Greenwood, put his hat into the ring. Wilson did not want a contest,
but if there had to be one he was determined that no one else should be
the left-wing candidate. In the ballot of Labour MPs, he secured the
respectable but somewhat disappointing total of 81 votes, against 166
for Gaitskell.

Wilson’s action revived all the old charges of opportunism which
had been levelled at the time of his ministerial resignation, and he
grievously offended the Gaitskellite wing of the party, now in the ascen-
dant. He was regarded as thoroughly untrustworthy and feelings akin to
hatred were freely expressed. Wilson feared that he would be dropped
from his post as Shadow Chancellor, and exerted himself to bolster his
position. For the time being, he managed to hold on, but a year later
Gaitskell triumphantly succeeded in reversing the Scarborough confer-
ence decision, and was riding high. Wilson was then switched to
Shadow Foreign Minister, hardly a demotion, though not a change that
he welcomed. His position in the party and his rising reputation as one
of the foremost debaters in the House of Commons made him an indis-
pensable member of Gaitskell’s team, but though he tried hard to ingra-
tiate himself with the leader the distrust remained. His attempt to
become deputy leader of the party, in November 1962, by challenging
the erratic George Brown, who had succeeded to the position on the
death of Bevan in 1960, was unsuccessful. He was almost universally
regarded as the more able man, but lost by 103 votes to 133, due to the
continuing hostility of the Gaitskellites. His long-term prospects for the
leadership did not look good at that point. While guaranteed senior
office in the event of a Labour victory in the forthcoming election, it
seemed likely that he would subsequently be overtaken by a trio of
slightly younger Gaitskellites of outstanding ability, Roy Jenkins, Tony
Crosland and Denis Healey.

Everything changed with the sudden death of Gaitskell in January
1963. As deputy leader, George Brown was the favourite to succeed him,
but, alarmed by his unpredictability and his alcoholism, several leading
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Gaitskellites refused to back him. ‘It’s a choice between a crook [Wilson]
and a drunk’, Crosland remarked, and together with Douglas Jay and
others promoted the candidature of James Callaghan, who had suc-
ceeded Wilson as Shadow Chancellor. Brown proceeded to alienate
many of his potential supporters by his bullying tactics, while Wilson
projected a calm and statesmanlike air. He led on the first ballot by 115
votes, to 88 for Brown and 41 for Callaghan, and easily beat Brown by
144 to 103 in the run-off.

Wilson continued on his statesmanlike course as Leader of the
Opposition, confirming all his Shadow Cabinet colleagues in their posts,
even though only one of them had voted for him in the leadership bal-
lots. The former Bevanite group had, of course, been his own core sup-
porters, and he justified his favoured treatment of the Gaitskellites to
them by saying that he was forced to run ‘a Bolshevik revolution with a
Tsarist Shadow Cabinet’. In his final year, Gaitskell had not only tri-
umphed over his enemies in the Labour Party, but had also established a
commanding position lead in the opinion polls, now being the preferred
choice of a majority to the rapidly fading Harold Macmillan. All this
would now be lost, Labour feared, but to their delighted surprise, Wilson’s
succession was followed by a further increase in the Labour lead. His
somewhat dubious reputation in certain Labour political circles had never
communicated to a wider public, and he started off with a virtual clean
slate with the mass media exposure, which began with his election as
leader. Young (46 – 22 years younger than Macmillan), energetic, forceful
yet moderate in his views, with an easy manner and a classless appeal, he
seemed to many to be the British answer to John F. Kennedy, then at
the height of his renown, three months after his successful handling of the
Cuban missile crisis. He built assiduously on the good initial impression
which he had created, making virtually no serious mistakes in the unex-
pectedly long period – 21 months – before the 1964 election. He was
helped, of course, by the self-inflicted wounds of his Tory opponents,
from Macmillan’s maladroit handling of the Profumo affair to the ques-
tionable circumstances in which Douglas-Home acceded to the premier-
ship. During this period, he established a greater domination, as Leader of
the Opposition over the Prime Minister, than any of his predecessors or
successors, though Tony Blair perhaps came close in 1995–97. Yet despite
Wilson’s Herculean efforts, he was unable completely to dispel long-
standing fears of what a Labour government might do, and in the final
weeks before the election the Labour lead in the opinion polls shrank to
nil. The election, after all, became a closely fought affair, and on
15 October 1964 Labour was elected with a majority of only four seats.
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Nevertheless, the election of Labour after 13 years in opposition, and
with Wilson, at 48, easily the youngest Prime Minister of the century so
far, raised high expectations. Most of these were to be dashed by a deci-
sion taken within the next 24 hours, without proper consideration or
consultation with their colleagues, by three exhausted men – Wilson,
James Callaghan, who was appointed Chancellor of the Exchequer, and
George Brown, First Secretary and Minister for Economic Affairs. The
Tories had left the economy in a parlous state; Reginald Maudling, the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, having introduced a giveaway Budget
the previous March, in anticipation of an early election, and then failing
to take any remedial action during the summer as the balance of pay-
ments position sharply deteriorated. Treasury and Bank of England offi-
cials advised the trio that immediate action was imperative, with three
options available. These were devaluation of sterling, import quotas or
temporary tariff surcharges.

The pound was clearly overvalued, and opprobrium for a new devalu-
ation could easily have been shifted on to the outgoing government,
but Wilson – with painful memories of his involvement in the 1947
devaluation – was determined not to go down the same route again. He
had little difficulty in persuading his two less experienced colleagues to
choose the third option – temporary import surcharges. It is easy, with
the advantage of hindsight, to condemn the decision, as many have
done. In the circumstances, however, it was an understandable choice to
make, and Wilson should not be unduly blamed for his misjudgement.
What is less easy to condone was his absolute refusal to reconsider the
issue, which became the ‘great unmentionable’ until the eve of the
final humiliating debacle of November 1967. According to Sir Alec
Cairncross, the government’s economic advisor, ‘There was no meeting
between 1964 and 1967 between ministers and officials on whether,
when and how devaluation should be done’ (Pimlott 1992, p.474).

Despite this initial mistake, Wilson’s government got off to a
tremendous start, impressing the country with its dynamism and
wealth of ideas. Wilson himself completely dominated the political
landscape, enjoying an unprecedentedly good press for a Labour leader,
and maintaining his mastery in the Commons, where he continued to
worst Douglas-Home in their twice-weekly confrontations at Question
Time. The Tories changed leader, in August 1965, choosing Edward
Heath on the assumption that he would be able to hold his own with
Wilson, but it made very little difference.

It was a government of near beginners. Apart from Wilson himself,
only the veteran James Griffiths (Welsh Secretary) and Patrick Gordon
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Walker (Foreign Secretary) had ever served in a Cabinet before. Gordon
Walker was an early casualty. He had lost his seat in the general
election, but had still been appointed by Wilson, only to lose again in a
by-election vacancy created for him, in January 1965, and promptly
resigned, being replaced by the able, but unexciting, Michael Stewart.
Wilson’s key colleagues – George Brown and James Callaghan – had
served as junior ministers in the Attlee government. Wilson hoped to
provoke ‘creative tension’ between them by installing both in eco-
nomic departments – Callaghan in the Treasury and Brown in the
newly created Department of Economic Affairs, with a mandate to pro-
duce a National Plan which was intended to transform the British econ-
omy. Neither man was perfectly fitted for his job. Brown was highly
intelligent and full of energy and drive, but was erratic, undisciplined
and only intermittently sober. Callaghan was a much more controlled
individual, with sharp political antennae, and seemed by contrast ‘a
safe pair of hands’. Yet he had only a limited grasp of economics, did
not get firmly in control of his department and was too ready to defer
to the judgement of his Prime Minister who was regarded, at least
initially, as an economic as well as a political wizard.

Wilson early recognised the potential of his three slightly younger
Gaitskellite rivals, giving each of them important posts. Denis Healey
went straight into the Cabinet as Defence Secretary. Tony Crosland,
much the most economically literate minister, became number two to
George Brown, and began by having a furious row with him over his
agreement with Wilson not to devalue. He soon moved on, becoming
Education Secretary, in succession to Stewart, in January 1965. Roy
Jenkins started off as Aviation Minister (outside the Cabinet), turned
down the Education post, but became Home Secretary 11 months later.

The 1964 Labour government had its ups and downs, but its overall
impact was extraordinarily positive, and Wilson got great credit for his
skilful handling of his knife-edge majority. The highlight was undoubt-
edly the launch, in September 1965, of George Brown’s National Plan,
which – based largely on copying the successful French experience of
indicative planning – confidently predicted that the notoriously slug-
gish British growth rate could be raised to the dizzy level of 3.5 per cent
over nine years, enabling the social and economic life of the nation to
be transformed. Wilson then cruised to an easy victory in the general
election of March 1966, which increased his majority to 98 seats.

Wilson seemed at the height of his power, but it was not long before
the chickens released by his refusal to devalue began to come home
to roost. An ill-considered Budget introduced by Callaghan in April,
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followed by disappointing balance of payments figures and a strike by
the National Union of Seamen, which seriously disrupted the export
trade, led to a run on the pound in July. Wilson was absent on a visit to
Moscow, and was disconcerted to find on his return that both Brown and
Callaghan had been converted by Crosland, Jenkins and other ministers
to the necessity for devaluation. Wilson, who suspected a plot against his
own leadership, quickly won over Callaghan, who agreed to the alterna-
tive of a major deflation, involving severe cuts in expenditure, the statu-
tory restriction of prices and wages and the virtual abandonment of the
National Plan targets. A furious Brown was determined to resign, but was
bought off by the offer of the Foreign Office, the post he had always cov-
eted. The hapless Michael Stewart was stripped of his responsibilities, and
was compensated by Brown’s title of First Secretary of State and the now
sharply downgraded Department of Economic Affairs.

These events marked a watershed in Wilson’s premiership. The
almost universal esteem in which he had previously been held began to
fade. The press, which hitherto had shown excessive admiration, now
swung to the opposite extreme, and he became the butt of increasingly
intemperate and often viciously personal attacks. Within the Labour
Party, and particularly among Labour MPs, his critics began to multiply,
both on the right and on the left. This became far worse a year or so
later, when, in November 1967, a renewed run on sterling forced the
devaluation against which he had for so long set his face. Wilson’s
humiliation was made even worse by his complacent – and widely
mocked – television broadcast, in which he assured viewers that ‘the
pound in your pocket’ would not lose 14 per cent of its value. Callaghan
insisted on resigning as Chancellor, proposing Crosland, by then
President of the Board of Trade, as his successor. Wilson demurred, and
instead chose Jenkins, partly because he was anxious to keep Callaghan
in the government, and the easiest way to achieve this was by a straight
swap of jobs with the Home Secretary. There were other reasons, too,
one perhaps being that whereas Crosland was the better qualified eco-
nomically, he found Jenkins a more congenial colleague. He was, how-
ever, taking a risk, as Jenkins, who had already attracted widespread
support among MPs for the progressive reforms he had backed as Home
Secretary and for his commanding speeches in the Commons, would be
a formidable rival if his leadership came under challenge.

Initially, however, it appeared as though Jenkins had been handed a
poisoned chalice. For devaluation, if inevitable, was no easy option. It
had to be bolstered by an even more severe deflation than in the previ-
ous year, and four major government policies were reversed. The British
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military presence east of Suez was abandoned, a large order for F-111
fighter planes was cancelled, prescription charges were re-introduced
into the National Health Service and the raising of the school leaving
age to 16 was postponed. Despite these radical measures, there was an
exceptionally long and nerve-shattering wait until the gaping deficit in
the balance of payments began to improve. In the meantime, the gov-
ernment became increasingly unpopular and lost a long series of by-
elections, many of them in normally ultra-safe seats. Wilson himself
became deeply unpopular, but respect for Jenkins continued to grow as
he played a cool and steady hand and retained his parliamentary
dominance over the Opposition.

Wilson had come to depend, to a perhaps excessive extent, on his
‘Kitchen’ Cabinet for moral support and political advice. Chief among
them was his political secretary, Marcia Williams (later Baroness
Falkender), who had served him throughout the long years of
Opposition and continued to do so up to and beyond his final retire-
ment in 1976. The two were extraordinarily close, and there was much
speculation about the nature of their relationship. This was probably
not – and certainly not primarily – a sexual one. On the whole, she gave
him good advice, but she was something of a loose cannon and –
according to the published accounts of other members of the Kitchen
Cabinet – was given to hysterical outbursts, particularly in later years.
Wilson was accused of paranoia, in suspecting imaginary plots against
his leadership, and his tight group of advisors was believed to be fan-
ning his fears. Not all the plots were imaginary: the supporters of both
Jenkins and Callaghan periodically schemed to supplant him, but no
overt move was ever made. This was because the two men were rivals,
and neither was prepared to subordinate his own claims to the other.
‘Willing to wound, but afraid to strike’ best summed up the attitude of a
fair number of Labour MPs during this period, and later again, in
opposition, in 1970–74.

Much of Wilson’s attention during his first premiership was focused
on international affairs, three issues in particular predominating:
Rhodesia, the European Community and Vietnam. There can be little
argument that Wilson seriously mishandled the illegal declaration of
independence by the white settler regime of Southern Rhodesia in
October 1965, and was subsequently repeatedly outmanoeuvred by the
settlers’ leader, Ian Smith. It may not have been a crucial error to rule
out in advance any resort to military force – the arguments for or
against were finely balanced – but it was certainly a mistake to publicise
this decision. The evidence is that the Rhodesian military was reluctant
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to fight British military forces and might very well have restrained
Smith and his Cabinet from UDI (unilateral declaration of independ-
ence) if they had thought it was a possibility. Wilson subsequently
grossly overestimated the prospect of economic sanctions bringing
Smith to heel, saying that it would ‘take weeks rather than months’. In
fact, it took 14 years – and a prolonged guerrilla war – before the settler
regime finally backed down, and negotiated an agreement with
Margaret Thatcher’s government which led to majority rule and
independence for Zimbabwe.

Wilson had backed Gaitskell in 1962, when he had opposed the first
British application to join the European Economic Community, but five
years later, in tandem with his Foreign Secretary, George Brown, he
launched a further application, which the two men energetically
pressed forward in visits to the capitals of the six member sates. They
received some encouragement from French Premier Georges Pompidou,
and they were received in Paris with much courtesy by President
Charles de Gaulle. A formal application was tabled in May 1967, after a
positive vote of 488 to 62 in the House of Commons, but in the follow-
ing November – before the negotiations began – de Gaulle pronounced
his second veto. Wilson had announced that he ‘would not take no for
an answer’, and soon after de Gaulle resigned as President, in 1969, he
resolved to have another try, though he insisted that ‘the terms must be
right’. Negotiations, the government decided, would begin soon after
the forthcoming general election.

On the Vietnam War, Wilson was seriously cross-pressured. A vigor-
ous protest movement, largely made up of Labour Party supporters,
called for him to dissociate himself from the American intervention. At
the same time, President Lyndon Johnson was constantly pressing him
to join in the war on the US and South Vietnamese side, as Australia
had done. Wilson was acutely aware of the importance of US financial
help to back up sterling, and was willing to offer moral but not material
support to the US effort. He made several attempts to mediate in the
dispute, once through an aborted Commonwealth mission, and
another time in conjunction with the Soviet Union, but the Vietnamese
Communists were not prepared to accept him as an honest broker, and
nothing came of his efforts to achieve a ceasefire. The most that can be
said is that he did well to avoid sending even a token military force to
Vietnam, but the sum total of his endeavours had no visible effect on
the outcome.

One of Wilson’s boldest ventures was to attempt to reform industrial
relations in Britain through legislation which would have clipped the
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wings of the increasingly unpopular trade union movement and forced
it to behave in a more socially responsible manner. The occasion was
the report, in 1969, of the Royal Commission on Trade Unions, chaired
by Lord Justice Donovan. This produced a number of commonsensical
but unexciting proposals for reform, but the Employment Minister,
Barbara Castle, thought that something more emphatic was called for.
With Wilson’s strong support, she produced a White Paper, In Place of
Strife, which proposed that ministers should be given powers to order
pre-strike ballots and impose a 28-day ‘conciliation pause’, while a new
Industrial Board would have powers to impose fines on unions and
individuals who breached the new rules. Compared to the legislation
later imposed by the Heath and Thatcher governments, this was pretty
mild stuff, but it caused uproar among the trade unions. They exerted
immense pressure on Labour MPs to oppose the bill which Castle subse-
quently introduced. Resistance within the Cabinet was led by the Home
Secretary, James Callaghan, who infuriated Wilson by using his position
on Labour’s National Executive Committee openly to oppose the bill.

This got bogged down during several months’ struggle in the
Commons, during which the government abandoned an important
measure to reform the House of Lords in order to free more parliamen-
tary time. Finally, the Chief Whip, Robert Mellish, informed the
Cabinet that there was no prospect of success, and one by one the
members of the Cabinet abandoned a humiliated Castle and Wilson.
They had rushed into the venture without proper consultation and
completely misjudged the mood of their own party. What was meant to
be evidence of the government’s ability to control the unions turned
into a demonstration of its impotence. It would have been far better to
have gone ahead with Lord Donovan’s modest reforms. At this stage –
mid-1969 – the government was still doing abysmally in opinion polls
and by-elections, and hopes of a recovery before the next general
election had been all but abandoned.

Yet during the summer of 1969 the balance of payments position
dramatically improved, and by the following spring it was showing a
substantial surplus, while Labour was rapidly catching up in the opin-
ion polls. Jenkins was under some pressure to produce a pre-election
giveaway Budget, but resisted the temptation and followed his judge-
ment that only a mildly expansionist one was justified. Soon after,
however, Labour went into the lead in the polls, and good local election
results in May 1970 stampeded Wilson into calling an early general
election for 18 June, rather than waiting until October, by which time
the Labour advantage might well have consolidated.
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Throughout the election campaign, Labour led in the polls and there
was an almost universal expectation that Wilson would pull off his
third consecutive victory. Unwisely, however, Labour based its claim for
re-election almost exclusively on its success in restoring the balance of
payments. Disaster struck three days before polling day, with the publi-
cation of the monthly trade figures for May, showing a large deficit.
This was almost certainly the main reason for Edward Heath’s remark-
able victory, when he succeeded in turning a Labour majority of nearly
100 into a Tory one of 30. The May trade figures later turned out to be
aberrant, due to the chance inclusion of a hefty bill for the order of
fighter planes from the US. Had the election been a week earlier or a
month later, Labour would most probably have won, but its recovery
had been too recent and too shallow to withstand the shock.

Both Wilson and his party were devastated by the unexpected defeat,
and embarked on nearly four unhappy years in Opposition, wracked
with recriminations and disputes. There was no doubting the sense of
disappointment at the record of Wilson’s first government, after the
exceptionally high hopes entertained in 1964. The biggest let-down –
inevitably linked to the refusal to devalue during the first three years in
power, though it is far from certain that it would otherwise have been
achieved – was the failure to transform the economy and jack up the
lagging growth rate through the aborted National Plan. This central
failure overshadowed the otherwise notable achievements of the gov-
ernment, particularly in the field of education. The years 1964–70 saw
the largest ever expansion in higher education, including the establish-
ment of the Open University, and an end to the 11-plus examination
through the widespread introduction of comprehensive schools.
Equally important was the rash of ‘Home Office’ reforms, including the
abolition of capital punishment, homosexual law reform, the ending of
theatre censorship, divorce reform and the decriminalisation of abor-
tion. Each of these long-overdue measures was effected by Private
Members’ Bills, but none of them would have been passed without gov-
ernment encouragement and, crucially, the provision of parliamentary
time. The minister most directly involved was Roy Jenkins, but Wilson
could also justifiably claim much of the credit for making Britain a
more civilised country than he had found it in 1964.

Yet Wilson had lost much of his bounce and self-confidence, and
signally failed as Leader of the Opposition to repeat the dominance he
had shown in his earlier period in this role. He also found it impossible
to stand out against the left-wing tide of anti-Europeanism which swept
through the party and the trade unions as the Heath government
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successfully negotiated membership of the EEC on terms which most of
Wilson’s former ministerial colleagues believed he would have found
acceptable as Prime Minister. Throughout the summer of 1971, he gave
more and more ground to the anti-EEC elements in the party,
while assuring the pro-EEC minority that they would have the right to a
free vote when the terms were put to the Commons, a promise which
in the end he was unable to keep. Eventually, 69 Labour MPs (including
the present author) felt compelled to vote, in defiance of a three-line
whip, in order to ensure that British membership would go ahead. The
episode did immense damage to Wilson’s reputation, as he was widely
accused of cowardice and inconsistency.

He was deeply hurt by the criticism, maintaining that his overriding
duty was to prevent the Labour Party from splitting in two over the
issue, and that in consequence it was necessary for him to subordinate
his own feelings. On one occasion his patience snapped, and he said to
a meeting of his Shadow Cabinet: ‘I’ve been wading in shit for three
months to allow others to indulge their conscience.’ Although he had
been unwilling or unable to prevent the majority coming out against
Heath’s membership terms, he subsequently exerted himself to prevent
an irrevocable Labour decision to withdraw from the EEC. Clutching
at a proposal originally advanced by Tony Benn for a referendum to
decide the issue, he managed to secure agreement that Labour would
first attempt to renegotiate the terms before putting the final decision
before the British people.

Few people (not including Wilson himself) seriously believed that
Labour would have much chance of winning the next general election,
but this was reckoning without Edward Heath. Locked in a struggle with
the National Union of Mineworkers, who were in an all-out strike (see
next chapter), he rashly called a general election in February 1974 on the
issue of ‘Who governs Britain?’ and then badly mishandled his campaign.
The result was a ‘hung Parliament’ – the first since 1929 – with Labour
four seats ahead of the Tories, even though it polled fewer votes. The
result gave Wilson an unexpected, and many believed undeserved, chance
to redeem his reputation. This he was able to achieve, at least partially. He
re-entered Downing Street as a chastened man, with none of the overcon-
fidence he had shown in 1964. Once again, he inherited a precarious eco-
nomic situation, largely due to the oil shocks following the Yom Kippur
War of 1973, which had released ferocious inflationary pressures. Wilson’s
team this time round was a much more collegiate affair, with the Prime
Minister showing little disposition to interfere in his colleagues’ ministe-
rial fiefs. The key figures were Denis Healey, as Chancellor of the
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Exchequer, Michael Foot – the left-wing veteran and Nye Bevan’s political
heir – brought in to pacify the unions as Employment Secretary, and –
above all – James Callaghan, as Foreign Secretary, but de facto deputy pre-
mier. Roy Jenkins, who had hoped for the Treasury or the Foreign Office,
reluctantly accepted a further stint as Home Secretary, but was no longer a
central figure in the government. As soon as it was formed, Wilson has-
tened to settle the miners’ strike on giveaway terms, and the following
October invited the electorate to form a judgement on his new govern-
ment, contrasting the calm which it had brought about with the ‘chaos’
left by the Heath administration, with Britain working only a three-day
week, because of the shortage of coal supplies. If he had hoped to repeat
his triumph of 1966, he was to be disappointed, but he did manage to
secure a parliamentary majority for his previously minority government,
though its overall lead was only three seats.

The key event of Wilson’s second premiership was the referendum in
June 1975 on British membership of the EEC. Shortly after his return to
office, he instructed Callaghan to begin a renegotiation of the terms
obtained three years earlier by Heath. Britain’s European partners, espe-
cially German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, were sympathetic, and he
managed to secure a number of concessions. Several of these were of a
cosmetic nature, but in the end he managed to cobble together a deal
which could be plausibly presented as an improvement on what Heath
had achieved. Wilson’s difficulty was that a large number of people in
the Labour Party, and within his own Cabinet, remained hostile.
He solved this problem by a brilliant stroke, calling upon a precedent
from 1932, when the members of Ramsay MacDonald’s National
Government agreed to suspend collective Cabinet responsibility on the
issue of tariff reform. Wilson proposed that Cabinet members should be
free to support either side in the referendum campaign, even though
the government would be recommending a ‘yes’ vote. The Cabinet split
16 to 7 in favour, though a special Labour Party conference came down
emphatically on the ‘no’ side. Six months before the referendum, the
antis had a strong lead in opinion polls; in the event the pros won by
2 to 1. The reason was almost certainly the greater public confidence in
the judgement of the leaders of the ‘yes’ campaign. Wilson, Callaghan,
Heath, Jenkins and the new Tory leader, Margaret Thatcher, were all
vastly more popular than the leading antis – Enoch Powell, Tony Benn,
Michael Foot, Barbara Castle and Ian Paisley. The real victor, however,
was Wilson, who had been so much despised for his earlier tergiversa-
tions over the EEC. As the journalist Peter Jenkins put it, he had
obtained his three objectives: ‘to keep his party in power and in one
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piece and Britain in Europe’. Now there was nothing left for Wilson to
do but retire with honour.

The following March he would be 60 years old, and Wilson had long
planned to withdraw at about this time. He was an exhausted man; his
wife, Mary, desperately wanted him to quit, and he was perhaps already
detecting early signs of the waning of his mental powers which was to
culminate some years later in Alzheimer’s disease. So, secure in the belief
that his elected successor would be the four-years-older Callaghan, with
whom, despite their earlier rivalry, he had worked in close harmony
throughout his second premiership, he announced his resignation on
16 March 1976. It was an impressive exit – the only voluntary resigna-
tion by a Prime Minister in the twentieth century who was still relatively
young, in reasonably good health and under no political pressure to
stand down. Then he went and spoilt it, by producing a resignation
honours list containing a number of distinctly dicey characters. This led
to a vast amount of speculation that there must be some other hidden,
and discreditable, reason for his departure. This had come as a complete
surprise to most people, despite the fact that Wilson’s lawyer and confi-
dant, Lord Goodman, had for several months past been dropping gentle
hints, which were mostly ignored, to quite a number of leading political
figures. However, no skeleton has ever emerged from Wilson’s cupboard,
and a generation later one must conclude that he gave up for the rea-
sons suggested above. Wilson lived for a further 19 years after his retire-
ment, wrote several more books, presided over a committee of inquiry
into the City of London and became a life peer in 1983. Thereafter he
gradually faded from public view, and his once famous memory sadly
deteriorated. He died on 24 May 1995, aged 79.

Wilson was not a great Prime Minister, but he was much better than
many people, including myself, were willing to concede at the time. He
had strengths and weaknesses. The strengths included a very quick
mind, good tactical sense, immense resourcefulness, an ability to man-
age a difficult and often querulous party and probably a better under-
standing of the gut feelings of ordinary voters than any other
contemporary politician. He was a cautious man, who disdained any
form of extremism, and regarded doctrinal disputes on such issues as
public ownership as tedious ‘theology’. He was accused of having no
deep beliefs – a mistaken view. He was strongly committed to greater
equality, the breaking down of class barriers, and the importance of
planning. He abhorred racialism, and was a strong believer in sexual
equality. He was a moderate believer in European integration, but was
not prepared to give it priority over keeping the Labour Party together,
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though in the end he was instrumental in ensuring that Britain
remained within the EEC.

His greatest weakness was his tendency to adopt short-term expedients,
which often undermined his longer term goals. One of his most famous
sayings was ‘A week is a long time in politics’, and he was accused of hav-
ing no strategic vision. A kindly and considerate man, he was a natural
conciliator who shied away from conflict, and constantly sought to avoid
difficult decisions by seeking compromises where no happy mean actually
existed. ‘A master of fudge and mudge’ was David Owen’s damning
description. Some of his opponents in the Labour Party regarded him as
being exceptionally devious, a charge which was undoubtedly exagger-
ated. He was vain, ambitious and sometimes opportunistic, but probably
no more so than the generality of politicians. He was the first – and only –
professional economist to become Prime Minister, but he had no more
success in solving the problems of Britain’s economic decline than any
other post-war premier. He did at least succeed, in very trying circum-
stances, in keeping the Labour Party together and winning four out of the
five elections which it fought under his leadership. This was no mean
achievement, and one which his immediate successors were quite unable
to emulate. No sooner was he gone than the party began to split apart,
and condemned itself to 18 years in Opposition.
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CHAPTER 16

Edward Heath – Cheerleader 
for Europe

In 1916, within four months of each other, were born the two men
who, half a century later, were to face each other for ten years as rival
party leaders and contest four general elections. They came from similar
social backgrounds, but different geographical regions which were
strongly to mark their characters – Wilson from Yorkshire, Edward
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Heath from Kent, where he grew up in the seaside town of Broadstairs,
from where, on a clear day, he could see the coast of France.
Continental Europe was a living reality to him from his earliest days.

Heath, who was known as a child, and still as a young man, as Teddy,
was born on 9 July 1916. His father, William Heath, was a carpenter,
who later set himself up as a builder and decorator. His mother, the for-
mer Edith Pantony, had worked as a lady’s maid. Teddy had a younger
brother, John, born in 1920, but was much the brighter of the two chil-
dren, and became his dominant mother’s favourite, and the focus of the
family’s hopes. William Heath was a skilled craftsman and became a
well-respected local small businessman. Fiercely anti-trade union, the
mild Liberalism of his youth was to evolve into firm Conservatism.
Something of a ladies’ man, he was an easygoing congenial character
with few intellectual interests. His influence on his elder son seems to
have been limited, and Teddy grew up very much a mother’s boy. The
qualities and habits which she instilled in him – the exceptional impor-
tance of cleanliness and tidiness, the necessity for hard work, for taking
responsibility for others and a decent ambition to advance his own
position in life – early marked him out as exceptional among his
schoolfellows at the local Church of England primary school, where he
always seemed old for his years. He also showed a precocious talent for
music, which his parents encouraged, buying him an upright piano,
which they could scarcely afford. The cost, Heath recorded in his auto-
biography, was £42, which they paid for in 24 monthly instalments of
£2 each. Just before his tenth birthday, he sat for the scholarship exam-
ination for the local fee-paying grammar school, Chatham House
School, at which he won a free place.

Heath was regarded as an ideal pupil at his school, where he won
virtually every honour, except in sport, though he was felt by some to
be almost unnaturally self-contained. His father wanted him to become
an accountant, but Heath set his heart on going to a university, though,
as he was to recall, ‘I knew that my family would never be able to pro-
vide the money to fund me for three years’ (Heath 1998, p.20). He sat
a scholarship examination for Balliol College, Oxford, but did not do
sufficiently well to win an Exhibition. He was, however, offered a fee-
paying place, which he was able to take up only because Kent County
Council offered a loan of £90 a year, repayable when he graduated. So
he arrived in Oxford, in October 1935 – one year later than Wilson – to
read Politics, Philosophy and Economics at Balliol. He was not there for
long before an opportunity arose which transformed his financial situa-
tion and gave him a prominent position in the college. The college
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organ scholarship, worth £100 a year, became vacant, and Heath
successfully applied for it. His duties were to include playing the organ
in the college chapel at eight o’clock every morning and on Sundays,
while also giving him opportunities for conducting choirs and orches-
tras and even composing. It was to run for three years beginning the
following October, which meant that he was able to spend four years in
Oxford rather than the normal three.

Heath worked selectively hard at his studies, but, in contrast to
Wilson, they did not monopolise his activities. Apart from music, these
were centred on the Oxford Union and on the Oxford University
Conservative Association, of both of which he became President, as
well as of the Federation of University Conservative Associations, and
of the Junior Common Room in his own college – Balliol. Heath did not
commit himself to the Tory cause without due consideration. In his
autobiography, The Course of My Life, he admits being attracted to the
Liberals, who, he said, ‘remained committed to an open society, and to
freedom in both the social and economic spheres … but it was already
clear to me that they were a spent force in British politics’ (Heath 1998,
p.28). He wrote that he never considered joining the Labour Party, but –
before going up to Oxford – attended the 1935 TUC conference at
Margate, out of curiosity. He witnessed there the savage attack by Ernest
Bevin, then leader of the Transport and General Workers’ Union, on
George Lansbury, the pacifist Labour Party leader, who shortly
afterwards resigned. He wrote:

I was pleased that the trade unions were finally committing
themselves to tackling fascism, but still considered that socialism
smacked too much of state control. I concluded that a moderate
form of Conservatism offered the best foundation for a free society,
and that the best course for me was to campaign for that brand of
thinking within the Conservative Party. But I continued to believe in
fairness and deplored the snobbishness of many Conservatives.
(Heath 1998, p.29)

Heath thus established himself from the outset as being firmly on the
progressive wing of the Conservative Party, and soon became a strong
opponent of Neville Chamberlain’s appeasement policies, in relation to
both Germany and Spain. He was one of very few Conservatives who
wholeheartedly committed themselves to the Republican cause in
Spain, travelling to Barcelona with a student delegation, and narrowly
escaped death when the cars in which they were travelling were
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machine-gunned by a Francoist plane. He also visited Germany, where
his conviction of the deadliness of the Nazi threat was only strength-
ened by his attendance as a spectator at a Nuremberg rally, and a subse-
quent unexpected encounter at a cocktail party with several Nazi
leaders, including Goebbels, Goering and Himmler.

After the Munich agreement, in August 1938, Heath successfully
moved a motion in the Union that ‘This House deplores the
Government’s policy of Peace without Honour’. There happened to be a
by-election vacancy at Oxford, and Heath proposed himself to the local
Tories as their candidate, while making it clear that he was opposed to
the Munich agreement. He was turned down, and the young Tory
barrister Quintin Hogg (later Lord Hailsham) was brought in to defend
the seat and also Chamberlain’s appeasement policy. Heath then threw
himself wholeheartedly into the campaign for the Independent candi-
date, running on an anti-Munich ticket, and in whose favour both the
Labour and Liberal candidates had withdrawn. This was A.D. Lindsay,
the Master of Balliol, whom Heath greatly admired and was much influ-
enced by, despite his being a strong Labour supporter. Lindsay’s cam-
paign attracted enormous attention, and he succeeded in halving the
Tory majority, without, however, preventing Hogg (later to be Lord
Chancellor in Heath’s Cabinet) from making his parliamentary debut at
the age of 31.

Heath, who was still universally known as Teddy, was a popular fig-
ure at Oxford, and mixed easily with Labour supporters, such as Denis
Healey, Roy Jenkins and Tony Crosland, who were friends and rivals in
the Union. From their subsequent accounts, he appears to have been
much more relaxed than the rather buttoned-up character they later
confronted across the floor of the House of Commons. Yet Heath appar-
ently felt some social insecurity in a pre-war Oxford, where the vast
majority of his fellow students were public schoolboys from far more
affluent backgrounds. His biographer, John Campbell, suggests that this
was to blame for the ‘curious accent’ he developed, ‘with its tortured
and artificial vowel sounds which later attracted such mockery’ and was
‘markedly different from the soft Kentish burr of his father or – more
significantly – of his brother John, who went to the same school but
not to Oxford’ (Campbell 1994, p.18).

Heath graduated in the summer of 1939 with a Second Class degree.
He was disappointed not to get a First, but considering the range of his
non-academic activities this was as good a result as he could reasonably
have expected. He was then faced with a career choice, and hesitated
between music and politics, to which he saw the law as a stepping
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stone. He consulted the Professor of Music, Sir Hugh Allen, who appears
to have told him that, though he was a good musician, he was unlikely
to reach the very top as a conductor. ‘On the other hand, if you go into
politics, you will always have music as an amateur to enjoy for its
own sake’, Heath recorded him as saying (Campbell 1994, p.38), and –
without undue disappointment – he prepared to take up a scholarship
to Gray’s Inn to read for the bar. Meanwhile, in August 1939, he left for
a visit to Danzig and Warsaw, and was hitch-hiking home through
Germany when the Nazi-Soviet pact was announced. He got out of the
country only just in time, and returned to London on 1 September, the
day of the German invasion of Poland.

He hastened to register for military service, but was not actually
called up until the following July, after the fall of France. In the mean-
time, he was encouraged by the Foreign Office to depart on a lengthy
student debating tour of the United States, which was regarded as a
good opportunity to project the British viewpoint to American audi-
ences. Like other young budding British politicians, Heath was greatly
impressed by much of what he saw in America, without, however, being
bowled over by the experience; nor did it, Campbell observed, ‘dimin-
ish the primary commitment he instinctively felt to Europe’ (Campbell
1994, p.41). When Heath was eventually called up, he was given a com-
mission as a second lieutenant in the Heavy Anti-Aircraft Artillery. By
the time he was demobbed, six years later, he had risen to Lieutenant-
Colonel.

Heath took his army duties exceptionally seriously. He saw relatively
little action, but proved himself an outstanding administrator and a
firm but fair commanding officer. He was noted for the assiduity and
speed which he showed in getting to the root of any problems which
arose. Campbell comments that ‘this is characteristic at each successive
stage of his career – and in his private pursuits too – Heath has set him-
self quickly and thoroughly to learnt the ropes. He had always been a
formidably quick learner’ (Campbell 1994, p.48). Heath ended the war
in Germany, where he had been on the eve of its outbreak, and stayed
on for a year as part of the army of occupation. He travelled extensively
round the country, and was deeply affected by the extent of the destruc-
tion. The moral he drew from this is that Europe must never again be
torn apart by internecine conflict. He later wrote:

only by working together had we any hope of creating a society
which would uphold the true values of European civilisation.
Reconciliation and reconstruction must be our tasks. I did not realise
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then that it would be my preoccupation for the next thirty years.
(Heath 1998, p.106)

Heath returned to civilian life in July 1946, and the Broadstairs home
of his parents. He had lost the desire to read for the bar, but his inclina-
tion to follow a political career was as strong as ever. He was determined
to find a parliamentary seat, but in the meantime had to earn his living.
He took the Civil Service examination and finished equal top, with
another former Balliol man. He was assigned to the Ministry of Civil
Aviation, being disappointed not to be chosen for the Treasury. As a
civil servant, Heath greatly impressed his colleagues by his administra-
tive qualities and resourcefulness, many of them believing that he
would rise to the very top of the service. He was, however, only a bird of
passage, resigning in October 1947, as soon as he had been selected as a
prospective parliamentary candidate.

This was his fourth try: the first three times he was beaten by rivals
with a traditional public school background. The Tories in Bexley, how-
ever, a Labour-held marginal seat in the Kentish suburbs with ‘a large
homogeneous population of the lower middle class and upwardly
mobile skilled working class’ (Campbell 1994, p.60), were specifically
on the lookout for a candidate who had risen successfully from a similar
background. Heath sailed through the selection meeting, and plunged
himself into the work of nursing the constituency with enormous
energy and careful military-style planning of all his activities.
Meanwhile, he needed a job, and took the first one which was offered –
news editor of the Church Times, a weekly Anglican newspaper. It was
not a happy choice – Heath soon became bored, though he carried out
his duties with his customary efficiency. After some 18 months, he took
a large salary cut and went to work for a city bank, Brown, Shipley,
which undertook to teach him the banking business, while encouraging
his political activities. He stayed on with them, on a part-time basis,
after he became an MP.

He won the Bexley seat in the general election of February 1950,
when the Labour government’s previously large majority was cut to five
seats. He had two strokes of luck. The sitting Labour MP, Ashley
Bramall, had been an old associate of his in the Oxford Union, and hap-
pily agreed to an extensive series of debates with Heath. This was a great
help to Heath in getting himself known throughout the constituency,
and Bramall no doubt later regretted his magnanimity. Even more help-
ful to Heath was the intervention of a Communist candidate, whose
votes – more than three times the size of Heath’s majority of 133 – must
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have come almost exclusively at Bramall’s expense. This enabled Heath
to squeeze in, and once elected he was never to be shifted. He remained
the MP for Bexley, and its successor seat, of Old Bexley and Sidcup, for
51 years, retiring at the age of just under 85 at the 2001 election.

The 1950 class of new Tory MPs was regarded as a vintage crop,
including notably three young men who had already distinguished
themselves in the Conservative Research department, under the aegis of
Rab Butler – Iain Macleod, Reginald Maudling and Enoch Powell. The
33-year-old Heath, now known as Ted, was not seen as an equally prom-
ising figure, but made something of a mark by calling for British mem-
bership of the European Coal and Steel Community in his maiden
speech. He then briefly associated himself with the One Nation Group of
socially conscious Tory MPs before disappearing for eight years into the
anonymity of the Whips’ Office, first in Opposition, and, after the Tory
victory in the 1951 general election, as a paid government whip, the
most junior form of ministerial Office. The Whips’ Office was tradition-
ally a place where less bright but diligent MPs, with little hope of further
promotion, were parked. Heath lost no time demonstrating that he was
in a different category. He threw himself into the work of the office with
the same enthusiasm and application that he had shown throughout his
army career. He soon devised a complex card index system cataloguing
every conceivable piece of information about Tory MPs, including their
peccadilloes, and where they might be found at any time during the day
or night. The Chief Whip, Patrick Buchan-Hepburn, a languid Scottish
aristocrat, was mightily impressed and soon made Heath his deputy,
devolving to him the greater part of his own responsibilities. In
December 1955, eight months into Eden’s premiership, he became
Minister of Works, and Heath was promoted to take his place.

The following year he faced his first great challenge, with the erup-
tion of the Suez crisis. Heath’s closest friends believe that he disap-
proved of the Anglo-French invasion, but he kept his private views to
himself, both at the time and in the half-century which has since
elapsed. He saw his job as being to hold his party together during a
period of extreme turbulence, and he devoted himself to ensuring that
party revolts, on either the pro- or anti-Suez side, were kept to minimal
proportions. This he was able to achieve through Herculean efforts, and
a mixture of tough and tender methods. Macmillan, who replaced Eden
in January 1957, regarded it as essential to retain Heath’s services dur-
ing the first difficult months and years of his own premiership. During
this time the relationship between the two men was extremely close.
Macmillan consulted him on a very wide range of issues – going well
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beyond parliamentary management, the traditional activity of Chief
Whips – and on the whole received excellent and wholly loyal advice
from him. Under Eden, Heath had been the first Chief Whip ever to
attend Cabinet meetings on a regular basis, and Macmillan continued
the practice, which has continued ever since. For his part, Heath had an
unprecedented opportunity to build up personal links within the
party. This compensated him for the greater public exposure of his
contemporaries – Macleod, Maudling and Powell – all of whom preceded
him into the Cabinet, and were seen, as he at this time was not, as
future contenders for the leadership.

It was only after the 1959 election that he was to enter the Cabinet,
as Minister for Labour, replacing Macleod, who became Colonial
Secretary. He did not stay long in the post. In July 1960, Macmillan
chose the Earl of Home as Foreign Secretary, and sought to balance this
by appointing a second Cabinet minister as his deputy, and to answer
for the Foreign Office in the House of Commons. Heath hesitated to
accept what was technically a demotion, but was reassured when he
was rewarded with the office of Lord Privy Seal and given special
responsibility for relations with Europe. When, a year later, the govern-
ment agreed to apply to join the European Economic Community, he
was the natural choice as chief negotiator, a task on which he embarked
with total enthusiasm, being instantly awarded the title of ‘Mr Europe’
by the popular press. In the event, it ended in failure – thanks to the
veto of President de Gaulle, but it was a venture from which Heath
emerged with tremendous credit. During 18 arduous months, he
devoted himself single-mindedly to the task in hand, showing extraor-
dinary stamina, resourcefulness and mastery of detail, stubbornly
defending what he deemed to be essential British or Commonwealth
interests, but always seeking a way through to the desired objective,
which he was able to present with a rare passion, belying his reputation
as a cool pragmatist. His efforts went down particularly well in his own
party, where he – perhaps more effectively than Macmillan – played a
decisive role in winning round the great majority of those who had ini-
tially harboured doubts.

It also turned Heath, who previously had been strictly a behind-the-
scenes operator, into an instantly recognisable public figure. This was
reflected by his appearance for the first time in newspaper cartoons as
one of the small group of leading Tory figures. Even so, Heath had not
quite reached the point where he was seen as a credible contender for
the party leadership. He recognised this himself, and when Macmillan’s
resignation was announced at the Tory conference in October 1963 (see
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Chapter 14), he quickly emerged as one of Alec Home’s strongest
supporters. He was no doubt influenced by his esteem for Home, under
whom he had worked amicably in the Foreign Office, but it cannot
have escaped his notice that there was a serious risk of Reginald
Maudling, the Chancellor of the Exchequer and one year younger than
himself, being chosen and effectively blotting out his own chances in
any future contest. In the event, Maudling’s candidature faded, and it
was Rab Butler who was pipped at the post by Macmillan’s blatant
manipulation, but the outcome was very much to Heath’s advantage.
Home appeared, from the outset, as only a stopgap leader, and all the
other actual or potential contenders had been damaged in one way or
another by the contest. Butler and Hailsham were effectively out of the
running for the future, Maudling was seen to have failed, while
Macleod and Powell offended against the Tory code of party loyalty by
their refusal to join Home’s government.

Heath probably hoped to become Foreign Secretary in the new
government, but that post was reserved for Rab Butler, as his non-
negotiable price for agreeing to serve under Douglas-Home, as the new
premier chose to be called. Instead he was appointed to head a beefed-
up Trade and Industry department, with a brief to promote economic
modernisation and competition. Determined to make his mark, he pro-
moted the only major piece of legislation to be passed in the remainder
of the Parliament. This was the bill to abolish retail price maintenance
(see Chapter 14), which was introduced and forced through against the
resistance of a powerful group of Tory MPs, including several senior
ministers. Heath certainly made an impact as a forceful and reform-
minded minister, but in the process revealed a hitherto unsuspected
streak of authoritarianism and a lack of consideration for the feelings of
his colleagues, including junior ministers in his own department,
notably Edward Du Cann, who became a lasting enemy.

After the Tory election defeat in October 1964, Heath was appointed
Shadow Chancellor, and favourably impressed Tory MPs by the vigour
and mastery of detail which he showed in leading the opposition to
James Callaghan’s first Budget, in the Finance Bill proceedings in the
following spring. This may have the deciding factor in his victory over
the more languid Reginald Maudling in the first ever leadership ballot,
when Douglas-Home resigned in July 1965. He polled 150 votes to 133
for Maudling, and 15 for Enoch Powell. Tory MPs were comparing him
not only with Maudling, but also with Wilson, whose toughness and
mental agility they thought he would emulate. An unspoken comparison
was also with Douglas-Home; they wanted a new leader who was as
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little like a 14th Earl as possible, and Heath’s modest background was
undoubtedly seen as an advantage. What was not considered an asset
was Heath’s bachelor status at the age of 49, a source of endless specula-
tion in political circles. The general consensus was that he was a
repressed homosexual, which, however, does not seem to have been the
case. In fact, as a young man, he had courted – though in a spasmodic
way – a local doctor’s daughter in Broadstairs, Kay Raven, and appar-
ently expected to marry her, though he never got round to proposing.
He refers to this cryptically in his autobiography, saying: ‘One day she
suddenly let me know that she was marrying someone else. I was sad-
dened by this … maybe I had taken too much for granted’ (Heath
1998). He was never known subsequently to take any sexual or roman-
tic interest in any other woman, though he had a number of close
female friends. He seems to have sublimated his feelings in music and –
at a later stage – sailing, which he took up only in his fifties with con-
spicuous success, winning the famous Sydney–Hobart yacht race at his
first attempt. His single status may have been an electoral handicap,
though there is no firm evidence of this, but it liberated him to apply
himself full-time to politics; indeed, he expected the same commitment
from his associates and subordinates, seemingly oblivious of the con-
flicting claims of their wives and families. This undoubtedly proved an
asset to Heath in his rise to the top: the downside was that he had
nobody to unburden himself to when the going got rough.

It was not long before many Tory MPs began to regret the choice
they had made. Heath proved no match for Wilson, who regularly ran
rings round him in their parliamentary encounters, while on television
he often appeared wooden and ill at ease. It is doubtful whether any
other Tory leader would have done much better in the March 1966 gen-
eral election, when Labour stormed back with a majority of 97, but it
was Heath who was blamed by his party, and a whispering campaign
against his leadership soon got under way, which was never completely
silenced until his unexpected victory in June 1970. During most of the
1966 Parliament the government was highly unpopular, falling far
behind in the opinion polls and performing abysmally in local elec-
tions and by-elections, where it lost a string of normally safe seats. This
meant that Tory morale remained high and there was no overt move-
ment to dislodge Heath from the leadership, despite the fact that his
own poll rating fell well behind that of his party. However, when the
election campaign got under way in May 1970, Labour leapt into a
strong lead in the polls which was maintained right up till polling day,
and the almost universal expectation was that it would win. The
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dismayed Tories were quick to blame their own leader, and it was an
open secret that a high-level party delegation would wait on him imme-
diately after the election and demand his resignation.

It is doubtful if even Heath himself believed that the Tories would
win the election. During the previous four years he had presided over a
comprehensive rethink of the party’s policies, and its election mani-
festo was far more detailed than ever before, with the emphasis on three
main themes – lower taxation, trade union reform and membership of
the European Economic Community. During the campaign, however,
Heath concentrated on a single issue – rising prices – which he ham-
mered home continuously, promising that the Tories would take action
to cut them ‘at a stroke’. This struck a responsive chord among voters,
though the principal reason for Labour’s defeat was almost certainly the
release just before polling day of monthly trade figures which appeared
to undermine its claim to have solved the balance of payments problem
(see Chapter 15). The election result was as shown in the table below.
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Conservative 330
Labour 287
Liberal 6
Others 7
Conservative majority 30

This unexpected triumph put Heath in a very strong position and
immediately silenced his many critics. It also had the unfortunate effect
of making him surer than ever of his own judgement and even less
inclined to seek advice from colleagues. Five of these would have car-
ried sufficient weight to be able to force their views on him in other cir-
cumstances, but for one reason or other were not in a position to do so
during the period of his government. Iain Macleod was appointed to
the key post of Chancellor of the Exchequer, but died within a month
of his appointment, a body blow to the new government. His successor,
Anthony Barber, was in no sense an adequate replacement. Macleod’s
death cost Heath not only the shrewdist tactician in his team, but also
incomparably the best performer, both in the House of Commons and
on television – a particularly serious loss given Heath’s own deficiencies
in these departments. Reggie Maudling, the Tory Deputy Leader,
became Home Secretary, but was now too laid back to make his views
strongly felt, and resigned office in July 1972 when questions were
asked about his unwise business associations. Enoch Powell, who had
been dismissed by Heath from the Shadow Cabinet in 1968, following
his notorious ‘rivers of blood’ speech on immigration, was left out of



the government, and became a persistent critic from the back benches.
Quintin Hogg was again despatched to the Lords, as a life peer, to
become Lord Chancellor, and subsequently regarded his role as strictly
non-political, while Alec Douglas-Home, who became Foreign Secretary
for the second time, also largely abstained from intervening in domestic
affairs. So Heath was effectively on his own, and though other ministers
such as William Whitelaw, Robert Carr, Lord Carrington and James
Prior subsequently became quite close to him, none of them was able to
speak to him on a basis approaching equality.

Heath was also unlucky to come to power at a time of world eco-
nomic disorder, when the post-war Keynesian consensus was coming to
an end, the Bretton Woods agreement on fixed exchange rates was col-
lapsing and strong inflationary pressures, culminating in a quadrupling
of oil prices in the last months of his premiership, combined to blight
his best endeavours. The consequence was that he had one historic
achievement to his credit – British adhesion to the EEC – but that most
of his other endeavours ended in failure. On Europe, his own personal
contribution was central, and it is doubtful whether any other Prime
Minister, in the circumstances of the time – and with the Labour
Opposition coming down heavily against him – could have pulled it
off. From the outset, Heath made two crucial decisions. One was to
restrict the negotiations, ably conducted by Geoffrey Rippon, to an
absolute minimum number of crucial issues, of which the continued
access of New Zealand farm products to the British market was perhaps
the most difficult. The other was to stake everything on winning the
goodwill of the French government and its Gaullist President, Georges
Pompidou, and to persuade him that Britain would be a constructive
member of the Community rather than a Trojan horse on behalf of
the United States. Despite Rippon’s best efforts, the talks appeared to be
bogged down by May 1971, and Heath went to Paris to hammer out
the differences face to face with Pompidou in a two-day summit.
Pompidou, a tough but relatively open-minded man, who did not share
the prejudices or God-given sense of mission of his predecessor, was
impressed by Heath’s sincerity, straightforwardness and deep European
commitment, and at the concluding press conference announced that
the main issues had been resolved. Within a few days, the roadblocks in
the membership talks were lifted one by one, and by mid-June the
negotiation was virtually over.

Heath then faced the daunting prospect of getting the membership
terms approved by the House of Commons, where his nominal majority
was 25, but where up to 40 Tory MPs were anti-EEC. Thanks to the positive
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votes or abstentions of 89 Labour members (see Chapter 15), he achieved
the surprisingly high majority of 112 in the vote on principle on
28 October 1971. Thereafter it was a hard slog to get the bill incorporating
the terms through the Commons, where the committee stage was taken
on the floor of the House. A single defeat would have killed the bill, and
the process was a protracted and precarious affair, with the bulk of the
Labour rebels, having satisfied their consciences by their act of defiance
to their party whips in October, now doing what they were told.
Altogether there were 105 divisions on the bill between February and July
1972, with the government’s majority falling to as low as four, but it
emerged unscathed thanks to a small number of Labour veterans not
standing for re-election who abstained on the most crucial occasions,
and to a masterly performance by Francis Pym, the Tory Chief Whip.

Heath showed courage and fortitude in his handling of the rapidly
deteriorating situation in Northern Ireland, where he unhesitatingly fol-
lowed the policy pursued by his Labour predecessor of pressurising the
Protestant-dominated Stormont government to remove discriminations
against the Roman Catholic minority. When they failed to do so, and
with violence increasing both from the IRA and from Loyalist paramili-
taries, he acted, in March 1972, to suspend Stormont and institute direct
rule from London, appointing Willie Whitelaw as Northern Ireland
Secretary. This was a brave decision for a Tory Prime Minister, half of
whose parliamentary majority was made up of Ulster Unionist MPs, tra-
ditionally allied to the Tories, but vehemently opposed to direct rule.
The appointment of Whitelaw proved an inspired choice. In less than
two years, he not only achieved a steady fall in the level of violence, but
coaxed Unionists and Nationalists into participating in a power-sharing
executive to rule from Belfast. Led by the Unionist Brian Faulkner, with
Gerry Fitt of the Social Democratic and Labour Party as his deputy, it was
created under the Sunningdale agreement reached in December 1973.
Sadly, however, Faulkner did not succeed in carrying the bulk of
Unionists with him, and the new agreement was fatally undermined by
the February 1974 general election when anti-Sunningdale candidates
made a clean sweep of the Unionist-held seats. It collapsed three months
later in the face of massed Loyalist demonstrations, which the new
Labour government and its Northern Ireland Secretary, Merlyn Rees,
were unable to counter. The Sunningdale agreement was, perhaps, pre-
mature, but it paved the way for more successful power-sharing initia-
tives launched by the Major and Blair governments a generation later.

Yet it was by his domestic policies that he would stand or fall, and in
these he was singularly unsuccessful. He had grown to loathe and despise
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Harold Wilson, and determined from the outset that his government
would be as dissimilar as possible from its predecessor. He began by repu-
diating the statutory incomes policy of the Wilson government and its
interventionist approach to industry, saying that in future such decisions
would be left to market forces. He then hastened to show that he would
succeed where Labour had failed by introducing an Industrial Relations
Bill which bore more than a passing resemblance to the trade union
reforms which Barbara Castle had humiliatingly failed to enact a year ear-
lier. Heath was no crude anti-union agitator, and genuinely believed that
his bill would offer new opportunities and benefits for unions which reg-
istered under its provisions. This would be a fair quid pro quo, he felt, for
the creation of an Industrial Relations Court, which would help ensure a
more rational and orderly system of settling disputes. This intention was
certainly shared by his Employment Minister, Robert Carr, who was in
charge of the bill. Yet Carr made the fatal mistake of rushing its introduc-
tion, without allowing adequate time for consultation with the interests
involved, which convinced even moderate trade union leaders that the
government was utterly unwilling to take account of their views. They
therefore mounted a concerted attack on the bill, browbeating Labour
MPs into resisting it root and branch at every stage of the parliamentary
process. The bill reached the Statute Book, with no serious amendment,
by August 1971, but it was a pyrrhic victory. The Industrial Relations Act
soon became a dead letter. Most unions refused to register, thus losing
the privileges offered to them, while both the government and employ-
ers soon became unwilling to apply its penal clauses for fear of creating
‘martyrs’ among trade unionists sent to prison for ‘contempt of court’,
against the intentions of the authors of the Act.

So the battle to get the bill through had been in vain, and had seri-
ously compromised the prospect of trade union co-operation in the gov-
ernment’s anti-inflation policies. These were its number one priority,
certainly during its first two years. In place of Labour’s statutory
approach, Heath depended on a policy of voluntary wage restraint,
which initially proved surprisingly successful. The big exception was the
miners’ strike in February 1972, which the government firmly resisted,
but which – thanks largely to the ‘flying pickets’ tactics employed by a
new young miners’ leader, Arthur Scargill – rapidly threatened to close
the nation’s power stations. The government was forced to back down
and acquiesce in an arbitration award of 27 per cent, far above the norm,
and which threatened to open the floodgates to inflationary claims from
many other unions. An even greater shock for the government was the
rapid rise in unemployment, which the previous month had breached
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the highly symbolic 1 million mark, easily the highest total in post-war
Britain, and representing an increase of almost 50 per cent during Heath’s
premiership. Henceforth reducing unemployment became his overriding
priority, and he resolved on a policy of all-out growth. He accordingly
performed what his critics (initially confined to Enoch Powell and his
small group of supporters) lost no time in characterising as U-turns. He
abandoned the market, in favour of government action, to control
unemployment, and substituted statutory for voluntary restriction of
wage increases. The Chancellor, Anthony Barber, was instructed to aim
for an annual growth rate of 5 per cent, and the government, which had
already shocked its right-wing critics by nationalising the ailing Rolls-
Royce firm, proceeded to bail out United Clyde Shipbuilders and other
‘lame ducks’ threatened with closure, while steeply increasing invest-
ment in the nationalised industries. In November 1972, Heath
announced a three-stage statutory control of prices and incomes, begin-
ning with a pay, price, rent and dividend freeze.

For almost a year, these measures largely attained their objectives:
unemployment fell rapidly and wage inflation was contained. There
were, however, adverse side-effects – interest rates soared, and property
prices rocketed as a result of the ‘Barber boom’. Yet by the autumn of
1973, when the pay policy was due to move into its milder Stage Three,
there seemed an excellent prospect that Heath would have a success
story to tell when he faced the general election expected in late 1974 or
early 1975. All this was changed by the Yom Kippur War of October
1973, which was followed by a cutback of oil supplies and the quadru-
pling of oil prices. This meant that coal, a declining industry for many
years, suddenly became highly competitive with oil, and relatively
underpriced. The miners seized the opportunity to put in a substantial
pay claim – far greater than could be accommodated under Stage Three –
and when this was refused, began an overtime ban with the evident
intention of running down coal stocks to improve their bargaining
position if they later moved to strike action.

Probably the only way the government could have saved Stage Three
was by declaring that – because of the oil crisis – the miners were a special
case, and that their pay claim, and theirs alone, would be settled outside
its framework. This course was actually argued by Enoch Powell, who in
other circumstances might have been expected to oppose surrender to a
blind union threat, but was turned down by Heath and his colleagues.
Believing that they could not afford to give way a second time to the min-
ers, and mistakenly believing that they were now in a stronger position to
stand up to them than 18 months earlier, they stood their ground. In order
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to conserve both oil and coal stocks, Heath announced on 13 December
that a three-day week for industry would be enforced from 31 December.
The public seemed to be on the government’s side, and several ministers,
notably Lord Carrington, the newly appointed Energy Secretary, began
urging Heath to call an immediate election on the issue ‘Who governs
Britain?’ Much evidence suggests that had Heath taken this advice and
called an election for January or early February, he would indeed have
won. Yet he was highly reluctant to do so, and for another month tried
desperately to seek means to persuade the miners to back down and call off
their threatened strike, which was due to start on 1 February. The TUC
intervened and made the extraordinary offer that all other unions would
undertake to conform to Stage Three if the miners were accepted as a spe-
cial case. The government turned down the offer, the strike duly began,
and Heath called an election for 28 February. A Tory landslide was pre-
dicted, and the opinion polls seemed to back this up. Yet the election cam-
paign failed to go the government’s way. Wilson fought a more skilful
campaign than had been expected, and the Tories were unable to confine
it to the single question of ‘Who governs?’ To their dismay, the issue of ris-
ing prices, with which they had made so much play in 1970 with Heath’s
promise to cut the rise in prices ‘at a stroke’, came back to haunt them, as
inflation had, in fact, substantially increased. The most damaging event of
the campaign was the publication of a report by a body called the
Relativities Board, to which the government had referred the miners’
claim, which appeared to show that it had got its sums wrong and that the
miners were much less better off in relation to other workers than had pre-
viously been believed. A further setback to Heath was the defection of
Enoch Powell, who resigned his candidature and urged voters to support
Labour in order to ensure that there would be a referendum on the EEC.
Another surprise factor in the campaign was a strong surge in support for
the Liberals, very largely at the government’s expense, though it did not
win the Liberals many new seats. Despite their setbacks during the cam-
paign, the overwhelming expectation was still that the Tories would win,
and the inconclusive result, which gave them more votes but fewer seats
than Labour (a reverse of the 1951 result). came as a devastating shock. The
new Parliament’s composition was as shown in the table below.
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Labour 301
Conservative 297
Liberal 14
Nationalists 9
Others 14



The 14 others included 11 Ulster Unionists, who normally would
have been included in the Conservative total, putting them ahead of
Labour and in striking distance of an overall majority. Those elected on
this occasion, however, wanted to have nothing to do with Heath,
whom they blamed for the imposition of direct rule in Ulster.
Nevertheless, Heath made one last desperate throw by offering a coali-
tion to the Liberals, with its leader, Jeremy Thorpe, joining the Cabinet,
probably as Home Secretary. Thorpe was tempted, but aware that his
own party was unwilling, and that in any event, without the Ulster
Unionists, Heath would still be several votes short of a parliamentary
majority, declined. Heath’s attempt to hold on to power collapsed over
the weekend following the election, and was seen as a major misjudge-
ment. It showed him up as a ‘bad loser’ and even worse tactician. Yet it
was a true reflection of his stubborn character. In the face of defeat, he
never contemplated for a moment resigning the Tory leadership or even
of offering himself for a vote of confidence by his party. He just hung
on and, even more remarkably, attempted to do so again the following
October, after a further general election defeat, when Wilson’s minority
government (just) succeeded in gaining an overall majority.

This time, however, he faced an open revolt. He had now lost three
elections out of four, and many Tories – including, most damagingly,
Edward Du Cann, now chairman of the influential 1922 Committee of
Tory backbenchers – were determined that he should be challenged in a
leadership ballot. There was no obvious rival, and if Heath had willingly
offered himself up for re-election he might well have succeeded, despite
the discontent. As it was, he resisted for several months, which only
spurred his more fervent critics to find a challenger – any challenger –
to put up against him. Their first choice was Sir Keith Joseph, the for-
mer Social Services Secretary, who was known to have harboured
doubts about Heath’s policies and U-turns, though he had never consid-
ered resigning. He ruled himself out, as did Du Cann, who was facing
public criticism because of his business affairs. It was only then that – in
the absence of any more heavyweight alternative – the former
Education Secretary, Margaret Thatcher, threw her hat into the ring (see
Chapter 18).

Neither Heath nor his supporters took her candidature seriously. Nor
indeed, perhaps, did the majority of those Tory MPs who voted for her,
seeing her only as a stalking horse who would do Heath just enough
damage to enable more senior figures, notably Willie Whitelaw, a Heath
loyalist, to offer themselves in the second ballot. Hardly anybody
expected her actually to poll more votes than Heath, which immediately
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knocked him out of the running and gave her sufficient momentum to
see off Whitelaw and three other contenders in the second ballot. The
tragedy for Ted Heath was that he was largely responsible for his own
undoing. He had led a remarkably loyal and harmonious Cabinet,
which had not suffered a single resignation on policy grounds despite
its change of direction. Yet over the years he had offended a high pro-
portion of Tory MPs by his gruffness and insensitivity to their views. It
had not always been so. As Chief Whip under Eden and Macmillan, he
had been a popular figure, going out of his way to be agreeable to his
charges and being much readier to use carrots rather than sticks to
ensure their compliance. He evidently regarded this as being an essen-
tial part of his job. As Prime Minister and party leader, however, he felt
no such compulsion: his task now was to run the country, and he had
no time for small talk with ‘bit players’ such as backbenchers.

If Ted Heath had been a ‘bad loser’ to Labour in February 1974, he
was an even worse one to Thatcher, never reconciling himself to her
victory during the whole 15 years that she led her party, an attitude
which won him the epithet of ‘the longest sulk in history’. She, for her
part, did not make it any easier for him, systematically rubbishing his
government at every turn, despite the fact that she had been a compli-
ant member and only became a critic retrospectively. Heath, who had
made his own predecessor, Alec Home, Foreign Secretary, hoped that
she would offer him the same courtesy, and was not amused when she
instead proffered the Washington embassy, making it crystal clear that
she saw this as an opportunity to get him out of the way. It was not
surprising that he became her most trenchant critic, subjecting
her monetarist policies and seemingly heartless indifference to rising
unemployment to withering criticism while saving his most savage
barbs for her failure to consolidate his European achievements, and for
instead pursuing the elusive path of the so-called ‘special relationship’
with the US. The force of his criticism was, however, blunted by the
widespread assumption that it was motivated by sour grapes.

In return, Thatcher’s supporters mounted a formidable indictment
against him, maintaining that his government had started out with
similar intentions to hers – to destroy the post-war consensus of a
mixed economy and to replace it by a resurgent capitalism. On this
basis, they argued, Heath had failed while Thatcher had triumphed.
This was fundamentally to misinterpret Heath’s intentions. He had
never been a prophet of untrammelled capitalism, had never preached
monetarism or advocated widespread privatisation. On the contrary, he
wished to bolster the mixed economy by making it more efficient.
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When the early policies of his government failed to achieve their
objective, he changed tack; ‘When the facts change, I change my mind,
what do you do, Sir?’ The words were spoken by J.M. Keynes, but they
might well have come from Heath. He was a true pragmatist, whose
approach to economic issues was in truth rather similar to Wilson’s,
though he would not have approved the comparison.

Heath can claim to have been the most intellectually honest premier
of the second half of the century, seldom hiding behind the half-truths
and evasions which were the stock-in-trade of too many of his rivals. It
could equally be said of him that he was a poor politician – with a weak
tactical sense, and a limited ability to communicate his message. In
many ways, he would have been more suited to a career as a senior civil
servant, and it was noticeable that as Prime Minister he formed closer
relationships with mandarins, such as Sir William Armstrong, the Head
of the Home Civil Service, than with his political colleagues. One of his
more important innovations was to form the Central Policy Review
Staff, or Think Tank, to provide independent but non-party-political
advice to ministers.

On one issue Heath never changed his mind – that of the fundamen-
tal virtues of the European Union (as the EEC became). He continued to
laud it throughout the 30 years or more following his negotiation of
British entry. It was a great sadness to him that his view gained ever-
diminishing support from his own party, though paradoxically the
majority of his Labour opponents subsequently swung round to his
side, with varying degrees of enthusiasm.
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CHAPTER 17

James Callaghan – Labour’s
conservative1

Born in obscurity, raised in hardship, a long hard struggle in the trade
union movement ... This was the life story of a long list of leading
Labour Party figures in the first half of the twentieth century, the most
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1 This was the title of a profile I wrote for The Economist in the last week of his premiership,
in April 1979. Twenty-five years later, I see no need to revise this judgement.
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outstanding being Ernest Bevin. The last of the line was to be James
Callaghan, born in Portsmouth on 27 March 1912. His father, also
James, was a Chief Petty Officer in the Royal Navy. He came from an
Irish Catholic background, and had run away to sea in his teens, chang-
ing his name from Gargohan. This, together with the fact that he was
half-Jewish, was quite unknown to his son until the Sun newspaper
researched his genealogy after he became Prime Minister in 1976.
Callaghan’s father married a very young widow, Charlotte Cundy,
whose first husband had died in a naval accident. She was a strict
Baptist, and the elder James gave up his religion to marry her. Their
children were brought up in his new faith. There were to be two of
them – Dorothy, born in 1904, and Leonard James, eight years later. He
was always known as Leonard, or Len, only adopting his second name
in his early thirties, when he entered politics.

When Leonard was four his father was wounded in the Battle of
Jutland, and after the war was transferred to less strenuous work as a
coastguard at Brixham, in Devon. Here the family lived a relaxed and
happy life, which came to an abrupt end in 1921 when the old sailor,
still only 44, collapsed and died from a heart attack. Charlotte was dev-
astated, and the family descended into near poverty, as she received
only a small lump sum and no pension from the Board of Admiralty.
She moved the family back to Portsmouth where they lived a life barely
above subsistence level in a bleak series of furnished rooms. There was
some relief in 1924 when the newly elected Labour government
awarded her a pension of 10s. a week. This was sufficient, Callaghan
later recalled, to turn her into an enthusiastic Labour voter; he himself,
under the influence of their Scottish landlady, was already from the age
of 11 running errands for the Labour committee rooms during general
elections. Politics, however, played little part in the family’s life, which
was centred on the local Baptist church, in whose varied activities the
young Leonard willingly participated, becoming in due course a Sunday
school teacher. A tall, bright and good-looking boy, he attended
Portsmouth North Secondary School, where he was far from being a star
pupil, being particularly poor at mathematics, and not taking his stud-
ies very seriously. He was, however, keenly interested in English and
history and became a voracious reader at the local public library. His
headmaster, he recalled in his autobiography,

decided I should enter the Senior Oxford Certificate, which I
passed easily enough, with exemption from matriculation. I was told
that this would qualify me for entrance to a university, though



such a far-fetched idea had never entered my calculations.
(Callaghan 1987)

Instead, he sat an examination to become a Civil Service clerk.

This was an occasion for rejoicing at home, for I had fulfilled my
mother’s ambition that I should secure a permanent job offering
a pension at sixty. I suppose she was influenced by her own past
insecurity. (Callaghan 1987)

So in the autumn of 1929, aged 17, he left home to work in the tax
office at Maidstone, in faraway Kent, at a salary of £52 a year, plus a
cost-of-living allowance. In comparison with many of his fellow school-
leavers who faced the prospect of life on the dole, he felt himself to be
exceptionally privileged. The local Baptists put him in touch with their
co-religionists in Maidstone, who arranged lodgings for him. For a time
he continued to take part in church activities, notably in the Sunday
school, where he very soon met his future wife, Audrey Moulton. She
was the daughter of a local businessman and deacon of the Baptist
church, who for Callaghan was the acme of the middle-class
respectability and security that his mother had craved. He was 17 and
she 16 when they met, and they subsequently embarked on a lengthy
engagement, marrying only in 1938 when he had attained some finan-
cial security and she had completed her higher education, becoming a
domestic science teacher. It was to be a long and happy marriage, with
three children, the eldest of whom – Margaret – was, as Baroness Jay, to
be a Cabinet minister and Leader of the House of Lords under Tony
Blair. Callaghan was soon to lose his Baptist faith, but he retained many
of the puritanical attitudes with which he had been imbued.

It was not long before Callaghan began to get bored with his largely
routine work as a tax official. He carried out his duties conscientiously,
but reserved his enthusiasm for his trade union activities. He joined the
Association of Tax Clerks (AOT), a small union which succeeded in
recruiting 95 per cent of its potential membership without the aid of a
closed shop. He soon became branch secretary, and made a name for
himself as a rebel who wanted the union leadership to adopt a far more
militant stance against the employers. He was especially active in cam-
paigning for better conditions for new entrants to the profession, and in
attacking its rigid class structure, under which the administrative grade
was reserved for public school and university men, the executive grade
was for grammar school products, while only the clerical grade (to which
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Callaghan belonged) was open to those who had been educated at
ordinary secondary schools. He was soon marked down as a trouble-maker
by the union’s general secretary, Douglas Houghton (later a Cabinet
colleague of Callaghan’s), who, however, took a more benign view after
his election in 1932 to the union’s national executive at the early age of
20. He was to detect in Callaghan a basic moderation and pragmatism,
which was often concealed by the forcefulness with which he expressed
his views. Four years later, when the union – now known, after an amal-
gamation, as the Inland Revenue Staff Federation (IRSF) – decided to elect
an assistant general secretary, Houghton backed him against 31 other
candidates. Len Callaghan, as he was known, was successful, and at the
age of 24 became the number two official of the union, at a salary of
£350 – far more than he had been earning as a tax clerk.

Over the next three years, Callaghan developed into a highly effec-
tive union negotiator and built up an extensive network of contacts in
other unions besides his own. He also met Harold Laski, the Professor of
Government at the London School of Economics and a leading figure
on the National Executive Committee of the Labour Party, whose book,
The Grammar of Politics (1925), had already greatly influenced his own
political thinking. Laski, for his part, was much impressed, and wanted
Callaghan to enrol as an external degree student at the LSE under his
personal supervision. Callaghan could not spare the time from his
union work, but Laski also encouraged him to consider a parliamentary
career, recommending him to Labour headquarters as a likely candi-
date. When war was declared, in 1939, Callaghan attempted to join up,
although his union post was held to be a reserved occupation. He was
accepted for the army but vigorously protested, saying that both his
father and his maternal grandfather had been sailors, and he wanted to
join the navy. The union insisted on retaining his services until March
1943, however, when he finally got his way and joined the Navy as an
ordinary seaman, subsequently being promoted to sub-lieutenant. He
had a relatively quiet war, seeing no action except during the later
stages in 1945, when the battleship in which he was serving in the Far
East set off in pursuit of two Japanese cruisers which were, however, too
speedy to be caught.

A year or so earlier a decisive event occurred in his life when he was
selected as prospective Labour candidate for the Cardiff South con-
stituency, for which he was nominated by contacts in the IRSF. It was a
close-run thing: he won the selection by a single vote over the pacifist
schoolteacher George Thomas, who was instead chosen for the neigh-
bouring seat of Cardiff West, and ended his career as Speaker of the
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House of Commons. Callaghan attributed his success to having turned
up in a glamorous naval uniform, but perhaps equally helpful had been
his reply to a question asking if he was a Catholic. ‘No, a Baptist’, he
replied, which enabled the many chapel-goers in the audience to vote
for him in good conscience. Cardiff South was a good prospect, the
defending Tory MP’s majority being a mere 541 votes. Callaghan had
no trouble in reversing this in the Labour landslide of July 1945, with a
majority of more than 11,000. On becoming a candidate he had
dropped the name of Len, and chose henceforth to be known as James,
or more usually Jim. When he reached the House of Commons, there
was a further change in his nomenclature. Previously, he had always
been known as ‘Callagan’, with the ‘h’ left silent. Tory MPs addressed
him instead as ‘Callahan’, with a silent ‘g’. He liked the sound of it, and
this is how he has been known ever since.

Callaghan arrived at Westminster with something of a reputation as a
left-winger. At the Labour Party conference the preceding December, he
had made a powerful speech supporting a resolution endorsing a large-
scale programme of nationalisation, which was passed against the wishes
of the party leadership. It had been moved by Ian Mikardo, later a lead-
ing light in the left-wing Tribune group, and, like Callaghan, a native of
Portsmouth, though the two men were never close associates. Following
the vote, Herbert Morrison, Labour’s deputy leader, approached Mikardo
and Callaghan and said: ‘Do you realise that you have just lost us the
general election?’ As soon as the government was formed, Callaghan was
invited to become PPS to a junior minister, John Parker, the Under-
Secretary for the Dominions. He resigned after a few months when he
voted – together with 22 other Labour MPs – against the terms of an
American loan. For the next 22 months he was a backbencher, but one
with independent views, though he was careful to keep his rebellions
against the party whips to minimal proportions. He associated with the
Keep Left group of Labour MPs, but declined to sign a report which they
published calling for more Socialist-oriented policies. He did, however,
lead a revolt in a parliamentary committee, which led to the government
reducing the period of national service from 18 months to 12.

Then in October 1947 he was appointed to his first government post
as Parliamentary Secretary for Transport, being switched to a similar
position in the Admiralty, where as an ex-sailor he felt more at home, in
March 1950. In both posts he made his mark as an energetic and com-
petent minister, well able to take care of himself in the House and a
good publicist outside. At the Admiralty, his senior minister, Viscount
Hall, was in the House of Lords, and he made the most of his opportunity
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as spokesman for the department in the Commons. In March 1951,
Hall left the government and was replaced by Lord Pakenham (later
Lord Longford). Callaghan had hoped to be promoted in his place, and
had the temerity to write to the Prime Minister complaining that he
had been overlooked. Somewhat surprisingly Attlee, who was usually
pretty short with unsolicited applicants for office, did not take it amiss
and sent an emollient reply.

Seven months later, Labour was to lose the October 1951 general
election and to embark on what turned out to be 13 dreary years in
Opposition. They were years, however, in which Callaghan’s political
career took a sharp upward turn. He was only one of perhaps 50 junior
ministers in the Attlee government, and not the most prominent of
them. Yet he took to Opposition like a duck to water, was immediately
elected in the annual ballot for 12 members of the Shadow Cabinet
(elected by MPs), and was the only MP to be re-elected every year
throughout the years of Tory power. Equally remarkable was his per-
formance in the ballot for the constituency party section of Labour’s
NEC, usually dominated by left-wingers. He polled well every year he
stood, and on six occasions was one of the seven MPs elected.

One key to his success was the quality of his speeches, both in the
House of Commons and at party conferences and meetings throughout
the country. He was not a brilliant orator, but a highly confident and
forceful speaker, with an almost unerring ability to gauge the feeling of an
audience and to tell them what they wanted to hear. He was also one of
the first British politicians to master the art of television, where he was a
frequent performer in political discussion programmes. Equally impor-
tant, however, was the assiduity with which he cultivated his fellow MPs,
even the most obscure and undistinguished of them – they all had votes
for the Shadow Cabinet! I well remember, as a young delegate to the
annual Labour conference in the mid-1950s, spending an evening in his
company and that of another Shadow minister, Michael Stewart.
Callaghan challenged him to come up with some information about every
member of the Parliamentary Labour Party. Stewart, who embarked on the
game with some reluctance, gave up after about 200, but Callaghan was
able to provide details about all 277 of them. Popularly known as ‘Sunny
Jim’, Callaghan exuded an air of amiability, which concealed the fact that
he was also on occasion capable of being a bully. He had few, if any, ene-
mies in the party, carefully avoiding committing himself in the growing
rivalry between Nye Bevan and Hugh Gaitskell, though he ended up as a
supporter of the latter in the 1955 leadership election. What was impor-
tant, he loudly proclaimed, was the unity of the party.
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Callaghan’s ascent was helped by the portfolios he was given to
shadow. He started off with transport, where his three years as a junior
minister enabled him to speak with authority, but in 1956 Gaitskell
switched him to the colonies, where he was a great success over the
next four years. He led a united party in its opposition to the govern-
ment’s attempt to force a settler-dominated federation on Southern and
Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland against the wishes of the African
population. During this period he met virtually all the nationalist lead-
ers (and future rulers) of British colonies and formed a good relation-
ship with many of them. He was rewarded by topping the poll for the
Shadow Cabinet in 1960, but in the same year failed to win the deputy
leadership of the party on the death of Bevan, coming third to the
right-winger George Brown and the left-wing Fred Lee. The following
year, Callaghan received a crucial promotion, when Gaitskell, anxious
to move the less than totally loyal Harold Wilson from the Shadow
Chancellorship, shifted him to Foreign Affairs and appointed Callaghan
in his place. The party leader had some misgivings. Callaghan had
proved himself an effective parliamentary performer and had achieved
a prominent position in the party, but lacked economic credentials.
At Tony Crosland’s prompting, Nuffield College, Oxford – of which
Callaghan was already an Honorary Fellow – assembled a distinguished
cast of economists to offer him guidance. Gaitskell was not entirely sat-
isfied, and there was much speculation that, if he formed a govern-
ment, the actual job of Chancellor would go to somebody else. This
might well have been Crosland, whose economic expertise was held in
the highest regard by Gaitskell, or, just possibly, Douglas Houghton,
Callaghan’s old boss and a formidable authority on taxation matters.
The unexpected death of Gaitskell in January 1963 put paid to such
prospects. Callaghan himself was a candidate for the succession (see
Chapter 15), achieving a respectable third place behind Wilson and
George Brown, and almost certainly casting his own vote for Wilson in
the second ballot. He was immediately confirmed in his position as
Shadow Chancellor, though Wilson planned to reduce his potential
powers as Chancellor by creating an economic diarchy between him
and George Brown, who was pencilled in to take over a new and power-
ful Department of Economic Affairs (DEA).

So it transpired, in October 1964, when Labour secured its narrow
majority in the general election. Wilson’s intention had been to pro-
duce a ‘creative tension’ between the two men, to prevent either from
becoming so powerful as to constitute a challenge to his own leader-
ship, but also to clip the wings of the Treasury, which Labour had long
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regarded as a baleful influence on the innovative intentions of reforming
governments. It did not work out exactly as planned. There was
tension, certainly, but it was hardly creative and caused a maximum of
frustration to both men. Callaghan was gradually to achieve the upper
hand, largely due to the Treasury’s control over spending and Brown’s
volatility and unpredictability. By the time of the July 1966 crisis,
which culminated in Brown’s removal to the Foreign Office and the
effective collapse of his much vaunted National Plan, Callaghan’s vic-
tory was almost complete. Michael Stewart, who succeeded Brown,
inherited a much diminished DEA. The triumph over Brown, his senior
in party terms, did not mean that Callaghan was a successful
Chancellor. His former occupation as an Inland Revenue official had
left him with a sure touch on taxation matters, and he was responsible
for introducing some successful innovations. Yet on economic policy he
was sadly out of his depth, though he nearly always put up a good show
in defending his policies in parliamentary debates. He offered no resist-
ance to Wilson’s determination not to devalue in October 1964, though
the pound was clearly seriously overvalued, and – more reprehensively –
acquiesced in his insistence that it should thenceforward be an unmen-
tionable subject. He had a momentary wobble in July 1966, but thereafter
was himself adamant that there should be no devaluation until the last
moment before the inevitable occurred in November 1967. He had one
considerable achievement as Chancellor – the negotiation by the Group
of Ten industrial countries, under his chairmanship, of Special Drawing
Rights (SDRs), which greatly expanded international liquidity. Yet his
own sense of failure when the devaluation was announced was almost
complete, and he insisted on resigning, and prepared to leave the gov-
ernment. Wilson, however, was desperate that he should stay, and pro-
posed that he should swap jobs with the Home Secretary, Roy Jenkins,
to which Callaghan agreed. His own recommendation that Crosland
should succeed him was ignored.

Callaghan went to the Home Office as a much chastened man, and
for some time afterwards kept a low profile. Yet his spirits soon began to
recover and he established a firm control over his new department,
where he proved a much less liberal figure than his predecessor. This
was most clearly reflected in his introduction of the Commonwealth
Immigration Act of 1968, which was rushed through Parliament in
three days and was described by The Times as ‘Probably the most shame-
ful measure that Labour members have ever been asked by their whips
to support.’ It took away from Kenyan Asians with British passports the
right to enter the United Kingdom, and went flatly against firm assurances
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given to them at the time of Kenyan independence by the then
Colonial Secretary, Iain Macleod, who forcefully pointed this out in the
parliamentary debate. Thirty-five Labour MPs voted against the bill, but
Callaghan was able to claim that most Labour MPs representing con-
stituencies with large immigrant populations were strongly supportive
of him, and that public opinion was predominantly on his side.

While at the Home Office, Callaghan was quietly consolidating his
position within the Labour Party and building up a power base for any
future contest for the party leadership. In October 1967, while still
Chancellor, he had contrived, through discreet lobbying of trade union
leaders, to get himself elected to the Treasurership of the Labour Party,
defeating the left-wing candidate, Michael Foot, by more than 2 to 1.
This post was of great symbolic significance as it was the only position
in the party chosen by all sections of the annual conference, but as the
unions commanded 80 per cent of the votes their influence was pre-
dominant. From then on, they tended to think of Callaghan as their
representative in the leadership of the party, and Callaghan increas-
ingly saw himself as playing this role.

The crunch came, in early 1969, when the Employment Secretary,
Barbara Castle, produced her proposals for trade union reform in the
White Paper, In Place of Strife. As a former trade union official,
Callaghan was horrified. Unions were voluntary bodies who should be
left to control their own affairs, he believed. This was not an appropri-
ate matter for legislation. His view was widely supported within the
Parliamentary Labour Party and by the great mass of trade union
activists. If Callaghan had restricted himself to arguing against Castle’s
proposals within the Cabinet nobody could reasonably have objected.
He went much further – by breaking collective Cabinet responsibility
and casting his vote against the proposed measures in the Labour NEC,
on 26 March, when a motion to reject the projected bill was carried by
15 votes to 6. Wilson was outraged, and seriously considered dismissing
Callaghan from the Cabinet, but in the end decided instead to exclude
him from meetings of the so-called ‘inner Cabinet’ of senior ministers.
Callaghan’s conduct made him the hero of backbench opponents of the
proposed bill, and of many trade unionists, but alienated most of his
Cabinet colleagues who thought he had behaved shabbily. The ill feel-
ing, particularly with Wilson, persisted for some time, but Callaghan’s
position was largely vindicated the following June when the govern-
ment withdrew the bill in the face of a declaration by the Chief Whip,
Bob Mellish, that there was no chance of getting it through the
Commons.
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In August 1969, Callaghan’s action, as Home Secretary, of sending
troops to Northern Ireland to head off the threat of sectarian violence
did a lot to restore his reputation. He was hailed by both sides of the
divide as a conciliator, but unfortunately his handling of Northern Irish
affairs had little beneficial effect in the long term, the province
descending into large-scale terrorist violence during the succeeding
year. It was left to the incoming government of Ted Heath to impose
direct rule. For Callaghan, however, Ulster remained a distinct plus on
his CV, and the episode also helped to heal his relations with Harold
Wilson.

Labour’s unexpected defeat in the June 1970 general election left
Callaghan vying with Roy Jenkins as probable contenders for the suc-
cession if Wilson should stand down, which he quickly demonstrated
was not his intention. The Labour Party was about to be plunged into
violent controversy over its attitude towards the renewed British appli-
cation for EEC entry, and it was this dispute which enabled Callaghan
decisively to overtake Jenkins who previously had appeared the
favourite. Callaghan, a confirmed Atlanticist, was lukewarm about
Europe, but was far from being a doctrinaire opponent. Nevertheless,
his fine political antennae soon detected that Labour and trade union
opinion was shifting in an anti-EEC direction, and he decided to help
it on its way in a speech of breathtaking cynicism, which he delivered
in Southampton in May 1971. Seizing on an off-the-cuff remark by
President Pompidou that he would like French to be the language of
Europe, he expatiated on the virtues of the ‘language of Chaucer,
Shakespeare and Milton’, and concluded, in a passage drafted by his
Eurosceptic son-in-law, Peter Jay: ‘If we are to prove our Europeanism
by accepting that French is the dominant language in the Community,
then the answer is quite clear, and I will say it in French to prevent any
misunderstanding: Non, merci beaucoup.’

Few observers doubted that Callaghan was offering himself as an
alternative leader to Wilson if he did not oppose the membership terms
being negotiated by Ted Heath, and this is certainly how Wilson him-
self interpreted the speech. He was determined not to be outflanked by
Callaghan, and in the following weeks decisively shifted his position in
an anti-EEC direction. By the autumn both men had settled on a com-
mon position, which won majority support at the TUC and Labour
conferences, and within the Parliamentary Labour Party. This was to
oppose the Heath terms, but to seek to renegotiate them and then
submit the result to a popular referendum. This prevented an immediate
party split, and left the pro-European minority within the PLP with the
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invidious choice of voting either against their party or their convictions.
As described in earlier chapters, 69 decided to vote in favour of the
terms, and another 20 abstained, enabling British entry to go ahead.

After this episode, Callaghan seems to have concluded that he no
longer had a realistic prospect of succeeding Wilson, who was four years
his junior. Some years before, he had bought a farm in Sussex, which
gave him a great deal of pleasure, and he even contemplated leaving
politics altogether when Anthony Barber, the Chancellor of the
Exchequer in the Heath government, proposed to nominate him as
managing director of the International Monetary Fund, a proposal
which was effectively stymied by Valéry Giscard d’Estaing, the French
Finance Minister. Callaghan also had a serious prostate operation in
early 1972, and though this was completely successful, it brought with
it, in the words of his biographer, Kenneth O. Morgan, ‘the first intima-
tions of mortality [and] had its psychological impact on Callaghan as
for many men his age’ (Morgan 1997, p.376). Wilson, too, probably
sensed a slackening in Callaghan’s ambition, and his more relaxed
approach, and this enabled the two men to work together in unaccus-
tomed harmony for the remainder of their years in Opposition, and in
government after the February 1974 general election.

Following the election, Callaghan went to the Foreign Office, the
only person, other than R.A. Butler, to have filled all of the three senior
ministerial posts of Chancellor, Home Secretary and Foreign Secretary.
As in his earlier posts, his record was mixed. He was generally judged to
have fallen too much under the influence of his US colleague, Henry
Kissinger, and he badly mishandled the Cyprus crisis in April 1974. He
failed to act decisively as the representative of one of the three coun-
tries named as guarantors of Cypriot independence and must bear a
heavy responsibility for the subsequent Turkish invasion, which led to
the partition of the island. But the crucial task handed to Callaghan in
his new post was to renegotiate British membership of the EEC, and on
that he played a blinder. Despite his earlier opposition to British
membership, he and Wilson were agreed – implicitly, if not in as many
words – that the best outcome of the renegotiation was one which
would enable Britain to remain within the Community. He embarked
on the negotiation in the style of a trade union leader pursuing a major
wage claim, banging his demands down heavily on the table, and then
involving himself in prolonged haggling over the details before emerg-
ing and claiming that he had got the best bargain available – even
though it bore little relation to his opening bid. It worked. Although
many of the concessions which he won turned out in the long-term to
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be merely cosmetic, the package he brought back appeared substantial
enough to persuade many doubters that it was a marked improve-
ment on the Heath terms. As recounted in Chapter 15, it enabled the
government to win a sweeping 2 to 1 majority in the June 1975 referen-
dum, prevented a split in the Labour Party and closed the issue of
British membership, not unfortunately for all time, but at least for half
a decade.

Wilson concluded that Callaghan was a safe pair of hands, and at the
end of the year – through a Cabinet colleague, Harold Lever – sent him
a confidential message that he intended to resign in three months’ time
and that Callaghan should prepare himself for the succession. He was as
good as his word, and when, on 16 March 1976, he announced his
decision to the Cabinet, Callaghan was the best prepared of the six
contenders who emerged. Two of these – Michael Foot and Tony Benn –
were from the left, and three – Roy Jenkins, Denis Healey and Tony
Crosland – from the centre-right. Callaghan himself was bang in the
centre, but his real strength lay in the fact that he had made very few
enemies during his long political apprenticeship. His two strongest
rivals were undoubtedly Foot and Jenkins, but each suffered from the
weaknesses of the very qualities which had brought them to promi-
nence. Foot had been the political heir of Nye Bevan, and much the
most eloquent advocate of left-wing policies – this had brought him
many admirers, but as many critics. The same was true of Jenkins,
whose passionate support of the cause of European integration had
been triumphantly vindicated in the 1975 referendum, but had left him
in a minority within his own party, and it was only the pro-Europeans
who were now ready to support him. Callaghan had never stood out
strongly for any political objectives (other than his opposition to trade
union reform) and so had avoided alienating any significant bloc of
Labour MPs. He was to be elected faute de mieux, on the third ballot, by
176 votes to 137 for Foot, after Foot had led him on the first ballot by
90 votes to 84. Callaghan had succeeded in picking up a large majority
of the second preference votes for the four other candidates who had
withdrawn or been eliminated.

On forming his government, Callaghan made a number of personnel
changes. He kept Healey on as Chancellor, but preferred Crosland to
Jenkins as Foreign Secretary, which prompted the latter to accept an
invitation to become President of the European Commission. Callaghan
let it be known that he intended that, at a later date, Healey and
Crosland would swap jobs, a plan which was thwarted by Crosland’s
sudden death, in February 1977, when he was succeeded by the much
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younger David Owen. The other key appointment was Michael Foot, as
Leader of the House of Commons, who became – with Healey –
Callaghan’s closest collaborator. Much to her chagrin, Barbara Castle
was peremptorily dropped. From the outset, Callaghan created a good
impression as Prime Minister. If he had not been a conspicuous success
in his earlier posts, he had at least accumulated a great deal of experi-
ence, and he presented himself as a tried and trusted servant of the
state, firmer and more straightforward than Wilson, and oozing avun-
cular charm and reassurance.

Yet the legacy he took over from Wilson was a forbidding one: a tiny
parliamentary majority and a host of economic problems. The most
serious of these appeared to be inflation – down from the horrendous
26 per cent recorded the previous summer, but still a stubborn 13 per
cent, and expected to rise again. Fresh pressure was also building up on
the pound sterling, which the government desperately hoped to
reverse. The twin policy on which it embarked was to combine wage
restraint with cuts in government expenditure. In July 1976, agreement
was reached with the TUC and the CBI (Confederation of British
Industry) for a 5 per cent limit on pay increases, with a maximum of £4
a week. This resulted in a considerable decline in living standards, and a
year later the unions were not prepared formally to agree on a limita-
tion. The government, however, set a target of 10 per cent for wage
increases, and largely imposed it within the public sector, while sanc-
tions were imposed on private firms which breached the guidelines. On
public expenditure, the government believed it had done as much as
anybody could reasonably expect, when, in July 1976, Healey
announced cuts of £1 billion, in addition to those he had already made
in his two previous Budgets. Despite the fact that both the inflation rate
and the balance of payments were improving, however, international
confidence remained low, and the slide in the pound continued. By
September, it had fallen to $1.56, from $1.93 when Callaghan had
taken over. Healey concluded that the only way to staunch the flow was
to seek a massive loan from the International Monetary Fund – $3.9 bil-
lion, the largest that the IMF had ever been asked for. The IMF
demanded further spending cuts of £1.4 billion, to which the Cabinet
reluctantly agreed, after a long series of meetings at which Crosland,
the Foreign Secretary, had cogently argued that cuts on this scale were
unnecessary. He persuaded the majority of his colleagues, but
Callaghan eventually came down on Healey’s side, and Crosland
backed down on the basis that the Prime Minister and Chancellor could
not be seen to be overridden on a central issue of economic policy. In
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the event, less than half the loan was taken up and the balance of pay-
ments rose rapidly into surplus, which retrospectively corroborated
Crosland’s judgement, but by then he was already dead. By then, too,
Labour had lost its parliamentary majority through by-election losses
and defections, and in March 1977 faced the imminent prospect of
defeat on a confidence motion tabled by Margaret Thatcher, which
would have precipitated an immediate general election.

At the last minute, Callaghan, using all his skills as a trade union
‘fixer’, negotiated the Lib-Lab pact with Liberal leader David Steel,
which guaranteed Liberal backing in key parliamentary votes in
exchange for policy consultations. This was a master stroke: the pact
not only provided him with security of tenure, but increased his ability
to resist left-wing demands for more socialistic legislation. He and his
government used the period of respite well, and by the summer of 1978
they had built up a strong position for themselves, with their economic
policies working well, while Callaghan had established himself as an
influential figure in world affairs, being treated as a respected partner by
Presidents Carter and Giscard d’Estaing and by Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt. It was then that Callaghan threw it all away, by what can only
be described as a serious loss of nerve.

He made two crucial errors of judgement – in both cases without ade-
quate consultation with his Cabinet or even his closest political advisors.
The first concerned the continuation of the government’s incomes
policy, which, in the view of the authors of the 1979 Nuffield Election
Study, had ‘worked far better than expected’ (Butler and Kavanagh 1980,
p.22). The union leaders, aware that pressure from their members was
building up fast after several years of restraint, were unwilling to agree a
voluntary limit for wage settlements. Furthermore, both Jack Jones, of
the Transport Workers’ Union, and Hugh Scanlon, of the Engineers,
powerful left-wing figures who had co-operated with the government
over wage restraint, had retired and had been succeeded by weaker
figures less inclined, and less able, to be co-operative. Inflation was now
down to 8 per cent, but there was little confidence that it would not rise
again. Callaghan unilaterally insisted on a limit of 5 per cent, with
another 2 per cent for ‘anomalies’. Even his Chancellor, Denis Healey, a
hawk on incomes policy, thought this too rigid and inflexible, and few
Cabinet members thought that it could be sustained in the face of mam-
moth pay claims expected in the autumn. A 10 per cent target would
have been more feasible, most felt. In terms of public relations, however,
a 5 per cent limit had much to commend it, as it would suggest to the
electors that a reduction of inflation to 5 per cent or less was in the
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offing. This would have gone down well if Callaghan had held an
election in October 1978, before the wage round began; it was tempting
providence to delay the poll until after it had been put to the test.

The objective case for holding the election in October was over-
whelming. All the evidence was that the economic indicators had
greatly improved, but were likely to deteriorate by early in 1979. Labour
had regained the lead in the opinion polls, and the fact that Callaghan
made no effort to persuade the Liberals to extend the Lib-Lab pact
when it expired at the end of July led to the almost universal expecta-
tion that the election was imminent. This was reinforced by unofficial
briefings given – in good faith – by Callaghan’s political advisor, Tom
McNally, that polling day would be on 5 October. The probability is
that this was Callaghan’s intention in early August, when he left for a
short month on his Sussex farm, but subsequently changed his mind
without, however, telling anybody. He did make a ritual effort to
consult his Cabinet, asking them to send him by post their preferred
election dates. The majority wanted an early poll, though Michael Foot,
and to a lesser degree, Denis Healey, favoured delay.

Callaghan bluntly announced to the Cabinet, when it met on
7 September, that there would be no autumn election, and repeated the
message to an incredulous nation in a television broadcast the same
evening. It was possible, in party terms, to make a reasonable case for
delay, as a Labour victory was by no means assured, though it would
probably have entered the campaign as favourite, given Callaghan’s
high standing in the country and his large personal lead over Margaret
Thatcher in the polls. What was highly imprudent was to dispense with
the safety belt of a renewed pact, either with the Liberals or alterna-
tively with the Ulster Unionists or the Scottish Nationalists (both of
whom might well have been open to offers), to see him through the
winter and guard against the possibility of a surprise parliamentary
defeat. The responsibility for taking this risk was Callaghan’s alone, and
was his second major error.

The sequel was far worse than anybody predicted, and has gone
down in history as the ‘winter of discontent’. Pay restraint was voted
down by large majorities at the annual TUC and Labour Party confer-
ences, and an avalanche of pay claims greatly exceeding the 5 per cent
limit were tabled. The floodgates opened in early December, when the
Ford Motor Company, after a three-week strike, settled for 17 per cent –
a figure far higher than public sector employers could possibly afford.
This did not prevent their unions, notably the National Union of Public
Employees, from demanding parity and launching a series of highly
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damaging strikes by lorry drivers, oil tanker drivers, and, above all, local
government and health service workers which effectively destroyed any
hopes of a Labour victory in an early election. It was not the economic
effects of the strikes which hurt Labour, but the psychological impact of
‘human interest’ stories reported on television: stories of the dead
remaining unburied and the sick being refused admission to hospitals.
In a few short weeks Labour’s main electoral asset – its ability to get on
well with the trade unions – was cruelly mauled, and the Tory lead in
the opinion polls shot up to a massive 20 per cent by early February.

Callaghan contributed to his own discomfiture by his response to
reporters when he was interviewed at London’s Heathrow airport, on
his return from a summit conference on the lush French Caribbean
island of Guadeloupe. Asked to comment on the ‘crisis’, he unwisely
replied that no crisis existed, and the pro-Tory newspapers were not
slow to draw the contrast between the Prime Minister sunning himself
on West Indian beaches and the suffering British public. The first direct
evidence that the industrial strife was hurting Labour came on 1 March,
when Welsh and Scottish electors voted in a referendum on whether to
establish devolved parliaments in Cardiff and Edinburgh. The Welsh
proposals had long been given up for lost, but the Scottish ones had
enjoyed strong public support, with a consistent majority of nearly 2 to
1 in opinion polls. In the event, they scraped through by the tiny
margin of 51.6 per cent to 48.8 per cent – not enough to enable the pro-
posals to go through under the terms of the Scottish Devolution Act. It
was immediately clear that the disappointing result was due to the deep
unpopularity of the Government following the January strikes. The
Scottish Nationalist MPs, in their frustration, turned against the govern-
ment and suicidally decided to support a no-confidence motion tabled
by Margaret Thatcher, which would precipitate them into a general
election which they were ill prepared to fight. The Liberals too – no
longer beholden to the pact – prepared to vote against the government,
as did the bulk of the Ulster Unionists.

The result was bound to be desperately close, but Callaghan –
devastated by the conduct of the trade unions – seemed to have lost the
will to fight on. He vetoed three separate initiatives proposed by his fel-
low ministers to stave off defeat, including concessions to the Ulster
Unionists, and the offer by the wife of a dying Labour MP to bring her
husband to the environs of the House in an ambulance, so that he
could be ‘nodded through’ the division lobby by the whips, as was
allowed by the Standing Orders of the House. Any one of these would
almost certainly have saved the day, as the motion was lost on
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28 March by a single vote – 311 to 310 – and Callaghan found himself
to be the first British Prime Minister in more than 50 years to be
trapped into fighting a general election at a time not of his own choos-
ing. Many of his ministers privately felt that he was more concerned
with his reputation than with the survival of his government. The
influence of his self-effacing but strong-minded wife, Audrey, was sus-
pected. She was determined, they felt, that her husband should be
remembered as a man of principle rather than as a wheeler-dealer.

Had Labour won the vote, the government could probably have held
on until the following October when its general election chances would
have been rather better, as the rawest memories of the winter of discon-
tent began to fade. It is improbable, however, that it could have won – the
damage had been too great. As it was, Callaghan fought a highly dignified
campaign in April, drawing strength from his massive lead over Thatcher
in public esteem, as measured by the polls. He succeeded in making up
some ground during the campaign, but the Tories won a comfortable
majority on 3 May, when the result was as shown in the table below.
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Conservative 339
Labour 269
Liberal 11
Others 16
Conservative majority 43

Callaghan’s premiership was the end of an era. He represented the
best – and some of the worst – of ‘Old’ Labour. Fixated on the triumphs
of the 1945 government, he had no vision of the future and no strong
political convictions, other than to improve the lot of working men (he
was not much of a feminist). Deeply conservative (with a small ‘c’), he
was not, despite his many qualities, the person to lead his party down
fresh paths, as it desperately needed to be. He seems to have sensed this
himself, remarking to his political advisor, Bernard Donoughue, during
the 1979 campaign:

There are times, perhaps once every thirty years, when there is a
sea-change in politics. It then does not matter what you say or what
you do. There is a shift in what the public wants and what it
approves of. I suspect there is now such a sea-change – and it is for
Mrs Thatcher. (Morgan 1997, p.269)

Callaghan would have been well advised to give up the party leader-
ship immediately after the election, when, almost certainly, he



would have been succeeded by Healey, his evident preferred choice.
Instead, he hung on for a further year, fighting a forlorn rearguard
action against left-wing forces for the control of the party. Healey was
then narrowly beaten by Michael Foot, a distinguished parliamentarian
but who was to prove an ineffectual leader, and whose election was
soon followed by a party split leading to the creation of the Social
Democratic Party. Callaghan himself settled comfortably into the role
of elder statesman, which merged into a serene old age, still continuing
as this work went to press, 25 years after his premiership ended.
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CHAPTER 18

Margaret Thatcher – Grocer’s
Daughter to Iron Lady

When Alfred Roberts, a Grantham grocer, and his wife, Beatrice, had
their second and last child on 13 October 1925, they apparently hoped
to have a son, rather than a sister for their four-year-old daughter,
Muriel. Beatrice, indeed, may never have got over her disappointment,
and seems to have failed to develop a warm, loving relationship with
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the child, who was named Margaret Hilda. Alfred reacted differently,
treating her exactly the same as if she were a boy, and the young
Margaret grew up doing everything she could to meet her father’s
expectations, always declaring that he was the role model for her life.

Alfred Roberts was a formidable figure. The son of a Northampton
shoemaker, he left school at 13 to work in the tuck shop at Oundle, the
boys’ public school, moving on to a series of jobs in grocery shops
before becoming, at the age of 21, the manager of a grocery store in the
Lincolnshire market town of Grantham. After six years, he had
saved enough to take out a mortgage and buy his own shop, with
living accommodation upstairs, on the outskirts of the town. Working
immensely hard, he and Beatrice were soon able to expand by taking
over two neighbouring shops, and opening a sub post office as well as a
branch in another part of the town. By the time that Margaret was born
the family was already prosperous, but the household was conducted in
a highly parsimonious manner, with no labour-saving devices and all
the girls’ clothes being made by Beatrice, a skilled dressmaker. The fru-
gality of their lifestyle was attributed to Alfred’s strong religious princi-
ples. A Wesleyan Methodist local preacher, and strict Sabbatarian, his
daughters attended church four times each Sunday, and were discour-
aged from participating in frivolous entertainments. Alfred also became
a leading local government figure in Grantham, being elected to the
town council in 1927, reaching the aldermanic bench in 1943, and
serving as Mayor in 1945–46. Originally a Liberal, he was elected as an
Independent, which in Grantham as in many other small towns at that
time, effectively meant Conservative.

Margaret’s most thorough biographer so far, John Campbell, casts
doubt on whether she was quite so devoted a daughter to Alderman
Roberts as she later claimed, pointing out that, after she left Grantham
for good at the age of 18, she only returned on very rare occasions to
visit her parents. (Nor, according to the political scientist, Sir Bernard
Crick, was the alderman quite such an estimable character as she makes
out. In 1997, he recounted in Punch magazine (21 June 1997) how he
had been told by elderly Grantham residents that he had a reputation
for paying low wages and groping his female shop assistants.)
Nevertheless, Campbell identified in her three qualities which she
clearly owed to her father’s precepts and example. First, he argues, it
was he ‘who instilled in her the habit of hard work, as something both
virtuous in itself and the route to self-advancement’. Second, he gave
her a powerful impulse towards public service – ‘her restless belief in her
duty to put the world to rights was only a projection on a wider stage of



the same missionary impulse which took Alfred from the pulpit of
Finkin Street church to the council chamber’. His third, ‘and perhaps
most important legacy’ was, he argues,

an exceptionally powerful moral sense. More than anything else in
her political make-up, it was her fierce confidence that she knew
right from wrong – even if what was right was not always immedi-
ately attainable – which marked Margaret Thatcher out from con-
temporary politicians ... This rare moral certainty and unreflective
self-righteousness was her greatest political strength in the muddy
world of political expediency and compromise; it was also in the end
her greatest weakness. (Campbell 2001, pp.30–1)

What she did not get from her father, Campbell asserts, was her anger
and aggression, the root of which he believes was an internalised revolt
against the narrow provincialism in which she was brought up and to
which she outwardly conformed.

Apart from her father, the greatest influence on the young Margaret
Roberts was growing up during the Second World War. This made her
immensely patriotic, spurred by the nationalistic poetry of Rudyard
Kipling and the leadership of Winston Churchill, whom she hero-
worshipped. It also helped to shape her later attitudes both to Europe
and the United States. Europeans, she grew to believe, lacked backbone –
they had supinely succumbed in the face of the Nazi threat. Americans,
on the other hand, of whom there were many in the Grantham area,
which was surrounded by US Air Force bases, had come to Britain’s aid,
and the two countries had then gone on together to liberate the feckless
West Europeans. Margaret Roberts attended a local grammar school, the
Kesteven and Grantham Girls’ School, where she was noted for her dili-
gence and serious attitude. She was usually at or near the top of the
class, but was regarded as lacking in imagination and a sense of
humour. She early decided to aim at university, and perhaps already in
her teens dreamed of a political career. She was offered places at
Nottingham University and at Bedford College, London, but – against
the advice of her headmistress – decided to sit the scholarship examina-
tion for Somerville College, Oxford. She did not win a scholarship, but
was offered a place, and in October 1943, just 18, she went up to
Oxford to study for a degree in chemistry.

She did not fit in very well at Somerville, where the ambience –
personified by the principal, Dame Janet Vaughan – was frankly left-wing
and imbued with the spirit of wartime idealism and egalitarianism.
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Margaret Roberts not only loudly proclaimed herself a Tory, but one
with stridently right-wing views, which did not go down well even with
the bulk of her fellow Conservatives, who were mostly on the progres-
sive wing of the party. This did not prevent her from becoming a keen
member of the Oxford University Conservative Association, of which
she eventually became president. On Sundays she attended the Wesley
Memorial Church, and she was active in student Christian groups, even
to the extent of preaching – like her father – in local village churches.
Yet her primary commitment was clearly to politics, and in the 1945
general election campaign she hastened back to Grantham, where – at
the age of 19 – she acted as a warm-up speaker at meetings held by the
local Conservative candidate. Despite the best efforts of what the local
paper described as ‘the very youthful Miss M.H. Roberts, daughter of
Alderman A. Roberts of Grantham’, the candidate unexpectedly went
down to heavy defeat against the sitting Independent MP, who had
snatched the seat from the Tories in a wartime by-election.

Margaret came to regret studying chemistry, which was not very rele-
vant to a political career, but at least it would enable her to earn a living
while she sought to put her feet on the lower rungs of the political ladder.
She left Oxford in June 1947, with a good Second Class degree, to work as
a research chemist for a plastic company in Colchester. She joined the
local Young Conservatives, and the following year attended the annual
Conservative conference at Llandudno, where she was introduced to the
chairman of the Dartford Conservative Association, who was looking for
a candidate for his constituency, a Labour stronghold in East Kent. Aged
23, she faced competition from four male opponents at the subsequent
selection conference, in January 1949, but made an astonishingly
favourable impression and was chosen unanimously. She also missed the
last train back to London, and a local businessman in the audience
gallantly offered her a lift in his car. His name was Denis Thatcher.

She was to fight two general elections at Dartford – in 1950 and 1951 –
and proved an immensely popular candidate among the Tory rank and
file, who were entranced by her enthusiasm, boundless energy and the
ferocity with which she excoriated the Labour government. Two months
after the second contest, she was to marry Denis Thatcher, who became,
in her own words, the ‘rock’ on which she was to build her career. A
divorcee, whose first wife had also been called Margaret, he was the head
of a family paint-manufacturing business, which was subsequently taken
over by Burmah Oil, of which he was to become a director. An affable,
sport-loving man, with strong but unsophisticated political views which
chimed in well with Margaret’s own, his wealth was sufficient to enable
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her to drop her work as a chemist and read for the bar, where she was to
qualify as a tax lawyer. Her ‘bachelor girl’ digs were exchanged for a luxury
flat in Chelsea, and when their twin children, Mark and Carol, were born
two years later there was no difficulty about paying for childcare and,
later, expensive school fees. It would be unjust to suggest that Margaret
married Denis for his money; there was a strong basis of love and affection
in the marriage, but it undoubtedly greatly reduced the pressures on her
as she single-mindedly pursued her way up the ‘greasy pole’.

Margaret Thatcher was now determined to land a safe Tory seat, and
hoped to use the contacts which she had built up with Kent Tory MPs
to help her on her way. These included Ted Heath, elected in 1950 for
Bexley, a neighbouring seat to Dartford, but her highest hopes were
fixed on Sir Alfred Bossom, the elderly and enormously rich MP for
Maidstone, who took a fatherly interest in this attractive young woman
who he hoped would be his successor. It was not to be, and Thatcher
encountered a marked resistance to selecting a woman candidate in sev-
eral other seats which she sought. It was only in 1958 that she enjoyed
better luck – in Finchley, a north London suburban constituency where
she was narrowly chosen, despite strenuous efforts by the retiring MP,
Sir John Crowder, to prevent her selection. As at Dartford, Thatcher
threw herself wholeheartedly into the task of nursing the seat, and had
built up a large and enthusiastic local following by the time of the 1959
general election, when she was returned with the very comfortable
majority of 16,260. She was five days short of her 34th birthday.

The 1959 election was the apogee of the Macmillan premiership, and
Thatcher was one of no fewer than 365 MPs who crammed the Tory
benches. Much remarked as the youngest and most glamorous of the
dozen Tory women MPs, few if any observers noticed her most signifi-
cant characteristic. This was that she was not – as she herself confirmed
much later – a ‘consensus politician’. This marked her out as different
from the vast majority of Conservative MPs. Though for electoral rea-
sons, they deliberately exaggerated the differences which separated
them from their Labour counterparts, in their hearts and in their pri-
vate conversations, they recognised that these were, in reality, only
marginal. They were fully signed up to the welfare state, enacted by
their political opponents, and to the mixed economy, where the only
serious difference was whether the steel industry should be in the pri-
vate or the public sector. This apparent unity of approach was personi-
fied by the term ‘Butskellism’, conflating the names of Rab Butler and
Hugh Gaitskell, coined by a journalist on The Economist, but in wide
circulation in the 1950s and 1960s. Thatcher did not go along with
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this – the Manichean world view she had inherited from her father led
her to believe that she was engaged in an unending struggle with evil,
which she interpreted as ‘socialism’, making precious little distinction
between the Labour Party and Soviet communism. Nevertheless, she
was intensely ambitious and was shrewd enough to recognise that if
she wanted to get on she must suppress her instincts and conform to
the prevailing view. At Westminster she was seen as a typical moderate
Conservative; in her speeches in Finchley, however, reported only in
the local press, she gave vent to much more full-blooded language,
which was also reflected – though more obliquely – in her Conservative
conference speeches. Looking round among her fellow Tory MPs, she
recognised few kindred spirits. One of these was Enoch Powell, but he
was controversial, and she avoided getting too close to him.

She had an immediate stroke of luck in drawing third place in the
ballot for Private Member’s Bills, which meant that, very unusually, her
maiden speech was devoted to introducing her own piece of legislation.
This was a relatively minor bill to improve the access of the press to
local government committee meetings, but it was duly passed and she
won widespread and highly flattering coverage in the national press.
Within two years she had joined the government, the first MP elected
in 1959 to be promoted and the youngest ever woman minister. She
served for three years as Joint Parliamentary Secretary for Pensions and
National Insurance until the Conservative election defeat in October
1964. Here she won high marks for her efficient conduct of business
and her confident and highly combative parliamentary performances.
On the debit side was the widespread feeling, in her own party as well
as the Opposition, that she was instinctively unsympathetic to the
welfare claimants who were her department’s main responsibility. She
was also felt to be rather too ready to upstage her minister, the aristo-
cratic and retiring Richard Wood, later Lord Holderness.

After the general election she became something of a workhorse for
the Tory Opposition, filling a succession of junior Shadow posts, and –
with her tax lawyer’s expertise – excelling herself by exposing a whole
series of ill-thought-out measures in James Callaghan’s Budgets of 1966
and 1967. When Ted Heath was elected as Tory leader in 1965, he
decided that he should have a token woman in his Shadow Cabinet,
and James Prior, his PPS, suggested Thatcher. In his memoirs, he
recounts Heath’s response:

There was a long silence. ‘Yes’, he said, ‘Willie [Whitelaw, the Chief
Whip] agrees she’s much the most able, but he says that once she’s
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there we’ll never be able to get rid of her. So we both think it’s got to
be Mervyn Pike’. (Prior 1986, p. 42)

Miss Pike, also a former junior minister, was regarded as an agreeable
but unambitious colleague whom nobody seriously expected to rise
much above her present level. The fact that she was preferred to
Thatcher strongly suggests that the latter was regarded as altogether too
pushy and opinionated. In fact, by 1967, Pike withdrew on the grounds
of ill health, and there was then no alternative to appointing Thatcher,
who was strongly backed by the Shadow Chancellor, Iain Macleod. She
then became in rapid succession the Shadow Minister for Power, for
Transport, and, finally, for Education.

After the June 1970 election, Heath duly appointed her Education
Secretary, and she soon became one of his most controversial ministers,
notorious for her early move to abolish free milk in primary schools.
This earned her the tag ‘Margaret Thatcher, milk snatcher’, and she was
described by the Sun as ‘The most unpopular woman in Britain’. In fact,
her record at Education was, on balance, a creditable one. Her decision
on free milk was taken in the face of enormous pressure from the
Treasury for spending cuts, which she largely fended off, offering only
this small token so as not to make any economies which would dam-
age educational needs. In particular, she preserved the infant Open
University, which the incoming Chancellor, Iain Macleod, who died
soon after, had earmarked as a prize candidate for the chop. Later she
was able to win additional funds for raising the school leaving age and
expanding the newly established polytechnics. She was hardly an
enthusiast for comprehensive schools, and infuriated many local
authorities (including some under Tory control) by the pernickety way
in which she considered their changeover plans, but more plans were
approved during her period than under any other minister, Labour or
Conservative. Within the department, civil servants found her exces-
sively impatient and abrasive, and there were many rows with senior
officials, usually sparked off by her attempts to exceed her statutory
powers. This was, to some extent, offset by her personal concern for the
welfare of her staff, and she came to be admired for the forceful way in
which she stood up for the interests of the department.

Thatcher’s relations with the Prime Minister were formally correct,
and, indeed, somewhat fawning on her part. At no time did she emerge
as a critic of his policies, even if, in retrospect, she claimed to have mis-
givings. It is clear, however, that he found her a somewhat tiresome col-
league. He instinctively reacted against her gushing manner, and her
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adopted persona as a prosperous, middle class, Home Counties lady. He
thought that she talked too much in Cabinet, and took care to seat her
at the far end of the table, out of his eye-line. He did not take her seri-
ously as a contender, when she challenged him for the party leadership
after his second successive general election defeat in October 1974,
reportedly telling her ‘You’ll lose’, when she, out of courtesy, informed
him of her decision. Thatcher’s emergence as a candidate owed much to
opportunism, but also to her natural combativeness and a newly devel-
oped conviction. Although, as we have seen, she had never inwardly
subscribed to the consensual approach of her colleagues, she had hith-
erto lacked an ideological basis for challenging it. This was now pro-
vided for her by Keith Joseph, who had been Health and Social Security
Minister in the Heath government, and the only Cabinet minister
known to have had serious doubts about the direction of his policies. A
high-minded Jewish baronet, who was given to agonising about the
effects of policies which he had agreed, he gradually became converted
to the monetarist ideas previously championed by Enoch Powell and
the right-wing think tank, the Institute of Economic Affairs. Strongly
influenced by the Chicago economist, Milton Friedman, they repudi-
ated Keynesian ideas for running the economy and proclaimed that the
rampant threat of inflation could only be combated by strict control
of the money supply, that is by deflating the economy. Heath’s attempts
to control prices and wages by a statutory policy and direct interven-
tion in industry only made the situation worse, in their view. Joseph
prepared to challenge Heath for the Tory leadership in the autumn of
1974, but effectively destroyed his chances by an ‘over the top’ speech
in Birmingham, in which he suggested that ‘our human stock’ was
threatened by the birth of too many children to adolescent mothers ‘in
social classes four and five’. In the face of the anger and ridicule which
this provoked, Joseph withdrew from the battle, and when Edward Du
Cann, the leader of the Tory backbenchers, also ruled himself out,
Thatcher leapt into the fray, with Joseph’s blessing.

It required guts for her to do so, but perhaps she was not risking all
that much. Only if she polled a derisory vote would she have been seri-
ously damaged, and she would surely have advanced her standing in
the party, and won the gratitude of the new leader, if she sufficiently
undermined Heath to make him vulnerable in the second ballot, when
weightier candidates, notably Willie Whitelaw, could be expected to
make themselves available. Hardly anybody at that stage saw her as
anything more than a ‘stalking horse’. She owed her actual election to
the Machiavellian tactics of her campaign manager, Airey Neave, a former
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intelligence officer. He deliberately underestimated her support, telling
enquirers that she was ‘doing well but not well enough’, so as to
encourage anti-Heath MPs who wanted the chance to vote for another
candidate to support her in the first ballot. Neave later admitted to hav-
ing 120 firm promises, but put it about that she was sure of only 70
votes. In the event, she polled 130 against 119 for Heath, and such was
her momentum that there was nothing to stop her in the second ballot
(see Chapter 16).

Thatcher did not shine as Leader of the Opposition against either
Wilson or Callaghan. The latter, in particular, patronised her to an
appalling extent in their clashes in the House, and nearly always came
out on top. Nor did she make a positive impact in the country: her
opinion poll ratings remained poor, even though her party was ahead
for most of the period between 1976 and 1978. After Callaghan had
bolstered his position through the operation of the Lib-Lab pact, it
began to look as though her chances of leading the Tories to an election
victory were slipping away. It is, indeed, highly unlikely that she would
have succeeded if Callaghan – as everyone expected – had seized the
favourable opportunity of an election in October 1978. If that had hap-
pened, and she had gone down to defeat, she would most probably
have been dumped in short order by the Tories, and would have rated
no more than a footnote in the history books. As it was, the ‘winter of
discontent’ which followed Callaghan’s miscalculation (see Chapter 17),
opened the way for her to be the longest-serving Prime Minister of the
century and one of those who had the greatest impact on the country’s
destiny.

Elected with a majority of 43 seats, on 3 May 1979, her new Cabinet
appeared to be dominated by former associates of Ted Heath, few if any
of whom had voted for her in the leadership election three years earlier.
Thus Lord Carrington became Foreign Secretary, with Ian Gilmour as
Foreign Affairs spokesman in the Commons; Willie Whitelaw, Home
Secretary; James Prior, Employment Secretary; Norman St John-Stevas,
Leader of the Commons; Lord Soames, Leader of the Lords; Francis
Pym, Defence Secretary; Peter Walker, Agriculture Secretary, and so on.
They were the most prominent figures in the party and she could not
afford to leave them out, especially as she had refused to include Heath.
From the outset, however, the new Prime Minister was determined to
keep the main economic portfolios in the hands of people sympathetic
to her recently acquired monetarist convictions, people she habitually
referred to as ‘one of us’. She would have liked to make Joseph
Chancellor of the Exchequer, but regarded him as too unstable, and
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instead chose Sir Geoffrey Howe, the former Solicitor-General, who had
been a key figure in the Heath government, but was, like her, a convert
to monetarism. John Biffen, formerly a close associate of Enoch Powell
and a monetarist of long standing, became Chief Secretary to the
Treasury, and John Nott, a merchant banker, President of the Board of
Trade. These three, together with the Energy Secretary, David Howell,
formed a sort of ‘inner Cabinet’ on economic policy, from which Prior
was ostentatiously excluded.

It was the successive Budgets of Geoffrey Howe, and after 1983 of his
successor, Nigel Lawson, that were the main instruments of Thatcher’s
monetarist policies. The first of these, in June 1979, made a resounding
impact. Trailed as a tax-cutting Budget, it reduced the standard rate of
income tax from 33 to 30 per cent, and the maximum marginal rate
from 83 to 60 per cent. Projected cuts in public spending, of 3 per cent
or more, by no means made up for the loss in revenue, which was made
good by a near doubling of value added tax, which was consolidated at
a single rate of 15 per cent. Thatcher seemed oblivious of the fact that
this would have a devastating effect on inflation, still just under 10 per
cent when she was elected but soon to rise above 20 per cent, nor that
the public spending cuts would boost the unemployment figures. This
was not, however, lost on some of her Cabinet ministers, including
Prior (who privately described the Budget as ‘a disaster’), Gilmour and
Walker. Thatcher quickly dubbed colleagues who queried her policies as
‘wets’. As well as these three, their numbers grew over the next year to
include Stevas, Pym, Soames and Carrington, though the latter spent
so much time abroad that he was seldom around to support his
colleagues when their fears were expressed in Cabinet meetings.
Whitelaw also broadly sympathised with the wets’ approach, but he
had determined from the start to be a super-loyal colleague of Thatcher
and her main buttress of support, so he usually refrained from weighing
in on their side.

Howe’s second Budget, in March 1980, added a further sharp twist to
the deflationary screw, pitching the country into a deep recession. In
Hugo Young’s words:

A uniquely painful experiment was being made ... By the date of its
second anniversary, the Government had presided over the biggest
fall in total output in one year since 1931, and the biggest collapse in
industrial production in one year since 1921. Unemployment, up by
a million in the past twelve months, was rising towards the once
unimaginable total of three million. (Young 1993, pp.232–3)
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Moreover, despite the deflationary policy, inflation had leapt to 20 per
cent, while high interest rates and an overvalued pound were having a
severe effect on exports and dealing a body blow to manufacturing
industry. To all, except its most uncritical supporters, the government’s
policy appeared to be a ghastly failure. Thatcher was unshaken, saying
‘After almost any operation, you feel worse before you convalesce. But
you do not refuse the operation when you know that without it you
will not survive.’ Nevertheless, by the autumn of 1980 the almost uni-
versal expectation was that she would soon abandon the policy and
perform a U-turn, as Heath’s government had done at a similar stage in
1972. Thatcher defiantly rejected this course in her speech to the 1980
Tory conference. In words deftly chosen by her speechwriter, the play-
wright Ronald Millar, she alluded to the title of a once well-known play
by Christopher Fry (The Lady’s Not for Burning), saying: ‘You turn if you
want to. The lady’s not for turning.’

Howe went on to introduce yet another deflationary Budget in April
1981, but the following July, when he presented a paper to the Cabinet
proposing further spending cuts of £5 billion in the following year, the
Cabinet exploded in open revolt. Leader of the rebellion was the
Environment Secretary, Michael Heseltine, appalled by widespread riot-
ing in the Toxteth area of Liverpool, which he believed to have been the
consequence of the mounting unemployment which Howe’s policies
had produced. Not only all the leading wets, but even Biffen and Nott
joined in the criticism, and Joseph and Leon Brittan (now Chief
Secretary) were the only ministers to back Howe up. He was instructed to
go away and do his sums again. This effectively marked the end of the
extremist phase of monetarism. Henceforth it was applied in a gentler,
more sensitive and attenuated form by Howe, and by his successor, Nigel
Lawson. Thatcher acquiesced in the change, while refusing to admit that
any alteration had occurred. She vented her anger, instead, on the lead-
ing wets, three of whom – Gilmour, Soames and Education Secretary
Mark Carlisle – were purged from the government in a reshuffle two
months later. Stevas had already been sacked the previous January, and
henceforth she steadily filled the Cabinet ranks with her own ‘place-
men’ to ensure that the July revolt would never be repeated. Prior she
judged to be too big a fish to be chopped: instead he was sent to be
Northern Ireland Secretary – well away from her main political concerns.

As Employment Secretary, Prior had implemented the Tories’ elec-
tion pledge to introduce a trade union reform bill, providing public
money for union ballots on strikes and leadership changes, banning
secondary picketing and making it more difficult for unions to obtain a
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‘closed shop’. Unlike the earlier efforts by the Wilson and Heath
governments, Prior’s bill was not only legislated but was put into effect,
being reluctantly accepted by the trade unions. The Tory right wing
were disgusted that Prior had not introduced a more full-blooded meas-
ure, and were encouraged by Thatcher in their criticisms, though for-
mally she supported Prior’s position. Prior was succeeded by the much
more right-wing Norman Tebbit, and his bill was to be followed by two
far harsher measures.

During its first three years in office, the Thatcher government’s
successes were few and far between. One of them was the settlement of
the Southern Rhodesian conflict, which had festered on since Ian
Smith’s declaration of independence in 1965. The protracted effect of
sanctions, pressure from neighbouring states and the continuing guer-
rilla war had finally brought the illegal regime to its knees, and at the
Lancaster House Conference in December 1979, it agreed to transfer
control back to Britain, which would conduct multiracial elections lead-
ing to independence for Zimbabwe the following April. The success of
the conference was largely due to the diplomacy of Lord Carrington,
but Thatcher deserves credit for letting him go ahead, despite her own
deeply held suspicion of African nationalist leaders. Less obviously suc-
cessful was Thatcher’s handling of the dispute over the excessive British
contribution to the Budget of the European Economic Community. She
was totally justified in taking a firm stand, but she went about it in the
wrong way. Her hysterical behaviour at the second EEC summit she
attended, at Dublin Castle in December 1979, when she thumped
the table and demanded ‘my money back’, unnecessarily antagonised
her fellow heads of government, notably German Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt and French President Valéry Giscard d’Estaing. Despite agree-
ments on temporary palliatives, the dispute lingered on until the
Fontainebleau summit in June 1984 when, due to the initiative of a
new French President, François Mitterrand, a satisfactory settlement,
involving substantial rebates, was finally reached. Thatcher probably
gained popular support by her over-robust tactics, but it seems probable
that a comparable deal could have been reached several years earlier if
she had shown more subtlety in her approach.

By the spring of 1982, after almost three years in power, it looked as
though the Thatcher government was completely washed up, and few
observers gave it any hope of winning re-election. Both the government,
and Thatcher personally, had the worst record ever in opinion polls. The
Tories were then running a poor third behind Labour, and very far
behind the alliance of Liberals and the newly created Social Democratic
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Party (SDP), which had established an impressive lead, and took three
by-election seats from the Tories in quick succession between October
1981 and March 1982. Then the government was rescued by the folly of
one man – General Leopoldo Galtieri, the Argentine dictator.

His invasion of the Falklands in 1982 could, and perhaps should,
have been the final coup de grâce for Margaret Thatcher. For she had
inadvertently provoked the invasion by withdrawing, as an economy
measure and against the repeated advice of the Foreign Secretary,
Lord Carrington, the British naval vessel which had been patrolling
Falklands waters as a deterrent against Argentine threats. Yet when the
Argentines launched their almost bloodless occupation of the Falklands
on 2 April 1982, and the House of Commons erupted in anger on the
following day, it was Carrington and his fellow Foreign Office ministers
who resigned, while Thatcher stayed put. She then showed tremendous
energy and determination in ordering the assembly of a naval task force
to sail, within three days, to the South Atlantic, with the declared inten-
tion of ousting the Argentine invaders. Most observers, including the
majority of her Cabinet, assumed that the real objective was to back up
diplomatic pressure on Argentina to agree to a peaceful withdrawal to
be followed by negotiations through the United Nations. In retrospect,
it seems clear that both Thatcher and her closest military advisors – the
Chief of the Defence Staff, Sir Terence Lewin, and Admiral Sir Henry
Leach – were determined on a military reconquest, despite the enor-
mous risks involved. When the US Secretary of State, General Al Haig,
embarked on a marathon round of shuttle diplomacy between London
and Buenos Aires, the British Prime Minister, overruling her new
Foreign Secretary, Francis Pym, insisted on a considerable tightening up
of what the Americans regarded as eminently reasonable conditions
and the Argentine junta turned them down. The baton was then taken
up by the UN Secretary-General, Javier Peres de Cuellar, and by the
Peruvian President, Belaunde, who produced a revised version of the
Haig proposals which appeared to meet both British and Argentine
demands, and which he was confident that Galtieri would accept.

This plan was effectively torpedoed by the most controversial action
of the war – the sinking of the Argentine cruiser, the General Belgrano,
with the loss of 368 lives. The ship was well outside the ‘total exclusion
zone’ which the British had proclaimed, and was actually steaming
away from it. Thatcher announced to the Commons that it was sailing
towards the zone, a fiction which she endeavoured to maintain for
some years afterwards, well after any possible operational reason for dis-
sembling had passed. When the Labour MP Tam Dalyell accused her of
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‘lying’, he was suspended from the House for using ‘unparliamentary
language’, but Thatcher, who, with her War Cabinet, personally ordered
the sinking, knew very well that his stricture was justified. The sinking
of the ship and the enormous loss of life, provoked popular outrage in
Buenos Aires, and Galtieri felt compelled to repudiate the Belaunde
plan, despite his earlier assurances to the Peruvian President. So the
undeclared war proceeded, and the British proved victorious, partly
due to US assistance personally ordered by President Reagan, which was
far more extensive than was realised at the time. Even so, it was a victory
dearly bought – 254 British servicemen were killed and another 777
wounded. Argentine losses were at least twice as great, so the total num-
ber of casualties was undoubtedly higher than the Falklands’ popula-
tion of 1800.

For the Thatcher government – and even more for herself personally –
the Falklands War proved a watershed. Hitherto, all their efforts appeared
to be dogged by failure, and they were mired in the deepest unpopularity.
From then onwards – right up almost to the last year of her premiership,
with only a few blips – it appeared to be a non-stop success story. The ini-
tial boost came from the wave of jingoism, fanned by the popular press,
which was reflected in the extraordinary swings in the opinion polls
recorded between April and July 1982. The Tories shot up in the Gallup
poll from 31 to 46 per cent, while the Liberal-Social Democrat bubble was
well and truly burst, their support going down from 37 per cent to 24 per
cent. The Prime Minister herself did everything she could to inspire a
mood of national triumphalism, ‘We have ceased to be a nation in
retreat,’ she boasted, ‘doubts and hesitation were replaced by confidence
and pride that our younger generation too could write a glorious chapter
in the history of liberty.’ Not everyone accepted the gloss which she had
put on the struggle. One writer in the Guardian, for example, tellingly
quoted Voltaire’s Candide on the ‘folly’ of British and French soldiers
‘fighting over a few acres of snow on the borders of Canada, and that
they spend more money on this glorious war than the whole of Canada
is worth’. Yet this was very much a minority view.

As well as boosting Thatcher’s popularity, the Falklands had an
extraordinary effect on her self-confidence. She saw herself as walking
in Churchill’s footsteps, and subsequently had no hesitation in evoking
the name of ‘Winston’ to justify her every initiative. As one Cabinet
minister said to Hugo Young at the time, the victory ‘fortifies her con-
viction that she is right on every subject’ (Young 1993, p.280).
Henceforward, she acted as a virtual dictator, reducing the role of the
Cabinet to that of a supporters’ club. Ministers were appointed or
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dismissed at will; those who were not sacked were ruthlessly briefed
against when they threatened to step out of line, and controversial deci-
sions were seldom discussed in Cabinet, the Prime Minister preferring
to settle them on a one-to-one basis with the minister most concerned.
Peter Walker, who eventually became the only surviving ‘wet’ in the
Cabinet, privately compared her approach to that of the Duke of
Wellington, who wrote after the first meeting of his Cabinet: ‘An
extraordinary affair! I gave them their orders and they wanted to stay
and discuss them.’ Walker would conclude his account by saying: ‘I’m
so glad we don’t have Prime Ministers like that today.’ Francis Pym did
not long survive his defeatism during the Falklands War, being dropped
immediately after the 1983 election. Whitelaw was dispatched to the
House of Lords at the same time, becoming its leader until his retire-
ment in 1986. Until then, he remained the one minister whose views –
usually expressed in private – she listened to with any regularity.
Treating her with the softest of kid gloves, he largely fulfilled the role
which Bagehot attributed to the monarchy – ‘the right to be consulted,
the right to encourage and the right to warn’. A wise old bird, he was
credited with having saved her from many a rash venture, though there
were also frequent occasions when his advice was disregarded.

The Falklands transformed Thatcher’s standing not only in her own
country, but also abroad. She was not universally admired for her
wartime leadership – the feeling in West European countries, which had
rather reluctantly agreed to apply sanctions against Argentina, was that
her reaction had been somewhat ‘over the top’ – but all recognised that
she had brought a new decisiveness and assertiveness to the direction of
British foreign policy. In the US, the reservations were far fewer and her
popularity soared. She was seen – and saw herself – as a natural partner
for Ronald Reagan, who had described the Soviet Union as ‘the evil
empire’ and who welcomed her as a rumbustious ally in the fight to
extend the frontiers of ‘freedom’ around the world. The prolonged
‘love-in’ between Margaret and Ron was somewhat incongruous – she
an inveterate workaholic who devoured every official paper put in front
of her and peppered it with sharp comments; he, the nearest approach
to a part-time President that the US has had in modern times. Yet both
shared the same ideological approach and their personal chemistry
worked like a dream. As for the Soviet Union, its leaders acquired a
healthy respect for the British leader, whom they christened the ‘Iron
Lady’, a description which she took as a compliment.

It was as the Iron Lady that Thatcher presented herself in the general
election of June 1983, one of the most one-sided contests of the
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century. On the face of it the Tories should have had little chance –
unemployment had soared to 3 million, and though inflation was now
down to not much more than the European average, very few of the
promises they had made in 1979 were kept. Yet their opponents were in
near total disarray. The Labour Party had split, with many of its more
modern-minded and attractive figures defecting to the newly formed
SDP, and it was saddled with unrealistic and unpopular policies.
Furthermore, it had, in Michael Foot, a leader who had fought his first
parliamentary election in 1935, at the age of 22, and had done very lit-
tle to adapt his electioneering style in the intervening period. As for the
Liberal-SDP alliance, it polled astonishingly well for a third party, but
not nearly well enough to overcome the handicaps imposed by the
British electoral system. It polled 25.4 per cent against 27.6 for Labour,
but it won not many more than one-tenth the number of seats.
Altogether the Tories polled 700,000 fewer votes than in 1979, but their
majority shot up from 44 to 144 (see table below).
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Conservative 397
Labour 209
Liberal-SDP 23
Others 21
Conservative majority 144

Safely re-elected, Thatcher pressed forward, less cautiously than
before, on her self-appointed mission to undo the post-1945 consensus.
An extensive reshuffle brought Geoffrey Howe to the Foreign Office,
and Nigel Lawson, a much younger and very self-confident monetarist
ideologue, to the Treasury. These two ministers were to be her loyalest
and most industrious supporters until 1989–90, when she fell out with
both of them, with disastrous consequences for herself. The dominating
event of Thatcher’s second term was the miners’ strike of 1984–85. Once
again, she was lucky in her opponent. Arthur Scargill, the charismatic
but hot-headed President of the National Union of Mineworkers,
impulsively brought his members out to resist pit closures which he
believed were imminent, but made the cardinal error of refusing to
allow a strike ballot. This led to the loss of much of the public sympathy
which the miners could normally rely on, and, crucially, provoked the
defection from the union of a substantial slice of its membership,
which formed the Union of Democratic Mineworkers, and carried on
working. After a whole year – often marked by violent scenes between
pickets and the large number of policemen mobilised to protect miners



continuing to work – the strike finally collapsed, and the National Coal
Board proceeded to implement a closure programme even more drastic
than Scargill had predicted. Thatcher was triumphant, insensitively
bracketing her victory over the miners with that over the Argentines in
the Falklands. The symbolic significance was huge – after the two previ-
ous miners’ strikes which had defeated the Heath government – and it
graphically confirmed Thatcher’s success in taming the trade union
movement. This owed as much to the high unemployment as it did to
the three bills which she had pushed through to reduce their powers.
The weakening of the unions was reflected in a sharp decline in their
membership – over 13 million when she was elected, down to 6.7 million
when Labour finally regained power in 1997.

Apart from the miners’ strike, the most dramatic event of the 1983–87
Parliament was the Westland affair in December 1985 and January
1986. This was provoked by a dispute between two Cabinet ministers,
Trade and Industry Secretary Leon Brittan, and Defence Secretary
Michael Heseltine, over whether the American helicopter company
Sikorski should be permitted to take over the smaller British firm,
Westland. This was vehemently opposed by Heseltine, who actively
championed a rival bid by a European consortium in order to keep con-
trol this side of the Atlantic. Thatcher backed Brittan, as did a majority
of the Cabinet, but was unwilling to face a showdown with Heseltine
and resorted to ‘dirty tricks’ to discredit him. She was caught out, and
Heseltine resigned in protest, dramatically stalking out of a Cabinet
meeting. The hapless Brittan was fingered as the ‘fall guy’ and reluc-
tantly resigned, but Thatcher then faced a Labour motion of censure,
and was seen to be extremely vulnerable, she herself warning her pri-
vate secretary on the way to the debate: ‘This may be my last day as
Prime Minister.’ In the event, the opposition leader, Neil Kinnock,
made a hash of his speech, as he himself readily acknowledged, and let
her off the hook. In the long term, however, it did her immense harm.
Her reputation for truthfulness was severely damaged, and the highly
ambitious and vengeful Heseltine was released to the back benches
from where he prepared his slow-burning campaign to replace her.

It was during Thatcher’s second term that another of her more dis-
tinctive policies got into its stride. This was privatisation, hardly men-
tioned in the Tory election manifesto in 1979, but gradually building
up into a crescendo as one by one the great state corporations were sold
off, yielding an additional revenue, which grew from a mere £377 mil-
lion in 1979–80 to over £7 billion in 1988–89, despite being offered
at knock-down prices. The policy proved highly popular, particularly
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among the investors, many of whom were able to make instant capital
gains by selling on their shares. Largely as a result, the number of indi-
viduals owning shares grew from 3 million to 9 million in ten years, a
major step towards the Tory ideal of a ‘property-owning democracy’.
Alongside this, more than 1 million council houses were sold to their
sitting tenants – again at very favourable prices – which was an even
more popular measure, appealing as it did to many working-class elec-
tors and helping to lure them away from their previous Labour sympa-
thies. Apart from housing, altogether two-thirds of the public sector
was sold off during Thatcher’s premiership, and the proceeds helped to
move the budget into a large, though temporary surplus, enabling sub-
stantial further cuts, in both the higher and standard rates of income
tax, to be made in Nigel Lawson’s Budgets preceding the 1987 election.
This promised to be a more closely fought contest than 1983, partly
because Michael Foot had been replaced by the younger and more ener-
getic Neil Kinnock, who had persuaded his party to jettison some of its
more unpopular policies and had shown great courage in facing up to
the extreme left. However, he was seen as inexperienced and lacking in
gravitas, and succeeded only in reducing the Tory majority from 144 to
102 seats, although he decisively beat off the Liberal-Social Democratic
challenge for second place. Thatcher became the first Prime Minister in
more than 150 years to win an overall majority in three successive elec-
tions, and her standing and reputation, not to mention her arrogance,
reached unprecedented heights. Angrily dismissing suggestions that she
might retire half-way through her third term, she announced her inten-
tion of ‘going on and on’.

Thatcher and her ministers talked a lot about ‘taking government off
people’s backs’ and ‘setting the people free’, but many of their policies
had a centralising effect and increased the power of the national gov-
ernment. This particularly applied to their health service reforms and to
local government, where the abolition of the Greater London Council
and the other Metropolitan authorities, the removal of powers from
elected education authorities and the progressively tighter control over
local government finance all led to a strengthening of Whitehall at the
expense of local representatives. Nor were civil liberties increased by
this supposedly libertarian government. Hugo Young mounted a formi-
dable indictment in his biography:

Where the citizen’s liberty met state power, the citizen experienced
new deprivations. The Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 cre-
ated large police powers. The reach of the security service was
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extended. A new Official Secrets Act rendered a bad law worse, crimi-
nalizing whistleblowers in government and editors who so much as
mentioned certain secret activities of the state. The Home Secretary
claimed executive power to impede normal reporting, in the name of
anti-terrorism in Ireland. This was a government that incessantly
interfered with individual liberties in this way. (Young 1993, p.612)

The third term did not go particularly well, with Lawson beginning
to lose control of the economy and inflation shooting up to 10 per
cent, more than it had been when Thatcher was first elected. The
Thatcherite claim to have produced a British ‘economic miracle’ com-
parable to West Germany’s began to appear risible. Thatcher had always
been seen as an exceptionally lucky politician, but it is of the nature of
luck that at some time it begins to run out. In the summer of 1989 she
celebrated her tenth anniversary as Prime Minister, the longest uninter-
rupted premiership since Lord Liverpool’s 15-year tenure in 1812–27. In
retrospect, she would have been well advised to bow out at this stage, as
Whitelaw and other leading Tories privately thought at the time, in
which case her reputation as a successful if highly controversial Prime
Minister would have been assured. As it was, she clung to power,
became progressively more unpopular and steadily lost support within
her own party, becoming the only Prime Minister in modern times to
be ejected from office at the behest of her own party. For this to hap-
pen, however, required the interaction of three distinct factors – her
stubborn pursuit of a deeply unpopular policy, her growing anti-
European obsession and her appalling treatment of her Cabinet col-
leagues.

The unpopular policy was, of course, the poll tax, or Community
Charge, as it was officially known – a highly regressive tax designed to
replace the domestic rates. The rating system was far from perfect, but it
had the great advantage of being easy to collect, and because it was long
established it was not an active source of complaint against the govern-
ment currently in power. Thatcher decided to abolish it for no better
reason than that she had promised to do so more than ten years earlier,
when she had been Shadow Environment minister before the October
1974 election; though she also saw the poll tax as a means of curbing
expenditure by local authorities, particularly those under Labour con-
trol. The tax was introduced in Scotland in 1989, and in England and
Wales in 1990, and provoked enormous discontent, leading to riots in
the streets of London and a widespread refusal to pay. More damaging
to Thatcher was the plunge in support for the Conservatives, who fell
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over 20 points behind Labour in the opinion polls and lost a string of
by-elections, both to Labour and the Liberal Democrats. Large numbers
of Tory MPs were terrified that they would lose their seats if the tax was
not withdrawn; a smaller number was convinced that the only way to
avoid electoral disaster was to change their leader. In December 1989,
they availed themselves of the (hitherto unused) provision for an
annual poll on the leadership by putting up a ‘wet’ backbencher, Sir
Anthony Meyer, as a ‘stalking horse’ candidate. He polled 33 votes,
against Thatcher’s 314. This was not enough to undermine her, but
another 27 MPs abstained, which meant that she had lost the support
of more than one-sixth of the party. It was a warning shot which she
did not heed.

Meanwhile, the Chancellor of the Exchequer had become convinced
that the solution – both to rising inflation and to high interest rates –
lay in bringing the pound sterling into the Exchange Rate Mechanism
of the European Monetary System. The official position had long been
that Britain would join ‘when the time was right’, but Thatcher had set
her face against ever naming the day, even though a large majority of
her ministers had long been in favour. Lawson decided that the next
best thing would be to obtain exchange rate stability by ‘tracking the
Deutschmark’, and using the resources of the Bank of England to ensure
that the floating rate remained at or near three Deutschmarks to the
pound. It took some time for Thatcher to realise what was going on, but
when she found out she ordered Lawson to desist, publicly humiliating
him in the process. Lawson did not give up, and before the EU summit
in Madrid, in June 1989, he and Geoffrey Howe went to see the Prime
Minister and threatened to resign unless she gave a clear indication at
the summit that Britain would in fact join at an early date. Thatcher
was furious, but nevertheless produced a form of words to satisfy them
at Madrid, but took her revenge a month later when she quite unex-
pectedly removed Howe from the Foreign Office. Howe was devastated
and seriously considered resigning, but reluctantly agreed to become
Leader of the House, with the additional title of Deputy Premier, which
Thatcher’s spokesman, Bernard Ingham, promptly assured the press was
purely honorific. Lawson did not long survive his colleague, resigning
in October 1989 because of what he regarded as intolerable interference
by Thatcher’s part-time economic advisor, Sir Alan Walters. The new
Chancellor was Thatcher’s young protégé, John Major, who had already
been made Foreign Secretary three months earlier, and was now
replaced in this role by Douglas Hurd. These two men were now irre-
placeable, and together finally persuaded Thatcher that Britain should
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join the EMS the following October, when, however, the crucial error
was made of entering at an unrealistically high level.

A more immediately lethal error was made by Thatcher later the
same month when she attended yet another EU summit, in Rome, dis-
cussing Economic and Monetary Union, and reported back to the
House of Commons with a statement laced with bitter anti-European
rhetoric. This so incensed the long-suffering Geoffrey Howe that he
resigned from the government, and then astonished the House with a
blistering resignation speech which was televised live. In total contrast
to his normal soporific style, he dissected Thatcher’s record with con-
summate forensic skill. Within 24 hours, Michael Heseltine, who had
been waiting almost five years for an opportune moment, threw his hat
into the ring and challenged Thatcher in the annual leadership ballot.
It was immediately clear that she was in deadly peril – although it was
her anti-Europeanism which had provoked the challenge, it was the
raging discontent over the poll tax which threatened to sap her sup-
port. Under the Tory election rules, she required not only a majority of
the votes cast but a lead of 15 per cent over her nearest challenger
to win on the first round. Although she fulfilled the first requirement,
she was four votes short of the second, polling 204 votes to 152 for
Heseltine. She defiantly announced that she would carry on into the
second ballot, but her position soon proved untenable. She conducted
one-to-one interviews with her Cabinet ministers, a clear majority of
whom told her that she had no chance of winning and recommended
that she should withdraw. ‘This was treachery,’ she later said in a televi-
sion interview, ‘treachery with a smile on its face.’ It was the end of her
premiership, but not of her political activity. She intervened in the sec-
ond round, personally telephoning many of the MPs still loyal to her,
asking them to vote for John Major rather than Douglas Hurd or
Heseltine, and then announced that she would be ‘a good backseat
driver’ during Major’s premiership. In fact, she soon became disillu-
sioned with him and gave strong moral support to his anti-EU critics
within the party (see Chapter 19), and then went on to back both
William Hague and Ian Duncan Smith in subsequent leadership ballots.
Increasingly embittered, she ended up as a considerable embarrassment
to her successors and to the more moderate elements within her party,
while retaining a fanatical following among the ageing rank and file.

Thatcher was – by a wide margin – the most divisive Prime Minister
in the period covered by this book, and the division remains to this day.
There are very few ‘don’t knows’ when people are asked their opinion
of her. To her admirers, she is the greatest premier since Churchill, a
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leader who restored Britain’s greatness, reversed a long-running
economic decline, put the unions in their place, promoted a spirit of
enterprise and fought to resurrect old and trusted values. To her critics,
she was an uncaring power maniac, who deliberately fostered unem-
ployment, decimated British industry, redistributed incomes in favour
of the rich, neglected public services and left Britain dangerously iso-
lated in Europe. What both sides might agree on is that she was effective,
and that her apparent insensitivity probably made her more so. For
good or ill, she made more difference to the country that she led for 11
years and 209 days than did the great majority of the other 50 politi-
cians (all men) who have held the office of Prime Minister.
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CHAPTER 19

John Major – ‘Thatcherism 
with a Human Face’

It has become customary to think of the premiership of John Major as a
mere transitional interlude between the dominant figures of Margaret
Thatcher and Tony Blair. In fact, Major was one of the longer-serving
Prime Ministers of the twentieth century. He spent seven and a half
years in 10 Downing Street – longer than Attlee, Macmillan, Lloyd
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George or Stanley Baldwin. Often described, rather unfairly, as a ‘grey
man’, he came from a more exotic background than any of his fellow
Prime Ministers of the century. Born on 29 March 1943, his father, Tom,
was already almost 64, and his mother, Gwen, 38. Tom had had a varied
and adventurous life. Brought up in the United States, where he won
but did not take up a scholarship to the West Point Military Academy,
and played junior league baseball, he returned to Britain with his family
in his late teens and worked on a London building site before embark-
ing on a long theatrical career, including a spell as a circus trapeze artist,
before opening a business as a manufacturer of garden gnomes. His
original name was Abraham Thomas Ball, and he had adopted Major as
a stage name, eventually hyphenating himself to Major-Ball. Twice mar-
ried, each time to partners in his theatrical acts, he also had many
affairs, which meant that the future Prime Minister had at least two
half-siblings, one of whom, a sister, he only became aware of after he
became Prime Minister.

Tom Major, who had spent most of his theatrical life touring in
music halls on both sides of the Atlantic, retired in 1930, aged 51. He
had recently got married for the second time, and rapidly fathered three
children, the eldest of whom, a boy, was stillborn, but Patricia, born in
1930, and Terry, in 1932, both survived. There was then an eleven-year
gap until their younger brother, John, was born in 1943. Tom and
Gwen went to live in Worcester Park, a prosperous south London sub-
urb, where they rented, and later bought a bungalow, and Tom ran his
business, known as Major’s Garden Ornaments, from his back garden. It
was a successful enterprise: the family bought a car, sent the two chil-
dren to private schools and employed domestic help. When war broke
out, however, demand for his products dwindled, and Tom, who was
feeling his years and whose health was declining, closed down the busi-
ness. Their standard of living collapsed, but Gwen went to work in the
local library, and earned just enough to keep the wolf from the door.
After the war the business was restarted, with both Gwen and Terry
playing an active part, but the pre-war prosperity was never regained
and life became an unending struggle. John attended the local council
school, passing the 11-plus examination and going on to the nearest
local authority grammar school, Rutlish School, three miles away at
Merton. This was a school with relatively low academic standards, but
which consciously aped public schools, with its own cadet force, and so
on. John was repelled by the school’s ambience, was thoroughly demo-
tivated, showed no signs of distinction throughout his school career,
except on the cricket field, and left at 16 with very poor GCE results.



Writing in his autobiography, 40 years later, he expressed bitter regret
for having let his parents down and for failing totally to take advantage
of what the school had to offer. He did, however, strongly criticise them
for insisting that he should be registered at the school as John Major-
Ball, despite his vehement objections at the time. He evidently foresaw
that he would be constantly mocked and bullied because of the ‘Ball’,
which was confirmed by one of his classmates when he was interviewed
by his biographer, Anthony Seldon, in 1996. A deeper reason for his
alienation was almost certainly the final collapse of the family business
in 1955, which led to the sell-off of their home and abrupt removal to
rented rooms in the depressed working-class area of Brixton, in inner
London, As John Major was to recall:

It was a sad comedown, part of the top floor of a four-storey
Victorian building in Coldharbour Lane. We had two rooms for the
five of us ... Dad, Terry and I slept in one room, and Mum and Pat in
the other. This second room was used as a dining room and lounge
during the day. We shared a cooker on the landing with the other
top-floor tenant, a middle-aged bachelor. The lavatory, two floors
below, was used by all the tenants. There was no bathroom. We
washed at the sink or in a tub. (Major 1999, pp.15–16)

Their landlord, Tom Moss, a man in his mid-fifties, was a mystery to
John and his brother and sister. It was only later that they discovered
that he was, in fact, their half-brother, the offspring of an affair between
Tom Major and a young dancer in 1901. The removal to Brixton meant
that John now had a journey of an hour and a half each way to his
school, which, added to his sense of shame and the stress of having to
live in such cramped circumstances with ageing and increasingly ailing
parents, was another contributory factor to his turning in on himself.
On leaving school, he started work as a clerk for an insurance firm,
which he greatly disliked. He soon left to work as a labourer, making
garden gnomes, with his brother Terry, for the small company which
had taken over his father’s failed business. Soon after, his father died, at
the age of 82, and his mother’s health being poor, he left his work to
look after her for a time, and then found it impossible to get another
job, being unemployed (‘unemployable, I feared’, as he later wrote
(Major 1999)), for six months in 1963. One job he failed to get was as a
bus conductor, being turned down, he recounted, because he was too
tall. He eventually landed a job with the London Electricity Board,
which he found ‘mind-numbing’, but it was a ‘cheerful, happy place’.
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‘So far,’ he was to recall, ‘I had not made much of my life. School – a
failure; career – I had none; sport – not good enough; politics – I was
only playing at it. I needed a career and qualifications’ (Major 1999,
p.30). He began to take correspondence courses to get more O levels.

It was, in fact, politics which gave the young Major the motivation
which he had previously lacked. Given a ticket to attend a House of
Commons debate by the local Labour MP, Marcus Lipton, when he was
13, he immediately fell in love with the place and formed the ambi-
tion to become an MP. At 16, he signed up to the Brixton Young
Conservatives, perhaps influenced by his parents who were both ‘gut
instinct’ Tories. His biographer, Anthony Seldon, remarks that ‘many of
his embryonic views – on privilege, authority, social advance and race –
put him closer to Labour’, but

he chose to see Labour as the party that denied individual expression
and treated people as groups ... The Conservatives offered him the
passport out of the ghetto; their emphasis on individuality and per-
sonal freedom struck a deep chord in the young man. They were also
the party of prosperity, of a world he aspired to join. (Seldon 1997,
pp.19–20)

The Brixton Young Conservatives soon became the main focus of the
young Major’s life; he joined in all their activities, in particular becom-
ing their star soapbox speaker at meetings they held regularly outside
Brixton pubs, and rose to become the branch chairman. His father died
when he was 19, and shortly afterwards he began a relationship with a
divorcee 13 years his senior with two young children, which caused his
mother much distress. It could, however, be argued that his affair with
Jean Kierans, a leading Brixton Conservative, was the making of John
Major. A woman of sophisticated tastes, she smartened John up, greatly
boosted his self-esteem, and gave him the stimulus to improve himself
which his own family had not provided.

At the age of 21, Major stood for election to the Lambeth Council, but
was heavily defeated in a strong Labour ward. The same year – 1965 – he
left the LEB, and started work at a local branch of the District Bank (later
taken over by NatWest). He now formed serious ambitions of becoming a
banker, and studied to take the first of what proved to be a long series of
banking exams. After a year, he left to take a more senior post at
Standard Chartered Bank, on the understanding that he would have to
serve for a lengthy period in an overseas branch of the bank. This turned
out to be in Nigeria, six years after the country achieved independence
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in 1960. Major was posted to Jos, a small town in the northern region,
where he settled in happily, though feeling acutely uncomfortable about
the colonialist attitudes of many of his fellow expatriates. Major, who
had freely mixed with the black population of Brixton, had no difficulty
in accepting his African colleagues as equals, and insisted on being on
first-name terms with them, which soon marked him out as not being a
‘racialist’. In the event, his stay in Nigeria lasted barely five months: he
was severely injured in a car crash and had to be flown back to London
for lengthy restorative treatment, especially to his kneecap which had
been shattered by the accident. Major was appalled by the likely conse-
quences of the accident, saying ‘This has ruined everything’, not least
lamenting the fact that he would be unlikely ever to play cricket again, a
sport which he loved and at which he had shown distinct promise. In
fact, the dramatic shortening of his overseas posting made possible an
early blossoming of the political career for which he hankered.

The bank treated him very decently, slotting him into a job in their
investment and international division, where his working hours were
9.15 a.m. to 4.45 p.m., enabling him to get off early for the evening’s
political activities. In May 1968 – aged 25 – he stood for the Lambeth
Council for a second time, again in what was normally regarded as a
safe Labour ward. But this was the nadir of the Wilson government’s
unpopularity, following the forced devaluation of the previous
November, and the Tories swept to an overwhelming victory, winning
57 out of the 60 seats on the Council. Major immediately specialised in
housing policy, becoming, in short order, Vice-Chairman and then
Chairman of the Housing Committee. He was to prove himself excep-
tionally vigorous and innovative in this role, forging a formidable
partnership with the Director of Housing, Harry Simpson, who later
went on to be Director of the Northern Ireland Housing Authority, and
subsequently of the Greater London Council.

In the spring of 1970 an incident occurred which showed just how
strong was Major’s belief in racial equality. The local Tory parliamentary
candidate, James Harkess, was a right-wing lawyer with Powellite views.
In his autobiography, Major recalled the events of the annual general
meeting of the Conservative association:

Harkess made a speech that was strongly anti-immigrant. I was
appalled at his intolerance, and embarrassed, too, as we had a new
West Indian member present, who must have been mortified. I
replied angrily from the chair, rebutting Harkess’s remarks, and the
atmosphere turned sulphurous. (Major 1999, p.46)
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Convinced that Harkess’s views would damage race relations in
Brixton, as well as the Conservative cause, Major subsequently went
ahead with a motion to consider the adoption of a new candidate. This
was, however, overtaken by Harold Wilson’s sudden decision to hold a
general election, and it was felt to be too late to consider a change.
Harkess remained the candidate, being roundly defeated by the defend-
ing Labour MP.

Major’s personal situation was transformed during his three years on
the Lambeth Council. His mother died in September 1970, aged 65, and
a few weeks later he got married to Norma Johnson, a teacher and
fanatical opera-lover, whom he had met while canvassing during the
GLC election, the previous April. Norma invited him to an opera per-
formance: Major promptly fell asleep, but they got engaged ten days
later. His relationship with Jean Kierans, which had lasted seven years,
had gradually been winding down and Major now gently broke it off.
He and Norma started their married life in a small bachelor flat he had
bought in Streatham, but, in 1971, when Major lost his seat on the
council, they moved to a three-bedroomed house in suburban
Beckenham, where they lived more comfortably with their two
children, Elizabeth, born in 1971, and James, 1975.

Meanwhile, Major had successfully completed his banking exams, and
felt that the time had come to seek a parliamentary seat. He stood twice for
St Pancras North, a working-class inner London constituency, in February
and October 1974, where his experience as a Lambeth Councillor stood
him in good stead, and his progress was favourably noted by Conservative
Central Office. It was a different matter being selected for a safe
Conservative seat, where his humble birth and upbringing was not held to
be a recommendation by many members of selection committees. He did
his best to burnish his CV, describing himself as an ‘international banker’,
which did more than justice to the junior management position he had
reached at the Standard Chartered Bank. After several rejections, he finally
struck lucky in 1976 at Huntingdonshire, a cast-iron Tory seat, which
blended lush rural areas with an overspill population from London. He
then had a three-year wait until the 1979 general election, but threw him-
self into nursing the constituency with enormous energy, speaking to an
estimated 450 meetings, and treating the constituency as if it was a super-
marginal. His efforts were to be rewarded with a majority of over 21,000, in
place of the 9000 achieved by his predecessor, one of the best Tory
performances in the election which brought Margaret Thatcher to power.

When Major arrived in the Commons, he was regarded as unremarkable
by most of his new colleagues. Yet he showed exceptional diligence in
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familiarising himself with the procedures of the House, and – while not
seeming to push himself – was very ready to take on any chore, how-
ever menial. He decided, at first, to specialise in two areas where, he
rightly believed, he had more experience than most – housing and local
government. His work on the committee of the 1980 Housing Bill
attracted favourable notice from his party whips, and Seldon records his
growing popularity with his fellow Tory MPs. One described him as
‘Hard working, very keen and not at all bombastic. Everyone liked him’,
and another said:

I’d have listed John Major among my five best friends. Probably
there were ten of us who would have said the same thing! But he
probably wouldn’t have listed any of us as his close friends. He had
that knack of making people feel you were precious to him. (Seldon
1997, pp.50, 53)

Major carefully avoided identifying himself with any particular
faction in the party, but was regarded as being mildly on the left wing,
largely because of the exceptional concern he showed for the effect of
policies on people who were handicapped or were on low incomes.
After a while, Major began to chafe on the back benches, as one by one
the more prominent of the new Tory MPs elected in 1979 were
appointed to junior ministerial office. He had to wait until January
1983 before the call came, and this was to be an assistant whip, in
Seldon’s (1997) words ‘the lowest form of ministerial life’, but it was the
first step on the ladder. With his assiduity and his gift for getting on
with his colleagues, Major took to the Whips’ Office like a duck to
water, but feared he had irredeemably blighted his chances of further
promotion when he had a fierce argument with Margaret Thatcher,
after he had, tactlessly but honestly, reported to her on backbench
grievances. In the event, it did him no harm – within weeks he was
appointed to his first post in a ministerial department, as Parliamentary
Under-Secretary for Social Security, the same position which Thatcher
herself had occupied 25 years earlier. Within a year, he was promoted to
Minister of State in the same department, and soon established a repu-
tation as a competent, hard-working and sensitive minister, without
being seen in any way as a high-flyer. Nevertheless, nine months later,
he made it into the Cabinet, an unusual achievement after only eight
years in the Commons. When he was summoned to see the Prime
Minister, he expected and hoped that she had him in mind as Chief
Whip, a post for which his personal qualities would have made him an
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excellent choice. Instead, he was made Chief Secretary to the Treasury,
in charge of keeping public spending down. He owed his appointment
to the advocacy of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Nigel Lawson, who
wanted somebody who was good at sums, and ideally would have pre-
ferred an accountant. Major was the next best thing: he looked and
sounded like an accountant, and his background as a banker (though
probably a more junior one than Lawson supposed) seemed an ideal
qualification. He made an inauspicious start in his new post, fearing he
was out of his depth, and Lawson recalled how he would ‘come and see
me at Number 11, ashen-faced, to unburden himself of his worries and
seek my advice’ (Lawson 1992, p.719). Yet by making an enormous
effort – for some time his working day extended from 6 a.m. to mid-
night – he mastered his brief, and proved himself a remarkably skilful
negotiator in his encounters with spending ministers, many of whom
were far senior to him. Generally, he got his way in sharply reducing
their bids, though he was adept at sugaring the pill by making excep-
tions for particular pet schemes. Thus he was able to keep expenditure
pretty rigorously under control without unnecessarily alienating his
colleagues. There were two notable exceptions. One was the Health
and Social Security Secretary, John Moore, seen for a time as a special
favourite of Thatcher’s and rumoured to be groomed by her for the suc-
cession. The other was the right-wing Environment Secretary, Nicholas
Ridley. Both became sworn enemies, but Major had the last laugh.
Moore soon disappointed his sponsor’s hopes, and was quickly demoted
and then left the government because of ill health, while Ridley was
later forced to resign after expressing outrageously anti-German senti-
ments in an interview with the editor of The Spectator (Lawson’s son,
Dominic), which he claimed was meant to be ‘off the record’.

Thatcher was well-pleased with Major’s performance, and he
appeared to many to have replaced Moore as her favourite. At the same
time her relations with Lawson were sharply deteriorating, and by early
in 1989 she probably had marked him down as a likely replacement for
the Chancellor. She was not yet ready, however, to dispense with
Lawson’s services, but after the June 1989 Madrid summit of the
European Union, when Foreign Secretary Geoffrey Howe had joined
with Lawson in pressurising her to name a date for entry into the
European Monetary System (see Chapter 18), she promptly sought
revenge by unexpectedly dropping him from the Foreign Office in a
reshuffle a few weeks later. The obvious replacement for Howe would
have been Douglas Hurd, a foreign policy specialist who was then
Home Secretary, but Thatcher did not want somebody with independent
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views in the Foreign Office, and instead chose Major who she correctly
surmised would offer no threat to the dominant role she sought for
herself. In fact, Major – still technically the most junior figure in the
Cabinet – was perplexed to be promoted to an office for which he had
no relevant experience or qualification. He took it to heart when
Charles Powell, the Prime Minister’s foreign policy advisor, jokingly
asked him what was the capital of Ecuador. It was painfully obvious to
an embarrassed Powell that he hadn’t the faintest idea.

Major’s tenure of the Foreign Office lasted a mere 94 days – long
enough for the staff to learn to appreciate him as a thoughtful, consid-
erate and notably unstuffy boss, but not for him to have any discern-
able influence on foreign policy, though an article in The Times did
contrast his anodyne approach to European Community affairs with
the ‘ferocious rhetoric of the Prime Minister’. Only one episode excited
much comment. This was his semi-public humiliation by Thatcher,
when, after Major had negotiated a joint statement on sanctions
against South Africa with other foreign ministers at a Commonwealth
conference in Malaysia, she had insisted on issuing a separate commu-
niqué setting out a far harder British line.

Yet within a day of their return from Malaysia – on 26 October 1989 –
Major was able to swap the Foreign Office for a post which attracted
him a great deal more, and to which – at least on paper – he was far
better suited. Goaded beyond endurance by his own treatment from the
Prime Minister, Nigel Lawson handed in his resignation (see Chapter 18),
and Thatcher happily turned to Major to take his place. Less happily,
she felt she now had no alternative but to make Douglas Hurd Foreign
Secretary. Major was now 46, and had achieved the post which, a
decade earlier he had confided to other newly elected MPs, was his ulti-
mate ambition. He looked forward to a lengthy spell as Chancellor, but
in the event stayed only for 13 months. He introduced one Budget, the
most notable feature of which was the introduction of Tessas (Tax
Exempt Special Savings Accounts), whose impact was increased by the
fact that this was the first Budget Speech ever to be televised live. The
Budget was, however, widely criticised, notably in the City of London,
for not doing enough to combat inflation, which was again moving
into double figures. Major undoubtedly felt much more at home at the
Treasury than he had at the Foreign Office, but did not regain the
authority which he had eventually achieved as Chief Secretary. He was
handicapped by his ignorance of economics, and suffered (in his own
oversensitive mind, at least) by constant comparisons between his
hesitant approach and the much more self-confident manner of his
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predecessor, Nigel Lawson. He also, for the first time, experienced the
resentment and envy of Tory MPs convinced that he had been pro-
moted beyond his merits and inclined to view him as ‘Mrs Thatcher’s
poodle’.

The most important decision taken during his chancellorship was
entry into the Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM) of the European
Monetary System. By the time of his appointment, Thatcher was virtu-
ally in a minority of one in her Cabinet in her reluctance to take this
step, which was strongly urged by the Bank of England, the City of
London and overwhelmingly by the serious press. It still took nearly a
year before the partnership of Major and Hurd (which replicated the
earlier alliance of Lawson and Howe) was able to argue her round.
Major’s role was later described by the Permanent Secretary to the
Treasury, Sir Peter Middleton:

Major went out of his way to be sensitive to what the PM wanted to
do, and the fact that he was sensitive meant they got on pretty well. It
also meant that he got his way on most issues. He played her with all
the skill of a fly fisherman after a big and suspicious salmon. He would
raise the subject, then drop it when she objected, then come back to it
from a different angle at their next meeting. (Seldon 1997, p.112)

The decision was long overdue, but the way in which it was imple-
mented meant that Britain failed to obtain the benefits expected, and
which the other members of the ERM had enjoyed during the previous
11 years. Despite warnings from economists, Major made no attempt to
negotiate entry at a lower level than the current market rate of DM2.95,
which was a serious overvaluation of the pound. This blunder came
back to haunt him with a vengeance, and was the principal reason for
the shipwreck of his own government.

Within weeks of this decision being taken, Thatcher was ousted from
the premiership (see Chapter 18), and – on 28 November 1990 – Major
became Prime Minister at the age of 47, the youngest thus far of the
century. In retrospect, it may seem surprising that he was chosen, as he
was clearly the least experienced and least qualified of the three con-
tenders. Yet he enjoyed marked advantages over his rivals. Heseltine
was seen as too adventurous, too disloyal and too left-wing by the
majority of Tory MPs, and his large score in the first round was more a
measure of Thatcher’s unpopularity than of his own support. Had she
contested the second round, he might well have won, but once she
withdrew, his prospects sharply declined. In reality, the real contest was
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between Major and the Foreign Secretary, Douglas Hurd, and five
factors weighed strongly in his favour. First was his genuine popularity
among his fellow members, as Nigel Lawson later observed: ‘He never
let up on his instinctive networking; he became a near universally liked
figure in the party’ (Seldon 1997, p.83). Allied to this was his detach-
ment from any clearly defined faction within the party. This was most
notable concerning Europe – at around this time Major had candidly
confessed to a sympathetic journalist that he revelled in the fact that
both the pro- and anti-Europeans believed that he was on their side.
Third was what could only be described as a class factor. His modest
background – which had told against him when he was seeking a safe
Tory seat – was now seen as a trump card in the coming electoral cam-
paign against Labour, much to the chagrin of the old Etonian, Douglas
Hurd. Fourth, Thatcher threw her considerable weight on his side,
enabling him to scoop up practically the whole of her loyalist support.
Lastly, he had a much more efficient election team, shrewdly led by
Norman Lamont, the Chief Secretary to the Treasury, whom Major
unwisely rewarded by promoting him to be Chancellor of the
Exchequer. The result was as shown in the table below.
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John Major 185
Michael Heseltine 131
Douglas Hurd 56

Technically, there should have been a third round, as Major had just
failed to secure an absolute majority, but both the other candidates
promptly withdrew.

Not wishing to be seen as a surrogate for Thatcher, who had already
announced that she would be ‘a very good backseat driver’, Major lost
no time in implicitly distancing himself from her when he told a small
crowd gathered outside Downing Street, when he returned from his
meeting with the Queen, ‘I want us to build a country which is at ease
with itself.’ Apart from Lamont, Major’s first ministerial appointments
were well judged, and helped to secure an early closing of party ranks.
Hurd was confirmed as Foreign Secretary, and Michael Heseltine
rejoined the government as Environment Secretary, with a brief to find
a replacement for the highly unpopular poll tax in double-quick
time. Chris Patten, who vacated the Environment Department, was
appointed Chairman of the Conservative Party, where he was to prove
himself a skilled electoral tactician. Within the Cabinet, Major made a
diffident start, wondering aloud at his first meeting whether he was up



to the job. Yet nearly all his colleagues found him a breath of fresh air,
after having suffered from Thatcher’s authoritarian ways for the previ-
ous eleven years. ‘Major has restored Cabinet government’, several of
them delightedly announced, welcoming the fact that he allowed
important decisions to be argued out, if necessary at length, around the
Cabinet table rather than being settled by diktat or by bilateral deals
between the PM and the minister most directly concerned. The general
public, also, seemed pleased by Major’s early moves – the enormous
Labour lead in the opinion polls disappearing overnight, and the Tories
gaining a narrow lead which they kept for three months. Most
observers, however, credited this more to the demise of Thatcher than
to Major’s positive impact. The inheritance that he came into was an
unenviable one. He benefited from the impact of the first Gulf War,
which – unlike its successor 12 years later – was generally popular, and
Major was able to exploit this by getting himself photographed address-
ing the troops in the desert and mixing with them informally.
Otherwise, however, the outlook looked distinctly bleak, as Britain
was entering the longest recession since the Second World War, with
unemployment again approaching the 3 million mark.

By mid-March 1991, Heseltine was able to deliver on his pledge to
produce a realistic, and obviously fairer, alternative to the poll tax. This
was the Council Tax, effectively a revamped version of the former rat-
ing system, but less regressive, and its introduction was to be smoothed
by the transfer of a great wodge of local expenditure to the national
budget. The proposal was well received, but in the same month Labour
again went ahead in the opinion polls, scotching any idea that Major
might call a snap election to cash in on the Gulf War victory. In June,
Major produced his own distinctive policy initiative, with the publica-
tion of the Citizens’ Charter, which aimed to improve public services by
providing consumers with more choice, information and opportunities
to lodge complaints. Otherwise, Major’s main preoccupation during his
first term in office was the sorry state of Britain’s relations with the
European Community. He immediately set out to improve them by
making an early visit to Chancellor Helmut Kohl, in Bonn, where he
was warmly received, and made an excellent impression on his hosts,
giving a widely publicised speech, of which the opening words were:

My aims for Britain in the Community can be simply stated. I want
us to be where we belong – at the very heart of Europe, working with
our partners in building the future. This is a challenge we take up
with enthusiasm. (11 March 1991)
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This speech greatly heartened the pro-Europeans in the Conservative
Party, who were then still in a majority. Yet it was not long before Major
began to back-pedal to appease the so-called Eurosceptics, a small but
growing force, who were encouraged, privately at first but then increas-
ingly openly, by Margaret Thatcher. So far from seeking to put Britain at
the heart of Europe, he ensured at the Maastricht summit, in December
1991, that it would remain on the sidelines, by obtaining opt-outs,
from two of its main projects, the Social Charter and, especially,
Economic and Monetary Union. Major returned triumphantly from
Maastricht, saying he had won ‘game, set and match’ in his negotia-
tions with the other EU leaders, but all that he had done was to store up
future trouble for himself (and his successor). Despite the opt-outs, the
Eurosceptics reacted violently against the Maastricht agreement, which
Thatcher was later to characterise as ‘a treaty too far’.

Labour continued to lead in the polls, and there were further by-
election losses to both Labour and the Liberal Democrats (though not as
sweeping as in Thatcher’s time), so Major was discouraged from seeking
an early dissolution, and the 1987 Parliament continued until March
1992, when polling day was set for 9 April. The general expectation was
that Major would lose, but not heavily. His low-key leadership style was
favourably compared to that of his predecessor, and Ken Clarke’s
description of his approach as ‘Thatcherism with a human face’ rang
favourable bells with many electors. On the other hand, the Labour
opposition was in a far healthier state than in 1987, with Neil Kinnock
having succeeded in junking many of its unpopular and unrealistic
policies and winning growing respect for standing up to left-wing
extremists. Yet Major’s personal standing in the polls was far higher
than Kinnock’s, and the government’s main problem was its perceived
failure in combating the recession. The Tory strategists, guided by Chris
Patten, therefore decided that their best hope of staving off defeat was
not to offer positive proposals but to stake everything on casting doubt
on Labour’s economic competence, coupling this with a fierce assault
on its spending plans. The cost of these was grotesquely exaggerated,
with horror stories of enormous tax increases being enthusiastically
taken up by the tabloid newspapers, all of which, apart from the Daily
Mirror, were on the Tories’ side. Major himself was seen to fight a plucky
campaign in the face of an almost universal expectation of defeat,
which was, however, hardly justified by the very narrow Labour lead in
the opinion polls. Against the advice of party professionals, he insisted
on augmenting his carefully controlled programme of ticket-only
meetings, with a series of impromptu open-air gatherings in marginal
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constituencies, which he addressed from a soapbox, recalling his early
days in Brixton. It was a risky venture, but it seemed to pay off.

In the event, the polls had got it wrong – the Tories led Labour by
the apparently comfortable margin of 7.5 per cent, which, however,
yielded them an overall majority of only 21 seats. It was a triumph for
Major, but it would probably have been better for his subsequent repu-
tation if he had narrowly lost. He would then have been credited with
having led his government with some skill, and away from the electoral
abyss which it appeared to be facing in the last days of Thatcher.

As it was, it was downhill almost all the way after he regained
Downing Street on the morning after the election. Within five months,
his government suffered a devastating and largely self-inflicted blow on
Black Wednesday (16 September 1992), which demolished its own
claims to economic competence, and from which it was quite unable to
recover over the remaining four-and-a-half years that it stayed in office.
The genesis of Black Wednesday was Major’s own decision, as
Chancellor of the Exchequer in October 1990, to take the pound
into the ERM at too high a level against the Deutschmark. In early
September the pound was under enormous speculative pressure, and at
a meeting of EU Finance Ministers in Bath, presided over by Norman
Lamont, he refused to allow any discussion of an ordered realignment
of currencies. Instead, he repeatedly harangued the President of the
Bundesbank, Helmut Schlesinger, who was present as an observer, to
reduce German interest rates in order to reduce pressure on the pound
and other currencies, notably the Italian lira. Schlesinger, whose consti-
tutional position as head of the bank precluded him from taking advice
from any politicians, let alone foreign ones, angrily refused, and threat-
ened to leave the meeting, when Lamont returned to the attack for the
fourth time. Major, who fully supported Lamont’s tactics, then com-
pounded the blunder by making an ill-advised speech in Glasgow,
despite warnings from two of his closest advisors, Sarah Hogg, the head
of his Policy Unit and Sir John Kerr, the UK Permanent Representative
to the EU. Speaking in the most personal terms, he ridiculed any idea of
devaluation or of changing the parities within the ERM. Three days
later, the Italians decided to revalue and temporarily to leave the ERM,
and Prime Minister Giuliano Amato telephoned Major to enquire
whether Britain would follow suit. Major firmly declined, but within
three days, after a harrowing few hours in which he had agreed with
Lamont to raise interest rates to 15 per cent and billions of pounds had
been lost by the Bank of England in a vain effort to halt the speculative
flow, he agreed with Lamont and three other senior colleagues to let the
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pound float and to leave the ERM (temporarily, they said, but at the
time of writing, 12 years later, it is still outside).

Major, who was badly worsted by the new Labour leader, John
Smith, in the subsequent parliamentary debate, felt humiliated by the
disaster and seriously contemplated resignation, though he was per-
suaded by colleagues to stay on. Yet much of his authority was gone,
and he was widely regarded thereafter as one of the ‘walking wounded’.
Throughout the whole remainder of his premiership, Labour was lead-
ing in the opinion polls by a margin of 20 per cent or more, the govern-
ment set a new record by losing every single by-election during the
Parliament, while his own poll ratings fell to unprecedentedly low lev-
els. Black Wednesday was also the occasion of a serious falling-out
between Major and Lamont, who years later were still exchanging bad-
tempered recriminations about each other’s conduct during the affair.
Lamont half-heartedly offered his resignation, which Major refused, but
eight months later peremptorily sacked him, offering the Environment
Department as a face-saver. Lamont indignantly refused, and insisted
on making a highly damaging personal statement to the Commons, in
which he asserted that the government gave ‘the impression of being in
office but not in power’. Thereafter, he became a consistent and bitter
critic, who effectively put himself at the head of the Eurosceptic rebels
on the back benches.

If Major’s second administration had otherwise been seen as compe-
tent, it might have been able, with time, to overcome the disaster of
Black Wednesday which, objectively, was no worse than that suffered
by Wilson’s government at the time of the 1967 devaluation. Yet it was
only one, if much the most serious, of a whole series of self-inflicted
wounds that were to beset Major and his ministers. Many of these
derived from their increasing divisions over Europe, and they were
exacerbated by his seeming inability to act decisively. This was most
apparent over the long delays in seeking ratification of the Maastricht
Treaty. Formally signed in February 1992, it was finally approved by the
House of Commons in a confidence vote only on 23 July 1993, a day
after it had been defeated in a division in which 23 Tory MPs voted
against the government. After Maastricht only seven Tory MPs, led by
Norman Tebbit, had opposed the government on a motion approving
the outcome, and the majority was 86. There would have been no diffi-
culty at all in ratifying the treaty (including the British opt-outs) before
the general election in April. But Major put if off until the summer, and
then for a further year, following the first Danish referendum, which
narrowly rejected the treaty in July 1992. In the meantime, the strength
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of the Eurosceptics, now openly backed by Thatcher and surreptitiously
encouraged by Cabinet ministers such as Michael Howard, Michael
Portillo, John Redwood and Peter Lilley, steadily grew. Asked by a televi-
sion interviewer, Michael Brunson, whether he ought not to sack his
disloyal ministers, Major replied that he did not want ‘three more of the
bastards out there’. These words were meant to be ‘off the record’, but
were accidentally picked up by a BBC sound-line, and became widely
known. Major’s Cabinet opponents were subsequently invariably
referred to as ‘the bastards’ by the press.

The ratification of Maastricht did not end the agitation of the
Eurosceptics, who were now strongly backed by most of the pro-Tory
press, including the normally ultra-loyal Daily Telegraph, and by the
mass of Tory supporters in the country. Major now set himself on a
course of appeasement, but like the original payers of Danegeld found
that every concession was met by further demands. British ministers
became increasingly obstructive at EU meetings, and the nadir was
reached at an EU summit in June 1994, when Major vetoed the appoint-
ment of Belgian Prime Minister Jean-Luc Dehaene as President of the
European Commission, even though he was the preferred candidate of
all the other member states. This was intended as a ‘macho’ demonstra-
tion of strength, but in fact only underlined Major’s weakness. The
ostensible reason for Major’s veto was Dehaene’s supposedly ‘federalist’
views, but the falsity of this excuse was exposed a month later when
Major accepted the appointment of Luxembourg Prime Minister Jacques
Santer, who went out of his way to explain that his views were identical
to Dehaene’s. The net result was that the EU finished up with a less
effective President than it otherwise might have had. Nor did this irre-
sponsible action lead to any letting up of the Eurosceptics’ demands.
These were now stepped up to include an assurance that Britain would
‘never’ join the single currency or, at the very least, not during the
course of the next Parliament. This demand won widespread backing
throughout the party, and might well have been acceded to by Major if
it had not been for the resolute opposition of senior Cabinet ministers,
notably Michael Heseltine, who became Deputy Premier in July 1995,
and Ken Clarke, who had replaced Norman Lamont as Chancellor of
the Exchequer in May 1993. Eventually, Major did pledge that a
Conservative government would not enter the single currency without
securing a mandate to do so in a referendum, an undertaking which was
subsequently also made by Labour.

The most ill-considered initiative undertaken by Major was his ‘Back
to Basics’ campaign, which he launched in his speech to the
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Conservative conference in 1993. It was meant to emphasise the issues
of law and order and education, but was given a moralistic twist by Tory
spin-doctors, who linked it to the maintenance of ‘family values’. To
their undisguised horror, the tabloid press took this as an invitation to
launch a veritable witch-hunt against ministers whose personal con-
duct did not match up to the highest moral standards. Altogether 
15 ministerial resignations occurred during the 1992 Parliament, an
unprecedented total, of which only three were on policy grounds.
Nearly all the rest were linked to sexual or financial scandals, and Major
himself was severely damaged by his apparently equivocal response,
first resisting and then demanding resignations in several cases, includ-
ing the high-profile case of David Mellor, a personal friend and a rising
figure within the Cabinet. Major was almost certainly more embar-
rassed than he otherwise would have been, as he was nursing his own
guilty secret. For several years he had conducted an affair, which con-
tinued after his promotion to the Cabinet, with the prominent Tory MP,
Edwina Currie. She eventually revealed the details only in 2002, when
she published her diaries. Major then acknowledged the affair, saying it
was the thing about which he had been ‘most ashamed’ during his
entire political career. The scandals concerning ministers and Tory MPs
were linked by the press to others involving dodgy contributions to
Tory funds, and the attempt to cover up ministerial responsibility for
illegal arms sales to Iraq. The result was that the government acquired
an unenviable reputation for ‘sleaze’, which was to dog it up to and
throughout the 1997 election campaign. By the summer of 1995, dissat-
isfaction with Major had spread to all sections of the Conservative
Party, and there were increasing calls in the press for his replacement by
a more competent and more decisive leader. There was intense specula-
tion that in the autumn he would be challenged by a ‘stalking horse’
candidate who would sufficiently undermine his position so that more
heavyweight challengers could emerge. Those most favoured were
Michael Portillo, the Employment Secretary and darling of the
Eurosceptics, and Michael Heseltine, the Trade Secretary, who was now
seen as the main hope of the party mainstream. In a rare moment of
decisiveness, Major launched a pre-emptive strike, and in June sud-
denly resigned the party leadership, inviting his opponents to ‘put up
or shut up’. Neither Portillo nor Heseltine (who was promoted to the
Deputy Premiership) responded to the challenge, though both reserved
the right to contest a second round if one was required, but John
Redwood, the Eurosceptic Welsh Secretary, resigned his post to enter
the contest, hoping to cream off the support which otherwise would
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have gone to Portillo. Technically, Major needed only 165 votes (an
overall majority and a lead of 15 per cent over the nearest challenger) to
win on the first round, but privately decided that this would not be
enough to restore his authority and that he would withdraw if he
polled less than 215 votes (Major 1999, pp.608–47). In the event, he
narrowly exceeded this target, polling 218 votes to 89 for Redwood and
20 abstentions or spoiled ballot papers. The result cleared the air to a
certain extent, and ensured that there would be no further contest
before the general election, but was not nearly decisive enough to put
an end to the internecine strife within the party.

More difficulties lay ahead, including the privatisation of two indus-
tries which even Thatcher had left alone – coal and the railways. Both
exercises were handled badly. In preparation for selling off coal,
Heseltine announced a further massive programme of pit closures,
which then had to be extensively modified in the face of overwhelming
criticism, though most of the closures eventually went ahead, leaving
only a skeletal remnant of a once mighty industry to be disposed of.
Even less popular were the proposals to dismantle British Rail and lease
off franchises to a wide variety of private contractors who would be ill
prepared to provide a co-ordinated service. Privatisation, which had
undoubtedly been an electoral asset to the Tories throughout the 1980s,
now became a liability. A final misfortune which hit the Major govern-
ment, and which they were generally seen to have very badly mishan-
dled, was the outbreak of ‘mad cow disease’ (BSE), which also led to a
renewed dispute with the European Union.

On the positive side, however, and very much to Major’s personal
credit, was his patient handling of the Northern Irish question, leading
to the signing, with the Irish Prime Minister Albert Reynolds, of the
Downing Street Declaration in December 1993, and the declaration by
the IRA of a ceasefire in August 1994, which lasted for 18 months.
Hopes of turning this into a permanent peace settlement foundered,
however, despite the valiant efforts of the American mediator, Senator
George Mitchell. In the end, neither the IRA nor the Ulster Unionists
were prepared to make the minimum concessions necessary, and later
on Major did not feel in a position to apply maximum pressure on the
Unionists, as he depended on their votes (or abstentions) for parliamen-
tary survival, after by-election losses and defections to both Liberal
Democrats and Labour had deprived him of a majority.

Paradoxically, after the humiliation of Black Wednesday, their han-
dling of the economy should also be seen as a success story for the
Major government. Under the skilful guidance of Ken Clarke, who
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replaced Lamont as Chancellor of the Exchequer in May 1993, 
economic recovery soon set in, and by 1997 nearly all the indicators
were looking good, with unemployment well down and interest rates
and inflation both low. Yet the government was so discredited that it
got little benefit from it. John Major wryly referred in his memoirs to a
maxim formulated by Chris Patten, ‘There is no such thing as a voteless
economic recovery’ (Major 1999, p.609). Yet as the final date for a gen-
eral election approached, the Tories still remained 20 points adrift in
the opinion polls. The gap was slightly narrowed during the campaign,
but the result of the election, which took place on 1 May 1997, could
hardly have been more conclusive as shown in the table below.
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Labour 419
Conservative 165
Liberal Democrat 46
Others 29
Labour majority 179

It was the worst result for the Tories since the 1906 election, or possi-
bly that of 1832. There were other reasons for the spectacular defeat,
notably the transformation of the Labour Party and the extraordinary
popularity of Tony Blair, who had been leading it since the death of
John Smith in May 1994. But it is the considered opinion of the lead-
ing pollster, Robert Worcester, that a landslide defeat was already
‘inevitable’ after Black Wednesday and Major’s mishandling of the
Maastricht ratification (Worcester and Mortimore 1999). After 18 years
of Tory rule, the argument that it was time for a change was extremely
strong, and any Tory leader would no doubt have had great difficulty in
retaining power. Yet Major’s own shortcomings must have been, at least
in part, responsible for the scale of the defeat. He was not the weak
nonentity that is sometimes pictured. Hard-working and intelligent, he
had clear ideas of his own about the direction in which he wanted to
lead his party and his country, which could be summarised as broadly
following Thatcherite economic polices, though applying them with a
more sensitive hand, while adopting a much more liberal approach to
social issues. He emphatically did not share Thatcher’s view that ‘there
is no such thing as society’ – when he sought the premiership in 1990
he declared that it was his aim to make Britain a ‘classless society’ by
the year 2000. In less stressful times, he might well have led a successful
government as a Tory social reformer, in the Shaftesbury–Disraeli tradi-
tion. A born conciliator, he was ill prepared to counter the venom and
the self-destructive instincts of the Eurosceptic wing of his party. Had a



more forceful leader been chosen in 1990, such as Michael Heseltine, or
even Douglas Hurd, there might have been a happier outcome. But per-
haps not: a death wish had entered the soul of the Tory Party, compara-
ble to that which afflicted Labour a decade or so earlier. The closest
parallel, however, was the Balfour government, riven by dissension over
tariff reform in 1903–05, and which went down to a similar calamitous
defeat in the 1906 election.

Unlike Balfour, who clung to the Tory leadership for another six
years after his defeat and then went on to serve for a further dozen
years in senior Cabinet posts, Major lost no time in bowing out, which
he did with considerable dignity. On the morrow of the election, he
announced his resignation as party leader on the steps of Downing
Street, with the words ‘When the curtain comes down it is time to leave
the stage’, and then went off to watch a cricket match at Lords. He
reserved any recriminations for his autobiography, published two years
later, a thoughtful and well-written volume, which is less self-serving
than the great majority of political memoirs. Unfortunately, he proved
to be rather better as an author than as a politician. A man of evident
decent instincts, but limited abilities: as Prime Minister he pushed these
abilities to the limit. It was not enough.
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CHAPTER 20

Tony Blair – Governing 
against his Party

‘I was not born into the Labour Party’, Tony Blair famously told his
party conference in 1995. This simple statement goes some way to
explain both the successes and the failures which he experienced in the
ten years following his election as Labour leader in 1994. What he was
born into, on 6 May 1953, was a somewhat tangled family tree. His
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Tony Blair 343

father, Leo, was the illegitimate son of an actor, Charles Parsons (stage
name: Jimmy Lynton), and Celia (Gussie) Ridgeway, an actress, who
came from a wealthy landowning family but was living a vagabond life
with two early marriages and numerous affairs to her name. Three years
after Leo was born, now divorced from her second husband, she and
Parsons legitimised their liaison, but had already passed on the infant
Leo to foster parents in Glasgow, James Blair, a shipyard worker, and his
wife, Mary, a dedicated Communist. Leo, who was brought up in a
Council tenement block, left school at 14 to work as a clerk for the
Glasgow City Corporation, and for three years was secretary of the
Scottish Young Communist League. In 1942, aged 18, he joined
the army as a private, but by the time he was demobilised, in 1947, he
had risen to the rank of major, with a fierce determination to make his
way in the world. He got a job as a junior tax inspector whilst studying
law by night at Edinburgh University, becoming a law tutor and subse-
quently a lecturer in administrative law at the University of Adelaide.
Before departing for Australia, in 1954, however, he had established a
family of his own, marrying Hazel Corscaden, the stepdaughter of a
Glasgow butcher, of Protestant Northern Irish origin, in 1948. They had
three children, the eldest of whom, William, was born in 1950. When
the second son followed, three years later, he was named Anthony
Charles Lynton Blair, but was given no indication of the significance of
his second and third names until 1994, when the Daily Mail dug up the
details about his grandparents during the Labour leadership election. In
the words of Blair’s first biographer, Jon Sopel, ‘Tony Blair had known
that his father had been adopted, but it was something Leo did not
speak about, and equally something the children didn’t ask about’
(Sopel 1995, p.6). The family was completed with the birth, in
Australia, of Sarah, in 1956.

They stayed in Australia for three years, by which time Leo Blair,
who had long since shed his Communist affiliations, had formed a firm
ambition to become a Conservative MP, and returned to Britain with
the primary intention of pursuing this aim. He successfully applied for
a job as a law lecturer at Durham University, read for the English bar
and began to practice as a barrister in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, while
becoming chairman of the local Conservative Association, where he
was remembered as being full of charm and intensely ambitious. The
young Tony was sent as a day boy to the Durham Choristers’ School,
where he was renowned for his ever-present smile, as well as being a
very good pupil, who took part in all the school activities, playing
cricket and rugby for the school teams, singing in the choir and acting



in school productions. From a toddler onwards, he had shown marked
exhibitionist tendencies, always ready to put himself on show.
Meanwhile, his father, who later confessed to having nursed ambitions
to be Prime Minister, was all set to take the first important step in his
own political career, being the hot favourite to secure the nomination
for the safe Conservative seat of Hexham, in rural Northumberland.
Then, on 4 July 1964, disaster struck. He suffered a devastating stroke,
from which he was not initially expected to recover, and which left him
without the power of speech for three years. The 11-year-old Tony went
down on his knees and prayed with his headmaster, Canon John Grove,
for his father’s recovery. Their prayers were answered, but it took an
unconscionably long time, and it permanently put paid to his hopes for
a parliamentary career.

A further misfortune was to follow: Tony’s younger sister Sarah fell
seriously ill with Still’s disease, a form of infantile rheumatoid arthritis,
which necessitated her hospitalisation for two long years, after which
she emerged only partially cured. Tony’s mother, Hazel, exhausted her-
self looking after her sick husband and daughter, and possibly neglected
him in the process, while her own mother, who was suffering from
Alzheimer’s disease, came to live with them, and proved an additional
burden. The family income sharply declined, the university kept open
Leo’s job and paid him throughout the three years that he was out of
action, but his earnings at the bar fell away. Blair himself was later to
recall: ‘Don’t get me wrong, it was a happy childhood, but it also
seemed as though I was spending every spare minute in Durham hospi-
tal, visiting either my father or sister ... and there was a lot of worry and
uncertainty attached to that’ (Sopel 1995, p.12). Tony was yet to dissent
from his father’s beliefs, and just before leaving the Choristers’ School,
at the age of nearly 13, he stood as the Tory candidate in a mock elec-
tion timed to coincide with the 1966 general election.

He left to go to Fettes, the ‘Scottish Eton’, where the majority of the
pupils were the sons of wealthy Scottish businessmen, and this experi-
ence was to turn him into a rebel, though never an extreme one. Tony
won a scholarship to go to the school, which was necessary as his father
was no longer in a position to pay the full fees. One of the worst exam-
ples of an unreconstructed Victorian-age public school, it had a culture of
bullying and a host of pettifogging restrictions, including firm rules
about exactly how many buttons of the boys’ blazers must be kept done
up at all times. Blair particularly objected to the custom of fagging, and
the fact that senior boys were entitled to cane the younger ones, almost
at will. Blair was thrashed many times, ran away on one occasion and on
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another narrowly escaped expulsion. His rebellion did not appear to have
any political overtones, but was manifested by a consistent flouting of
authority. It did not seem to affect his schoolwork – he got ‘perfectly
respectable grades’ in the three A levels (English, French and History)
that he took, though he has subsequently been secretive about revealing
the details, perhaps because they compared unfavourably with those of
his wife, Cherie Booth, who ‘has been happy for the world to know that
she gained four As’ (Rentoul 2001, p.21). As earlier, he was noted at Fettes
for his ever-present smile, and often devastating charm, so that he
remained popular even with those to whom he caused offence. Blair’s
greatest distinction at Fettes was as an actor: he got rave notices in the
school magazine for his role of Mark Antony in Julius Caesar, and for
playing the lead part in the R.C. Sherriff play, Journey’s End.

After a gap year spent in London, where, with other public school
types, he scratched a living as an impresario for rock bands, he went to
St John’s College, Oxford, to study law. Unlike most other future politi-
cians of his generation who found themselves at Oxford or Cambridge,
Blair had nothing to do with either the Union or with student political
clubs. Initially, at least, he devoted himself to having a ‘good time’, his
main interests being rock music and girls, for whom, as a good-looking
young man, over six feet tall and with an open, friendly manner, he
had a ready attraction. He became the lead singer for a group called The
Ugly Rumours, modelling himself very much on Mick Jagger, and being
much remarked for the androgynous nature of his performances. There
was, however, a more serious side to his three years at Oxford. He fell in
with a group of high-minded, quasi-Marxist students, mostly from
Commonwealth countries, led by an Australian priest and Christian
Socialist, Peter Thomson. Blair maintains that Thomson converted him
to both Christianity and socialism. He was already a nominal believer,
despite the atheism of his father, while from his mother, who was to die
of cancer at the age of 52, shortly after his graduation, in 1975, he had
acquired much of her social conscience but little of her Presbyterianism.
Under Thomson’s influence, Blair was confirmed into the Church of
England, and for some time considered taking Holy Orders. Thomson
introduced him to an elderly and once quite well-known Scottish the-
ologian, John Macmurray. Macmurray was the prophet of a ‘communi-
tarian’ form of Christianity, whose effect, according to Blair’s second
biographer, John Rentoul,

was to invert Adam Smith’s dictum ‘Social and self-love are the
same’. Smith said that if we follow our self-interest, we benefit the
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whole community. Macmurray said that by pursuing the com-
munity’s interests we benefit the individuals within it, including
ourselves. (Rentoul 2001, pp.41–2)

Blair was bowled over by Macmurray’s teaching and proclaimed that it
had become the basis of both his religious and political beliefs.

Blair graduated in June 1975 with an Upper Second Class degree, and,
moving to London, where he shared a flat in Earl’s Court with an Oxford
friend, signed on for a one-year bar course at Lincoln’s Inn. He also
joined the Labour Party, becoming secretary of his local ward branch at
the first meeting he attended. He then applied for a pupillage at the
chambers of Derry Irvine, a QC with strong Labour Party connections.
Irvine had already selected another young prospect called Cherie Booth,
who had graduated with First Class Honours in Law at the London
School of Economics, and had come top of the year in the bar exams,
well ahead of Blair. Irvine had intended to take on only one pupil, but
was so impressed by Blair’s enthusiasm that he accepted him as well.
Irvine found Blair a quick and willing worker, and assigned him to han-
dle a sheaf of trade union cases, which put him in touch with leading
figures in the trade union movement. He also got to know John Smith,
who was to be his predecessor as leader of the Labour Party, and who
was a close personal friend of Irvine’s. He and Cherie were initially wary
of each other, being rivals for promotion within the chambers (Blair
eventually won out, and Cherie left to join another firm). By then, how-
ever, the personal chemistry between them was well developed, Cherie
subsequently saying: ‘Once you succumb to Tony’s charm, you never
really get over it.’ On 29 March 1980, they were married at his college
chapel in Oxford. Like Tony, Cherie had had a difficult childhood, and
her family situation somewhat mirrored that of Tony’s father, Leo. Her
father was the well-known actor Tony Booth, an Irish Catholic and
strong Labour Party supporter, who claimed to be related to the actor
John Wilkes Booth, who assassinated President Lincoln. For Cherie,
however, he had been very much an absentee father, abandoning his
first wife Gale and leaving her to bring up Cherie and her younger sister
Lyndsey alone, earning a living in the Lancashire town of Crosby by
working in a fish and chip shop and other menial jobs. Booth then went
on to have another five marriages or serious liaisons, which produced
five half-sisters for Lyndsey and Cherie. Unlike Blair, Cherie had deep
roots in the Labour movement, joining the party at the age of 16.

They went to live in Hackney, where both became heavily involved
in factional infighting within the local Labour Party, and where Tony
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made no secret of his ambition to become a Labour MP. It has often
been suggested that Blair was on the left wing of the party at this time,
and his biographer, John Rentoul, concluded in the first edition of his
book that he was on the ‘soft left’. In the second edition, however, after
more thorough research, he revised this to ‘the soft right’ (Rentoul
2001, p.71). What is undeniable, though Blair later tried to conceal it,
was that he joined the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament. At the
same time, he became convinced that Tony Benn’s influence on the
party was disastrous, and he worked behind the scenes with more right-
wing figures to secure his defeat, when he challenged Denis Healey for
the deputy leadership of the party, in a nail-bitingly close ballot in 1981
(Healey 50.4 per cent, Benn 49.6 per cent). Although some of Blair’s
own views resembled those of the Labour defectors who founded the
Social Democratic Party in the same year, Blair felt no temptation to
join them, correctly judging that their venture was doomed to failure,
despite the dire situation in the Labour Party. In May 1982, he put
himself forward to be the Labour candidate for a by-election in
Beaconsfield, a normally solidly Tory Home Counties seat, but which it
was thought that the SDP might well win, in the light of its three suc-
cessive by-election victories in Croydon, Crosby (where Cherie had
unsuccessfully tried for the Labour candidature) and Glasgow Hillhead.
The Falklands War intervened, puncturing the SDP challenge, and the
Tories held on comfortably enough, Blair coming in a poor third and
losing his deposit. His candidature, however, was a major stepping
stone in Blair’s developing political career. It brought him into touch
with Michael Foot, the Labour Party leader, who came to support his
campaign and was visibly impressed by his energy and verve. After the
election, he wrote Blair a letter complimenting him on his campaign
and expressing the hope that he would before long obtain election to
the House of Commons.

This letter may not have been very different to those sent routinely
to other by-election candidates, but it was to prove crucially helpful to
Blair. When Margaret Thatcher decided to call the 1983 general elec-
tion, he had failed to obtain selection for a safe Labour seat, and only
one constituency remained in the whole country which had not yet
selected a candidate. This was Sedgefield, in his native County Durham,
and Blair headed for the north-east very much on the off chance of
picking up a nomination. He went to see the members of the only party
branch which had not yet made its choice, and they agreed to put him
forward. He was left off the shortlist by the party’s executive committee,
but this was challenged at a meeting of the general management
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committee one day before the selection conference. One of Blair’s
supporters proposed that he be added to the list, and in support of his
proposal read out selective passages from Foot’s letter, creating the
impression that the party leader was personally asking the Sedgefield
constituency to back Blair. The tactic paid off: by a single-vote majority
the 83 delegates voted to add him to the shortlist, and on the following
day he was selected on the fifth ballot. Blair was on his way; he had
been incredibly lucky, but once again his charm and enthusiasm had
worked their magic.

The overall election result was a disaster for Labour, which polled its
lowest percentage vote since 1918, and saw Thatcher’s majority rise
from 44 to 144. Blair, aged 30, was the youngest of the 209 Labour
members elected. Soon after, he was asked to share a room in the
Commons with the new MP for Dunfermline East – Gordon Brown. Two
years older, Brown had vastly more political experience than his new
roommate. A former chairman of the Scottish Labour Party, he had con-
tested the 1979 general election for Edinburgh South, and already had
behind him a distinguished academic career, as well as having worked
as a television editor and reporter. Brown took Blair under his wing,
and, on Blair’s own account, taught him all the basic political and com-
munication skills which he previously lacked – how to draft a press
release, the importance of bullet points and soundbites, and the differ-
ence between a punchy political speech and a reasoned appeal to judges
sitting in the High Court. Blair regarded Brown with something
approaching awe, and shared the common view (certainly held by
Brown himself) that he was a future leader of the party. The two men,
who grew extraordinarily close, agreed on the fundamental necessity of
modernising the Labour Party, stripping it of all its unelectable policies
and undemocratic structures so that it could present a much more
appealing face to the voters. This aim was shared by the new party
leader, Neil Kinnock, who, within a few months of their election, pro-
moted both of them to be junior frontbench spokesmen. At Kinnock’s
prompting, Peter Mandelson, the Labour Party’s new communications
director, used his considerable manipulative skills to ensure that the
two men achieved maximum exposure on radio and television pro-
grammes, estimating that they would make a far more favourable
impression than most of their rivals on the Opposition benches.

Over the next dozen years, with Brown always one step ahead, they
worked their way steadily up the Labour Party’s hierarchy, achieving
election to the Shadow Cabinet and filling successively more senior
Shadow posts. In July 1992, following Labour’s disappointing election
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defeat, John Smith succeeded Kinnock as leader, appointing Brown as
Shadow Chancellor and Blair as Shadow Home Secretary. This was an
enormous challenge for Blair, and he seized it with both hands.
Identifying the popular belief that the Tories were the ‘law and order’
party, and that Labour was ‘soft on crime’, he set out to change this
public perception and to turn a vote-losing into a vote-winning issue.
Few people would have given him much chance of success, but the
opinion polls recorded a remarkable turnaround. In 1992, according to
a Gallup poll, the Tories enjoyed a 21-point advantage over Labour on
the issue. Two years later, Labour had established a 5-point lead.
Nobody doubted that Blair was responsible. He had shifted Labour’s
focus from explaining away the sociological causes of crime to a deep
concern for the plight of victims, and had conspicuously refrained from
opposing the ever more draconian measures introduced by the new
Tory Home Secretary, Michael Howard. Above all, however, he had
pulled off the trick by utilising a brilliant soundbite which in less than a
dozen words succeeded in encapsulating both the traditional Tory and
traditional Labour approaches: ‘Tough on crime, and tough on the
causes of crime.’ This, he endlessly repeated in television debates, and
neither Howard nor any other Tory spokesman was able to find an
effective riposte.

By this time, and largely unremarked by most of his colleagues,
including Brown, Blair had emerged as by far the most persuasive polit-
ical performer on television. His over-ready smile may have put off a
small minority of viewers, but most responded positively to his youth,
charm, conviction and well-presented arguments. By contrast, Brown
came over as formidably well informed, but dour and more obviously
repetitive. This was the underlying reason why it was Blair and not
Brown who was chosen to succeed John Smith after his sudden death
on 12 May 1994. The immediate reaction of many observers was that
Brown, who had proved a highly effective Shadow Chancellor, would
be a ‘shoo-in’, but within a few hours it became clear that Blair had
overtaken him in terms of support among Labour MPs, and was deter-
mined to put himself forward. Even worse for Brown was the publica-
tion within three days of opinion polls showing that Blair was far ahead
of any potential rivals so far as public opinion was concerned. A MORI
poll, for example, showed Blair with 32 per cent, John Prescott with
19 per cent, Margaret Beckett with 14 per cent, Brown with 9 per cent
and Robin Cook with 5 per cent. This was immediately sufficient to put
Cook, Labour’s best debater (who would have been a formidable chal-
lenger if the choice had been restricted to Labour MPs instead of an
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electoral college made up of parliamentarians, trade unionists and
Labour Party members), out of the running. After 15 years in
Opposition, the party was desperately anxious to choose the person
best placed to win a general election, and the opinion polls gave an
enormous boost to Blair’s chances. Although Brown was widely
regarded as a more heavyweight figure and more intellectually distin-
guished than Blair, he seemed less well placed to win back voters in the
south of England, which was the key to Labour’s electoral success. The
fact that he was a Scotsman and, unlike Blair, not a family man, were
probably seen as additional handicaps. Two years earlier, at the time of
John Smith’s election, the two men had agreed that they would not
oppose each other in the event of a future contest, in order not to split
the modernisers’ vote. At that time, it had been clear that Brown would
be the stronger candidate, and he regarded this agreement as a guaran-
tee that Blair would not run against him. He was irate that Blair was
now intent on supplanting him and was putting enormous pressure on
him not to declare his own candidature. He was also embittered that
Peter Mandelson, who had been elected an MP in 1992 and whom he
had regarded as one of his principal supporters, had apparently
defected to Blair and was using all his formidable media skills to
promote his campaign. What probably made it all the more galling for
Brown was that it was he who had suggested the famous ‘tough on
crime’ soundbite which had been so effective in furthering Blair’s dizzy
ascent. Eventually, he concluded that he couldn’t win, and agreed to
meet Blair at an Islington restaurant, the Granita, to strike a bargain.
What was actually agreed at this fraught encounter remains a close
secret, but a television drama, The Deal, shown on Channel Four in late
2003, probably comes as close to the truth as one is likely to get. Blair
certainly agreed that Brown would become Chancellor if Labour won
the election, with much more sweeping powers over both economic
and social policy than any previous Chancellor had enjoyed. Brown
apparently attempted to persuade Blair that he should give up the
leadership some time during Labour’s second term, if this was achieved,
and then support Brown for the succession. Blair may well have
made sympathetic noises without actually committing himself, but
Brown seems to have come away believing that he had received a
firm assurance. He then participated in a photo opportunity with Blair,
and declared his support for his campaign. Blair went on to win the
contest convincingly, with majorities in all three sections of the elec-
toral college. The overall result, in percentages, was as shown in the
table below.
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Prescott then defeated Beckett in the poll for deputy leader.
Although they continued to co-operate closely, and the government
formed after the 1997 election was almost a diarchy, this episode
marked the end of the intimate friendship between Blair and Brown.
The latter was badly bruised and continued to harbour resentment,
which he was scarcely able to conceal. It would probably have been bet-
ter to have cleared the air and for both to have contested the leadership
election. Blair would almost certainly have won, and – as it was an
exhaustive ballot – there was no serious risk of letting in a more
‘traditionalist’ candidate, such as Prescott.

The new party leader set himself single-mindedly to achieve one
objective – to make Labour electable. He was able to build on the steps
already taken by Neil Kinnock and John Smith, but he was to reveal a
ruthlessness and determination which went far beyond anything they
had shown. The fact that he had come to the party as an ‘outsider’ was
a positive advantage, as he had no scruples or inhibitions about sweep-
ing aside policies, attitudes and institutions which had become part of
the mindset of most of those who were more rooted in the party. This
was quickly evidenced by his assault on Clause Four, the famous article
in the Labour Party constitution which called for the ‘common owner-
ship of the means of production, distribution and exchange’. This 
70-year-old provision was at odds with the actual practice of Labour
governments, but it allowed their Tory opponents to picture the party
as doctrinaire nationalisers. Hugh Gaitskell had come a cropper when
he tried to delete the clause after the 1959 general election defeat, and
at least four of his five successors had been embarrassed by its provi-
sions but had felt powerless to do anything about it. Blair used his first
speech as party leader to announce to the 1994 party conference that
he would be proposing a replacement clause, which would be submit-
ted for approval to a special party conference in March 1995. Many
thought he was heading for a humiliating rebuff, but he threw himself
into the campaign, addressing Labour Party meetings in shirtsleeves
throughout the country, and when the vote was taken at the special
party conference, Blair’s innocuous rewording, which excised any men-
tion of ‘public ownership’ or even ‘equality’ from the party’s aims, was
approved by a 2 to 1 majority. It was a triumph, and Blair drove home
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the message even further by effectively renaming the party ‘New
Labour’, even though there was no official change of name. The Tories
were nonplussed, as John Major acknowledged in his autobiography.
‘They pronounced themselves ‘new’ Labour, and with that single word
denied their past ... Effective it certainly was. It did us untold damage’
(Major 1999, p.694).

Blair, clearly influenced by Bill Clinton’s success in winning the
election in 1992 by driving the Democratic Party sharply to the right,
consolidated his New Labour makeover by redrawing

its policies on tax, inflation, the minimum wage, exam league tables,
opted-out schools, Northern Ireland, regional government and the
House of Lords … in each case, policy change moved Labour closer
to the Conservatives. (Rentoul 2001, p.264)

He even, daringly, spoke admiringly of Mrs Thatcher, and clearly
regarded her as some sort of role model, in her methods, if not her
objectives. Blair’s greatest coup was to help rid Labour of its reputation
as a ‘tax and spend’ party. In agreement with Gordon Brown, he made a
firm commitment not to increase either the standard rate or – more
controversially – the maximum rate of income tax, which had been
reduced by the Tories to 40 per cent, lower than in most other western
countries, where 50–60 per cent was the norm. Brown followed this up
by pledging not to increase expenditure during the first two years of a
Labour government beyond the levels currently planned by the Tory
Chancellor, Kenneth Clarke. These moves pre-empted any attempt by
the Tories to repeat their scare tactics of the 1992 election when Labour
was accused of planning massive tax increases; they were already inhib-
ited by the fact – well publicised by Labour – that they themselves had
introduced no fewer than 22 tax increases, despite their pledges at the
previous election.

Blair’s rewriting of Clause Four was not the only change which he
made to Labour’s constitution. He diluted the influence of the trade
unions in the party by reducing their voting power at the party confer-
ence from 70 per cent to 50 per cent, while at the same time curbing
the power of the conference itself, and of the party’s National Executive
Committee, by boosting that of the Parliamentary Labour Party and of
the party leader. This gave him tight control, both over policy-making
and party organisation, including the choice of parliamentary candi-
dates. The undeclared purpose was to ensure the marginalisation of
Tony Benn, and of the left-wing generally. Thus, while the Tories
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appeared increasingly divided over Europe and other issues, Blair was
able to present his party as a united and disciplined force. The word
‘socialism’ was studiously dropped from Blair’s speeches; the only time
he was known to employ it, at the party conference in 1995, he pro-
nounced it ‘social – ism’, effectively redefining it as no more than the
possession of a social conscience. He distanced himself as far as he
dared from the trade unions, making it clear that they would have no
privileged access to a future Labour government. They would get ‘fair-
ness not favours’, he declared, while going out of his way to woo busi-
nessmen and to persuade them that Labour was now business-friendly.
He sought to reduce Labour’s financial dependence on the unions, by
actively soliciting contributions from private firms, few if any of which
had ever previously considered bankrolling Labour. His main fundraiser
was the millionaire Socialist businessman Michael Levy, later Lord Levy.

Blair also revolutionised Labour’s presentation and handling of the
media, under the tutelage of Peter Mandelson and the political consult-
ant Philip Gould, whose focus groups became an essential tool in trying
out new initiatives. Alastair Campbell, a talented tabloid journalist, was
recruited as Blair’s press advisor, and initiated a much more focused and
proactive approach to the media. This even extended to pro-Tory news-
papers, which no previous Labour leader had contemplated wooing,
regarding their hostility as a badge of honour attesting to their own rec-
titude. Particular attention was paid to Rupert Murdoch’s newspapers,
one of which, the Sun, a mass-circulation tabloid, had vilified Kinnock
during the 1992 election and had – not implausibly – claimed to have
been the crucial factor in ensuring Major’s victory – ‘It Was The Sun Wot
Won It’ declared its post-election headline. Campbell’s efforts certainly
paid dividends. The Sun endorsed Labour at the outset of the 1997 elec-
tion campaign, while both Lord Rothermere’s Daily Mail and Conrad
Black’s Daily Telegraph notably softened their approach.

Consciously or otherwise, Blair was running not so much against the
Tories, but against ‘Old Labour’, abandoning if not always attacking
most of the policies with which it had recently been associated. Indeed,
it was much clearer what Blair was against than what he favoured; he
tended to speak in vague generalities, evoking mood music rather than
setting out detailed policy proposals, thus denying his opponents con-
crete targets to attack, and earning himself the nickname ‘Tony Blur’.
Perhaps he was familiar with a conversation which Harold Wilson once
had with the legendary Canadian politician Tommy Douglas, who had
won five elections in a row in his native province of Saskatchewan.
‘What is your policy’, Wilson asked. ‘My policy can be written on one
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side of a postcard,’ he replied, ‘otherwise I would have lost.’ Come the
election, Blair offered not a postcard, but a ‘pledge card’, distributed by
all Labour candidates, which contained only five – pretty minimal –
promises.

What Blair was offering the country, however, was not so much new
policies as a new man – himself. Largely through his television appear-
ances and his platform speeches – less so his performances in the House
of Commons, where he usually but not invariably came out on top in
his encounters with John Major – he had created an astonishingly
favourable impression which was reflected in a massive lead in the
opinion polls. He came over as fresh, youthful, energetic and eloquent –
a beacon of hope and optimism, very much as John F. Kennedy had
done in his presidential campaign three decades earlier. He also evoked
more contemporary comparisons with Bill Clinton, though as one Tory
minister wryly remarked, he was even more effective ‘because he kept
his trousers zipped up’. It was not only Blair’s popularity, however,
which set the stage for the sweeping Labour victory on 1 May 1997. At
least equally responsible was the bitterly divided state of the Tory Party,
which must make it highly probable that Labour would have won even
if John Smith had not died three years earlier. He lacked Blair’s
charisma, and would not have gone nearly so far in reforming the
Labour Party, but he was a highly respected figure who had already
opened up a wide lead in the polls before his death. Had he survived,
the Tories might well have done rather better, but it is improbable that,
with Black Wednesday (see Chapter 19) never lived down, they would
have been able to escape defeat. As it was, Labour under Blair’s leader-
ship won a majority of 179 seats, eclipsing even their famous victory of
1945, when Clement Attlee led by 146.

Blair, who had established close behind-the-scenes relations with the
Liberal Democrat leader, Paddy Ashdown, had secretly intended to form
a coalition government, with Ashdown joining the Cabinet as Home or
Foreign Secretary. This would have effectively recreated the broad pro-
gressive alliance which had existed prior to the First World War, the col-
lapse of which led – in the view of Roy Jenkins, with whom Blair was
also in close contact – to the Tory dominance throughout the greater
part of the twentieth century. Yet so overwhelming was Labour’s victory
that any thoughts of coalition soon evaporated, Blair realising that even
he would not be able to persuade his own party to give up part of the
fruits of victory when there was no pressing need to do so. The Cabinet
he formed was one of beginners – after 18 years of Tory rule neither he
nor any of his colleagues had ever served in a Cabinet before, and only
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three of them had experience of junior ministerial office. Nevertheless,
none of them appeared lacking in self-confidence, and the general level
of competence was high, though there were few obvious heavyweights,
apart from Brown, the new Chancellor, and to a lesser extent, Robin
Cook, the Foreign Secretary. The other major offices were filled by John
Prescott, who became Deputy Premier and headed an unwieldy depart-
ment combining Environment and Transport; Jack Straw, Home
Secretary; and Lord Irvine, Blair’s legal mentor, as Lord Chancellor.
David Blunkett, universally admired for overcoming the handicap of
blindness, was to prove an energetic and resourceful Education
Secretary.

Yet the government was dominated, from first to last, by two men,
Blair and Brown, who made a formidable combination, though not
always a harmonious one. Blair certainly consulted with Brown on all
important matters, but hardly at all with the Cabinet as a whole. The
long, detailed discussions which characterised Major’s Cabinets rapidly
became a thing of the past, and Blair quickly reverted to the Thatcher
model of short and relatively infrequent meetings, with most decisions
taken at ad hoc meetings with individual ministers or in small groups.
More influential than any Cabinet minister, other than Brown, were
Blair’s three closest advisors. Peter Mandelson was appointed, initially,
as Minister without Portfolio, outside the Cabinet, but was constantly
at the Prime Minister’s beck and call. Jonathan Powell, a former Foreign
Office official who had resigned to run Blair’s office while in
Opposition, became his Chief of Staff, taking over many of the normal
responsibilities of the Principal Private Secretary, though he was denied
the actual title after Civil Service protests. A younger brother of Charles
Powell, who had been one of Thatcher’s closest advisors, he was
entrusted by Blair with many delicate tasks, including overseeing the
Northern Ireland Office, much to the chagrin of the Secretary of State,
Mo Mowlam. The third and most influential of the triumvirs was
Alastair Campbell, appointed to head the government’s information
services, but so close to Blair that he was popularly known as ‘the real
Deputy Prime Minister’. Campbell was invariably present at Cabinet
meetings, a privilege extended to no previous press spokesman, even
Bernard Ingham under Margaret Thatcher, and something which was
widely resented, not least by Cabinet ministers themselves.

The new government was fortunate in having been bequeathed a
healthy economic situation by its predecessors, thanks largely to the
stewardship of Ken Clarke as the last Tory Chancellor. All previous
Labour governments had entered office in less favourable circumstances,
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and had had to contend with almost immediate financial crises. This
time it was different, and Blair’s team lost no time in consolidating and,
indeed, improving on the hand which it had been dealt. Within days of
taking office, Brown took the bold step of handing over to the Bank of
England the regulation of interest rates, within the limits of an inflation
target set by the government. This meant that interest rate policy was
no longer subject to crude political manipulation, and the change
was warmly welcomed by most economic commentators. Brown kept
to his promise of keeping spending down over the first two years to the
limits set by the Tories, despite pressure from his own backbenchers.
‘Prudence with a purpose’ was his motto, holding out the prospect for
considerable expansion at a later date, when much of the debt accumu-
lated by the previous government would have been paid off. He was
then able to announce very substantial increases in the money available
for schools and the National Health Service. In the meantime, he
embarked on a sustained ‘welfare to work’ programme, designed to take
large numbers off the unemployment register and to provide them with
productive jobs or training opportunities. The programme was largely
financed by a ‘windfall tax’ levied on privatised firms which had been
sold off cheaply by the previous government and were making exces-
sive profits. The government kept its promise not to raise income tax,
but succeeded in increasing its revenues by a series of ‘stealth taxes’,
which had no visible effect on the incomes of most taxpayers. The most
controversial of these was the abolition of tax relief on the investment
income of company pension schemes. Brown used the yield from these
taxes to increase benefits skewed towards people on low incomes, and
the redistributive effect was probably as great as it would have been if
he had been in a position to raise the maximum income tax rate.
Although he was criticised for attempting too much ‘fine tuning’ in his
Budgets and welfare policy changes, few would question that Gordon
Brown was one of the most, if not the most, successful post-war
Chancellors of the Exchequer. His record was summarised in the follow-
ing terms by the authors of the 2001 Nuffield Election Survey, normally
regarded as impartial observers:

Inflation stayed below 3 per cent, GDP grew annually by about
2.5 per cent over the next four years. Opposition prophecies of doom
were refuted regularly by the monthly economic statistics.
Unemployment fell from 1.9 million in 1997 to under 1 million in
2001. Gordon Brown was able to boast of his achievement in paying
off a sizeable proportion of the national debt, helped by buoyant tax
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revenues and by £22bn from the sale of digital channels in 2000. 
£34 bn of government borrowing was paid off and debt servicing fell
from 44 per cent to 32 per cent of government expenditure. (Butler
and Kavanagh 2002, p.2)

In addition, and for the first time ever, Britain’s economic performance,
as measured by the usual indicators, was better than that of the
European Union as a whole.

If economic and social policy had largely been subcontracted to
Brown, Blair himself certainly kept close control over the various con-
stitutional changes which figured prominently in his first term.
Devolution to Scotland and Wales was quickly legislated and was
approved by a large majority in a referendum in Scotland, but by only a
slender one in Wales. In the subsequent elections, conducted under
proportional representation, Labour emerged as much the largest party,
but without an overall majority, and Lab-Lib coalitions were formed in
both countries. Labour also legislated to set up a Greater London
Authority, with its own elected mayor, and this too was approved in a
referendum by London voters. Blair, however, who was already being
accused of ‘control freakery’ because of the tight discipline he sought to
exercise over the Labour Party, seemed unwilling to accept the logic of
these reforms and to leave the choice of leadership to the local popula-
tions. He manipulated trade union block votes (which he had previ-
ously sought to curb) in order to impose less popular candidates to lead
the new assemblies in Wales and London, instead of Rhodri Morgan
and Ken Livingstone respectively. He just pulled it off, but in each case
it ended in tears. In London, Livingstone refused to accept what he
dubbed a ‘rigged vote’, stood for Mayor as an Independent and was very
easily elected, with the unfortunate Labour candidate, Frank Dobson,
who had resigned as Health Secretary to contest the election, reduced to
a very poor third place. The outcome in Wales was only marginally bet-
ter: Blair’s choice, Alun Michael, was only able to secure a mediocre vic-
tory in the election, and was soon forced out by the assembly members
to make way for Morgan.

A notable achievement of the Blair government was to incorporate
the European Convention of Human Rights directly into British law,
which was effected by the Human Rights Act of 1998. Less praiseworthy
was the Freedom of Information Act, which was a pale shadow of the
measure which Labour had trailed while in Opposition, and which was
regarded as a betrayal by many supporters of open government, both
inside and outside the Labour Party. Blair also disappointed his party
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over House of Lords reform. A bill to replace the great majority of
hereditary peers was duly passed, after a compromise was struck with
Lord Cranborne, the Tory leader in the upper house. Cranborne had
failed to consult William Hague, who promptly sacked him, though the
deal went through. It allowed some 92 ‘hereditaries’ to remain in the
House pending a more thoroughgoing reform. No progress was made
on this, however, Blair wishing to proceed to an entirely nominated
upper house while a majority of Labour, Liberal and even Conservative
MPs wanted at least a partially elected chamber. Labour had had discus-
sions, before and after the 1997 election, with the Liberals on the ques-
tion of electoral reform, and had promised in its election manifesto to
hold a referendum on whether to change over to proportional represen-
tation for elections to the House of Commons. Although an independ-
ent commission was appointed, presided over by Roy Jenkins, which
produced a report in favour of a hybrid system with a strong propor-
tional element, no referendum was in fact held, a rare example of a spe-
cific manifesto commitment not being honoured. Blair, in fact – unlike
his predecessor Neil Kinnock – had never been convinced that propor-
tional representation (PR) would be desirable, and the promise had
been made as an inducement to the Liberal Democrats when he
expected to be in need of their support. When this transpired not to
be the case, he soon lost interest. For their part, the Liberal Democrats,
though naturally disappointed, failed to kick up any sort of fuss about the
broken promise. PR was adopted for the Euro elections, as well as in
those for the devolved assemblies.

In Northern Ireland, Blair followed up Major’s earlier initiative with
rather greater success, partly because of his superior negotiating skills,
but also because he was not dependent on Unionist support to main-
tain his parliamentary majority. The climax came, in April 1998, when –
with much assistance from the US mediator George Mitchell, and with
President Clinton helpfully available at the other end of a phone – he
and Irish Premier Bertie Ahern were able to conclude the Good Friday
Agreement with the main Northern Irish political parties (except for Ian
Paisley’s Democratic Unionists). Under this agreement, the nationalist
parties (including Sinn Fein) agreed that Northern Ireland should con-
tinue to be part of the United Kingdom as long as this was the wish of
the majority of the population, while the Irish Republic agreed to
amend its constitution renouncing its claim on the six Northern coun-
ties. In exchange the Unionists agreed to form a power-sharing execu-
tive with the nationalist parties. Provisions were made for the release
of convicted Republican and Loyalist prisoners provided that their
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organisations maintained a permanent ceasefire, and for the decommis-
sioning of arms held by paramilitary groups on both sides. The agree-
ment was to be underpinned by referenda on both sides of the Irish
border, which took place a month later, producing a positive majority
of 94 per cent in the Irish Republic, but only 71 per cent (including a
bare majority of Unionists) in the North. Other people besides Blair and
Ahern were responsible for the success of the negotiation, including the
Northern Ireland Secretary, Mo Mowlam, and Jonathan Powell, but few
people would deny that Blair’s contribution, which involved three long
days of hard bargaining and the trading of subtle compromises, during
which he showed enormous patience, intellectual agility and stamina,
was crucial. An exhausted Blair told the concluding press conference
that the negotiators had felt ‘the hand of history’ on their shoulders as
they reached the end of their transactions. This was not the end of the
rocky road in Northern Ireland, and the process has continued to have
its ups and downs, including one particularly bloody outrage in Omagh
in August 1998, in which 29 civilians were killed by Republican extrem-
ists, but since then there has been relative peace and security in the
North, and hope has replaced despair.

If Blair achieved more than most people expected in Northern
Ireland, his record concerning the European Union was a frank disap-
pointment. Proclaimed as the most pro-European premier since Ted
Heath, he made a good start by adopting a co-operative attitude during
the Amsterdam summit in June 1997, ending the growing isolation in
which Britain had found itself during at least the latter half of the Major
premiership. He did not, however, succeed in his aim of breaking into
the tight Franco-German alliance, which had long been the driving
force behind European integration. He did hold an important bilateral
summit with President Jacques Chirac at Saint-Malo in 1998, when they
agreed a measure of Anglo-French defence co-operation which helped
to launch the beginnings of a European Security and Defence Policy
(ESDP). On other issues, though, the French President and his German
Socialist partner, Gerhard Schröder, kept him at arm’s length. Blair
responded by attempting to organise a rival power bloc within the EU
by cosying up to the centre-right leaders of the other two large member
states, Spain’s José-Maria Aznar and Italy’s Silvio Berlusconi.

Yet Blair’s hopes of providing constructive British leadership for the
EU were blighted, largely because of his own hesitancy and irresolution.
He had formed the view that it was essential for Britain to join the sin-
gle currency, due to be established in 1999, but had reluctantly agreed,
in 1996, to promise a referendum on the issue, when Major had
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conceded this to his euro-sceptic critics. Boldness would have coun-
selled holding an immediate poll after his election in May 1997 when
the honeymoon period was in full swing and his own enormous popu-
larity would most likely have produced a favourable result, despite the
fact that the opinion polls were showing a majority in favour of keep-
ing the pound. He passed up the opportunity, and later allowed himself
to be consistently outmanoeuvred by Gordon Brown, a relative sceptic
on the issue. Brown bounced him into agreeing an announcement, in
October 1997, that Britain was unlikely to be one of the founding mem-
bers of EMU in 1999, and that a decision to join was improbable during
the course of the current Parliament. He also acquiesced in linking the
ultimate decision to five largely subjective ‘tests’ of the effect on the
British economy, which the Treasury, under Brown’s direction, would
be responsible for carrying out. The long delay involved in making
these assessments, which continued until March 2003 – when only one
of the five was judged to have been met – made it impossible to launch
a wholehearted campaign to convince public opinion. In the mean-
time, the opposition in the polls, stirred up by a great deal of menda-
cious reporting in the Murdoch, Black and Rothermere press, grew
greater and greater, so that the prospects of winning a referendum, even
if the tests were judged to be a success, grew increasingly bleak.
Although the polls showed that a large majority of voters were against
joining the euro, they also revealed that most people were nevertheless
convinced that it would happen by 2010. Even this now seems highly
uncertain. Sadly, Blair’s own words, spoken in 2001, could well be
applied to himself: ‘The history of our engagement with Europe is one
of opportunities missed in the name of illusions – and Britain suffering
as a result’ (Stephens 2004, p.207).

Blair’s hesitancy over Europe was not reflected in his broader
approach to foreign affairs, where, fortified by his Christian faith, he
hastened to give a marked moralistic twist to British policy. There was
no doubt that Blair took his religious beliefs seriously. He was the first
British premier since Gladstone known to be a regular Bible-reader, but
his approach is somewhat eclectic, as he has also read the Koran three
times, and described Islam, in an interview with Muslim News in March
2000, as ‘a deeply reflective, peaceful, very beautiful religious faith’
(Rentoul 2001, p.351). Although an Anglican, he regularly attends
Roman Catholic services with his wife and children, who have been
educated in Catholic schools. The medley of religious influences to
which he has exposed himself has convinced him that Britain has a
moral duty, where circumstances permit, to use its influence, and where
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necessary its armed strength, to intervene in defence of justice and
democracy throughout the world. This put him in the direct line of suc-
cession to Lord Palmerston, the mid-nineteenth-century Premier, who
did not share his Christian faith, but who proclaimed a Pax Britannica,
and used gunboat diplomacy to promote it. Britain’s military strength
was insufficient to give Blair the same scope for international interven-
tion, but, as a recent book points out, it was ‘some feat to go to war five
times in six years’ (Kampfner 2003, p. ix). Three of these, the air strikes
against Saddam Hussein, in 1998; the Kosovo War a year later, and the
dispatch of British troops to Sierra Leone in 2000, occurred during his
first term of office. Although there was some vocal opposition, especially
to the Kosovo operation, he also attracted much admiration and sup-
port, and had little difficulty in carrying public opinion along with him.
This perhaps added dangerously to his self-confidence, leading him into
a much rasher and infinitely less popular venture three years later.

Blair was fully aware of how damaging the repeated accusations of
‘sleaze’ had been against his Tory predecessors, and was determined
that his own administration should not be tarred with the same brush.
‘We must be whiter than white’, he told his MPs on the morrow of their
election victory. It was hardly to be. Though the number and the seri-
ousness of the scandals which arose were far less, his government was
unable entirely to escape criticism on this score. The most serious inci-
dent concerned a Labour promise to ban advertising and sponsorship
by tobacco firms. Six months after the election, Blair received a visit at
Downing Street from Bernie Ecclestone, the head of Formula One
motor racing, who argued persuasively that the sport would suffer
grievous harm if tobacco sponsorship was brought to a sudden end.
Blair listened sympathetically to his case, and then sent a memo to the
Health Secretary asking him to look for a way ‘to protect the position of
sports in general and Formula 1 in particular’. It then transpired that
Ecclestone had earlier given a £1 million donation to Labour, and – in
the face of press criticism – the party referred the matter to the incom-
ing chairman of the Committee on Standards in Public Life, who
advised that the donation be returned, which it was. Blair angrily
denied in a television interview that his decision on sponsorship had
been affected in any way by a knowledge of Ecclestone’s gift, saying: ‘I
think most people who have dealt with me think I’m a pretty straight
sort of guy.’ His public standing was still very high, and most people
seemed prepared to give him the benefit of the doubt. There were to be
three Cabinet resignations, including two by Peter Mandelson, the first
of which reflected on his personal judgement and the second on the
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Prime Minister’s, but – on the whole – Labour escaped being bracketed
with the Tories over ‘sleaze’. It was another monosyllable – ‘spin’–
which came to be seen as its Achilles’ heel.

The high priest of spin was seen to be Alastair Campbell, who had
wrought wonders for Labour in Opposition, and continued to render
signal service to Blair for several years subsequently. His most notable
coup was to compose Blair’s ‘spontaneous’ reaction to the death of
Princess Diana, whom he described as ‘the People’s Princess’, striking a
chord with the British public and adding enormously to Blair’s own,
already high, reputation. Yet eventually the law of diminishing returns
began to set in. Campbell repeatedly made excessive claims on behalf of
the government, for example by double counting the amount of money
being spent on successive education and health service initiatives. His
own relations with the media also began to deteriorate as he upset more
and more journalists by his bullying manner, and by his frequent and
often unjustified complaints to radio and television producers and
executives about their political coverage. By the time of the 2001 elec-
tion, he had undoubtedly become a net liability to the government and
his activities were increasingly counter-productive.

The Blair government was able to deliver on the great majority of its
specific promises, but as the end of the twentieth century loomed, there
was no doubting the widespread sense of disappointment about its per-
formance. This could be attributed, in part, to the fact that the large
increases in public expenditure on the health and education services,
which Brown had provided for in his later Budgets, had not yet been
translated into noticeably improved services for pupils and patients.
The enthusiasm which Blair had provoked in Opposition, when the
Labour Party’s campaign song ‘Things Can Only Get Better’ had res-
onated with great swathes of the population, had largely evaporated by
2000. The big boost in Labour Party membership was well and truly
over, as new recruits started to leave the party in droves. Yet Labour
continued to enjoy a massive opinion poll lead over the Tories, with no
sign of a mid-term revolt, and only one very temporary blip, in
September 2000, at the time of the fuel tax protests. One reason for this
was the almost total failure of the Tories to regain public confidence,
which in turn was partly due to their choice of William Hague as leader
in 1997 in preference to the vastly more experienced and more popular
Kenneth Clarke. Although Hague was a good performer in the House of
Commons, and often had Blair in difficulty at Question Time, his polit-
ical judgement was poor, and he never established a rapport with the
general public. His choice of ‘defending the pound’ as his major
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campaign theme was a crucial error: although a majority of voters
remained sceptical of changing to the euro, this was never a salient
issue for more than a minority. When the voters returned to the ballot
boxes in June 2001, their verdict was almost identical to that of 1997,
with Labour gaining an overall majority of 165 and the Tories winning
precisely one more seat than four years earlier. There was, however, one
significant difference, the turnout was down by over 12 per cent, and at
59.4 per cent was the lowest since 1918. A contributory factor was
clearly the widespread perception that Labour was certain to win, but it
was widely seen as a measure of the disillusionment with the whole
political process, which had set in during Blair’s premiership, and a
stark warning for the future.

Epilogue 2001–04

The re-elected government lost no time in indicating that its top priority
would be to match the large additional spending on public services with
reform measures which would make a qualitative difference and ensure
that the money would not be dissipated on inessentials or spent in pur-
suit of producer interests. Unfortunately, however, Blair and his minis-
ters failed to consult widely within the Labour Party before launching
their reforms, which led to two major rebellions by Labour MPs, on
foundation hospitals and top-up fees for universities, which could well
have toppled Blair if they had been supported by just a few extra dissi-
dents. Greater consultation was promised for the future after the ‘top-
up’ debate in February 2004, but many remained sceptical, feeling that
the government had got into the habit of taking them for granted.

For Blair, however, these were mere sidelines to his main preoccupa-
tions during his second term, which were concentrated on interna-
tional affairs and, in particular, on his relationship with President
George W. Bush. He demoted his independent-minded Foreign
Secretary, Robin Cook, to be Leader of the Commons, appointing the
more pliable Jack Straw in his place. Straw had been a notably illiberal
Home Secretary, sometimes even being compared unfavourably with
his Tory predecessor, Michael Howard. There was no reason to doubt,
however, that he was faithfully following Blair’s intentions, and his
own successor, David Blunkett, was an equal disappointment to penal
reformers and human rights campaigners. Blair’s fixation on Bush
began on the day of the latter’s election, in November 2000, when he
put out immediate feelers to ensure that he would be the first foreign
leader invited to the White House after the inauguration in January
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2001. His importunity to reach the new President’s side did not please
his wife, Cherie, who – reportedly – was distraught that Bush had
‘stolen’ the White House from Al Gore. Having made her view clear,
however, she boarded the plane to Washington with her husband and
was, at least, civil to both the new President and his wife, Laura.

Blair’s immediate bonding with Bush seemed odd, after his very
warm relationship with Bill Clinton, a fellow Oxford graduate who
shared many of his political views and with whom he had launched the
so-called Third Way initiative to unite centre-left leaders across the
world. But Blair had a sharp eye for power and a singular lack of senti-
ment in choosing his associates, and seems to have concluded that the
overriding priority for Britain was to forge a close link with the US
President, whoever he might be. Despite his vaunted pro-Europeanism,
it soon became clear that this meant more to him than keeping in step
with other EU leaders. His burgeoning relationship with Bush was
cemented by the outrage of 11 September 2001, when Blair hastened
once again to Washington to pledge unconditional support in the war
against terrorism. On 20 September, seated next to Laura Bush in the
visitors’ gallery, he listened to Bush’s speech to both houses of
Congress. Gesturing towards him, Bush said that America had ‘no truer
friend than Great Britain’, and Blair was given a standing ovation.

Britain was the major ally of the US in the war against the Taliban,
and despite some anti-war opposition, Blair had little difficulty in carry-
ing his country, and his party, with him, notably in a barnstorming
speech to his party conference in October 2001. The speech went well
beyond justifying the war in Afghanistan, pleading for a new world
order which would come to the aid of victims of oppression wherever
they were – ‘The starving, the wretched, the dispossessed, the ignorant,
those living in want and squalor from the deserts of northern Africa to the
slums of Gaza, to the mountain ranges of Afghanistan: they too are our
cause.’ The quick and relatively cost-free victory in Afghanistan, despite
the failure to capture or kill Osama bin Laden, helped to convince Blair
of the realism as well as the moral justification of his cause, and he
began to lend a sympathetic ear to US plans for regime change in Iraq.
He was anxious, however, that any action should be under UN auspices.
He set out to persuade Bush to follow this path, despite the contrary
advice he was getting from Vice-President Dick Cheney and Defense
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, who favoured unilateral US action. Blair’s
view reinforced that of Secretary of State Colin Powell, and Bush agreed
to take the problem of Iraq’s non-compliance with the UN disarma-
ment resolutions to the Security Council. Blair may well, however, have
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unwisely left Bush with the firm impression that, if the UN route failed,
Britain would still support a war. What was to prove even more damag-
ing was that he was to base his case for going to war almost entirely on
the ‘imminent threat’ of Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction (WMD)
rather than the evil nature of Saddam’s regime, which it appears was
what really motivated him. The sequel does not need to be recapitu-
lated in detail here – how the UN agreed to send inspectors back into
Iraq on an ‘intrusive’ basis; how the inspectors found no such weapons
even though they had been guided to hundreds of sites by the ‘best
intelligence’ the US and Britain were able to provide; how on US insis-
tence the inspections were cut short even though the chief UN
Inspector, Hans Blix, and his team thought that the job could be prop-
erly completed within another two to three months; how no UN resolu-
tion permitting an invasion was even put to the vote; how the invasion
went ahead with only US, British and Australian forces involved, with
striking military success, at least in the short run; and how, after a fur-
ther year’s search by a US-led team, no WMD were discovered.

From first to last, Blair remained convinced of the rightness, indeed
the righteousness, of his decisions, though even his powers of persua-
sion were insufficient to convince a majority of his countrymen. A mas-
sive revolt of 139 Labour MPs occurred in the Commons, and, on the
eve of the war, the biggest ever protest demonstration was held in
London and other towns and cities. Though the opinion polls showed
majority support while British forces were directly involved in action,
this soon slumped when the large-scale fighting concluded. Allegations,
broadcast on the BBC by the journalist Andrew Gilligan, that Blair and
his entourage had deliberately exaggerated the threat of WMD, led to a
bitter dispute between the government and the BBC, and the suicide of
Dr David Kelly, the arms inspector who had been the source of
Gilligan’s story. Blair then did himself no favours by appointing an
ultra-Establishment judge, Lord Justice Hutton, to conduct a one-man
inquiry into the events leading up to Kelly’s death, with very narrow
terms of reference. Hutton’s report came down so heavily on the gov-
ernment’s side and was so critical of the BBC that the public saw it as a
‘whitewash’. A large majority in the opinion polls concluded that Blair
had lied and had deliberately deceived the nation over the WMD
threat. An over-harsh judgement, perhaps, but he certainly succeeded
in deceiving himself.

The Iraq War cost Blair the resignation of two cabinet ministers,
Robin Cook and Clare Short, the Overseas Development Minister. More
seriously he lost the instinctive feeling of trust which he had built up
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with the British public, who seemed to regard him as more than a cut
above ‘ordinary’ politicians. This led to a catastrophic fall in his opin-
ion poll ratings, though much less so in those of his party. For the first
time, in early 2004, a majority – though not yet a large one – said that
they would be more likely to vote Labour if Gordon Brown replaced
him in the leadership. It is, however, quite conceivable that he will go
on to equal Margaret Thatcher’s record of three successive general
election victories, though another landslide is improbable. On 30
September 2004, Blair announced that he would lead Labour into the
next general election, widely expected to be in May 2005 (though it
could be as late as July 2006), and that if re-elected he would serve ‘a
full third term,’ but would not seek a fourth mandate. He thereby con-
firmed that he was not honouring the half promise he may have made
to Brown, at the Granita restaurant back in 1994, to bow out during his
second term. If things were to work out according to Blair’s plan, he
would comfortably overtake Margaret Thatcher’s modern record of serv-
ing over 111⁄2 years in Downing Street. Many observers, however,
remained sceptical, believing that even if he were to secure a third term
he would rapidly become a ‘lame duck’ and would be forced to make
way for a successor within a year or two.

Blair’s future reputation, and the verdict of history, is heavily bound
up with the Iraq war and its aftermath. If, despite the insecurity and car-
nage which followed for at least a year after the end of formal hostilities,
the country develops into a stable and prosperous democracy, he may
well be seen as the courageous visionary he set out to be. If, on the other
hand, it falls into chaos or another tyrant seizes power, he could be con-
demned as a misguided, if well-intentioned, meddler; an Icarus who flew
too close to the sun and burnt his wings. His career still continues, and
may do so for several more years, but it may not yet be too early to draw
some conclusions, or to start measuring him against his predecessors.
This apparently naive ‘outsider’ has proved to be a redoubtable political
operator who has dominated British politics for a decade or more. He
has transformed his party – largely against the wishes of many of its
activists. In policy terms, he has shown himself to be a ‘revisionist’, in
the tradition of Tony Crosland, though with less intellectual rigour, and
has turned Labour into a formidable vote-winning machine, extending
its electoral appeal far beyond its traditional boundaries, an achieve-
ment at least comparable to the earlier feats of Lord Salisbury, the young
Ramsay MacDonald and Margaret Thatcher. The changes he effected to
the country, though less dramatic, may prove equally profound, particu-
larly in the constitutional field, though the economic and social reforms
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for which his governments have been responsible are far from being
negligible. The last Prime Minister of the twentieth century and the first
of the twenty-first, Tony Blair may not, ultimately, be seen as a great
premier, but certainly as one who, to use a phrase first applied to Joe
Chamberlain by Winston Churchill, was, in his time, largely responsible
for forming the political weather.
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Appendix – Prime Ministers of 
the Twentieth Century

368

Name Party Age at first Dates of Total
appointment ministries time as

premier

1. Robert Gascoyne-Cecil, Con. 55 years, 140 23 June 13 years,
3rd Marquess of  days 1885–28 252 days
Salisbury, born 3 Jan. 1886
Feb. 1830, died 25 July1886–
22 Aug. 1903, 11 Aug. 1892
married Georgina Alderson, 25 Jun.
11 Jul. 1857, 5 sons, 1895–11 Jul.
3 daughters 1902

2. Arthur James Balfour, born Con. 53 years, 352 12 Jul. 1902– 3 years,
25 Jul. 1848, died 19 March days 4 December 145 days
1930, unmarried 1905

3. Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman, Lib. 69 years, 89 5 Dec. 1905– 2 years,
born 7 Sep. 1836, died 22 April days 5 April 1908 122 days
1908, married Charlotte Bruce, 
13 Sep. 1860, no children

4. Herbert Henry Asquith, Lib. 55 years, 198 5 April 1908– 8 years,
born 12 Sep. 1852, died days 25 May 244 days
15 Feb. 1928, married (1) 1915, 25 May
Helen Melland, 23 Aug. 1915–5 Dec.
1877, 4 sons, 1 daughter, 1916
(2) Margot Tennant, 10 May 
1894, 1 son,  1 daughter

5. David Lloyd George, born Lib. 53 years, 325 6 Dec. 1916– 5 years,
17 Jan. 1863, died 26 Mar. 1945, days 19 Oct. 1922 317 days.
married (1) Margaret Owen, 24 
Jan. 1888, 2 sons, 3 daughters, 
(2) Frances Stevenson, 23 Oct. 
1943, 1 daughter
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6. Andrew Bonar Law, born Con. 64 years, 23 Oct., 209 days
16 Sep. 1858, died 30 Oct., 37 days 1922–20
1923, married Annie Robley, May 1923
24 Mar. 1891, 4 sons, 2 daughters

7. Stanley Baldwin, born 3 Aug. Con. 55 years, 22 May 7 years,
1867, died 14 Dec. 1947, 292 days 1923–12 Jan. 82 days
married Lucy Ridsdale, 12 Sep. 1924
1892, 3 sons, 4 daughters 4 Nov. 1924– 

4 Jun. 1929
7 Jun. 1935–
28 May 1937 

8. James Ramsay MacDonald, Lab. 57 years, 22 Jan. 1924– 6 years,
born 12 Oct. 1866, died 9 Nov. Nat. 102 days 4 Nov. 1924 289 days
1937, married Margaret Lab. 5 Jun. 1929–
Gladstone,  23 Nov. 1896, 3 sons, 24 Aug.
3 daughters 1931

24 Aug.
1931–7 Jun
1935

9. Neville Chamberlain, born Con. 68 years, 28 May 2 years,
18 Mar. 1869, died 9 Nov. 71 days 1937–10 May 348 days
1940, married Anne de 1940
Vere Cole, 5 Jan. 1911, 
1 son, 1 daughter

10. Winston Churchill, born Con. 65 years, 10 May 8 years,
30 Nov. 1874, died 24 Jan. 1965, 163 days 1940–26 240 days
married Clementine Hozier, Jul. 1945
12 Sep. 1908, 1 son, 4 daughters 26 Oct. 1951–

5 April 1955

11. Clement Attlee, born 3 Jan. Lab. 63 years, 26 July 6 years,
1883, died 8 Oct. 1967, 205 days 1945–26 92 days
married Violet Millar, 10 Jan. Oct. 1951
1922, 1 son, 3 daughters

12. Anthony Eden, born Con. 57 years, 6 April 1955– 1 year,
12 Jun. 1897, died 14 Jan. 1977, 299 days 9 Jan. 1957 279 days
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